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MANIFESTO FOR THE POST REALITY

F

rom the cave-like solitude of my underground studio bunker in Washington, DC, I hastily

prepare the next chapter of my story for the world. You see, my journey into the Underworld of
America has given me a new sense of urgency.

I

had entered the Underworld of America to obtain solutions to problems afflicting humanity, to

discover the roots of illnesses that eternally afflict the human soul. Once I was back, I asked
myself: where in Hell do I go from here!?

I

was only then beginning to grasp the significance of my journey into the darkness. Yet, one thing was

clear, I must take the next step: the total embrace of the post reality.

I

now realize that the post reality has become the only possible direction for my story, for in the post

reality, there is no longer separation between that which is real and that which is not.

I

n the post reality, there is no longer separation between anything and anybody. All things move in all

directions: instantaneously and simultaneously. This is the new world order.

I

n the post reality, the reality of the everyday is re-formed and replaced by virtual situations and infinite

relationships. It is where our dreams and aspirations have no borders, no boundaries, and no limits.

Y

es! In the post reality, I can be anyone, anywhere. I’ll go viral. I’ll penetrate the social media, or else

as an artist, I’ll become ineffectual and irrelevant. You see, the social media is the new medium of the post
reality. And as the experience of art has always been a social experience, the artist is by definition a social
media artist.

T

he social media will be my stage, the ultimate world stage, that non-place where revolutions are

fought, war is waged, passions run wild, and the social hierarchy is reshuffled. It is where individual
expression is amplified on a global scale.
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T

he social media moves at the speed of light, it is real-time.

I

n my total embrace of the post reality, I’ll become a super-participant, an echo chamber for

appropriating, amplifying and redirecting information. I’ll absorb the endless stream of mass media and
popular culture to reshape them, transform them, remix them, and re-broadcast them back out from
wherever they came.

T

he studio will be the point of origin, my mis-en-scene, my alchemical laboratory. In the post reality,

the studio is an open studio where the daily ritual of making art is conducted in front of and for the camera.
In the post reality, the open studio goes open source.

I

’ll be a distributed artist, and my notebook a distributed notebook. Journal entries containing my deepest

and darkest thoughts will spread like wildfire through the network, the viral penetration of artistic
expression reusable by anyone, anywhere, in any form.

M

y story will become a meta-story, spreading context/meaning/description to the information I

capture/tag/replay. Everything I make as an artist will be indexed for future retrieval.

T

he language of the social media is a computer language. I’ll speak in #hashtags and @usernames and

abbreviated emoticons. I’ll speak novels in 140 characters or less.

I

nformation will flow in and out of my studio and in and out of me. My narrative will feed on user

feedback: folded in, sampled and resampled, fed back through and out again. In the post reality, everything
is captured and processed and remixed and connected and re-connected.

T

his manifesto is an open invitation to participate in the post reality – in the transformation of everyday

life. I guarantee it will be seductive: tantalizing, mysterious, and endlessly entertaining.

Y

ou’re all invited, for in the post reality, everyone belongs to everyone else.
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THE POST REALITY SHOW
EPISODIC_WORKFLOW
1.

9.24.10.3 (reportage): [The Underworld] The Underworld rises
up from within the studio, like a plant that germinates from
the seed, sprouting limbs everywhere, enveloping the artist,
surfaces all around, like the rising moon, which casts its
light, the nocturnal, the sunrise, brings the light of day,
the mind at rest, but the night is about agitation,
disturbance, re-arrangement, displacement.

2.

9.24.10.6 (reportage): [Danger] Warning: The audience must
take the journey with the artist. What is truly “dangerous”
about the artist is the intent to wake people from their
stupor, their sleep, passivity, hypnosis, to rock their boat,
and most of all, to suspend their suspension of disbelief.

3.

9.26.10.4: [Where do I go from Here?] Now that I am back from
the Underworld of America, in my underground studio bunker in
Washington, DC, I ask myself: where in Hell do I go from
here?

4.

9.27.10.2 (reportage): [There is Nothing More Dangerous Than
an Artist] The artist, freed from constraints, without fear,
with no need to prove anything to anyone, is the most
dangerous threat of all. Dangerous to those bound by the
status quo, by convention. The artist in this condition is
capable of saying anything, things that have been left
unsaid, the unspeakable: like lucid dreaming but operating in
the light of day.

5.

10.10.10.6 (reportage): The work is the catalyst for
igniting. Purgatory. Transition. The Show. A remix. A vehicle
through which to make sense. The telling and the foretelling.
In the studio, the studio brought to the stage, the stage
brought to the studio. Improvisation. Composition.

6.

10.18.10.2 (reportage): OK, a conversational stream tied to
memories and aborted dreams, an ongoing river of ideas,
musically organized, interwoven, motifs, drawn from the
Underworld, the world of the unconscious, the world out
there. Need to flesh out those visions, make them richer,
complex, hyperlinking from thought to thought, place to
place, non-place to non-place. Very free and organized.

7.

10.21.10 (reportage): Crash and burn in feverish
disinformation, I am about to formulate nothing less than a
sprawling examination of the assault of media.
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8.

11.14.10.1 (reportage): The narrative does not progress in a
linear direction. How can it, when that is not how life
works? It excavates. Goes deeper in time, heightening the
resolution of time. It even goes out-of-time. The story is
revealed through the unexpected, unplanned events, triggered
by a form of confessional reportage.

9.

11.22.10 (reportage): Where is the story? What happened to
the story? I seemed to have lost the thread, it’s all tangled
up in the Underworld.

10.

11.29.10.1 (reportage): Upstream, the Potomac crashes over
rocks, swirling and crushing anything in its path. Nothing
can stop this unbroken FLOW of churning water. Nothing.
Nature is without abandon, fearless, nothing can block its
path, especially us. The noise is awesome, it takes your
breath away, it is greater than all of us, a real thing of
beauty. A terrible beauty. A beauty that can devour us at any
moment, like the FLOW of information.

11.

12.7.10.2 (reportage): I point a camera directly in my face,
to comprehend the confusion. Imagery flows. Transformation of
shape, color exploding in a thousands directions. Ideas
spread everywhere, endlessly. This hallucination shakes me to
the core. I speak into this microphone and it all flows from
here. I listen with headphones. I hear my voice reverberating
through my brain. The camera and headphones function as a
feedback loop. Images streak off the video stream. I feel
weightless. No longer coherent. Swept away by this river of
sound. My voice reverberates through my brain. Falling,
falling, falling into some bottomless space that has no up,
no down.

12.

01.01.11 (reportage): Renewal, change, hope, transformation:
the year of 111111. The resurrection of the work. There are
no longer any obstacles. Just keep walking. Where? Not to
question. Am I back in the desert? Just keep walking. Keep
moving. Don’t stop. Can’t stop. Won’t stop. It all keeps
moving. Flowing. Unstoppable. Keep going.

13.

1.5.11.2 (reportage): Every day in the post reality is a new
day, a fabricated reality based on the strategic design of
forgetfulness.
1.5.11.3 (reportage) This forgetfulness drives the narrative
of the everyday. Replaces it. Becomes it. It lulls us into
its immersive repetition. Everyone can be anything in the
post reality. Everyone can know everyone in the post reality.
Everyone can be everywhere in the post reality. There are no
boundaries in the post reality.
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14.

1.11.11.1 (reportage): It lulls us into its construction.
Pure pleasure. Repetition. Moves us. It immerses us into its
space, that space of connectedness, forgetfulness,
mesmerizing. So easy, so forgetful to turn on the endless
stream of media: television, radio, computer, phone, talking
heads, advertisement. Even violence finds its pleasurable
home amidst the relentless flow of information. So much
easier than contemplating the inevitable end of things, the
darkness. The light of the media ignites a fire within us
that convinces us of its infinite illumination.

15.

1.13.11.1 (reportage): The construction of a magnificent
pose, an embrace of the elusive image: a reflection in the
black mirror... driven by the unblinking eye of the camera.

16.

1.16.11.2 (reportage): This is precisely the seduction, like
water seeking its own level: to fill the void, the darkness,
the nothingness… with something. anything. to stay busy.
Active. Engaged. In the post reality, reality no longer
suffices. In the wake of the tangible we go in search of the
virtual, the representation, to replace what is missing. We
don’t even know what is missing when there is nothing there.
So we are soothed by the lack of memory, the forgetfulness,
immersed in whatever diversion enters into our daily
consciousness.
1.16.11.3 (reportage): The critique of the media should allow
for it intoxicating embrace, a blur between critique and
seduction. That is where I situate myself as an artist of the
post reality: part objectively critical and part subjectively
immersed in the experience of the media.

17.

1.17.11.1 (reportage): “Almost everything we see and hear and
do persuades us that this power is ours. This life in America
which I have described is a spectator sport in which we
ourselves make the propos and are the solo performers.”
Boorstin, The Image
1.17.11.2 (reportage): Everything becomes performance.

18.

1.19.11.4 (reportage): “We risk being the first people in
history to have been able to make their illusions so vivid,
so persuasive, so “realistic” that we can live in them. We
are the most illusioned people on earth. Yet we dare not
become disillusioned, because our illusions are the very
house in which we live; they are our news, our heroes, our
adventure, our forms of art, our very experience.” – Daniel
Boorstin, The Image
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19.

1.22.11.1 (reportage): I am the movie! You can dream up all
sorts of complicated plot lines, but the narrative behind the
creation of the plot lines is infinitely more complex. That
is the real movie. Not the movie itself but the making of the
movie. It takes a leap, a step outside, to watch that movie.
It’s like lucid dreaming when you can embody the narrative
while it is happening around you.
1.22.11.2 (reportage): The meta-narrative is more important
than the narrative itself.
1.22.11.3: Living the movie is the movie.

20.

1.23.11.5 (reportage): But no matter how hard you try the
other side leaks right through the facade and takes hold of
you.

21.

1.23.11.6 (reportage): I can play this game, I can master
these alchemical tricks of the machine. I will create
something Monumental!

22.

1.31.11.1 (reportage): Fly in the face of power and place
yourself squarely in the I of the Storm.

23.

1.31.11.4 (reportage): Induce an alchemical transformation of
the senses and declare yourself an alchemist for the post
reality with an underground operation at ground zero in the
nation’s capital.

24.

1.31.11.9 (reportage): In the glow and glam of the spectacle,
break down the elements of seduction one at a time, frame by
frame, pixel by pixel, bit by bit, down to the innermost,
cellular core, sampling an endless stream of manipulation and
desire. A Madison Avenue cocktail for the senses.

25.

2.4.11.1 (reportage): Be an evangelical super-participant
engaging in online acts of empowerment, nothing less than a
self-ascribed authority, a relay tower for the distribution
of information anywhere and everywhere: pure viral
expression, omnipresent, unstoppable.

26.

2.6.11.1 (reportage): Penetrate and expose through the
individual broadcast catalyzed by the viral nature of social
media. Nothing to hold back if its infectious and true.

27.

2.12.11.1 (reportage): In the post-pop, post-real world,
propagate your own mythology and create a legend.

28.

2.21.11 (reportage): If I could only dream the dream, the
seduction of the artificial, the light of the media, which
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ignites a fire within, convincing us of its infinite
illumination.
29.

3.7.11 (reportage): Propel forward like a machine that never
sleeps, with the force and speed of everyday life, a machine
that runs to the clock of life.

30.

3.18.11 (reportage): When the screens of our smart phones
become our eyes, we will recognize that language is a code
from the unknown.

31.

3.27.11 (reportage): The FLOW of information soaks our
eyeballs and soothes our ears until we surrender to the
inevitable connectedness of all things.

32.

4.27.11.2: “Entertainment… is arguably the most pervasive,
powerful and ineluctable force of our time – a force so
overwhelming that it has finally metastasized into life.”
Life the Movie: How Entertainment Conquered Reality, Neal
Gabler

33.

5.1.11.1: Every moment, every action, every impulse is
subject matter for documentation.
5.1.11.2: I am now writing in front of the camera.

34.

5.7.11.3: “It no longer offers retreat. It’s no longer an
‘ivory tower,’ no longer ‘private.’ The studio now
integrates, no longer distances the artist from society. It
places the artist within an integrative inventory or
database, providing the means to show up within the network.
The studio is now that place where we know we can always find
the artist when we need to, where she or he is always plugged
in and online, always accessible to and by an ever more
integrated and ever more dispersed art world.” Pg. 349 Lane
Kelyea, Studio Reader

35.

5.7.11.4: Discover a greater labyrinthine puzzle: exploration
and trajectories into some strange and beautiful and
mysterious world.

36.

5.14.11.3: Transform angst into humor.
5.14.11.4: Schedule every moment of the day.

37.

5.17.11.2: Attempt the impossible.

38.

5.21.11.1 (reportage): The desire to be in front of the
unblinking eye of the screen drives our every sensory
impulse… we can’t take our eyes off the image… which is why
social spaces are lit by the light of television… the need
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for the constant presence of media has become so primal, so
innate, so necessary, that we are no longer aware of it… the
electronic signal feeds us, nourishes us, and we are never
satiated…
39.

5.24.11 (reportage): If the world had any sense, it would
lock the artist in his/her studio and throw away the key.
Actually, that is precisely what the world has done to me.

40.

5.30.11 (reportage): “Now is not the time to produce work,
it’s time to understand.” – Shady El-Noshokaty, Philipp
Kennicott, Egyptian Artists Unite to Preserve New Freedoms,
Washington Post

41.

6.4.11.1: Try to make sense of a world that appears to be
permanently derailed.

42.

6.4.11.2 (reportage): I have no solutions, no bright ideas,
no earth-shattering revelations, only more questions.

43.

6.6.11: (reportage): So yes, I have been to the moon and back
and need only step into my dark, underground studio bunker to
plan my next journey to whereverland. Bon voyage.

44.

6.10.11 (reportage): Revel in the total embrace of social
media as a 24/7 cultural experiment. Leave behind a
documented, archived, mapped, tagged trail of everywhere you
have ever been, everything you have ever said, every thought,
every idea. You might think of this as an über-happening in
which we are all active-participants of a collective
performance in the maze-like grid of social media where we
are all savvy broadcasters and wireless journalists detailing
everything around us. If you could magically aggregate the
simultaneity of this ubiquitous happening, you would be
omnipresent, omniscient, and perhaps even omnipotent. You are
the performer and audience in the viral opera of everyday
life.

45.

6.14.11: Perform a Requiem for America.

46.

6.17.11.1: Detour into some very strange world and see how
far it can be pushed.

47.

6.19.11: Reflect on a thought that has just occurred that
takes you high above the action of the mundane and the
everyday.

48.

6.21.11.1 (reportage): It’s called the suspension of
disbelief… where anything and everything is possible…
anything you can dream or think or imagine… it all happens
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quite naturally under the lights… it is a place to forget
about everything except for right now… everything you ever
thought or knew or remembered is compressed into a single
instant… when the lights penetrate the darkness you can
finally think… there is clarity. There is space. There is
air… you can relive any time or place… you can be anyone… you
can be no one. You can disappear, be invisible, be
everywhere, be nowhere… you can melt into the floor, looking
up into the lights wrapped in darkness… this is a place to
forget… to be forgotten… to feel a thousand sighs of relief
for no reason at all… yes, under the lights, that’s the only
place that it is possible to not give a damn what’s going to
happen next, because you already know…
49.

06.21.11.4: Be everywhere and all at once.

50.

6.22.11.2 (reportage): We are virtual characters popping out
of each other's scrapbooks. We are dreams of childhood
returned to life via the network. We are distributing
anything we can find to piece together and hold on to the
past.
6.22.11.3 (reportage): Everything we have ever done, everyone
we have ever known, can be archived, indexed, and retrieved.

51.

6.22.11.4: “Unlike the other visual arts, video is capable of
recording and transmitting at the same time – producing
instant feedback. The body is therefore as it were centered
between two machines that are the opening and closing of a
parenthesis. The first of these is the camera; the second is
the monitor, which re-projects the performer’s image with the
immediacy of a mirror.” Rosalind Krauss, “The aesthetics of
Narcissism” pg. 52

52.

6.23.11.2: The hopelessly macabre darkness of it all: dive in
and not to worry.

53.

6.25.11: Penetrate the media space and tell a story.

54.

6.28.11 (reportage): This is the way all theater should be.
Immersive. Participatory. Spatial. Deadly.

55.

7.1.11.1 (reportage): Ah yes, they are all there on Facebook:
those spirits of the past who haunt your dreams and inhabit
your desktop.

56.

7.22.11.3: I am in a continual state of hallucination.

57.

7.22.11.5: The machine-augmented Luther – there is something
diabolical in the machine, something seductive, mesmerizing,
and ultimately dangerous, terrifyingly beautiful.
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7.22.11.6: This will be an entertaining nightmare of
ingestion and recapitulation.
58.

7.22.11.10: An artistic life should exhaust itself trying to
unpack itself.
7.22.11.12: Keep it simple.

59.

8.6.11.3: The language of the post reality hypermediates
through memories, becomes lost in popular fantasies, moves at
the speed of thought: a torrent of things racing through the
mind, screaming frightful moments in time, the whole
streaming tide of consciousness crashing in and splashing up
against reality.

60.

8.7.11.4: Endlessly move forward in a continuous present,
forgetful of the past: a FEED. No memory of what has
preceded, no concern for what is coming, only Now… free of
angst, pure pleasure, total distraction.
8.7.11.5: Create a formless form, a structureless structure.
8.7.11.7: Create a Monumental Now through Monumental
Preparation.

61.

8.18.11.2: Make your home in the machine. Become the machine.

62.

8.24.11.1:

Sit in front of a mirror and dream.

8.24.11.2: It’s like seeing your life pass in front of your
eyes at the speed of light.
8.24.11.3: Recite endlessly while inhabiting the limitless
space of the media.
63.

9.5.11: Subject yourself to permutations and recombination in
the investigation of the studio as laboratory for the study
of media conditions full of contaminates. Be exposed at all
times surrounded by devices, dials and cameras to capture and
not miss a thing.

64.

9.17.11: “Be everywhere, no longer a single-self organism,
syncretizing many selves. The deeper you go, the more selves
you discover, you realize the self is not fixed but a
generative ubiquitous intelligence. We don’t know who we are
so we invent who we might be.” Roy Ascott, La Plissure du
Texte, International Society for the Electronic Arts,
Istanbul

65.

9.18.11.4: Become a Cyborgian creation of your own making.
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66.

9.18.11.8: No need for realism, it’s all illusion.

67.

9.22.11.2: In the post reality the virtual has more potency
than reality itself.

68.

10.3.11 (reportage): Its time we take stock of where we are
in the post reality – with the total pervasiveness of
mechanisms for capturing and recapturing our every thought
and idea – we have come to the ultimate fulfillment in the
digital age of appropriation: remix the life…

69.

10.15.11.1: Find some semblance of the TRUTH.

70.

10.16.11 (reportage): An endless feed, a life force,
streaming out from the studio, multiples, ideas, never stops,
just keep going, don’t stop! Don't dare stop, or, it may be
impossible to turn it all back on again... endless chatter,
production, sound, broadcast, remix, churning away for no
other purpose than to hope for that perfect moment, that
flash of catharsis when the going slows down, nearly comes to
a halt, and the briefest illumination jumps out at you, a
sudden flash! Don't panic. Don't stop. Yes, stop. The pace
picks up again, and you reboot the process: of going and
making and broadcasting. Yes, keep on going, there is no
stopping it Now.

71.

10.21.11.1 (reportage): Good night Internet, good night Ebay,
good night Gawker, good night TMZ, good night torrents,
Tumbler dashboard, Twitter, Wikipedia, Facebook wall,
YouTube, spam, fake free ipad giveaway, good night to
everyone who dozes off with their laptop warming the
covers... hello to all of drifting off into our pixelated
sweet dreams and fantasies.

72.

10.22.11.5: The flow of information is a beautiful thing.
10.28.11.2: OK, nothing to lose, just do what you want.

73.

10.28.11.4: Twitter is an ongoing surrealist poem.

74.

10.28.11.6: The Post Reality Show is retrospective.

75.

10.30.11.1: The purpose is to live in front of the camera.
10.30.11.2: Become a functional database, a living
repository.

76.

10.31.11: Never give up.
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77.

11.4.11.1 (reportage): The next time you click on the “Like”
button in Facebook, you are one click closer to having no
choice at all.

78.

11.9.11.2: Time stamp your life.

79.

11.10.11.3: Be the host of your own reality tv show.
11.11.11.4: Be the master of ceremonies of anyone and
everyone.
11.11.11.5: Hypermediate through your complicated history.
11.11.11.7: Look for the next idea.
11.11.11.17: Scale it up, scale it down.

80.

11.11.11.18: (reportage): In the Post Reality, there is no
longer separation between that which is real and that which
is not.

81.

11.13.11.6: Cross all boundaries of what is real.
11.13.11.9: Dip into the torrent and catch what you can.
11.13.11.11. The cosmology of me.
11.13.11.13: Don’t get stuck in one place.
11.13.11.14: Morph into a new incarnation of yourself.

82.

11.16.11: Every sigh, every scream, every cry gets ingested.

83.

11.17.11.4: Become an artist sensory machine.

84.

11.20.11: Construct situations for the fulfillment of human
desires and revolutionary ideas that transform the world.
11.20.11.2: Host a virus that penetrates the system.
11.20.11.3: Every moment presents itself as a situation, to
be expanded into a comedy.
11.20.11.6: If you are bored it is because you are waiting.

85.

11.27.11.1: Shift radically from proven modes.
11.27.11.5: Aspire to bring together everything you have
every thought and created.
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86.

11.30.11.2: Be an entirely alternate universe.
11.30.11.5: All that is left of me is an orgy of
appropriation and sampling.

87.

12.1.11.1: Something happened in the desert… this new idea.
12.1.11.2: The prognosis is correct, America is hypnotized.
12.1.11.3: Not realistic, it’s “realesque.”

88.

12.1.11.4: Have hopelessly complex visions of grandeur.

89.

12.1.11.6: “The artist picks up the message of cultural and
technological challenge decades before its transforming
import occurs.” Marshall McLuhan, Understanding Media
12.1.11.7: “The artist possesses the means of anticipating
the consequences of technological trauma.” Marshall McLuhan,
Understanding Media

90.

12.1.11.12: Make it look like nothing else.
12.1.11.13: It’s all about the SHOW.

91.

12.3.11.5: Layer the present over the past.

92.

12.6.11.1: Make a show about the making of the Show.

93.

12.8.11.3: We are all performers in a pervasive reality tv
show.
12.8.11.6: We are all participants in the unfolding
spectacle.

94.

12.9.11.7: Mix media as though they are exotic alchemical
cocktails.
12.9.11.17: Track down everyone I have ever known.
12.9.11.24: Be a dreamer who gets lost in the creation of his
own world.

95.

12.10.11.1: Execute in a seductive way.

96.

12.11.11.2: There are literally thousands of pieces here.
12.11.11.3: All life is a Show. Live in the Show. You are the
Show.
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97.

12.14.11: In the post reality, your life is a series of
Episodes.

98.

12.23.11.2: “My entire life consisted in elaborating what had
burst forth from the unconscious and flooded me like an
enigmatic stream [torrent] and threatened to break me.” Carl Jung, The Red Book
12.23.11.3: “…to sense the fantasies that were stirring
underground.” - Carl Jung, The Red Book

99.

12.30.11.1 (reportage): Welcome to the underground studio
bunker. It is a space not without its dangers, but you’ll
find its quiet solitude conducive to dreaming post-real
situations.
12.30.11.2 (reportage): My studio-bunker is a direct conduit
to those forbidden places in America, the portal to
unimaginable situations that rattle the soul and provide
endless fodder for artistic renderings. It is here I manage
an endlessly growing mountain of documentation that staggers
the mind, my very own Library of Congress.

100. 1.1.12: THE ARTIST CAN FREELY ACCESS THE OTHERWORLD, AND THAT
MY FRIEND, IS THE POST REALITY.
101. 1.19.12: Everything rushes by and Nothing is recognizable
except the footsteps through the desert heading towards a
DESTINATION…
102. 2.13.12: Here in the bunker I am hidden away deep in the
bowels of Washington, DC, secretly concocting some kind of
alchemical experiment.
103. 2.15.12.1: I am the OTHER, performing with the Other.
104. 2.15.12.6: Be a puppet master conducting some kind of massive
reality hoax.
105. 2.26.12.2: Use the materials of deception and propaganda for
the critical assassination of reality.
2.26.12.4: The QUEST FOR PERFECTION is more than I can bear.
106. 3.1.12: Aggregate the elements of survival.
107. 3.4.12 (reportage): Everything as pure entertainment to
satisfy our voyeuristic desires.
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108. 3.12.12.1 (reportage: Create your own media channel as a
dangerous artistic weapon in the face of the erosion of
authenticity!
109. 3.14.12: In the course of production in the studio ambience
there are occasional electronic disturbances that penetrate
the space. The disturbances are the surfacing of raw material
from the depths of the Mind.
110. 3.15.12.1 (reportage): When institutions lose the ability to
hold us hostage to their narrative, it’s time to write our
own stories.
111. 3.17.12 (reportage): We are caught in a programmed
environment – aliens in our own world.
112. 3.21.12 (reportage): “It is the business of the future to be
dangerous.” – Alfred Whitehead
113. 4.1.12.2: Let it FLOW as it may.
114. 4.3.12: “Look deep into the camera, beyond the lens, to the
ring buried deep within the camera, this is how you look into
the eyes of the virtual audience.” – David Carr, America’s
Favorite Talking Hothead (Keith Olberman), NY Times, June,
2011
115. 4.4.12.1: Foment a direct, visceral relationship to the
conditions of the post reality in the delicate process of
creation.
4.4.12.2: It FLOWS therefore it does not sink.
4.4.12.3: Context is the new content.
4.4.12.5: Total Information Awareness
116. 4.10.12.1: Peer into the nerve of the creative process to
navigate the knowledge space.
117. 4.17.12.1: Lock yourself up and stream for a finite period of
time.
4.17.12.3: Production as performance.
4.17.12.6: I am BEING WATCHED IN A PUBLIC SPACE WHILE WORKING
IN an UNDERGROUND STUDIO BUNKER.
118. 4.18.12.1: If the conceit of reality tv is authenticity, then
The Post Reality Show is to dispense with this pretense, to
situate myself squarely within the mediated experience
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through the construction of a personal narrative that ignores
the boundaries of reality + fiction.
4.18.12.2: There is no longer any such thing as “true
authenticity.”
4.18.12.3: Being under surveillance + opening up to the world
is a form of catharsis.
119. 4.25.12 (reportage): Take the microphone by the hand and
charge the telematic airwaves with whatever needs to be said.
120. 5.17.12.1 (reportage): You’re Now in an electronic space that
is as intimate as the so-called, formerly known as, “in
person” experience.
121. 6.1.12 (reportage): Perform a bit of magic and trickery,
digital smoke and mirrors, to produce an intoxicated
psychosis for myself and my audience.
122. 6.7.12.1 (reportage): Like a virus, cleanse the system by
penetrating it, working your magic from the inside out.
6.7.12.2 (reportage): Since the news is already a
hallucinogenic nightmare, it might as well be counterpropaganda with a devilish twist.
123. 6.9.12 (reportage): You can be anyone, anywhere, anytime, any
place. Think about it... If you want to unleash your inner
art-star, well then, what’s holding you back? Probably just
imagination.
124. 6.10.12.1 (reportage): Carry on a distributed conversation
with anyone until the whole snaking, viral discourse wraps
itself around you and you find yourself talking to yourself.
6.10.12.2: Keep an eye on your brain.
125. 6.11.12.3: I dream about media.
126. 6.12.12.2 (reportage): “The new media and technologies by
which we amplify and extend ourselves constitute huge
collective surgery carried out on the social body with
complete disregard for antiseptics.” – Marshall McLuhan,
Understanding Media
127. 6.13.12.2 (reportage): A studio broadcasting to the world,
without a sponsor and beholden to no one: now that’s power!
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128. 6.24.12.1 (reportage): This is a test of my Emergency
Broadcasting System, breaking through the sacred air waves
that once upon a time belonged to the mainstream media.
129. 7.7.12.2 (reportage): Make the reentry into the “real world”
after you have constructed, inhabited, and immersed yourself
in an imaginary one.
130. 7.24.12.2: Find relief from the harsh reality of academic
conferences.
131. 7.25.12.2: Overdo hype and hyperbole.
132. 8.3.12.2: The Bunker is a starting point for a descent into
imaginary space.
133. 8.4.12.1 (reportage): “I’ve always preferred mythology to
history. Because history is made up of truths which
eventually turn into lies. Mythology is made up of lies that
eventually become truths.” – Jean Cocteau, Orpheus
134. 8.4.12.4: I’m just happy to be on the air.
135. 8.13.12.1: “Create a gesture that is magical, uniform, and
poetic to change and transform the very nature of power.” –
Ricardo Dominguez, Cultural Reader
136. 8.17.12.6: “Art is a state of encounter.” – Nicholas
Bourriau, Relational Art
137. 8.25.12 (reportage): “Poets, come out of your closets, open
your windows, open your doors, you have been holed up too
long in your closed worlds.” – Lawrence Ferlinghetti,
Populist Manifesto
138. 8.27.12 (reportage): I am watching them watching me.
139. 9.6.12.1 (reportage): There is something uncontrollably
seductive about being connected, about being part of the vast
network.
9.6.12.2 (reportage): “The more you work in a computer, the
more it looks like your brain.” – Eva and Franco Mattes
140. 9.19.12 (reportage): We no longer live private lives. We are
our own self-surveillers. We are the portraitors of our
everyday reality. We are storytellers, exhibitionists and
voyeurs all at once.
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141. 9.24.12.1: “The spectacle is not a collection of images,
rather it is a social relationship between people mediated by
images.” – Guy Debord, Society of the Spectacle
9.24.12.2: “In a world that really has been turned on its
head, truth is a moment of falsehood.” – Guy Debord, Society
of the Spectacle
9.24.12.7: “The commodity contemplates itself in a world of
its own making.” – Guy Debord, Society of the Spectacle
9.24.12.8: “Media stars are spectacular representations of
live human beings, distilling the essence of the spectacle’s
banality into images of possible roles.” – Guy Debord,
Society of the Spectacle
142. 10.1.12.3: The ink is never dry in the open source studio.
143. 10.23.12.1: OK, maybe the end is near, the anything goes
chaotic beauty of the post reality: the post-apocalyptic
intensity of too much information, bursts of spectacle.
144. 10.30.12.1 (reportage): Never take no for an answer.
145. 10.30.12.3: Return to the RIVER OF SND:
\~~<>~~\~~<>~~\~~<>~~\~~<>~~/~~<>~~\~~<>~~\....
146. 11.13.12.2: “Shifts, interruptions, cuts, flux variations,
temporary vacuums and coding errors in and between the
images, are the aesthetic materials of the performance that
will translate the possibilities and the limits of our
capacities to be together in a cyberized environment.” –
Annie Abrahams, Huis Clos / No Exit
147. 11.15.12.4: There is a big, wild, empty space for whatever
happens next… eventually.
148. 11.22.12.2 (reportage): Aim correctly: there is a synthesis
of beauty and darkness in a brief flash of combustion in the
synthetic moment.
149. 11.28.12 (reportage): “The artist picks up the message of
cultural and technological challenge decades before its
transforming impact occurs. He, then, builds models or Noah’s
arks for facing the change that is at hand.” – Marshall
McLuhan, Understanding Media
150. 12.3.12 (reportage): Chase the speed and velocity of digital
communications into a distant place beyond reality.
151. 12.17.12.1: Yes, it’s a SHOW.
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152. 12.18.12 (reportage): The post-modernist dream of Las Vegas
is full of delicious irony, and that the irony escapes most
visitors makes it all the more ironic.
153. 12.20.12.2: Create a workspace at the nexus of
communications, a form of sculpture, always in flux,
transient, and elusive.
154. 12.21.12 (reportage): Restage reality.
155. 12.28.12: The SHOW is now completely ME. Make the work as
though life depends on it.
156. 1.5.13.3: Stay in the fight until you can’t stand up anymore.
157. 1.9.13.2 (reportage): In the third space we are all
announcers.
158. 1.9.13.3 (reportage): Perhaps if our politicians transported
themselves to the cloud the world might be a better place!
159. 2.13.13.1: “Internet and social media use contribute to or
instigate ever bigger mental breakdowns: split-personality
disorder, delusional and paranoid thought, even psychosis:
defined as, a loss of what is real.” – Stafanie Krasnow,
Adbusters, Painting for Breath on a Virtual Shore, February
2013
160. 2.13.13.2: Interpret the condition: convey it, become it,
transmit it.
161. 2.15.13.2: A certain amount of chaos is more than welcomed.
2.15.13.3: It’s important to not always know what you are
doing.
2.15.13.4: Be on the edge of something that is profoundly
unclear.
162. 2.16.13.1: Infiltrate the Third Space.
163. 2.16.13.2: We are documentarians of our lives,
autobiographers in our own personal database narrative.
2.16.13.3: Our lives are increasingly open source, we are
tethered to our mobile devices as extension of our sensory
organs with nodes that reach out and beyond to the Internet.
164. 2.17.13.1 (reportage): “When was the last time you felt you
you didn‘t want to be interrupted.” – Sherry Turkle, Alone
Together
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2.17.13.2 (reportage): We are slaves to the throbbing signal
of every alarm.
2.17.13.3 (reportage): “Intimacy without privacy reinvents
what intimacy means.” – Sherry Turkle, Alone Together
165. 2.17.13.5: Endlessly duplicate information.
166. 2.17.13.6: “Real-time signifies a fundamental shift from the
static archive toward “flow” and the “river.” Who responds to
yesterday’s references? Time speeds up and we abandon
history.” Geert Lovink, Networks Without a Cause
167. 2.19.13.1 (reportage): Draw yourself squarely into the
riotous Now of experience.
2.19.13.2 (reportage): Be the creative master of your
changing reality.
168. 2.22.13 (reportage): Be ready to adapt to an increasingly
programmed world of cheerfully, networked things.
169. 2.24.13: Manipulate in real-time a performative act of
existing.
170. 2.25.13 (reportage): Time is the immateriality of presence.
171. 3.7.13.1 (reportage): Sometimes we are receptive to the
transmission and sometimes we are completely unaware.
3.7.13.2 (reportage): We might take delight in the way our
neurons feast on electronic signals, or it may cause us to
feel utterly inadequate realizing there simply aren’t enough
hours in the day to consume it all.
3.7.13.3 (reportage): For now, I say, let’s enjoy the massive
dose of adrenalin that accompanies this happy immersion.
172. 3.9.13.4 (reportage): Amidst a sea of personal stories, when
do we have time to actually live our lives? Or have our lives
become the telling of personal meta-narrative as a
relentlessly spiraling digression.
173. 3.10.13.1 (reportage): When you carry the social space
wherever you go, it extrudes into a world geographically
collapsed.
174. 3.10.13.2 (reportage): There are no boundaries.
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175. 3.15.13.2: Assemble an endlessly deep archive of your
everyday life and then carry with you it into the grave.
176. 3.18.13.2 (reportage): In the construction of our daily
database narratives, it is far more interesting to give up
your data as a super-participant, to let it fly through the
ether.
177. 4.2.13.1 (reportage): If we could only catch up with the wave
of information… we would at last be in the now… to digest and
comprehend [its] totality would amount to having reality on
tap, as if from a fantastic media control room capable of
monitoring everything, everywhere, all at the same time. –
Douglas Rushkoff, Present Shock
4.2.13.2 (reportage): I want to achieve the pulsing stasis of
the out-of-time current of reality on tap, that streaming
torrent of information that just keeps on flowing through our
devices and through our collective brain.
4.2.13.3 (reportage): The eternal stasis of the ever-present
present of Now is clearly the best way to frame our networked
sense of out-of-time.
4.2.13.4 (reportage): For in the ever-present present reality
of non-stop information flowing from the tap, we can take
pleasure in enjoying the motion, the speed, the texture, and
the velocity. What else is there to do?
178. 4.7.13: The visceral experience of the virtual.
179. 5.11.13.2 (reportage): Follow the mysterious trajectory of
wherever it is all leading me as I plunge into the darkened
depths of the studio bunker.
180. 5.11.13.6 (reportage): The coursing of information takes on a
life of its own, illuminating hidden elements, breaking up
into patterns: it’s no longer about content, rather we are
mesmerized by the effects of the FEED.
5.11.13.7 (reportage): For every day in the post reality is
just another Show, another Episode, another Season, in the
unfolding saga of the ever-present present of Now.
181. 5.19.13.1: Art is not created, it is lived. The artist merely
reports it.
182. 5.19.13.7: “The artist is always an anarchist, a
revolutionary, a creator of new worlds imperceptibly gaining
on reality.” – Gene Youngblood, Expanded Cinema
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5.19.13.10: “There are times when reality becomes too complex
for communication. But legend [fiction] gives it a form by
which it pervades the whole world.” – Gene Youngblood,
Expanded Cinema (Goddard)
5.19.13.11: We have now reached the point at which it is
possible to manipulate reality itself in order to create new
fictions.
5.19.13.12: “… an environment whose elements are suffused in
metamorphisis.” – Gene Youngblood, Expanded Cinema
5.19.13.13: “The artist, not the politician, finally, is
accepted as the true legislation of mankind.” – Gene
Youngblood, Expanded Cinema
5.19.13.15: “For some time now it has been clear that all the
phenomenon of life on earth will constitute the artist’s
palette.” – Gene Youngblood, Expanded Cinema
183. 5.23.13 (reportage): Dream abstract dreams that have no
particular connection to the real world other than their
transformative, otherwordly sensation: the imagination as a
place to be.
184. 5.25.13 (reportage): “It is obvious that contact has been
made with some vast new reality.” – Gene Youngblood, Expanded
Cinema
185. 5.28.13 (reportage): Imagine the staggering impact of a
moment in when you see yourself outside of yourself traveling
through space and time into a new dimension: to never be the
same again, to never come back.
186. 5.30.14 (reportage): When art spills out over the edges of
what is art and moves in impossible new directions, theater
is the natural destination for these revolutionary forms that
defy categorization.
187. 6.1.13: Art is the ritual of pursuing an IDEA.
188. 6.2.13.1 (reportage): Take flights of imagination away from
the knowable and the predictable and towards the unknowable,
the impossible, and the uncategorizable.
6.2.13.2 (reportage): Art is just a simple (and elusive)
thing to be made and experienced in a wondrous place where
anything is possible and where the limitations of life itself
don’t get in the way.
189. 6.8.13.2: Imagine a dialogue among mad men.
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190. 6.13.13.2 (reportage): I no longer see myself as an artist
who makes “things…”
6.13.13.3: My studio is open source where information is
always just-passing-through.
191. 6.16.13.1 (reportage): What happens when media bleeds through
your consciousness? What happens when the arbitrary boundary
between electronic space and your physical being dissolves?
192. 6.29.13: Who’s in CTL?
193. 7.7.13.4: Situate yourself in the crossfire of the collapsed
space of the studio.
194. 7.9.13.2 (reportage): The systems of eavesdropping are so
ubiquitous, so pervasive, so invasive in our everyday lives
that we may as well just agree to give up our data and go
quietly into that good night.
195. 7.12.13 (reportage): Reveal the torrent of substances that
course through our veins each and every day as we engage in
the speed and velocity of cybernetic activity.
196. 7.21.13.2: The composition of the macro-rhythm is used as an
architecture to structure ANYTHING. They are built into our
DNA, they keep the mind alert, anticipating the next thing:
you always know something is coming. We feel it with our
bodies. The repetition is like the heartbeat, it is a human
pulse that connects our bodies to our mental state: it feels
as if it has no end.
197. 7.21.13.4: “Mediated selves when disconnected from the urban
data stream cease to function.” – Kalle Lasn, Culture Jam
7.21.13.5: “Living inside the postmodern spectacle has
changed people. Figuratively, most of us spend the majority
of our time in some ethereal place created from fantasy and
want. After awhile, the hyperreality of this place comes to
seem normal.” – Kalle Lasn, Culture Jam
7.21.13.6: “The commercial mass media are rearranging our
neurons, manipulating our emotions, making powerful new
connections between deep immaterial needs and material
products. So virtual is the hyperdermic needle that we don’t
feel it. So gradual is the dosage increased that we’re not
aware of the toxicity.” – Kalle Lasn, Culture Jam
198. 7.21.13.9: DANGER: Artist at work. Obsessive-compulsive
documentarian of the media space. Sprawling, immersive, non-
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linear, over-abundant-media-rich snapshot of the interior
domain of the third space. Live a virus, penetrating the
space, to question/embrace its shock + catharsis, it’s jolts
and pressure points.
199. 7.29.13.3 (reportage): Construct an exhibition space beyond
the wildest fantasy of any curator, where the artist can
create an unbounded horizon, and the viewer can roam in all
possible directions through a hyperspace of connections.
200. 7.30.13.4: EXPOSE THE EFFECTS OF MEDIA through immersion,
dialogue, sensory overload, critical debate, seduction,
comedy, horror, drama, rhythm/speed, noise, repetition,
hypnosis, illumination, density, texture, and wit.
201. 7.31.13.5: “… the long march from the rim of the cave to the
edge of the cliff where we flung ourselves off and built our
wings on the way down.” Ray Bradbury
202. 7.31.13.7 (reportage): Exposure is the action of bringing to
awareness.
203. 8.4.13: Facebook is an opera with voices crying to be heard.
204. 8.7.13.1 (reportage): A VIDEO HALL OF MIRRORS: Fly through
continuous video space, an ever-changing kaleidoscope of
perspectives, completely confusing any notion of a point of
origin.
205. 8.18.13.2: History is History! (Brave New World)
206. 8.19.13.2: Trigger a relentless, mechanical, sculptural
MACHINE and insert yourself into the MIX, delightfully
indeterminate. CUELESS!
207. 8.20.13.1: Just as there is a man behind the curtain, there
is also a Brain behind the Man, a mechanical Brain, a changed
Brain, a relentless Brain, which maintains the tick/tock
tick/tock of the ever-present-present of NOW, insuring all
systems are under its control.
8.20.13.2: In the post reality, everything is precise, every
action is synced perfectly with the CLOCK: all of us entwined
in our GPS coordinates, maintained + tracked wherever we go.
208. 8.21.13.1: Generate the signal path of the Artistic PROCESS.
209. 8.21.13.3: Transform reality as seduction: manipulate into
believing in the artificiality, creating a world that is
exaggerated + believable, a seductive new world that is
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inviting + horrific, welcoming + threating, all at the same
time.
210. 8.21.13.8: Report on the world “out there,” rejoice in the
insanity of a mediated world in-excess entertained by it all,
expositing the full breadth of a world gone post-real.
211. 8.21.13.9: DATABASE FOR THE FUTURE: if ideas come and go into
the ether, they die, they must live by having a life,
processed + tracked in some form, otherwise they only exist
in the ever-present-present: and that is where our written
culture is destined to go in the age of social media and
texted communications.
8.21.13.10: INGEST: PRODUCTION: MANIPULATION: PROCESS:
CAPTURE: FEEDBACK: BROADCAST
212. 8.23.13.9: Metalogging. IT IS THE GESAMTDATENWERK, a total
data work, aggregated + coalesced into the whole: MAYBE THIS
IS THE WORK. THE PURE PROCESS OF CREATION, everything NOTATED
AND DATABASED.
8.24.13.1: The Studio Bunker, “eyes” on the Process,
generating the FLOW as a Monstrous Work of Art.
8.24.13.2: Everything you have ever created/thought/produced
is ARCHIVED FOR FUTURE RETRIEVAL.
213. 8.31.13.2: “The mass media are re-arranging our neurons.” –
Kyle Lasn, Culture Jam
8.31.13.3: SHOCK + CATHARSIS. CONNECT THE JOLTS. MAINTAIN
CONTINUITY.
214. 9.1.13.1 (reportage): If there is a new form of global
consciousness, it is realized in the synchronization of our
clocks that derive their time from some GREAT BIG CLOCK in
the cloud.
9.1.13.2 (reportage): We are becoming increasingly synced to
the abstraction of time, just like we control our machines,
we are now part of the machine, because we are always intime. This is the (post) reality of the ever-present present
of Now, perfectly harmonized in time and space: there is no
longer room for error. Perhaps it’s time to just sit back and
surrender to the clock: forward, Now, always Now.
215. 9.2.13.4(reportage): We are focused on what passes before us
in the moment and the past trails off into silence. The
startling speed of the reception of life produces an erased
memory and a future that is always just beyond our grasp.
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9.2.13.6 (reportage): And so too in our ever-present present
time, the life of NOW, we produce a constant stream of
interactions and experiences that are forgotten as soon they
happen: a 24/7 cycle of discarded history.
216. 9.7.13: RIVERS OF MOMENTUM in the stream + trajectory of the
MEDIA TORRENT, always FLOWING, always changing.
217. 9.12.13.1 (reportage): Make the ether itself my artistic
statement.
218. 9.13.13.3: Each day, driven by an IDEA, go about the TASK of
Making something that fulfills the needs of the MOMENT.
219. 9.15.13 (reportage): Endless clicks and cyber-navigational
gestures are part of a grand vocabulary for orchestrating
performances on the fly.
220. 9.20.13.2 (reportage): Unravel the pieces of this complicated
puzzle.
221. 9.21.13.2: WHAT AM I DOING? WHOM am I speaking to?
222. 9.23.13: ARE WE HURTLING TOWARDS AN INEVITABLE DESTINATION
WITHOUT LEAVING A TRACE OF OUR HARD FOUGHT EXISTENCE?
223. 9.24.13.1: River of Sound | River of DATA (Torrent), the
thrust of the ever-present-present, capture the moment,
RECORD + PAUSE + STOP the onrush of time as it carries foward
the particles of our existence.
224. 9.24.13.2: Am I talking to myself?
225. 9.26.13.1 (reportage): It is about broadcasting, about
making, about generating data, about producing in real-time –
it is not a recording, it’s about the live act, there is no
separation, no SEPARATION between the ACT OF MAKING and the
THING THAT GETS MADE.
9.26.13.2 (reportage): This is it. This is the Act we have
all been waiting for. When all semblance of what is real has
been cast aside, when reality as we know it becomes a figment
of the imagination, when truth is merely an annoying
inconvenience, when the gesture, the emotion, the shout, and
the articulation are everything. Yes, that is the very
essence of political performance art.
9.26.13.3 (reportage): This is what happens when we are
completely free of the burden of a moral compass, when we
speak without fear of retribution, when we demand the world
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stage for our own outsized, extravagant view of ourself. This
is pure pomp, pure self-adulation, pure glory in the light of
the media. It is breathtaking to watch. (TRUMP!!)
9.26.13.4 (reportage): When we have complete and total
command of our own convoluted world view, our own cosmology
of ourselves, our own fantastically constructed ego laid
bare… watch out!
9.26.13.5(reportage): This is our democracy expiring, it’s
last sigh, in one fine denouement-inspired, apocalypticallyconceived spectacle of performance. But, in the post reality,
there actually is no ending. It simply doesn’t end, unless we
stop it.
226. 9.28.13.3: It’s not about facing the camera, it’s about the
camera facing me. I am in the bunker and I am not looking
out, the viewer is looking in.
227. 9.30.13: “The act of creation is a social act.
228. 10.1.13 (reportage): It’s participatory television when you,
the viewer, are the victim.
229. 10.5.13.1 (reportage): The ensuing noise is amplifying itself
in the echo chamber of cable television, a devilish feedback
loop that is heating up to the melting point.
10.5.13.2 (reportage): This is no longer a debate, it is a
looped recording resampling itself. The participants are
endlessly repeating their own restated positions so
repetitively that it becomes a recursive exercise in selfinduced karaoke.
10.5.13.3 (reportage): This is the music of Washington, the
art of media noise, racing imperviously over the airwaves.
230. 10.5.13.4 (reportage): Simultaneity of perspective is a thing
to behold. Perhaps it is the need to enter into something so
mysterious, so unknown, you can touch the invisible edges.
231. 10.17.13.1: Create a sweeping-auto-biographic-testimonial
mapping the post reality from deep within the studio-bunker.
232. 10.19.13.2: What would happen if you actually say what you
mean?
233. 10.22.13: No one is exempt from the seduction of celebrity.
234. 10.25.13.1: What does it mean to go live, when I am already
alive?
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235. 11.05.13 (reportage): Yes that’s right, the digital artist’s
life and work will simply be erased from the collective
memory… If there is connection back to the Afterlife, it’s
that you better dig your own grave while you’re living your
life.
236. 11.8.13.1: Everything including life itself is now a digital
object.
237. 11.19.13: Whatever happens in all minds, truly happens.
George Orwell, 1984
238. 11.23.12: We ignore the impending doom when nothing is real.
239. 11.29.13.1 (reportage): It’s a sight to behold, the absolute
freedom and chaotic energy of pixels set loose. It’s an
extreme state of indeterminacy that is liberating.
11.29.13.2 (reportage): These disturbances activate the space
where we think. They ripple across the screen like a scan of
intelligent brain waves.
11.29.13.3 (reportage): Even more stunning than nature is
when nothing is real.
11.29.13.4: The beauty of abstractions is a rabid thirst for
the unreal.
240. 11.30.13.1 (reportage): The construction of a situation is a
spontaneous event, born from the desire to see the world in
its strangest possibilities.
11.30.13.2 (reportage): There are times when the artistic
process requires momentum, camera loaded, you set out to
capture whatever fleeting glimpse of the something beyond the
ordinary.
11.30.13.3 (reportage): Every moment in time is a disruption,
that is, if you allow yourself license to the rupture.
11.30.13.4 (reportage): It is this unfolding situation of the
moment earned, which tears us away from the doldrums of the
real and catapults our senses into the realm of the comedic.
241. 12.1.13.1 (reportage): Life these days, it seems, is full of
impossible dreams. I find myself reaching back in time to reassemble a lifetime of experience.
12.1.13.2 (reportage): Aren’t we all just equal partners in a
Big Brotherhood that threatens everyone and no one at the
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same time? Haven’t we already submitted to a global system
that owns everything we think, but that allows us to think
with a global brain?
12.1.13.3 (reportage): I prefer, for now, to think of my
plunge into the sea of social mediation as a deep-sea diving
adventure in the collective unconscious of my entire history
as a human being.
12.1.13.4 (reportage): The cyber-universe is now my file
cabinet full of endless drawers where the everyday experience
of time and place is scattered here and everywhere, ready to
be retrieved, aggregated, linked, tagged, and retold in
infinite ways.
12.1.13.6 (reportage): But for the vast majority of
Americans, the nation is hypnotized, dazed and confused,
beaten down by daily volleys of hyper-manufactured opinion.
12.1.13.7(reportage): The fantastically rendered pseudoevents that make up the plotline of this collective narrative
has thus become our collective reality, far beyond the
suspension of disbelief, forming an entirely new and
entertaining realm of the realistic, or better yet,
realesque, mind you, the primary condition of our post real
state of mind.
12.1.13.8 (reportage): Here in the underground studio bunker
my neurons are firing. Left and right, up and down, every
which way. I don’t use filters, nor protection, I am an open
vessel for media trajectories that move through the air,
through wires and conduits and cables under the floor and up
through the desk until they explode in my senses.
12.1.13.9 (reportage): My brain is a laboratory for
experimentation, and my sensory mechanisms have grown highly
attuned to countering the media irritants that travel
incessantly and invisibly through the spectrum.
12.1.13.10 (reportage): As a composer who was once immersed
in the intricacies of high-caliber awareness to frequencies
and rhythmic variations, I have turned my attention to all
the media and their mechanisms, spectral peculiarities,
waveforms, vibrations, and algorithmic constructions.
12.1.13.11 (reportage): It’s a rarefied technological
universe I have ventured into, requiring advanced sensory
skills and a tremendous capacity for concentration. At times,
the pulse of my heartbeat and the coursing flow of my nervous
system provide the perfect ambiance for acute states of
composed silence.
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242. 12.3.13.1 (reportage): The studio is a launch pad for dreams.
It is my alchemical laboratory where anything is possible, so
long as I believe.
12.3.13.2 (reportage): Everything I touch turns to pixels,
shattered noise and gleaming colors cycling through my eyes,
and ears, breaking up into the ether: amorphous and
intangible. That’s where I live.
12.3.13.3 (reportage): Is immersion into the fluidity of an
entirely malleable world dangerous you might ask?
12.3.13.4 (reportage): And yet, the further you venture into
the strange and incoherent logic of the dream, it all
somehow, remarkably, seems to make more sense.
12.3.13.5 (reportage): Well, I dare say, it’s all just one
grand experiment I conduct in my studio. I may be lost, but I
will always find my way.
12.3.13.6 (reportage): These shattered pixels and hurtling
trajectories of sound never seem to quite add up to anything
very real: except the liberation of being eternally lost.
243. 12.6.13: “Today it is the MACHINE which distinguishes our
epoch… mechanical sense which determines the atmosphere of
our sensibility… we feel mechanical and we feel made of
steel: we too are machines, we too are mechanized by the
atmosphere that we breath… this is the new necessity and the
basis of the new aesthetic.” Manifesto of Futurist Mechanical
Art, Steve Dixon, Digital Performance, pg. 62
244. 12.8.13.1 (reportage): Down here in the cold, dark space of
the studio bunker, where a sliver of bright light filters in
from the snowy surface of the earth outside, I contemplate
the evolution of this overly-ambitious project: The Post
Reality Show.
12.8.13.3 (reportage): We have steadily approached the point
in the dizzying 24/7 frenzy of the media culture where the
simulated constructions of the hyperreal have subsumed the
real. In other words, we now live as quasi-cyborgian
creatures tethered to our mobile devices, laptops, and even
robotic sex-dolls: the separation between that which is real
and that which is not has become a zero sum game.
12.8.13.4 (reportage): It is in this present day reality
where we inhabit a new kind of territory that has blurred our
perception between what is real, what is simulation, what is
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non-human, animated, or mechanical: we have entered, clearly
and unequivocally, the post reality.
12.8.13.5 (reportage): We are seduced by the wonder of these
alchemical transformations that have altered our experience
of being in the world: one that is highly connected,
instantaneous, fabricated, and made-to-order.
245. 1.2.14.1: STOP. Before you go crazy.
246. 1.3.14.4 (reportage): But most assuredly, in the post
reality, when our affections run more deeply for interaction
via machines than between human beings; when our virtual
relationships spread rhizomatically through the network,
unchecked and deeply intertwingled; we can no longer separate
the love of machine from the love of human, nor even question
the difference.
1.3.14.5 (reportage): Love thy computer or be alone.
247. 1.12.14.1: It’s time to REFRESH.
248. 1.24.14: The STUDIO is now a connective WEB OF INFLUENCES.
249. 2.1.14.1 (reportage): An accumulation of limbs through
connectivity transgresses the limitations of how an
individual occupies space and time: we are everywhere at
once, simultaneously and instantaneously.
2.1.14.2 (reportage): Even our weapons are situated in the
third space: our drones, our tele-commandos, our missile
systems, and our tele-present robots are all designed to
extend the human reach via the network.
2.1.14.3 (reportage): There is no longer any doubt we are all
cyborgs, for without our prosthetic telematic limb we are
lost, disconnected from the next text message.
2.1.14.4 (reportage): It seems we are moving at such blinding
speed in today’s technological culture that it may no longer
be impossible to determine what it means to be human.
250. 2.9.14.1 (reportage): In the third space realm of fictional
possibilities, we are role-playing ad infinitum. It is a
marvelous game: playable anywhere with a connection,
involving anyone in any place or sphere of the globe. The
system is pervasive, the rules are nonexistent, the paradigms
are broken.
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2.9.14.2 (reportage): The only danger is suddenly wondering
who you are when a highly configured sense of self is taken
apart.
251. 2.16.14.3 (reportage): The increasingly shortened duration of
media objects suggests a burning desire for the hypnotic
spell found in the abstraction of a granular moment in time.
2.16.14.4 (reportage): This is the state of our reality,
revealing the invisible lines of data beneath the surface, an
entirely new universe opening up before our bedazzled eyes.
252. 2.27.14.2 (reportage): This is my process in the studio: an
orchestrator of the Feed, the stream – a torrent of pixels
and invisible binary data – applying a bit of algorithmic
magic to intoxicate the senses, as cathartic shock to the
toxic system of the ebb and flow of media ingestion and
exhalation.
2.27.14.4 (reportage): The media palette we digest each and
every day could possibly be inducing varieties of sickness
and disease with which we have no cure nor even knowledge of
the symptoms.
253. 2.27.14.2: This is the SHOW: the HEAT of ideas in formation,
emerging, before they coalesce, the Studio FEED… FEEDING
through media ingestion and exhalation… BREATHING… the ebb +
flow of ideas exploding in the air.
254. 3.1.14.1: JOLT PEOPLE BACK TO HUMANITY: numbed to the outside
world. Electro-Shock.
255. 3.2.14.1 (reportage): “I’m a HUMAN BEING, God damn it! My
life has VALUE!’ So I want you to get up now. I want all of
you to get up out of your chairs. I want you to get up right
now and go to the window. Open it, and stick your head out,
and yell, ‘I’M AS MAD AS HELL, AND I’M NOT GOING TO TAKE THIS
ANYMORE!” – Paddy Chayevsky, Network (film)
3.2.14.2 (reportage): There is no longer any kind of
disbelief that can’t be suspended when you’re mad as Hell and
you can’t take it anymore.
256. 3.3.14.1 (reportage): I crave the radiant light of the
transmission.
3.3.14.2 (reportage): You can’t just be a passive observer:
conduct your work as a scientist would by getting right up
close to the contamination.
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3.3.14.3 (reportage): Consider the myriad ways in which the
human soul might rot from all this real-time stimulation.
257. 3.5.14.2 (reportage): I am nothing less or nothing more than
the antennae for the transmission.
258. 3.7.14: Create networks that bring about change.
259. 3.10.14: At the edge of reality passing through the veil of
illusion: no longer playing the game, nor living by the
rules, nor being controlled, undoing the plot, breaking the
set, risking it all, rejecting the pretense, STORMING THE
TRUTH.
260. 3.23.14.2 (reportage): Yes! That’s it: active your nerve
endings and your pleasure-synapses in the ultimate quest for
the turned-on lifestyle.
3.23.14.3 (reportage): We are blitzing our neurons so
quickly, so sure-fired, that we may find the button to induce
just the right amount of wrong.
261. 4.5.14.2 (reportage): In the complex, labyrinthine
associations we devise in our hyper-connected world, we are
inexorably bound to one another as a co-mingled,
interpenetrated organism: singularly tied together where we
were once multi and individual.
4.5.14.4 (reportage): It’s all edge without borders, no
center, no periphery, just unlimited space and time to
experiment and redefine ourselves: collectively, as one body.
262. 4.5.14.8: Be an EXPERIENCE ENGINEER who goes deep in the gap
between the real and the virtual to explore in-between the
confusion point of the simulation. Alvin Toffler, Future
Shock
263. 4.24.14.4 (reportage): Contemplation is but a distant memory.
264. 4.26.14.2: The Viewer enters my desktop and becomes part of
the SHOW.
265. 4.27.14.1: Conduct a situational tour through the third space
of social relations to activate and amplify the superparticipatory nature of online life.
4.27.14.3: The ambient textures that message the brain and
grease the wheels are spinning rapidly: non-stop.
4.27.14.7: The SHOW is wherever you Go, whenever you turn it
On.
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4.27.14.11: This cannot be scripted! It is guided by meta
ideas for expressing the inexpressible.
266. 5.1.14.1: “Control of context is control of reality. Context
is everything.” Gene Youngblood, Succession from the
Broadcast: The Internet and the Crisis of Control
5.1.14.3 (reportage): “We are contaminated by the Broadcast.”
– Gene Youngblood, Succession from the Broadcast: The
Internet and the Crisis of Control
5.1.14.4 (reportage): “A communication revolution is the
decentralization and pluralization of the social construction
of realities.” – Gene Youngblood, Succession from the
Broadcast: The Internet and the Crisis of Control
5.1.14.5: “Communication [is] a place you occupy.” Gene
Youngblood, Succession from the Broadcast: The Internet and
the Crisis of Control
267. 5.1.14.6: “From the ever-expanding university of realitycommunities, you’d have to assemble the particular universe
of meaning in which you would live… your MEDIA LIFEWORLD.”
Gene Youngblood, Succession from the Broadcast: The Internet
and the Crisis of Control
5.1.14.7: “The digital condition is beyond the wildest
utopian dream of 20th century media activism. It has created
an eighth continent that is no more imaginary than America
itself. It’s a revolutionary social metamedium, and millions
of reality-communities are rising up on its phantom topology.
They’re multiplying exponentially and we’re busy selecting
among them, assembling our LIFEWORLDS. – Gene Youngblood,
Succession from the Broadcast: The Internet and the Crisis of
Control
5.1.14.8: “That’s the great threat to the power: immersive
repetition of insurgent ideas in permanent, self-validating
reality communities.” Gene Youngblood, Succession from the
Broadcast: The Internet and the Crisis of Control
5.1.14.9 (reportage): “We owe it to ourselves, to our
children, to all living things: the utopian audacity to
demand the impossible.” – Gene Youngblood, Succession from
the Broadcast: The Internet and the Crisis of Control
268. 5.2.14.1 (reportage): Jolt suddenly, out of your stupor, into
the realm of magic, an alchemical transformation of sorts,
shifting your senses beyond the mundane and the sleepy,
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beyond the sorry state that brings you to the comfort of the
Broadcast and the obedient assimilation of its contamination.
269. 5.4.14: Proliferate, Disseminate, Distribute.
5.6.14.1: Feed, Propagate, Manifest: an ASSAULT ON THE
SENSES.
5.6.14.2: The FLOW of Information is going Down, Down, Down.
270. 5.6.14.6 (reportage): The talk show as an instantaneous,
layered act of multitasking across a bundle of channels,
exploding a thousand ideas and thoughts simultaneously to
anyone and no one.
271. 5.8.14.1: Permutations, Transgressions, Disturbances.
272. 5.9.14.2 (reportage): The only solution is to go open source,
for all to be revealed, to the point of making people
uncomfortable, to transform the studio space into a theater
of action.
273. 5.9.14.3: Appropriate, Hack, Infiltrate, and Virally
Manifest.
274. 5.9.14.4: Poetics, Post-human, Manipulations.
275. 5.27.14.1: Drift in + out of a hallucinogenic ambient world.
276. 5.28.14.1: ABRUPTLY shift to alter the senses in a navigation
through the ebb + flow of energy and momentum.
277. 5.31.14.2: The SHOW is moving into a realm of density that
staggers the senses…
5.31.14.3: SLOW DOWN.
278. 6.1.14.1 (reportage): Construct an information bomb that
shatters the noise into its elemental parts.
6.1.14.2 (reportage): Turn off (on?) the alarm, at least
momentarily, by amplifying, twisting, fragmenting or even
erasing the message as an aesthetic disruption.
279. 6.2.14.2: Every moment constitutes an Episode.
280. 6.3.14: The BRAIN controls everything.
281. 6.8.14.2 (reportage): Things don’t get uglier, they get
grittier and richer and better. You might think you are self-
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destructing in the process, when in fact, it may just be a
phoenix rising from the grit.
282. 6.17.14.1 (reportage): There are always ways to overcome the
impossible.
283. 6.17.14.2 (reportage): I can transmit a direct sensory
conduit between myself and the viewer.
284. 6.17.14.3 (reportage): That’s what it’s all about: finding an
impossible means of showing what couldn’t possibly be shown
by demonstrating what’s possible.
285. 6.27.14.1: Dreamer://alchemical/dream/lost/trajectories
6.27.14.2: Testing://neurons/irritants/algorithmic/cybernated
6.27.14.3: fiction://hypnotized/realesque/impossible/
amorphous/plunge
286. 6.27.14.5 (reportage): Eventually, all things must flow
together as one. In the overabundance of the daily media
intake, ultimately, we must process and integrate the streams
of information that activate our sensory reception.
Otherwise, we’re doomed.
6.27.14.6 (reportage): Or perhaps we’re already there:
swimming upstream and gasping for breath in the choppy
turbulence of sensory overflow.
6.27.14.7 (reportage): This is the call: to marshal whatever
techniques of mediation I can unleash on the senses to
conduct the overflow.
287. 7.4.14.1 (reportage): Never satisfied, always searching,
constantly appropriating, madly traversing whatever crosses
our screen at a given moment: this is the narrative of our
time.
7.4.14.2 (reportage): Who is Dr. Boo Boo? It is clear that he
is the child-poet in all of us who views the net as a
playground for phantasmagoria, a disorientation of the
senses, a theatre of the absurd.
288. 7.4.14.3 (reportage): Avalanches of water in the midst of a
calm, And the distances cataracting toward the abyss. –
Arthur Rimbaud, The Drunken Boat
289. 7.7.14.3: Have I become a Slave to the MACHINE?
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290. 7.9.14.2: The Torrent: the pure flow of saturated media
coursing thru the third space over the eyes + ears of
recipients fixated + hypnotized by the incessant stream.
291. 7.12.14.2: Jump into the TORRENT!
292. 7.12.14.3 (reportage): Hang on for dear life to regulate the
tap.
7.12.14.4 (reportage): Don’t be shy, it’s actually quite
beautiful if you stop trying to shield yourself from the
dizzying madness of the flow.
293. 7.18.14.1 (reportage): There is little that separates us from
the digital information that emanates from the screen.
7.18.14.2 (reportage): The real content is in its
transformation.
294. 7.18.14.4: It’s all meta.
295. 7.24.14.2: I am WHERE I am and NOWHERE else.
296. 7.26.14.8: It is all going to eventually dissolve in the
ether.
7.26.14.10: I prefer to make the ether my artistic statement.
297. 8.4.14.3: The Catharsis is not in the destination but the
sheer momentum of the MEDIA TORRENT: its ebb + flow, it’s
breathless trajectory.
8.4.14.4: Every moment is decisive.
298. 8.7.14: INSERTED INTO THE TORRENT, IMAGES OF DREAMS +
ARTIFACTS OF MEMORIES + REMEMBRANCES PAST, RIDING TO THE END
OF THE SUBCONSICOUS INTO THE REALIZATION OF THE CATHARIS
EMERGING. IT’S AN APPROPRIATION OF IMAGES THAT RESIDE IN THE
BRAIN.
299. 8.9.14.1 (reportage): A performance of critique through
ingestion.
300. 8.9.14.2 (reportage): Here in the bunker, in front of an
array of cameras, microphones, and computer interfaces, I
plumb the medial experience in its most extreme form as a
deep sea diver might examine obscure lifeforms in the depths
of the sea, or perhaps like the scientists and psychic
explorers who ingested the first artificial hallucinogens in
order to unlock the mystery of altered forms of
consciousness.
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301. 8.10.14: I have created a laboratory enclave to insert myself
into the FLOW.
302. 8.17.14.2 (reportage): Wonderment of the breakdown,
attraction to the noise, awe of the strange manifestations
that the machine exudes… when left to its own devices.
8.17.14.3 (reportage): Wander into otherworldly realms of
ephemeral, inexplicable renderings, which even we, the socalled masters of the system, could never imagine.
8.17.14.4 (reportage): The machine transcends our finite,
human capability to shape reality.
8.17.14.5 (reportage): The machine is hardly a slave, it is
our guide into the Otherworld, a world only IT is native to,
an alien world to us made up of blood and flesh.
8.17.14.6 (reportage): The machine resides in the fantastic
world of the electrical and the mechanical, and yes, it can
dream impossibly sublime beauty in which the artist becomes
the model posing for its creation.
303. 9.26.14 (reportage): Accidents, collisions, a click-through
sequence of mishaps and “otherness” in spatial
disorientation: out of context, uprooted, exploded, and set
loose from any preconceived notion of reality and its rules.
304. 10.2.14.1: The “SHOW” is the idea in its extravagant
realization as an-OTHER space of the process of MAKING the
SHOW, and who cares if it NEVER really happens as it is so
PUSHED into the dimension of the Impossible, but now we
rejoice in its impossibility by tracking its evolution in an
equally extravagant manner.
305. 10.2.14.3: Perhaps after entering the Underworld of America I
never really came back.
306. 10.3.14.1: The archive is a beautiful thing.
10.3.14.2: A database_quasi-accurately_time-stamped_recordedaccount_making_telling-the-story_opened-up_studioprocess_meta-narrative.
307. 10.3.14.4: I see immersive writing as the narrative of
everything that is going on.
308. 10.4.14: I see the empowerment of the broadcast as DREAMING
THE IMPOSSSIBLE.
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309. 10.10.14: Each episode is a fragmented experience in Striated
Time, UNEARTHED, shifting, without boundaries, moving
everywhere and ANYWHERE.
310. 10.26.14.1: I have become a composer of ideas.
311. 10.28.14: Allow impossible trajectories of thought to emerge,
as in automatic writing, where forms + ideas form
spontaneously in TOTAL ABANDON.
312. 10.30.14.2 (reportage): The computer has entered our mind,
lodged itself in our mental processing, such that it is
virtually inseparable from the brain that controls it.
10.30.14.3 (reportage): We are no longer purely flesh, but
rather, data has entered our blood stream and we thrive on
the ingestion of the electrical transmission. Information is
nourishment, food, a life force that is the essence of who we
are.
313. 11.9.14.4: I am a NODE on the NETWORK with tentacles
branching [everywhere].
314. 11.11.14.1: Transgress reality conditions in the creation of
a world. Bleed the edges of reality in search of meaning
(BEYOND) and the mechanics of reality construction.
315. 11.21.14 (reportage): Art in its most advanced, living form
is a totalized experience of the space it inhabits. Every
perspective is a slice of the total gamut of the work… which
adds to the overall effect of being immersed, engulfed in the
work itself… Art that celebrates the architectural, the
sound, the space, the viewers, and joins them together as a
totalizing experience, is art that remains alive… It is not
just about the gaze and its cerebral mode of inspection. The
open “sociality” of the total work of art brings us into a
more direct, sensorial relation to its narrative, its
meaning, and our transformation.
316. 11.22.14.1 (reportage): A bunkered interior space that
metaphorically descends to the darkness of the human
condition is an idea that lurks beneath every artist’s
exploration of the unknown and the unimaginable.
11.22.14.2 (reportage): As a metaphorical gateway into the
remote recesses of human consciousness, it is a place where
the artistic imagination is set loose, unencumbered by the
rational and the light of the everyday. It is this
otherworldly portal where Virgil and Dante found their
inspiration to “obtain solutions to problems afflicting
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humanity, to discover the roots of illnesses that eternally
afflict the human soul.”
11.22.14.3 (reportage): Every artist engages an Umbilicus
Urbis [gateway to the Underworld in the Roman Forum] as a
medium for disrupting their pattern of thought, exposing the
unseen, and moving far beyond the quotidian. These
underground meta-ruptures are essential for making sense of
the senseless, exploring the unexplored, and generally
dredging new ideas that break habit. And yet, as inexplicable
as the connection to the Underworld may be, it is astounding
that this allegorical manifestation of a crack in the human
psyche would be displayed in the public space, where the
grand spectacle of the political and social ritual generally
takes center stage.
11.22.14.4 (reportage): The idea that one might be strolling
the Roman Forum in the bright Italian sunshine, greeting
friends and exchanging pleasantries, only to be catapulted
into a deep fissure in the earth filled with the agonized
wailing of eternally damned souls, might not be so far off
from real-life conditions back at home in the Nation’s
Capital. Fortunately, My underground studio bunker has
functioned well as an Umbilicus Urbis for examining the “foul
creatures” that inhabit our modern day crumbling Empire.
317. 11.23.14.2: “An artist is an insurgent, a strange
revolutionary being in perpetual preparation for an uprising,
to welcome the world to come.” Hou Hanrue, Open Museum Open
City
318. 11.23.14.3: THE POST REALITY SHOW exists in transition
between the world as it is and the world as we have imagined
it: it is the SHOW, the SPECTACLE and I am the HOST, the
GUIDE.
319. 11.24.14 (reportage): The Colosseum of Rome was a Really Big
Show: a sprawling arena for theater, violence, death, and
annihilation. Not unlike the Spectacles of today, in which
men and women engage in the brutality of human conflict as
sport; not at all unlike the political gamesmanship of today
where men and women brutalize one another in assaults of
power and arrogance; and finally, the Colosseum is the direct
ancestor of reality television in which men and women punish
one another with joy, vengeance, and cruelty. The Colosseum
was the Show of human degradation, the greatest symbol of the
ruin(s) of the Roman Empire, a symbol of ruinous brutality
performed throughout human civilization…. The Spectacles of
today are also a grand Show of the worst of Man, the total
abandonment of reason and civility, and an unquenchable
thirst for pain and suffering. These are no doubt the ruinous
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ingredients of the epic denouement that inevitably eats away
at every Empire at its apex of pride and hubris to deliver
its Last Show, the Grand Finale, the one that brings the
curtains, sets, and ceiling down in a crashing conclusion.
320. 11.27.14.1 (reportage): Every poet needs their very own
bunker to explore the darkness of the human condition.
11.27.14.2 (reportage): That is precisely the role of the
artist, who by sheer power of the imagination, contemplates
within their own studio bunker an act of artistic mediation
that penetrates those forbidden spaces and unlocks the door
to the Otherworld.
321. 11.28.14 (reportage): Forget about the romance of the cobble
stone streets and stone buildings of a charming Roman
neighborhood dating back more than a thousand years. We live
in the distributed NOW, tethered to the digital impulses of
the ever-present present racing through our devices and our
nervous systems at the speed of light: the Internet is the
new circus maximus.
322. 12.18.14.1: The loss of differentiation between that which is
real and that which is not is the STATE of going beyond the
suspension of belief. I am there NOW.
12.18.14.2: THERE IS NO END. there is only NOW.
323. 12.21.14: Hyper-Database: Metalogging as the Gesamtdatenwerk
324. 12.23.14.1 (reportage): “It is the camera lens that, like a
laser, comes to pierce lived reality in order to put it to
death.” – Jean Baudrillard, The Simulacra and the Simulation
325. 12.23.14.2 (reportage): In the end, it is Hollywood that
holds the levers of persuasion to win over the hearts and
minds of men.
326. 12.25.14.1: Of course there is the notion of ABUNDANCE, TOO
MUCH EXCESS in the mediated-present and the user experience,
is one of confronting the sheer magnitude of a SHOW, an
artwork that is without constraint.
12.25.14.2: THE USER EXPERIENCE: is led into the immersive
world of the Artistic Mind, a journey into impossible
possibilities in shall we say possible impossibilities.
327. 12.26.14.1: The Story can ONLY be told in the ever-presentpresent of NOW. So that whatever happened in the past can
Only be declared in the NOW even if it means re-time-shaping
into the NOW.
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12.26.14.2: The Internet memes as a constellation of
relations, connections, meaning, context, that the artist is
in essence a composer of meaning, a composer of context, a
composer of memes, a composer of networked relations.
328. 12.27.14.1: The Episodes in MACHINE LANGUAGE, a FEED,
embedded + tagged with the work’s TAXONOMY, LINKAGES +
CONNECTIONS to the various trajectories of the story. These
episodes are then ready for distribution… via the social
media feeds, a MASSIVE NOVELISTIC thread into the Third
Space.
12.27.14.2: THE WORK IS COMPILED IN THE LANGUAGE OF SOCIAL
(collective) MEDIA SO THAT IT CAN BE PERFORMED IN THE THIRD
SPACE.
329. 1.5.15.1: “The system is itself nihilistic, in the sense that
it has the power to pour everything, including what denies
it, into indifference.” – Jean Baudrillard, Simulacra and
Simulation, pg. 63
1.5.15.2: When we are subjected to the SYSTEM, when we are
mere cogs in the Operation of the System, when our
individuality is consumed in the SYSTEM, we are left with
INDIFFERENCE. The SYSTEM + its BUREAUCRACY of OPERATIONS
reduces the relations of the social body to one of
INDIFFERENCE. This is the nihilistic tendency of the system:
to rot its participants into a stage of INDIFFERENCE. And so,
to take up arms against the SYSTEM is to ACTIVATE the very
opposite of INDIFFERENCE, that is, COMPASSION for the OTHER.
330. 1.9.15.1 (reportage): What is the role of the artist? Picasso
said it well: “Painting isn’t an aesthetic operation; it’s a
form of magic designed as a mediation between this strange
hostile world and us, a way of seizing the power by giving
form to our terrors as well as our desires.”
1.9.15.2 (reportage): In a time when the artworld luxuriates
in the glow of money, when art is so often the stage set for
an indulgent playground inhabited by the rich and socially
elite, it is reassuring when it is inserted into a volatile
space (such as Alcatraz) where it can mediate the terrors of
the world with a message that reminds us who we are, and the
values we must hold on to.
331. 1.17.15.1 (reportage): Those who have been drawn into the
global net culture have become disconnected in varying
degrees from the physical world. This is the new reality, or
as I prefer to call it: post reality.
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1.17.15.2 (reportage): Nowadays, our everyday communications
are embedded with the metadata of search querys and
hyperlinks. Our missives are so loaded with database
references, there are simply not enough hours in the day,
days in the week, and years in a lifetime to unpack them all.
1.17.15.3 (reportage): Our net behaviour(s) are varied,
complex and multi-layered, but for now (and really, there is
only the Now in the ever-present time of the network), it has
become nearly impossible to be alone in a networked world,
where all things are connected, when everyone belongs to
everyone else.
332. 1.29.15.1: THE FEED streams out to the REPOSITORIES, the WWW
as a VAST DATABASE for the Construction of the NARRATIVE,
intertwined + interconnected + tethered. The Database
Narrative is a FEED/WRITING Space woven into the social
fabric of the NET.
1.29.15.2: The REPOSITORIES are an archive storing the vast
expanse of the PROJECT: multiples, Varieties, duplicated +
proliferating in the multi-active spectacle of the work, the
sheer Volume + Density of the PROJECT.
1.29.15.3: My Studio goes Open Source.
333. 1.31.15: The Social Media feeds we use in our everyday lives
constitute ongoing collective narrative, taxonomies in the
form of hashtags, archival repositories for our media files,
and the use of the methods to create “shared histories” with
individuals from every stage of our lives.
334. 2.1.15.1 (reportage): The magic theater of presenting
characters as shadow figures is a powerful mechanism for
engaging the transitory nature of life, death, love, war, and
human existence. No aspect of the human condition is left out
here in Bali.
2.1.15.2 (reportage): The finale of the Kecak is an immersion
in fire, walking through flames, defying the limitations of
the physical body by trusting in the gods and the spirit that
drives the Balinese culture. What an inspiration,
particularly for a once upon a time young art student who
continues to navigate the complexities of the multimedia
landscape where anything is possible.
335. 2.12.15 (reportage): The sum of the third space is far
greater than its parts, for it is open + expansive + infinite
in its “thirdness.”
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336. 2.20.15.1 (reportage): Are we unconsciously adapting to a new
mode of online behaviour and addiction to the “buzz” from our
mobile devices, which might irrevocably erase the need for
direct face-to-face communications?
12.20.15.2 (reportage): And there is no turning back. Many
think there will be an eventual backlash on social media and
the whole phenomenon will eventually just go away. But that
ignores the history of electronic communications and new
media, beginning with the telegraph in 1844, and continuing
through the telephone, radio, television, Internet, Web,
social media, and smart phone. For nearly 200 years, this
evolution has grown at an accelerating pace, beating more and
more rapidly, exponentially gaining momentum and a terrifying
speed, until today, as we deliver and consume a vast diet of
information, we appears to have an insatiable appetite for
more information, more data, more machine language.
337. 2.26.15: Rather than ancillary shoots of the Rhizomatic
structure, these shoots rhizomatically distributed ARE THE
SHOW. That is how the SHOW is performed: thru the NETWORK.
338. 2.28.15.1 (reportage): We have become journalists,
commentators and broadcasters tagging, disseminating, and
sharing information through the network. We have become
“super-participants” in a dizzying exchange of events &
situations that range from the catastrophic to the most
banal.
2.28.15.2 (reportage): We are collective purveyors of viral
stories capturing minute detail from the trivial to the
profound, which course through the veins of the global
network 24/7.
2.28.15.3 (reportage): As a result, one of the “net
behaviors” that manifests is the need to Annotate everything:
commentaries that become part of the transformation of the
evolving lexicon of the global conversation.
2.28.14.4 (reportage): In the age of social media, our
attention span has been abbreviated due to a fascination and
obsession for the Present: what is situated at the top of our
feed is what matters. What descends, disappears and becomes
history, losing our interest, quickly.
2.28.14.5 (reportage): We are all patched into one another in
an enormous hub, all of us, appending each other’s media &
commentary with new information, annotations, and
digressions. There is simply no time to reach back in time.
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2.28.14.5 (reportage): If the flow of the project becomes a
drowning experience, then embrace it, critique it, share it,
and disseminate it.
339. 3.8.15: “Imagination is its own form of courage.” – Frank
Underwood, House of Cards
340. 3.12.15: “For the past few hundred years, the systems we
build for ourselves have become increasingly complex.
Recently, they have accelerated to appoint where they are
beyond our capacity to comprehend, and in some cases even
recognize. – Douglas Hadden, Adbusters
341. 3.16.15.1 (reportage): Now I understand the idea of zero in a
new way: with the reset comes an embrace of openness. When
there is nothing, everything is possible. When all things are
reduced to naught, then you can do anything, there is only
everywhere to go. When you empty things out, you have the
opportunity to fulfill something new and revolutionary.
3.16.15.2 (reportage): In the space of zero, the artist
controls their own destiny through open source mechanisms of
the Net. And from zero comes the opportunity to create
something new, together, collectively, open and free. As it
should be.
342. 3.28.15 (reportage): Are we no[where]? Are we now[here]? This
fragmentation of reality begs the question(s), unanswered,
dream-like, as we roam the expressive networks looking for
some[thing], some[where]: as elusive and fleeting as the
networked third space can be.
343. 4.11.15.1 (reportage): If in fact we are becoming the
practitioners of the FLOW that moves instantaneously, than at
least we can leave traces of awe.
4.11.15.2 (reportage): We have ventured into something new
and unimaginable and the only way we will ever grasp the
significance of the sheer scale and magnitude of our world
today is to compress it: illuminated windows into a brave new
world.
344. 4.25.15.1: The Post Reality Show is an auto-biographicalpoetic-multimedia-novel-movie. Use the FEED (Work_Flow) +
produce a real story of the Project. “Make it Real” or should
I say “Make it Post Real.”
345. 4.25.15.2: I am a reporter, a storyteller, a myth-maker, a
propagandist, a humorist, a composer, and a virus in the
virtual realm, told from the confines of the underground
studio bunker in Washington, DC.
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346. 5.3.15.1 (reportage): I have lived many lives and personae,
some documented, some fleeting moments in my imagination, and
some in the form of dreams or fantasies.
5.3.15.2 (reportage): All things imagined have the potential
of coming into being, or not, according to the need required.
5.3.15.3 (reportage): “I have always preferred Mythology to
History because History is made up of truths that later
become lies and Mythology is made up of lies that later
become truths” – Jean Cocteau
5.3.15.4 (reportage): If in fact my autobiographie(s)
constitute a mythic narrative of who I am and who I have
constructed as my many selves, then in fact, the telling of
this mythology is the only way to reach some form of truth
about myself, and about how I view the world.
5.3.15.5 (reportage): In my various guises, I have been many
and all things: a talk show host, a virtual government
official, a renegade explorer of the other world, an
instigator of creative disturbances, a scholar of invented
histories, a director of mythic theater, an orchestrator of
the gesamtkunstwerk, a producer of social networks, a
professor of the uncategorizable, and many, many more yet to
be born.
347. 5.8.15: “I study myself more than any other subject. That is
my physics. This is my metaphysics.” Michel de Montaigne
348. 5.8.15: Richard Linklater achieves a total dissolution of the
separation between the camera + the subject, the script and
the story, it becomes real: beyond the suspension of
disbelief.
349. 5.8.15: Chronological narrative, the FEED (Work_Flow), moving
forward in time each day, each entry, a launchpad for dreams,
hypercomedy in immersive spaces, visual stories, musical
digressions, archival repetitions, all of which capture the
process of the artist navigating the digital dialects in the
search for some kind of meaning, connection, protest, reason,
anger, humor…
350. 5.19.15.1 (reportage): So the truth comes out, if you hadn’t
figured it out already. All along, Mad Men was about lies,
about the post real, about advertising propaganda as a means
of hypnotizing the masses and erasing the line between what
is real and what is not.
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5.19.15.2 (reportage): Now, alas, we must say goodbye to Mad
Men. But not until the epoch of the 1960s had been reexamined
through the lens of those who branded it. If after a decade
of war, revolution, assassination, riots, racism, hippiedom,
rock and roll, drug culture, long hair, pop culture, utopia,
and the transformation of every aspect of social and cultural
life imaginable, it all ended up in a jingle – “I’d like to
buy the world a Coke… it’s the real thing” – well then, it is
no wonder this historical period brought with it the feeling
that nothing is real.
351. 5.24.15: the additional and confirming element of the post
real: when there is no longer separation between the real +
the imaginary, no distinction, no clear demarcation, such
that you are situated in the in-between, you are “beyond the
suspension of disbelief.”
352. 5.26.15.1 (reportage – Far Beyond the Suspension of
Disbelief): There is no real, there is no imaginary except at
a certain distance. What happens when this distance,
including that between the real and the imaginary, tends to
abolish itself? – Jean Baudrillard, Simulacra and Simulation
5.26.15.2 (reportage – Far Beyond the Suspension of
Disbelief): I believe I have at long last unlocked the SHOW:
the defining predicament of the post real. I had already
determined that the post reality was the loss of separation
between that which is real and that which is not, in which we
have come to live in the nebulous space between the real and
the imaginary, no longer aware of any distinction or
demarcation between the two.
5.26.15.3 (reportage – Far Beyond the Suspension of
Disbelief): But here is the realization: in order to suspend
disbelief, there needs to be an anchored reality that is set
apart from the imaginary. When this distinction is blurred,
when we no longer differentiate between the real and the
virtual, when the two poles of our existential being have
interpenetrated one another, how can you possibly suspend
disbelief when there is no longer concrete reality to
suspend?
5.26.15.4 (reportage – Far Beyond the Suspension of
Disbelief): When the imaginary has collapsed into the real,
then in essence, “beyond the suspension of disbelief” means
that there is no longer any need or cause to suspend. All is
a SHOW, all is believable, because nothing is real.
5.26.15.5 (reportage – Far Beyond the Suspension of
Disbelief): This is the state of things today, our media has
infiltrated itself into our nerve endings and through our
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blood stream. So we now refer to an imaginary untethered, a
complete and total “otherness,” a vast “thirdness” of the inbetween, the post real: infinitely far and “beyond the
suspension of disbelief.”
353. 5.29.15: With Desert Return, things really begin to move in a
strange + bizarre direction, rediscovering the emptiness +
the light of the desert, and the “separation” from the speed
of everyday life that will find the torrent soon…
354. 6.1.15: It’s not that the FEED depends on social media
interaction, it’s that it emulates the FLOW of MEDIA as it
enters into the bloodstream of the networked circulatory
system.
355. 6.2.15: Haunted by memories of the Underworld / make the
connection with media, electronic disturbances, etc… to
emerge in the post real landscape of the virtual.
356. 6.11.15 (reportage): As I work my way through my epic-autobio-media-narrative project… I am attempting a re-invention
of what a blog is, what a Website is, what an
autobiographical narrative is, what an online multimedia
experience is, perhaps if I could wax even more poetically,
what a “gesamtkunstbuch” is: telling stories in ways that
match the dizzying speed of contemporary media life.
357. 6.14.15: The snds of the descent into the Underworld come
back as a complex, often chaotic fragmented collage as
haunted memories of the journey.
358. 6.18.15: ALWAYS ON / EVER-PRESENT. The channel of “NOW,”
always live in the sense that it is being broadcasted.
359. 6.22.15: The meta-narrative has the quasi confessional
quality of Reality TV.
360. 6.22.15: Find the edge in the narrative, the conflict, the
depth, the sarcasm, the torrent of MATERIAL. The tongue-incheek observation of a world run amok.
361. 6.22.15: Broadcast from the TORRENT.
362. 6.24.15: I am @ the Desk doing the SHOW.
363. 6.24.15: I am where I am Becoming.
364. 6.27.15: A Vocabulary of TORRENTS.
365. 7.3.15: A space to crawl inside!
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366. 7.5.19: I enter into a World in order to execute an act of
magic.
367. 7.6.15: Desert Return… a space for reflection, a space for
transformation, a space for new imaginings, not of this
world. That is why we return to this world, again + again +
again, like a well for drinking, but clearly not water, but
an alchemical substance derived from the heat, the light, the
air, and the vastness of the space. It is a hypnotic space of
minimalist input, the rarefication of perception, the
intoxication of pure nothingness containing everything
possible because it is in this rarefication there are no
limits to what can be invoked + brought into the world.
[The Genesis of the Third Space Network)
368. 7.11.15: Post-TV is radicalized networked TV for the
INFORMATION AGE.
369. 7.12.15: “Television could be reinvented not as a function of
corporate capitalism, but as an extension of community, an
organizing force, a medium for production of art, and most
importantly, a reflection of the values and ideals of a new
generation.” – David Ross, Videofreex Intro, pg. 63-64
370. 7.13.15 (reportage): The Videofreex understood the future of
television, styling a unique approach far outside the
mainstream of traditional tv. They embraced the intimacy of
television in their interviews with political activists such
as Abbie Hoffman; they captured alternative culture in
America when it was a force to be reckoned and wasn’t
properly covered by mainstream media; they reinvented
broadcast journalism with their direct style that challenged
packaged, network television news with its slick format and
over-produced graphics; and perhaps most importantly, they
saw video as a collaborative, social medium, a people’s
media: encouraging viewer participation through the free and
immediate exchange of ideas and images.
371. 7.13.15: Post-TV is many-to-many, breaking the paradigm of
one-to-many. It is a collective medium, based on the idea of
a flattened hierarchy of broadcasted relations: any can
broadcast from their computer in conjunction with a network
of broadcasters.
[Genesis of #NeWWWorlDisorder]
372. 7.13.15: Each broadcaster has Total Control over their own
video space, but no can CTL the WHOLE space, thus there is
opportunity for collective compositing of the overfall
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Videospace. That is a unique departure from television, in
which the TOTAL video space is controlled at one origin
point, here the medium is by nature a collaboration between
HOSTS, who must cooperate to conceive + organize + compose
the overall space.
373. 7.13.15: “Today’s contemporary artists and media makers stand
on the shoulders of the Videofreex who serve as a model for
community-based public access television, participatory art,
and media democracy.” – Andrew Ingalls, pg. 101.184,
Videofreex Catalogue
374. 7.16.18: The Post Reality Show can then be broken out into
multiple projects/programs and broadcast under the umbrella
of the Network.
375. 7.18.15.1 (reportage): “For so long – too long – we had
defined our work in terms of what we weren’t: the networks,
commercial, corporate, beholden to the government or any
central economic power.” – Parry Teasdale from Videofreex:
America’s First Pirate TV Station and the Catskills
Collective That Turned it On
7.18.15.2 (reportage): The Videofreex in their own funky way,
reinvented television, reversing its power as a medium for
engaging community, a creative medium for storytelling, an
artisans approach to television, collapsing the space of
transmission and reception to connect people locally with
stories and collective narrative. The Freex foresaw
television not as a corporate controlled delivery mechanism
for reinforcing consumerism and mainstream popular culture,
but rather as an artist’s platform for invention and social
interaction.
[TPRS then as a project of the Third Space Network]
376. 7.18.15: The Post Reality Show is created by the artist as
truly free television media, without control, without the
false intentions of the corporate gaze, turning the camera
inward as a creative act, rather than as a voyeuristic one, a
defiant act of self-made television streaming to anyone with
a browser and a connection.
377. 7.18.15: Create seamless 24/7 broadcasting that viewers can
watch + watch + watch.
[The Glory of LIVE, but how problematic it turned out to
be!!! Still I need the affirmations of the critical
importance of the live broadcast.]
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378. 7.21.15.1 (reportage): I sit at my desk, contemplating the
unblinking eye of the live transmission.
7.21.15.2 (reportage): Live is something else altogether. It
is music, a continuous flow that immediately evaporates into
the ether. It is like a flower that blooms and decays. It is
the resonance of NOW, in the moment, the ever-presentpresent: neither future nor past, only what takes place here
& NOW & then it is gone.
7.21.15.3 (reportage): The ephemeral nature of the live
transmission is a wondrous thing: delicate and fleeting, like
life itself. It is a stream of magic: moving, ebbing,
flowing, and then it is no more. The live can’t really be
captured, because once you do it is a recording, it’s become
something else, no longer (a)live, hard information that is
fixed in time and space. When we allow the live to
exist, we are alive, because the live transmission is a force
like life itself.
7.21.15.4 (reportage): The live broadcast is an extension of
the nervous system, an experience in changing synapses,
thoughts circulating with the transmission. I have no idea
where this is all going, but its thrilling to realize that
every movement, every tap on the keyboard, every reach across
the desk is all part of something greater than myself, well
beyond the studio, a living sculpture that is always-inprogress, never-ending, no boundaries: just concentration and
compression in the NOW.
[Beginning of Desktop Flaneur]
379. 7.23.15.1 (reportage-Transmitting the Desktop): Yesterday I
began broadcasting from my desk(top), collapsing/collaging my
physical desk & virtual desktop, establishing a direct
communications link between the physical/virtual space with
that of the network.
7.23.15.2 (reportage - Transmitting the Desktop): Become the
host of your own personal situational act of performative
live transmission, in the age of reality tv, when any & all &
even the most absurd narratives are broadcast hourly as
pseudo reality-stories unfolding in front of unwitting
audiences.
380. 7.25.15: Desert Return, contemplation + anticipation +
unknown + mysterious + unexpected + ghostly + stage for
dreams and nightmares.
381. 7.25.15.1 (reportage – Noise TV): Yesterday during the second
day of experimental broadcasting live from the bunker: old-
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style, noisy, flipping, bending, abstract audio-visual noise
generation coursed live through the network, an
algorithmically concocted real-time, mixological composition.
7.25.15.2 (reportage – Noise TV): TV can be anything you want
it to be: artist-driven television programming that exists
for its own sake: commercial free, content free, or just
plain free.
382. 7.26.15.1 (reportage – Media Deconstruction): I consider it
my duty and obligation as an artist to flatten the
hierarchical power structure that exists between the Media
and the rest of us: a power that arrogantly assumes they can
command the narrative of our everyday lives.
7.26.15.2 (reportage – Media Deconstruction): For without the
controlling force of the Media (and the seduction of our own
voyeurism,) would we even care about Donald Trump, Caitlyn
Jenner, Taylor Swift, Kim Kardashian, or any number of
pseudo-politicians, half-baked celebrities and mega-pop-stars
who demand our attention on a daily basis.
7.26.15.3 (reportage – Media Deconstruction): I say, be your
own star!
7.26.15.4 (reportage – Media Deconstruction): Media
Deconstruction is an artistic statement, the invention of
ways to re-construct our own narrative of political and
cultural life. Media Deconstruction counters propaganda by
amplifying and exposing its hypnotic effects, thereby
neutralizing the power of its manipulation and mechanisms of
control. In other words, the droning punditry, overblown news
graphics, and distasteful advertising are rendered as an
aesthetic, audio-visual media-cocktail mixed solely for our
own viewing and listening pleasure. The message has been
stripped bare.
383. 7.30.15 (reportage – The Lure of the Desert Return): Again
and again and again, I return to the lure of the desert.
There is no other place so stark & empty: such a source for
the unimaginable. It is a place where the intangible invokes
the strange and incomprehensible. It is a place where silence
reveals everything you have ever heard or thought you could.
It is a place where the mind races trying to navigate through
all the possibilities beyond its reach. The desert is the
other world.
384. 7.30.15.1 (reportage – The Lure of the Desert Return): The
desert is an archive of memories. The heat and distance of
mountains & rocks store everything you have ever thought or
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desired. The light bakes your dreams until they emerge like
haunted apparitions floating over the vast space.
7.30.15.2 (reportage – The Lure of the Desert Return): The
desert is far too complex for our mortal brain, it requires a
form of supernatural power to comprehend what it has to say:
so you just walk & walk & walk to catch a fleeting instance
of its meaning.
[The beginning of XTreme TRUMPology]
385. 8.8.15.1 (reportage – The TRUMP Show): If there was any doubt
that American politics has become a SHOW, we have reached the
cathartic denouement and well beyond. Donald Trump has single
handedly whipped the Republican campaign into his very own
reality tv show, with all the mock self-reflection,
confessionals, and personal lambasting we associate with,
say, The Housewives of New Jersey, just to name an example.
8.8.15.2 (reportage – The TRUMP Show): When the reality tv
audience reaches critical mass and elects their own leader we
will once and for all enter into the era of the post reality:
a world of total SHOW, 24/7, non-stop: no longer any
differentiation between the real and the imaginary.
8.8.15.3 (reportage – The TRUMP Show): For now, all I can say
is enjoy the SHOW, for it may be the end of politics as we
know it, and the beginning of a four year series of made-fortv episodes brought to you by TRUMP, Inc.
386. 8.22.15.1 (reportage – Out of CTL): It is as though the
infusion of images cannot be received and digested fast
enough. Our desire for more is an ever-expanding accelerando
of information that has no limit, no threshold, no safety
valve. Media inhalation has become like the air we breathe,
without it, we suffocate and gasp for more.
8.22.15.2 (reportage – Out of CTL): The sensoriality of the
third space, in this sense, is the need – no let us say the
addiction – for consuming abundant doses of words and images
and sounds culled from the ever-present space of our screens:
windows into the third space of always-on resources and
connections available 24/7 via the Network.
8.22.15.3 (reportage – Out of CTL): There is no retreat from
MEDIA CTL, no real cure for the seduction of the screen, no
actual escape from the desire for more, except perhaps, to be
cognizant, self-aware, reflective, and determined enough
to look up from that screen, to set your gaze beyond it, to
see what is right in front of you, to think for a brief
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moment without the stimulae of the network, no matter how
hard that may be.
387. 9.10.15: “This third space displaces the histories that
constitute it, and sets up new structures of authority, new
political initiatives, which are inadequately understood
through received wisdom…” Edward Soja
388. 9.29.15.1 (reportage – To be an Iconoclast in the Land of the
Living Dead): Donald TRUMP is a prophet for post reality
America, feeding an electorate that is fascinated and
consumed with the performance of politics, as opposed to its
actual substance.
9.29.15.2 (reportage – To be an Iconoclast in the Land of the
Living Dead): Donald Trump has become a prophet in the land
of the living dead, an iconoclast leading the triumphant
return to the promise land, to make America “great again,” to
paint a fantastically hugereality the people yearn to see:
the true post reality Show.
[The Broadcast Never Stops]
389. 9.30.15 (reportage – The Art of Self-Surveillance): Seated
here at my desk I write while broadcasting the transmission,
revealing the process of doing while I’m actively doing.
390. 10.4.15: Immersions: layered writing space for going deeper
into the visceral meaning of ideas.
391. 10.10.15.1 (reportage – The Social Memoir): Most of those who
document their daily existence via the various channels of
social media, would never presume they are writing an
autobiography. Heaven forbid, what a conceit! But in fact
they are, whether they accept this grandiose notion or not.
10.10.15.2 (reportage – The Social Memoir): So in fact I
would say we have all become (most of us) documentarians of
our everyday lives, tales of existence and social relations
interwoven into the collective narrative of the network. Our
relentless co-participation in this shared activity on a
global scale is where social media has brought us today.
392. 10.26.15: At the center of a hub-network: Talking, working,
mixing, thinking, switching, engaging, eating, drinking,
living, breathing, reacting, inhabiting the Network…
393. 10.28.15: “I share therefore I am” or otherwise put: “I want
to have a feeling, I need to send a text.” – Sherry Turkle,
Reclaiming Conversation, pg. 61
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394. 10.28.15: “Our devices compel us because we respond to every
search and every new piece of information (and every new
text) as though it had the urgency of a threat in the wild.”
– Sherry Turkle, Reclaiming Conversation, pg. 76
395. 10.28.15: “Social Media can also inhibit inner dialogue,
shifting our focus from reflection to self-presentation.” –
Sherry Turkle, Reclaiming Conversation, pg. 80
396. 10.28.15: It is all about the FLOW, not the content.
397. 10.28.15: If I share, there I am, then when I share, what am
I, what do I become?
[The Algorithmic Self: The Self as Big Data]
[Desktop Flaneur, continued…]
398. 10.28.15: “More and more of our lives – body and soul – can
be captured to data and fed back to us analyzed by algorithm.
And in the process, we are usually asked to treat ourselves
and the algorithm as a black box. – Sherry Turkle, Reclaiming
Conversation, pg. 89
399. 10.28.15.1 (reportage – The Algorithmic Self): “The psychoanalytic self looks to history as it leaves traces in
language; the algorithmic self to what it can track as data
points in a time series.” – Sherry Turkle, Reclaiming
Conversation, pg. 80
400. 10.28.15.2 (reportage – The Algorithmic Self): Have we become
input ::::|:::: output machines processing and redirecting
and transmitting information as we attempt to conduct our
daily interactions via networked media? Are we traffic
controllers or desktop clerks fervently attempting to prevent
our inboxes from overflowing uncontrollably? Have we become
mobile hospital workstations monitoring our physiology from
minute to minute, tracking our mortality by counting the
breaths we have left to breathe? Are we the unwitting
conservators of our online identities stored on vast cloudbased servers? Is the result of the management of our digital
lives producing nothing more than the spellbinding flow of
continuous data?
401. 10.28.15.3 (reportage – The Algorithmic Self): We readily
give up our data, we are eager to be tracked, we revel in
establishing a commanding online presence by constantly
generating social media updates, likes, retweets, shares, and
favorites. All of this participatory activity to bolster our
sense of algorithmic self esteem, to become a truly pervasive
algorithm that invades and penetrates the vast reaches of the
net like a self-made virus.
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402. 10.28.15.4 (reportage – The Algorithmic Self): The regularity
of impulses of the flow of information is a seductive thing,
it stimulates the mind, it occupies us, it prevents the LULL
from setting in, those moments of boredom, the mind
wandering, flights of imagination that just might scare us to
death.
403. 10.28.15.5 (reportage – The Algorithmic Self): The
algorithmic self is a busy, busy machine: counting, tracking,
re-directing, channeling, and generating information in the
ever-present-present of Now. It needs to be constantly fed,
otherwise, if you’re not looking, it just might ::::| stop.
404. 11.17.15: TAGGING as a means to distribute the Viral Body
thru the third space, the Algorithmic Self + the Viral Body,
systems of machine psychology + dispersion, as we clock into
the realm of digital being.
405. 11.17.15: The Post Reality Show as a distribution system, a
bundled channel of communications conduits. Nightmarish +
pure entertainment all at the same time. To be everywhere and
all over at the same time.
406. 11.23.15: “There is only one thing which interests me vitally
now, and that is the recording of all that which is omitted
in books.” – Henry Miller, Tropic of Cancer
407. 11.23.15: “WE ARE LIVING A MILLION LIVES IN THE SPACE OF A
GENERATION.” - Henry Miller, Tropic of Cancer
[@ the Desktop? Instead of Desktop Flaneur?]
408. 11.23.15: A writing machine @ the Desk, underground, in the
bunker, recording-recording, everything that passes – thru –
information, abundant, plentiful, too much, while redirecting
and recording the redirection of the recording as the FLOW… a
conversation evaporating into the ether while the everpresent-present of now continues… without history nor
meaning.
409. 11.23.15: The teeming mass of energy that is human life as we
know it today in the third space… unraveled, twisted, spat
out back into the ether from where it came: twisted life
retwisted and regurgitated as a new mass of life, rendered
and sculpted and annotated and archived and put to rest.
410. 11.28.15: I see grand ISORHYTHMS of CHANGE + JOLTED Momentum…
Blocks of material controlled by the CLOCK. A MASSIVE MACHINE
that sweeps me along… rise + flow + STOP + go…
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[THE GRID]
411. 11.28.15: MAP the Clock/BRAIN to all the constituent elements
it controls.
412. 11.28.15: With the BRAIN / CTL running I WRITE, like a
machine, across the channels, recording and the SND visuals
function as TRIGGERS for ME. I am under the control of my own
Mechanical CREATION!
413. 11.28.15: How to create a continuous steady state of recorded
music… into some form of repository that is ever growing.
414. 11.28.15: THE BRAIN CTLS EVERYTHING!!!
415. 11.29.15: In a post truth world, the Post Reality Show is a
program for documenting the (TRUMPological) obliteration of
truth as we know it.
416. 11.29.15: Stress multitasking, multiplicity, too much
information, more, more incoming / outgoing data streams.
417. 11.29.15: It’s all performance: patching into the Network, to
understand and interpret the great crisis of our time: post
reality.
418. THE COCKPIT, MASTER CTL, a futuristic depiction of “TV” is
that we are situated in the cockpit, ensconced in the third
space, the “open source studio” of our post reality.
419. 11.29.15: “You don’t need to take time away from the
Network.” – Sherry Turkle, pg. 276, Reclaiming Conversation
420. 11.29.15: The simplest broadcast is to transmit the
broadcast, a daily ritual.
421. 11.29.15: DRIVING THE MUSIC WITH THE MOUSE. NAVIGATION MUSIC.
422. 11.29.15: A field of triggers on the DESKTOP: the space
becames a region of Interaction.
423. 11.30.15: I will make music out of all the nonsense coursing
through the NET. All with my cursor!
424. 12.5.15: Deep into the darkness of the Web Space… Networking
the Tactile.
425. 12.5.15.1 (reportage – The Wild West): Ted Cruz vows that
after he is elected president, any “lunatic” or “jihadist”
who attempts to harm innocent Americans will “encounter the
business end of firearms.” Cruz is an equally dangerous
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Christian extremist who is calling on citizens of the West to
be armed and prepared for an epic religious battle, a
resounding trumpet call that evokes the crusades of the
middle ages.
12.5.15.1 (reportage – The Wild West): “An eye for an eye
makes the whole world go blind.” – Mahatma Ghandi
426. 12.6.15.1 (reportage – At Work in the Hyperpresence): “I am a
writing machine. The last screw has been added. The thing
flows. Between me and the machine there is no estrangement. I
am the machine.” – Henry Miller, Tropic of Cancer
12.6.15.2 (reportage – At Work in the Hyperpresence): I write
across the channels like a surfer skimming the wave… like a
philosopher riding the torrent… like a nomad wandering the
desert. We are all becoming machines and the machine never
sleeps.
12.6.15.3 (reportage – At Work in the Hyperpresence): The
teeming mass of energy that is human life as we know it today
increasingly resides in the third space of an ubiquitous
network. My purpose is to unravel, twist, transform, and
redirect this alternate reality back out into the ether from
where it came as a new mass rendered and sculptured and
recontextualized and archived and put to rest.
12.6.15.4 (reportage – At Work in the Hyperpresence): My
authoring takes place in the hyperpresent via the rhizomatic
trajectories of the network, where we are becoming something
new, disturbing, strange, foreign, altered, and mechanical.
[Third Space Network]
427. 12.11.15: Third Space Network: The Vision of a Distributed
Network of Artist Broadcasters, Collective Broadcasting.
[Artist-Broadcaster]
428. 12.14.15: The Third Space Network is the Theatre of the
Future. It is a networked stage for art + dialogue, a
distributed stage, where each artist-broadcaster performs
from their own local space networked into the third space. It
is a new music theatre brought into the networked space.
429. 12.19.15.1 (reportage – The Artist-Broadcaster Takes
Control): But what if artists – yes, those lone, sometimes
dangerous wolves in the world of media – get behind the wheel
of the transmission, Internet, that is, FULLY in control,
absolute control, MASTERS of control! And what if the
message of this control is to amplify and expose the hypnosis
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of the mechanisms of control, the techniques of media and its
manipulation – no longer in the hands of corporate executives
– now rather, brought into an activist’s cosmological
world of jolts and soundbites and pulsating graphics and
noise musics and seductive snippets of this and that: with
the intent of irony and parody as critical response. Yes,
this is what makes the artist truly dangerous: revealing the
status quo.
430. 12.19.15.2 (reportage – The Artist-Broadcaster Takes
Control): And what if the artist invites you ever so
graciously into their own media control center, with a
certain tongue-in-cheek bit of sarcasm: “TUNE IN to the
broadcast and take a ride on the FLOW from your laptop or
mobile device or even your high-tech computer-driven audiovisual home entertainment center!”
431. 12.19.15.2 (reportage – The Artist-Broadcaster Takes
Control): To spin, distort, transmit, disperse, and
SCREAM OUT TAKE CONTROL OF OUR MEDIA in an unceasing,
maddening FLOW & TORRENT of redirected media and desktop
debris – sometimes live, sometimes not – but always on,
always going, moving, changing, shifting, jolting: endlessly
in the 24/7 media cycle: this is the goal.
[Episodes & Situations displayed in the Category feeds of the
Work_Flow, as catalogued in Reportage]
432. 12.23.15: Use categories to create “episodes & situations” to
construct the narrative threads from the Work_Flow.
433. 12.24.15: Each Episode + Situation is a testimonial to the
artistic process of discovery , of unraveling, of inspecting,
of exposing post real conditions.
434. 12.24.15: Each Episode + Situation is a SLICE, a series of
MOMENTS, a chain of OBSERVATIONS, embedded in an EXPERIENTIAL
FRAMEWORK.
[Third Space]
435. 12.25.15 (reportage – Third Space Network: Theatrical Roots):
The concept of the third space suggests the collapse of the
local (first space) and remote (second space) into a third,
socially conceived networked space. The third space can be
viewed as a new realization of the community of theater in a
globally connected culture: a performance space for
broadcasted art, a forum for the aggregation of artist
streams of media art and dialogue, and an arena for social
interaction and audience engagement.
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436. 1.6.16: “You have to learn to do what you do while you’re
doing it. – from a dream, spoken to Mark Amerika
437. 1.13.16: BUT I JUST NEED TO SPEND TIME
MICROPHONE SPEAKING + PERFORMING, it’s
all I ever wanted to do. I just wanted
that is something worth getting up for

IN FRONT OF THE
my show, it’s really
to have my own Show,
everyday.

438. 1.23.16.1 (reportage – Migration into the Digital
Hinterland): As we migrate further and deeper into virtual
realms of the remote and unknown, our selves distributed in
time and space, how is the intimacy of remote touch, of
contact through separation, transforming us?
1.23.16.2 (reportage – Migration into the Digital
Hinterland): It is possible we are entering into a state of
darkness, a mysterious new (post) reality such as we have
never seen before. Swallowed up by our curiosity and
obsession for displacement, timelessness, and omnipresence in
the ever-widening expanse of the Network. What will we
become?…
439. 1.23.16: The artist as alchemist @ the Desk. Alchemical
Desk(top).
440. 2.5.16.1 (reportage – Attention Deficit Seduction): We no
longer live in a world as we know it. We have unknowingly
transported ourselves to another dimension, another space,
another reality: a post reality.
2.5.16.2 (reportage – Attention Deficit Seduction): The speed
of contact has seduced us into a state of being no longer
satisfied with the “lull,” of being alone, of solitude,
quiet, reflection, and introspection. When even a trace of
boredom sets in, when we are faced with the frightening
reality of waiting (for something), we reach, impulsively,
perhaps even instinctively, for access to the portal: to that
other side of the physical reality where everyone everywhere
is at our fingertips.
2.5.16.3 (reportage – Attention Deficit Seduction): The
portal is a place where we no longer feel alone or separated,
where there is no existential threat from the darkness of
solitude. It is a place where the constant buzz of
communications fills us with the stimulation of the
adrenaline FLOW. And increasingly, we must satisfy the urge
to respond to this irresistible craving.
441. 2.9.16: I see hubris + self absorption + lack of interest in
the Other, I see a lack of generosity, I see terror in the
eyes, I see the humble and generous attacked, I see the
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desire to pick up a gun, aim and fire, I see a wasteland, a
desert, the only salvation a dark humor in it all.
442. 2.10.16: I believe at the very center of the Post Reality
Show is the performance of my subjective experience in the
third space, to broadcast live from this space, to explore,
touch, articulate, and BE in this space sometimes alone, and
sometimes with others.
443. 2.10.16.1 (reportage – Is TRUMP Real): It’s just possible
that Donald TRUMP is a performance disguised as a candidate
played by a jester invoking the suspension of disbelief on an
unsuspecting electorate.
2.10.16.2 (reportage – Is TRUMP Real): Donald TRUMP is the
American wet dream. He is exactly what many have been waiting
for: someone who scorns all opposition with a degree of
confidence and bravado that is breathtaking in its raw power.
2.10.16.3 (reportage – Is TRUMP Real): So in fact, Trump is
not real, but the image of TRUMP, the letters T R U M P, are
the pure embodiment of EMPIRE. And that’s real.
2.10.16.4 (reportage – Is TRUMP Real): TRUMP is the
embodiment of the American nightmare, in which whatever
vestige of moral integrity that still exists has vanished in
the stagelights of his political cum nightclub act.
2.10.16.4 (reportage – Is TRUMP Real): Only in a society
hypnotized by the blurring of reality and pop culture could
TRUMP become real. He hasn’t really done much of anything
expect put up a mirror to society: we have created him.
444. 2.19.16 (reportage – Virtual Handshake in the Post Reality):
With Trump leading the charge, and Cruz shortly behind, we
have, in essence, rejected reality in pursuit of a fabricated
notion of what Stephen Colbert calls “truthiness,” or what
Jean Baudrillard refers to as “hyperreality,” which I now
label the “post reality:” a new way of way describing
the abandonment of reality. We have entered into a permanent
state of make believe: shifting beyond the suspension of
disbelief into a digitized notion of reality that no longer
even asks us to pretend.
445. 2.21.16: With each win, TRUMP becomes more “real,” but with
each win he plays the “role” of the winner, amplifying the
performative irony that is built into his overall
performance.
446. 2.24.16: TRUMP’s REALITY Show Antics have penetrated the
national consciousness: the last blow to the dissolution of
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entertainment + politics. THE EXTRUSION OF REALITY TV INTO
REALITY: BEYOND THE SUSPENSION OF DISBELIF.
447. 2.24.16: The Post Reality Show is now pervasive everywhere.
WHAT IS REAL?
448. 2.25.16.1 (reportage – The Primal Fury of Trump): The
Republican machine can’t stop it, the media can’t dissect it,
and the country can’t resist it. The TRUMP phenomenon is like
burning wreckage on the side of the rode, riveting and
horrifying all at the same time: the ultimate roadshow
detonating within the American psyche.
2.25.16.2 (reportage – The Primal Fury of Trump): TRUMP has
achieved media omnipresence. As this reality storm plows
right through the primaries of America, we are witnessing
climate change of a different kind: boiling our bloodstreams
and swirling inside our brains, twisting and savaging our
perceptual faculties until before we know it, the TRUMP
frenzy will invade and inhabit the White House.
449. 2.28.16: Is the Post Reaity Show a talk show? A remix
collage? Snd Poetry? A rant? Diatribe? Comedy? All of the
above?
450. 2.29.16: Continue the TRUMPian assault on reality while the
iron is hot.
451. 3.1.16.1 (reportage – Nothing is Real): It’s super-Tuesday in
America and we find ourselves receding into a dark night.
Nothing is Real. All around us the clowns and jesters and
zealots of American politics annihilate the code of reason of
truth & sensibility. The loudest, nastiest, crudest voices
prevail.
3.1.16.2 (reportage – Nothing is Real): The ever-present
transmission signal of the media only serves to amplify the
politic voices into a cacophony of the absurd: a noise that
sucks out the air and drowns everything else until a
deafening silence, an exploding Nothingness, a vast
wasteland, fills the void. Downward goes the spiral of
confusion until we find ourselves swirling in the dizzy
overabundance of disinformation, all of which cancels itself
out to ø.
3.1.16.3 (reportage – Nothing is Real): Out of the darkness,
leading the procession, the strangely horrifying, TRUMPIAN
phantom encircles and strangles our collective consciousness,
leading us swiftly and directly to the Gates of Hell. With
the electoral onslaught of Super-Tuesday in America, a supersaturated din of candidates and pundits argue themselves into
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an eternal blast of heat and noise, which underscores the
fantastically grotesque nature of our journey into this
political underworld. Nothing is Real. Out of the churning
torrent of chattering – an endless feedback loop of
polarization – the voices of the wailing masses rise up in a
great, resounding clamor to cast their vote for the Celebrity
Joker: sealing the Deal with the Devil.
3.1.16.4 (reportage – Nothing is Real): From across the
depths of the Dantesque drama, I also see Alice descending
into another mad world where in her fall, she transgresses
mysteriously and unknowingly through to the Other Side,
where: the Mad Hatter Himself is hosting the Tea Party… yes,
Nothing is Real. We find ourselves descending into worlds of
collective social hallucination, narrated by the media
chatter resonating through the cavity of our aggregated
minds, stretched silly in our futile effort to absorb and
compute the message. Our concentration soon breaks down when
confronted with the ø-sum meaninglessness of it all: it’s
simply impossible to compute. Nothing is Real.
3.1.16.5 (reportage – Nothing is Real): Deeper and still
deeper into the super-darkness we go, drifting through a
timeless, drifting broadcast where the machinations of the
politic clarion resound more and more hollow, a profound and
disturbing hollowness, until our heads become lighter,
floating like air, until Nothing, absolutely Nothing, makes
any sense at all. Nothing is Real. Each of us together in the
Nothing, a stillness that is chilling, a Nothing that is in
between Nowhere.
452. 3.2.16: Donald TRUMP is a fictional candidate posing as a
real one.
453. 3.2.16: The Post Reality Show is now flourishing because the
situation now unfolding with TRUMP has pushed America over
the edge between truth and fiction, the real and the
imaginary.
454. 3.12.16.1 (reportage – The Lovely Illusion): It started out
as just fun and games. A publicity hungry mogul playing the
role of a cold, ruthless mogul. It soon turned very ugly:
this is what happens when the twisted reality of celebrity
culture and realty tv infiltrates the landscape of American
politics, unimpeded. It began when the TRUMPIAN, “You’re
fired,” a somewhat tongue-in-check game of executive moxie,
transformed itself into a frightening brand of
authoritarianism and mind control that rivals nothing we have
seen since the fascist regimes of World War II.
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3.12.16.2 (reportage – The Lovely Illusion): We have already
seen how the narrative contruction of reality tv attempts to
mimic the spontaneity and authenticity of everyday life. The
TRUMP campaign plays this dynamic out in reverse: whatever
authenticity may still exist in American politics is now
undermined and confused by the fabricated and highly
manipulative dramatics of made-for-television. Life imitating
art
3.12.16.3 (reportage – The Lovely Illusion): TRUMP did not
construct this level of control and manipulation out of
nowhere: it is a finely crafted technique honed over years of
playing the role of a corporate demagogue on the Celebrity
Apprentice. But his fans and followers never saw the
transition, they never saw it coming, they have never been
able to differentiate between TRUMP the performer and TRUMP
the politician, they are one and the same. In essence, he has
mastered the power of the “lovely illusion,” the erosion of
authenticity, the seduction of the post reality, in which
there is no longer separation between that which is real and
that which is not.
455. 3.15.16.1 (reportage – The Violence of Disinformation): What
began with the simple, almost hypnotically arresting mantra,
“you’re fired,” TRUMP has now lit a fire in the minds of
angry white American voters, a movement that threatens to
upend and destroy the American political system as we know
it. He, has in essence, fired the Republican National Party
and replaced it with the TRUMP SHOW, a monolithic brand of
unbridled, narcissistic idolatry.
3.15.16.2 (reportage – The Violence of Disinformation): TRUMP
has retooled his highly crafted television personality as an
over-inflated, authoritarian boss, into an angry politician
who fires up and inflames the same captivated audience of the
mostly white, disaffected working class.
3.15.16.3 (reportage – The Violence of Disinformation):
TRUMP, who once played the role of a benign corporate tyrant
firing celebrities and wannabe executives, has now turned
ugly and dangerous. Since launching his campaign last June,
his cutely exaggerated mogul persona has morphed into a
terrifying authoritarian monster: feeding the angry mob
through open intolerance of racial equality and religious
freedom. With cunning precision, TRUMP has stoked the flames
of unrest through the sheer reach and magnitude of his tv
personality.
3.15.16.4 (reportage – The Violence of Disinformation):
America was ripe for a strongman TRUMP. We created him with
our lust for the seductive cult of personality and the
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dangerous infiltration of celebrity culture into the real
world of politics.
[Media Torrent / XTreme TRUMPoligical]
456. 3.18.16: To create a FLOW OF INFORMATION that ebbs and deps
in intelligibility, hypnotic in its repetitions, rising, and
falling in a terrible / mesmerizing onslaught of
authoritarian tirades.
457. 3.20.16: It is the artist embedded in the media flow, metanarrating unfolding situations FROM WITHIN the mediascape.
458. 3.20.16: The humor of vulnerability, being overwhelmed,
opening up the studio process, personalizing the experience
of being alive in an over-complicated world.
459. 3.20.16: It’s possible to broadcast anything from anywhere!
460. 3.20.16: There can be nothing more simple than the act of
broadcasting, translocating any place in time and space.
461. 3.22.16.1 (reportage – Internet Radio: Anywhere Anytime
Anyone Anything): On the Internet, I can put anything on the
air: I can say anything, play anything, broadcast complete
silence, or even the sounds of the ocean.
3.22.16.2 (reportage – Internet Radio: Anywhere Anytime
Anyone Anything): Streaming live media is a new form of
pirate radio without the threat of authority, all conducted
via an elusive net impossible to monitor, as undergound and
subversive as you dare, a liberated space where I can reach a
global audience with unprecedented immediacy. On the net
there are no boundaries or rules or gatekeepers. Internet
radio is as free as it gets.
462. 3.23.16: Focus on the simplicity + immediacy of the
broadcast, spontaneously IN THE MOMENT.
463. 3.24.16: Broadcasting as a working process.
464. 3.24.16: Broadcast the putting together of the broadcast.
465. 3.24.16: There is no separation between broadcasting and
life.
466. 3.25.16: Broadcasting the Process as a shift away from
Broadcasting the Program.
467. 3.25.16: Spontaneity if the moment of the Search.
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468. 3.26.16.1 (reportage – Living in a Make Believe World):
[Television] finally blurred the line between truth, reality,
and mythology, mixed it all up so we got confused and we
can’t figure out what’s real anymore… It might just be that
ultimately television is so powerful, so influential, and so
addictive, that we can never find the truth. – Barry
Levinson, Poliwood, documentary about the 2008 presidential
campaign
3.26.16.2 (reportage – Living in a Make Believe World):
Donald TRUMP didn’t need a makeover, he was already a media
fabrication to begin with, a tabloid character and star of
his own reality television show. His epic descent down the
escalator of the TRUMP building in Manhattan set the stage
for what was to come: an unceasing torrent of image-making
and blatant propaganda magnified through the totalized medium
of television and the Net. TRUMP is America’s first social
media super-participant candidate personally distributing and
redirecting disinformation to millions of followers via
Facebook and Twitter.
3.26.16.3 (reportage – Living in a Make Believe World): The
transition from the Celebrity Apprentice to the first serial
episode of his presidential campaign, “TRUMP Descending an
Escalator,” was seamless, dramatic, seductive, and devoid of
any pretense of the real. Performed in the ultimate reality
theater of the TRUMP Tower, the gliding portrait of Donald
and Melanie posing for the descent was a mastery of
heightened telegenic staging that transcends anything we have
ever seen in the history of politics and television.
3.26.16.4 (reportage – Living in a Make Believe World): What
we have witnessed, shockingly, is the birth of a new reality
television show that the public will continue to binge watch
through the summer conventions and into the general election.
And just possibly, much to our horror, the next installment
of episodes of the TRUMP Show will be televised and tweeted
directly from the Oval Office at the White House.
3.26.16.5 (reportage – Living in a Make Believe World): “This
is the accepted reality that we live in today… all this is
make-believe… and we live in this make-believe world.” –
Barry Levinson
469. 4.16.16: Third Space Network as a fantasy utopian universe
where artists actually exchange and share their ideas + work
+ aspirations in a collective space. Oh my, dream on!
470. 4.22.16.1 (reportage – Disruption of the Broadcast): “The
role of the media… forces us to ask what kind of a world and
what kind of a society we want to live in, and in particular,
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in what sense of democracy do we want this to be a democratic
society?” – Noam Chomsky, Media Control
4.22.16.2 (reportage – Disruption of the Broadcast): “We are
contaminated by the Broadcast.” – Gene Youngblood
4.22.16.3 (reportage – Disruption of the Broadcast): In
contrast to the citizen journalist who brings unreported
events to the light of day, the artist’s reportage here takes
shape as a disruption of the media broadcast, attempting to
expose its effects of disinformation by shocking the viewer
out of obedient assimilation of its contamination.
471. 4.23.16.1 (reportage – Live Expression from Bayreuth to the
Cloud): After several years of configuring the studio bunker
in Washington, DC into a stage for Internet Broadcasting –
deep in my subterranean world of media alchemy and
transformation – I began to think about the idea of a peerto-peer broadcast network of live expression, a collective of
artist-broadcasters, a new form of cloud-based theater:
the Third Space Network.
4.23.16.2 (reportage – Live Expression from Bayreuth to the
Cloud): What’s next? A live interconnected 24/7 curated
artists network: what I envision as the Third Space Network,
a new spatial concept for music theater, live performance,
and installation that eliminates the need for a centralized
physical space, rather, a virtual edifice that is accessible
to all corners of the globe, a 21st century Festspielhaus
designed for artist broadcasters for the performance of
actions, ideas, dialogue, and media transmitted directly from
desktop to desktop.
472. 5.6.16: To go live is to complicate and make expensive, so be
very clear the that need is there if live, and there is a
live audience viewing (OR NOT!). That may be the biggest
challenge of all.
473. 5.19.16: “Artists are people that live unmastered. That is
they’re loyal to no one but themselves. True artists. If you
do that in our modern world, that means you don’t work for
anybody. That means you have a hard time making a living and
paying rent.” – DA Pennebaker, Don’t Look Back, NY Times.
474. 5.21.16: An artist’s own personal universe, to go deeply into
that post real dimension of the artist navigating the
hyperreal space.
475. 5.23.16: WE turn outward on the Net to the expense of turning
inward: endless feeds of chatter as opposed this ACT OF
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WRITING, a completely different interior act of thinking and
communication.
476. 5.25.16: Writing out load.
477. 5.28.16 (postrealityshow – Reboot): BLACK : NTHG : STRIPPED
DOWN MINIMAL : SHADOWS, elusive, nothing to grab hold of...
except pen, thoughts... streaming... purifying, cleansing, a
new reboot.
478. 5.29.16: How to translate this minimal state into an
ambience, a studio ambience, in contrast to the FLOW =
TORRENT of the EXTERNAL WORLD reflective of deacceleration in
the internal world, oppositional forces that may or may not
be reconciled ever/never or always.
479. 5.29.16: The open source studio project: daily production +
documentation towards any other project, but a critique of
the fetish of self-surveillance.
480. 5.29.16: Need to straddle the line between the
pure pleasure of SUPER PARTICIPATORS, sharing,
dangerous obsession of NEEDING TO BE CONNECED,
STIMULATED, NEEDING TO BE ON DISPLAY, ON VIEW,
show everything and anything.

narcissitic
and the
NEEDING TO BE
PLUGGED IN,

481. 5.29.16: A project that feeds on itself with no immediate
need to Be Anything, but it must be properly documented.
482. 5.29.16: How to radicalize the feeds in an autobiographical
torrent of diatribes that are horrifyingly critical, dark
humor, utopian/dystopian, hopeful/hopeless, and all of the
above.
483. 5.31.16: “I want to break through this enlarged world and
stand again on the frontier of an unknown world which will
throw this pale, unilateral world into shadow.” – Henry
Miller, Tropic of Capricorn, pg. 145
484. 6.1.16 (postrealityshow – Never Mind the Truth): I grew up
with television coming into my house as a kid. I am not so
sure that television isn’t at the end of the day… the most
disastrous invention that ever happened in the history of
mankind. Because it finally blurred the line between truth,
reality, and mythology and it mixed it all up and we got
confused and we can’t figure out what’s real anymore. And it
may ultimately muddy the waters to such a degree that we are
lost and we will never find the truth. So what we are
watching at the convention is like reality television and
it’s not real. And that is the accepted reality that we live
in today, that all this is make-believe and we live in this
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make-believe world. It might be that ultimately television is
so powerful, so influential, and so addictive, that we can
never find the truth. – Barry Levinson, Poliwood
485. 6.2.16 (postrealityshow – Accelerationism): Accelerationism
is the notion that the dissolution of civilization wrought by
capitalism should not and cannot be resisted, but rather must
be pushed faster and farther towards the insanity and
anarchically fluid violence that is its ultimate conclusion,
either because this is liberating, because it causes a
revolution, or because destruction is the only logical
answer. – Adbusters
486. 6.3.16 (postrealityshow – Turn off the Lights): Turn off the
lights, turn off the lights…
487. 6.3.16: Don’t be so dependent on reality, when it is the
imaginary that provides at least 50% of the stuff of life.
488. 6.4.16 (postrealityshow – Be a Troublemaker): You have to do
something, you have to speak your mind, you can’t be
satisfied with the status quo…
489. 6.5.16 (postreality – Nowhere Thinking Space): It is better
to drift into a nowhere thinking space(a timeless
stasis…)than to be racing to a destination along the fast
lane of momentum.
490. 6.6.16.1 (reportage – The Uber Artist Archive): But this is
the way life is: we only have so much time on the planet and
you have to finish the show before the curtain comes down
with a bit of catharsis, or else, what’s the point?
6.6.16.2 (reportage – The Uber Artist Archive): It is a daily
practice, the studio process as open source, an endless
stream of confessionals, a torrent of ideas and narrative
entered into the database, and it will keep on growing and
growing and growing until I stop: and at that point, it can
all be exported to a thumb drive, the digital remains of an
artistic life: fully documented, obsessively archived,
entirely retrievable, the uber-statement of a lifetime.
491. 6.7.16 (postrealityshow – Less and Less): He thought about
less and less. Finally he just thought about thinking. No
longer calibrating his thoughts in terms of social reality,
in terms of how he would have to square them in the
requirements of the world, he almost stopped thinking in
terms of language. There was a slow purification of thinking;
he speaks of arriving at pure ideas, stripped of any worldly
ambitions or motives. - Lawrence Weschler, “seeing is
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forgetting the name of the thing one sees,” conversations
with Robert Irwin
492. 6.8.16 (postrealityshow – Hypnosis of the Pulse): THE PULSE
what does it mean… the mechanical ::: machine hypnosis… the
seduction of media and our unceasing connection to its
rhythm…
493. 6.9.16: DRIFT is a form of hypnotic captivization!
494. 6.9.16 (postrealityshow – Penetrating a Mind Without
Reflection).
495. 6.10.16 (postrealityshow – The Constancy of Stimulation):
…the need for rhythmic drive, the seduction of the FLOW, the
mind unceasingly energized, the pulsing noise is the,
leitmotif of our technological reality…
496. 6.10.16: Synthesize: it’s about the DAILLY FEED of thinking +
production… how to expand that into production without the
urgency? Where is the urgency?
497. 6.10.16: “The more you limit yourself, the more fertilze you
become in invention.” – Kierkegaard Either/Or from Irwin
book, pg. 72
498. 6.10.16: The daily blog posts (Work_Flow) could be
constructed as a very-mini-serial episode, a snapshot of
studio work, thoughts, ideas, observations, etc.
499. 6.11.16: THE STUDIO PROCESS + THE WORK_FLOW ARE ONE AND THE
SAME THING.
500. 6.11.16: However it is difficult to share what’s going on, on
a personal level, as it seems indulgent to display such raw,
open thoughts, to be so direct.
501. 6.11.16: Somehow having everything all setup and ready to go
causes me to freeze, to lose momentum, a blank slate, no
ideas, an empty vessel. Nothing!
502. 6.11.16: The essence of the problem is to capture the
confessional nature of social media, the NEED to share, to
SUPER-PARTICIPATE, to feel CONNECTED + RELEVANT.
503. 6.11.16: The satire of the post real spectacle of superparticipatory social engagement ALL THE TIME + EVERYWHERE +
WITH EVERYONE: A CONNECTEDNESS THAT KNOWS NO BOUNDS.
504. 6.11.16: Perhaps I am reluctant to participate because
ultimately I want to be semi-removed from the reality of the
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situation, it’s too real, obvious to fully communicate the
idea as pure medial submersion, which is what it’s all about.
MEDIAL SUBMERSION.
505. 6.12.16: I WILL DOCUMENT MY DISSOLUTION INTO THE ETHER AND
THE ARTISTIC RATIONALE BEHIND THIS ACT!
506. 6.12.16: By surrendering to the extreme accts of media
penetration + seduction, I become a surrogate specimen of the
super-participatory hyper-connected techno-culture.
507. 6.12.16: “The hyperlinked landscape of our incomprehensible
present.” DIS Magazine / Berlin Bienniale
508. 6.12.16 (postrealityshow – Medial Submersion): entering +
inhabiting the medial space ::: enactments of extreme
connectedness + obsession with the need to occupy that space.
509. 6.13.16 (postrealityshow – Hyperconnectivity):
Hyperconnectivity is a trend in computer networking in which
all things that can or should communicate through the network
will communicate through the network. This encompasses
person-to-person, person-to-machine and machine-to-machine
communication. The trend is fueling large increases in
bandwidth demand and changes in communications because of the
complexity, diversity and integration of new applications and
devices using the network.
510. 6.14.16 (postrealityshow – Weapons of Hate): We can only hope
that eventually there will be recognition that guns in the
hands of those who hate are a threat to everything this
country stands for…
511. 6.15.16 (postrealityshow - Weapon of Choice for Terrorists):
“The SIG MPX is the perfect SMG complement to the SIG MCX
multi-caliber assault rifle/carbine/SBR… The .357 SIG MPX
should prove to be a particularly potent little SMG package,
especially in the longer-barreled variant. With the excellent
SIG SAUER suppressor attached and subsonic ammo, the MPX is
ultra-quiet.” – weapon used by Orlando killer
[prelude to XTreme TRUMPology]
512. 6.16.16.1 (reportage – The TRUMP Virus): No, the real problem
is the White body politic TRUMP has infected and inflamed
like some latent disease waiting for a deadly parasite to
embed itself and explode.
6.16.16.2 (reportage – The TRUMP Virus): It seems
increasingly unlikely that the body politic, entirely
oblivious to the effects of the disease, can ever be saved.
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6.16.16.3 (reportage – The TRUMP Virus): TRUMP is merely a
vessel, a performance machine that learned its tricks from
shady real estate transactions, tabloid scandals, celebrity
fetish, and reality television. TRUMP has emerged from the
dregs of American popular culture, burrowing himself into a
body politic that feeds on mindless sensationalism and empty
rants. TRUMP does not really exist in the way we think of a
typical political candidate, he is in effect, a mirror, a fun
house mirror perhaps, providing an image that is nothing more
than a reflection of everything that is deadly ill in
America.
513. 6.19.16: To be fully present virtually is my aim here in the
bunker.
514. 6.19.16: Strictly speaking the work is only presented from
the studio/net/opensrcstudio.
515. 6.19.16: Back to the idea of the gesamtdatenwerk: an archival
shortcode (grid display) to display a maze of taxonomies as
poetry in action. How can you tell a story from all this
Metadata? One that travels through the taxonomical landscape
of ideas, adventures, wrong-turns, hopes + dreams? How to
navigate the sheer depth and density of this vast landscape
of the mind and artistic expression. A thousand stories, a
life’s work, all chronicled in the database… non-linear tales
of aesthetic exploration into some unknown place where life
and data are interwoven.
516. 6.20.16.1 (reportage – My Life of Data): As we know, a
picture tells a thousand words. But in our media-saturated
culture of personal digital collection, data tells the story
of a thousand pictures.
6.20.16.2 (reportage – My Life of Data): In other words, this
exercise in storytelling constitutes what is known as a
“cabinet of curiosities,” a Wonderkammer, a world of ideas,
ruminations, and production amassed into a living online
database.
6.20.16.3 (reportage – My Life of Data): We are not talking
about a mere Website of documentation, this is an artist’s
rendering of an autobiographical cabinet of curiosities, or
perhaps a theater of the self, a memory palace for taking
stock of a world of ideas as they emerge in the daily
practice of artistic production.
6.20.16.4 (reportage – My Life of Data): My solution, though
still slightly beyond my fingertips, is a network of
concepts, contexts, and ideas expressed through the poetic
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definition, description, and juxtaposition of taxonomical
motifs.
6.20.16.5 (reportage – My Life of Data): The real challenge
is to recognize within the data the life of something
powerfully human and visceral.
[Desktop Flaneur]
517. 6.20.16: Capturing and transmitting the screen during the
broadcast is a LIVE gesture of the intimacy of human-computer
symbiosis, and then capture a live transmission and
rebroadcasting LIVE boomerangs of the overwhelming liveness
of the mediated transaction.
518. 6.21.16 (postrealityshow – The Authenticity of the
Navigational Gesture): The everyday gesture of roaming +
exploring + swimming through the space of the media
constitutes the authentic experiential reception of the world
around us in all of its abundance.
519. 6.22.16: If there is really no such thing as a finished work,
if the process of creation is always ongoing, never ceasing,
then the ACT OF WORKING is ultimately the highest creative
action.
520. 6.22.16: Every moment in the Work_Flow is important and vital
and true.
521. 6.22.16: The open source studio is the theater of the
Work_Flow, where actions are executed in the immediacy of
their performance.
522. 6.22.16: “But at the root of it all, there’s individual
meaning, the source of an individual taking on his or her own
free action, based on his or her own embeddedness, which is
to say, awareness of the world. In all its dazzling
complexity and immediacy and interconnectedness. – Robert
Irwin, pg. 292
523. 6.23.16.1 (reportage – The Revolution is Being Net
Broadcasted): The smart phone has evolved into a powerful
instrument capable of delivering live images and sound around
the world: unfiltered and uninhibited.
6.23.16.2 (reportage – The Revolution is Being Net
Broadcasted): Outraged Congressmen and their colleagues from
the Senate took to the floor, literally, to stage a bonafide
1960s style sit-in, broadcasting with mobile phones their
chants and protest songs intended to bring action to the dire
need for new gun laws.
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6.23.16.3 (reportage – The Revolution is Being Net
Broadcasted): They essentially took control of the media
transmission as a vivid demonstration of the power of
broadcasting that many of us have in our hands each and every
day.
524. 6.25.16 (reportage – Revolution from the Golf Links): As one
of the most consummate performance artists ever to undertake
a political campaign, Donald TRUMP has taken his Show on the
road to Scotland in the role of a new kind of revolutionary
activist leader on a new kind of world stage: the golf links
of TRUMP Turnberry Resort featuring “five of the world’s best
par 3’s and a stretch of coastal golf that is unrivaled
throughout the world.”
525. 6.26.16: Amplify the alchemical nature of the bunker, as a
place of phantasm, a laboratory in the age of the post real,
where NOTHING IS REAL BECAUSE NOTHING IS REAL… It’s coded,
it’s self-absorbed, it’s hyper-connected, plugged-in,
spinning off of itself into some otherworldly place where all
of humanity seems to be headed.
526. 6.27.16 (postrealityshow - The Injection of Noise into the
System of the Body Politic): The TRUMP machine is a massive
noise generator, a TORRENT of disruptive information
channeled via social media…
527. 6.27.16: Of course this droning, torrent of noise is
seductive, so seductive in fact that we are compelled to
redirect it further + further through the system, amplifying
the noise until a state of entropy sets in, a complete
breakdown of the rational, OF THE REAL.
528. 6.27.16: Deep in the bunker, I am monitoring this condition,
tracking the damage by subjecting myself to the FLOW n order
to analyze its penetrating influence + effacement of the
real.
529. 6.27.16: I am wired to the system, my eyes + ears + mind
CONNECTED + ALAWAYS ON, while chronicling its effects…
530. 6.27.16: During the convention, I turn my focus to the
heightened noise, which will be heightened undoubtedly into a
state of pure chaos. The nature of this chaos will be truly
fascinating, a spectacle to be sure. The coming together of
political EVENT, reality television, game show, celebrity
spectacle, nothing short of the very definition of the post
reality.
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531. 6.27.16: How to overcome the FREEZE in front of the mic, the
key is to be ACTIVELY ENGAGED WITH THE NETWORK, letting
ideas, observations, emerge freely.
532. 6.28.16: The Open Source Studio now has all of its eyes wide
open! The world comes in, the world goes out thru me in/out,
I am a vessel, a carrier of the media flow via my work space.
533. 6.28.16: The MACHINE, the PULSE, the BRAIN, SYNC, IMAGE,
CAMERAS, SURVEILLANCE, RHYTHM… introduce NOISE into the
SYSTEM, altering All the ELEMENTS, DISRUPTION, ENTROPY,
INSTABILITY, CHAOS… as though out of CTL! ACCELERATIING,
SPEED, UNSTOPPABLE, BREATHLESS!
534. 6.28.16: Perhaps entropy is associated freedom, since there
is a high degree of choice or unpredictability. An oppressive
environment is one in which there is no freedom of choise
(low entropy).
535. 6.28.16: Need to stimulate the degree of entropy which I
believe is what adds interest, surprise, and unpredictability
to a situation.
536. 6.28.16: “INFORMATION is a measure of one’s freedom of choice
in selecting a message. The greater this freedom of choice,
and hence the greater the information, the greater the
uncertainty that the message actually selected is some
particular one, thus greater freedom of choice, greater
uncertainty, greater information go hand in hand. –
Mathematical Theory of Communication, Claude Shannon and
Warren Weaver, pg. 18
537. 6.28.16: As a result the machine, the system, and its
mechanical predictability runs in direct opposition or
counter to the insertion of NOISE or PROCESSING or
DISRUPTION.
538. 6.28.16: The SYSTEM as a mechanical predictability is an
Orwellian constriction of freedom, choice, individuality. Our
technological systemization of human life can constrain to
the point of dehumanization.
539. 6.28.16: TRUMP vs ART – “UNCERTAINTY WHICH ARISES BY VIRTUE
OF FREEDOM OF CHOICE (democracy) on the part of the sender is
desirable uncertainty. Uncertainty which arises because of
errors or because of the influence noise is undesirable
uncertainty.” – Mathematical Theory of Communication, Claude
Shannon and Warren Weaver, pg. 19
540. 6.28.16: It’s ALL ABOUT injecting NOISE into the SYSTEM.
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541. 6.28.16: a dystopic precision injected with noise to alter +
disrupt the mechanical. These are the things that we must
contend with to have any bearing on our sanity. Scary
repetitions.
542. 6.29.16 (postrealityshow - The Medium is the Message of
Uncertainty): If the government is the SYSTEM, and TRUMP is
the NOISE, then instability and entropy is the result.
Whereas NOISE can be a desirable SIGNAL disruption to create
interest + surprise, NOISE can also be agitated + uncertain +
chaotic to the point of disintegrating the SYSTEM.
543. 6.30.16: How can we hit this square in the center of the
thing that is. Need to focus in on the “thing” itself in
order to allow the work to expand + develop naturally +
organically + catastrophically.
544. 6.30.16: A STREAM OF CONSCIOUSNESS exploration through the
process of the Work_Flow. Engage in the act of AUTOMATIC
WRITING. Maybe it’s all really inexplicable, maybe it’s no
longer necessary to put a big spin on the work, other than
it’s about SEARCHING for that elusive THING that can only
emerge in the process of creation. Just a process of
SEARCHING or maybe WATCHING, OBSERVING, LISTENING, to all
that is around me on the NETWORK from the bunkered seclusion
of the studio.
545. 6.30.16: Narrative Flows are the key to storytelling.
“Reportage.”
546. 6.30.16: We seem to be drilling down into the idea of
REPORTAGE: OBSERVATION, CRITIQUE, DOCUMENTATION, STORY,
NARRATIVE. From the REPOSITORY OF THE BLOG, STORIES ARE TOLD.
547. 6.30.16: Live streaming is a real-time form of REPORTAGE.
548. 6.30.16: Narratives can be pictorial, some time-based, some
occur in the ether, intangible, indecipherable, but with
resonance.
549. 6.30.16: We are all reporters now. Everyone has become a
reporter! We are all reporting!!
550. 6.30.16: We are obsessed with reportage, we report on
reportage, we share + redirect reportage because the world
has become a giant BRAIN OF INFORMATION!
551. 6.30.16: So how does this fundamental idea, the kernel idea
of REPORTAGE bring us back to the BUNKER? Well, it’s because
the Bunker is a staged environment for the AMPLIFICATION of
the REPORTAGE + its PERFORMANCE. The BUNKER is an alchemical
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workstation for the TRANSFORMATION of INFORMATION as it
CIRULATES in/out through the Work_Flow to be distributed back
to the world as NOISE-INFUSED REPORTAGE, increased ENTROPY to
heighten the uncertainty factor and stimulate surprise,
wonder, irony @ the AESTHETIC EDGE.
552. 6.30.16: All the tools in the bunker serve to heighten this
uncertainty FACTOR, which is the artist’s role in the
manufacturing of REPORTAGE, an uncertainty intended to
reorient the senses and awaken the mind to new modes of
SEEING + THINKING.
553. 6.30.16: Moving thru the various CHANNELS of communication it
becomes imperative to direct the Work_Flow as a continuous
performance of REPORTAGE on all matters and interactions.
554. 6.30.16: OK, then REPORTAGE of what All the streams through
the NETWORKED portal, the TORRENT of LIFE that has migrated
to the NETWORK, our life on the Network, our BEING IN THE
NETWORKED THIRD SPACE. How our BEING IN THE NETWORK has led
to a POST REAL state of EXISTENCE.
555. 7.2.16: The VOICE is the SOURCE, if I were a monologist, it
would be the specific choice words, but for me, as a
“composer of media,” it is not only the words but the SNDS
THAT ARE ACTIVATED by the VOICE!
556. 7.2.16: The VOICE is @ the CENTER of it all as a sound
generator, producing a whole world + this snd generation is
the impulse.
557. 7.2.16: The key thing is to create FLOW + ENGERGY to inhabit
and become part of, evoking a speeding torrent of information
that is increasing, that we are, all part of and can’t resist
in our daily participatory actions of sharing + re-directing.
[Desktop Flaneur]
558. 7.6.16: MAP the Screen, the moving finger is like a trigger
that disrupts the space, both aurally + visually, just as we
reach into the cybernated space to connect ourselves with the
virtual, this movement, reaching, out into the medial space
has cause + effect in its electronic disturbance of the
ethereal, digital realm.
559. 7.7.16.1 (reportage – King Midas of Manhattan): While
strolling down NYC’s 5th Avenue on a warm summer evening, I
stood in front of the TRUMP Tower, stretching my neck to
absorb the full grandiose existence of this golden monolithic
structure stretching far, far into the dark sky.
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7.7.16.2 (reportage – King Midas of Manhattan): With his name
famously embossed, TRUMP casts himself as a Supreme Monarch,
his buildings designed to lionize his Empire. We can only
wonder what might transpire should TRUMP ever be given the
opportunity to rule America with the vanity of his Midas
Touch.
560. 7.8.16: More than a disruption, it is about connection +
extension to the third space, connected in a more visceral
way with auditory + visual feedback to explode the
conventional symbiotic interaction between viewer _ machine,
while transforming it into a PERFORMATIVE GESTURE as integral
to the TRANSMISSION.
561.
[The Grid]
562. 7.8.16: The GRID is made up of PULSES that articulate the
mechanical.
563. 7.9.16: THE GRID OVERLAY is a real-time view of the BRAIN of
the MACHINE, a kind of Open Source glimpse into the
underlying pulse of the STUDIO.
564. 7.9.16: The PERCUSSIVE KEY STROKES amplify the Act of Writing
into a literary-musical sequence of event, revealing all
actions transparent in the open source studio. EVERYTHING is
revealed, nothing is hidden, the WORK_FLOW is an ONGOING
SEQUENCE OF PERFORMATIVE EVENTS IN TIME = SPACE.
565. 7.9.16: In the POST REALITY we have this compulsion to EXPOSE
ANY + ALL THINGS WE ARE DOING AT ALL TIMES and the studio
WORK_FLOW situates this desire squarely in front of the
camera.
566. 7.9.16 (postrealityshow – Countdown to Nothing): The Clock,
the countdown... ominous, disturbing, inevitable. Time... the
heart of everything. Life, death, ticking time, never
stops... until it stops.
567. 7.9.16: The post reality show has an existential aspect… akin
to post life.
[Desktop Flaneur]
568. 7.11.16: The viewer follows the ACTIONS from the EDGES of my
FINGERTIPS. They have a view from the SURROGATE EXTENSION of
my REACH INTO CYBERNATED SPACE.
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569. 7.11.16: Six fields of interaction (VOICE CURSOR, KEY, TIME,
FOUND, PARTICIPANTS) constitute a world live actions,
moments, situations in the unfolding performance of the open
source studio.
[.tv and episodes]
570. 7.13.16: .tv episodes or vignettes or situations are perhaps
true reality.tv, true “making of,” episodic fragments in the
making, a snapshot of an idea.
571. 7.14.16: It’s simpler than the .tv series, it’s really about
episodes from the process of making TPRS in the bunker to
break down the process, idea by idea, drilling down, such
that each idea becames an EPISODE IN THE MAKING.
572. 7.14.16: DRILL DOWN, DRILL DOWN. TPRS needs intent + clarity
and I don’t yet feel that I am @ that point just yet.
573. 7.14.16.1 (reportage – The Crack in America): But there is a
new clanging reverberating from the politics of America that
is splintering the nation into shards of distrust, anger, and
intolerance. The clapper, so to speak, that strikes against
the walls of our fragile liberty, is the TRUMPIAN deep divide
of racism and hostility, opening a new gaping crack across
the country.
7.14.16.2 (reportage – The Crack in America): The crack
between white and black, men and women, straight and gay,
Christian and Muslim is creating a resounding peal of discord
echoing through the voices of the media. The Trump clapper is
a wildly agitated instrument of force with no other intent
than to strike the bell into a million shattering fragments.
574. 7.15.16: Respond to the turmoil that seems to be expanding
and accelerating.
575. 7.15.16.1 (reportage – The Image of Terror): How do we react
to the Hellish turmoil that is accelerating throughout the
world? There is FEAR in the air that is only exacerbated by
the hatred and polarities exerted by the geopolitical forces,
in which individuals are cast as stereotypical groups rather
than as real people with a real cross to bear.
7.15.16.2 (reportage – The Image of Terror): But this course
of events is also accelerated by the CONNECTED WORLD we live
in, in which horrific images of terrorism are disseminated
instantaneously across the globe. This generates an explosion
of terror that reaches much further than the attack
itself. Since 9/11, our perception of terror has been fed by
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the media who shape our perception with the spectacle of
their transmission.
7.15.16.3 (reportage – The Image of Terror): And with social
media and mobile broadcasting, we have all become
documentarians of the events as they unfold: the most
gruesome detail distributed with simultaneity everywhere,
imprinted in our minds: FOREVER.
7.15.16.4 (reportage – The Image of Terror): We are all
participants in this dissemination, whether as broadcasters
on the scene, or simply in our embrace of the social media
feeds, redirecting the image and its moment virally in all
possible directions.
7.15.16.5 (reportage – The Image of Terror): The imagery is
embedded deep in our psyche, which perhaps constitutes the
real terroristic action. FEAR is transmitted via the media
into our minds, lodged, to wreak permanent damage not just on
the scene, but in our collective consciousness.
[this applies to XTreme TRUMPology]
576. 7.15.16: The terrorists understand how dramatically their
actions reverberate through the media. Their images become
embedded in our psyche, perhaps the real terroristic action:
fear transmitted through the media into our minds, fixed, to
wreak real horror in our minds + imagination, fear that is
paralyzing because we no longer want to enter into the public
spaces where terror now reigns supreme.
577. 7.15.16: It is the seductive lure of the media that draws
them into these actions, knowing that they have a REAL WEAPON
that will terrorize the whole planet, as we as spectators of
the action can observe collectively, and where spectators
become participants in the documentation and redirection of
the event into the echo chamber of the media.
578. 7.16.16: The images play over + over + over until they are
printed in our brains, like a bomb that explodes in our
mental space + perception + reality.
[WORK_FLOW]
579. 7.15.16: GO WITH THE IMMERSIVE NARRATIVES TO DOCUMENT THE
POST REALITY SHOW AS A PROCESS-ORINTED TRAJECTORY OF THE
MAKING THE SHOW, WITH ALL THE IDEAS, MEDIA, TEXTS, WRONGTURNS INTACT. YES! I BELIEVE THIS IS IT!!! THIS IS THE TPRS
AS A WEB-DOCUMENT DETAILING THE PROCESS OF CREATION.
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580. 7.16.16: The starting point of the TPRS Site… how to make it
like a project archive… a whole motion picture in the
background, which runs parallel to the viewer scrolling down
the page.
581. 7.16.16: The VIEWER SCROLLS + DESCENDS down through the
storyline, HYPERLINKS, such that the story twists + turns
with navigation.
582. 7.16.16: I think for now I will continue to think + think +
think forever + ever + ever…
583. 7.19.16.1 (reportage – Total Theater at the RNC): When a
performance artist has this degree of control over the
suspension of disbelief, he can get away with saying just
about anything, because people will BELIEVE, and oh do they
BELIEVE.
7.19.16.2 (reportage – Total Theater at the RNC): But in the
end, who cares, really, about the specifics of the message,
the content as it were, when the total theater of seduction,
fear, and hysteria is the objective. TRUMP at heart is an
“artist” without the morality of the artistic message (the
syndrome of much pop culture), whose ruthless cunning is
intended to pull the wool over our eyes, rather than
illuminate our thinking.
584. 7.20.16: It’s not the content it’s the intrigue (mystery?),
just like reality television.
585. 7.22.16.1 (reportage – Episodic Drama of the Real Delegates
of Cleveland): The 2016 Republican National Convention was
made-for-reality-television drama of the first order:
intrigue, conflict, innuendo, gossip, confessionals and
tension, with all of the usual villains and heroes to keep
everyone entertained and angry.
7.22.16.2 (reportage – Episodic Drama of the Real Delegates
of Cleveland): This is Donald TRUMP’s contribution to
American politics: the complete and final and total
assimilation of reality TV into the political process. It’s
been a long time coming, but now the dissolution of fact and
fiction, real and imaginary are inextricably woven together
into a perfectly seamless, blended entity.
7.22.16.3 (reportage – Episodic Drama of the Real Delegates
of Cleveland): In TRUMP’s world, all is part of the SHOW:
every action, every turn, every gesture, every message, every
mishap, every controversy transformed into a new episode in
the continuing drama.
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7.22.16.4 (reportage – Episodic Drama of the Real Delegates
of Cleveland): No doubt the vast majority of RNC delegates
(and many of the politicians and celebrities who spoke) are
the same people who have been feeding for years on Bravo TVstyle reality television and the soaps, where content,
complexity, and reason are reduced to base emotion, evil
backstabbing, raw hatred, cunning, suspicion and the law of
the jungle.
7.22.16.5 (reportage – Episodic Drama of the Real Delegates
of Cleveland): The TRUMP Show is nothing short of an
apocalyptic “joyride” into a deep abyss such as we have never
before seen in American politics.
586. 7.23.16: I feel as though I am slipping deeper into the
bunker, where the Grid is the them song. It’s pure,
rhythmical + beautiful: clean, rich and sometimes elegantly
nasty. There is something precisely structural about the
Grid: mechanical, free of nostalgia + romanticism, just
straight rhythm articulated by the snds of rich frequencies.
587. 7.23.16: I want to play he studio as an instrument, a
perfectly tuned instrument of surprise, make the miraculous
happen, record, document, tell stories, perform.
588. 7.24.16: The visual Grid / black background to key it out, in
the camera image superimposed, situating myself on the “other
side.”
589. 7.24.16: Monitor the STUDIO ACTIVITY or STUDIO ACTIONS,
EXPOSING the process of creation thru the BROADCAST.
590. 7.28.16: Deep in the darkness of the studio. Deep in the
medial space, alchemically transformed. It’s all there… like
a deep sea diver.
591. 7.28.16: Message the BRAIN to ride the GRID + TRANSFORM the
PULSE. The heartbeat, the life force of the cybernetic energy
of the FLOW.
592. 7.28.16: What can I do to challenge the election… to show a
dystopian TRUMPian universe by broadcasting from the Bunker.
How to channel the media focus of the TRUMP campaign.
593. 7.30.16.1 (postrealityshow – How Democracy Implodes on
Itself): When there is a convergence between political
aggression and the tabloid antics of popular culture,
democracy implodes on itself. When would-be demagogues employ
an art of persuasion that calls on extreme forms of the
suspension of disbelief, democracy implodes on itself. When
there is no longer separation between that which is real and
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that which is not, democracy implodes on itself. When we
allow megalomania to rise to power, democracy implodes on
itself. When we replace reason with belief, democracy
implodes on itself. When we incite the mob to bring about
justice, democracy implodes on itself. When we invite fear to
ignite change, democracy implodes on itself. And when we seek
darkness to solve problems, democracy implodes on itself.
7.30.16.2 (postrealityshow – How Democracy Implodes on
Itself): Democracy: handle with care.
594. 8.1.16: In the Post Reality we are immersed in the image of
our own creation.
595. 8.3.16.1 reportage - TRUMP’s Epic Meltdown Into the Post
Real): Donald TRUMP is heading straight into the vortex as
his SHOW reaches its inevitable denouement. As a performer
who feeds off the trough of popular culture, charging his
primal instincts with the crude energy of his supporters,
TRUMP finds himself burning in a fiery pit of his own
creation, attacking everything in sight as he is about to be
swallowed alive by an excessive dose of reality.
8.3.16.2 reportage - TRUMP’s Epic Meltdown Into the Post
Real): What no one fully understood about TRUMP’s performance
tactics is what happens when you breach the suspension of
disbelief, transgress the safety net of television, and push
the reality act full steam ahead into the hot lights of the
mainstream political arena where the media lens amplifies
every rant, every mock, every insult.
8.3.16.3 reportage - TRUMP’s Epic Meltdown Into the Post
Real): The TRUMP script, if you can even call it that, bleeds
and oozes into the harsh, hyper-reality of a political
suicide mission, where there is nowhere to go but down, down,
down.
[Meta-Conductor]
596. 8.5.16: The Meta-Conductor Inside the Brain of the Machine is
the key to the Algorithmic Complexity + Speed of the
Information Culture, the Accelerationism. The autonomous
nature of a self-perpetuating mechanical BRAIN is the
condition of the world we live in today. It’s frightening +
beautiful all @ the same time.
597. 8.6.16: The Meta-Conductor is Like a Ghost in the Machine, a
Ghost Conductor, the autonomous presence of an external
control that guides our systems of Drones, Cars, Computers,
etc. The beauty of these autonomous systems, freeing us from
controlling these systems manually, has a dystopic side, in
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which we are ultimately GIVING UP CTL to the Machine, thus
giving up CTL of our minds, thoughts, mobility.
598. 8.6.16: The performer is like a pilot with systems set to
auto-pilot.
[Work_Flow]
599. 8.9.16: Meta-Narrative… Work_Flow: the basis of the work
(spine), MASSIVE FEED OF TIME-STAMPED EPISODIC IMMERSIVE
POSTS connected within itself and branching via TAXONOMICAL
HYPERLINKS to narrative CATEGORY FEEDS.
600. 8.9.16: EPISODES ARE DAILY RE-OCCURENCES.
601. 8.9.16: STUDIO AMBIANCE, THE MIX, the sheer density of the
FLOW.
602. 8.10.16.1 (reportage – License to Kill): “By the way, and if
she gets to pick her judges, nothing you can do, folks.
Although the Second Amendment people, maybe there is, I don’t
know.” – TRUMP
8.10.16.2 (reportage – License to Kill): “(Doublethink is)
the power of holding two contradictory beliefs in one’s mind
simultaneously, and accepting both of them.” – about George
Orwell’s 1984
8.10.16.3 (reportage – License to Kill): By intentionally
confusing the American people, particularly those who are
uneducated, unable to defend themselves from Doublethink,
least able to differentiate between that which is real and
that which is not, TRUMP can feed on them like ripened fruit.
603. 8.12.16: EPISODIC WORK_FLOW pushes the possibilities of text,
pure text, all the way, language compressed + xtreme
expression in the daily FLOW!
604. 8.12.16: My work is about openness, it’s a testament to
openness, I have created a bunker not to shield what do but
rather to have sanctity, a laboratory, to ISOLATE THE NOISE
FOR PURPOSES OF EXAMINATION.
605. 8.12.16: The primacy of the bunker lends itself to
introspection, isolation not to separate myself, but to
ISOLATE the CONDITIONS OF THE POST REAL in a performative
examination and immersion in their contents.
606. 8.16.16: WRITING IS A STATE O FIXATION ON THE FLOW, PURE
ECSTATIC ENJOYMENT OF THE FLOW, JUSTAPOSED WITH ALL THE
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DOUBT, CONFUSION, SENSE OF ALIENATION THAT COMES WITH THE
ARTISTIC PROCESS.
607. 8.17.16: There is no END in the ever-present-present of NOW
::: NOW ::: NOW.
[Language of Code]
608. 8.17.16: A Cosmology of my own coded language, not someone
else’s, but introducing my language as code in my own
SPEAKING VOICE.
609. 8.17.16: JUST AS I AM EMBEDDED IN THE FLOW, I AM EMBEDDED IN
THE CODE OF MY OWN LANGUAGE, MY IDEAS BECOME CODED.
610. 8.17.16: TYPE OUT A SYMPHONY!!!
611. 8.18.16: A MATCH MADE IN HELL.
612. 8.18.16.1 (reportage – A Match Made in Hell): “Fear is a good
thing. Fear is going to lead you to take action.” – TRUMP CEO
Steve Bannon
8.18.16.2 (reportage – A Match Made in Hell): So as Steve
Bannon prepares to lead TRUMP on the next phase of the
campaign’s journey, we can already hear the distant clamor
emanating from the fiery depths, an emboldened, fear-induced
roar: a cacophonous, ritual incitement of the angry white
masses. Clearly we are about to witness an excruciatingly
painful din of despair rising like a dark, menacing cloud,
guiding the remaining 80-day descent of the campaign into a
horrid squalor of eternally looping insults and accusations.
8.18.16.3 (reportage – A Match Made in Hell): It is critical
to understand that TRUMP’s journey is not really about
winning the Presidency, rather, it is an unscripted reality
play and original re-construction of his own Dantesque world,
a world where TRUMP, rather than Lucifer, is firmly lodged in
the 9th Circle (or lower) of fire and ice. It is here from
the bottom of America, NOT the lofty TRUMP Tower, where the
Master will lead his angry mob from a dark, shadowy reality
tv SHOW of his own Creation.
613. 8.18.16.1 (reportage – The Poetics of Machine Language): As
we embed ourselves further and deeper into the virtual
relations of social media and online forms of communications,
clearly the language of the machine is creeping into our
vocabulary and thought process. As we are increasingly
engaged with the global FLOW of information, embedding
ourselves in the coded language of the information FLOW, the
code of the machine is seeping almost imperceptibly into our
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thinking, our writing, and our social relationships. Language
has become coded and hard wired to the machine, no hidden
longer hidden beneath the surface of the screen.
8.18.16.2 (reportage – The Poetics of Machine Language): The
artistic use of code expression suggests the possibility of
future artist book forms, expressed in the language of our
own time, stories told in the medium of digital
communications about the act of living in the moment of the
ever-present-present of the information FLOW of NOW, the
ever-expanding information overFLOW of non-stop media
ingestion…
614. 8.18.16: MEDIA TORRENT: RIVER OF SND. RIVER OF MEDIA. Use as
processing material…
615. 8.20.16: Clearly when I turn on music in the studio the idea
is to create a STUDIO AMBIENCE that acts as a
transformational space to TRANSPOSE MYSELF, create a mood, an
atmosphere, an ambience.
616. 8.20.16: ORGANIZING THE EPISODIC WORK_FLOW: go through the
sketches and create META-DATA for the META-NARRATIVE.
[TV AS THE ALWAYS ON SOURCE]
617. 8.20.16: The closest thing there is to a RIVER of SND + MEDIA
TORRENT is Cable TV! Always on, forever + ever in the everpresent-present of NOW!
618. 8.22.16: TELEVISION IS THE SRC. WHAT ELSE IS ALWAYS ON/ALWAYS
FLOWING…
[Third Space Network]
619. 8.22.16: Start my OWN ALT MEDIA NETWORK ON 3SN! (inspired by
Brietbart)
620. 8.25.16: The MEDIA MACHINE has been appropriated by moguls
who leverage social media news feed to generate readership +
dialogue + revenue. 3SN could be the MEDIA MACHINE with
ARTIST CHANNELS expressing opinion, art, etc. through writing
performance and audio-visual: in which the revenue is the
AUDIENCE.
621. 8.25.16: Reportage is a channel feed. TPRS is a channel feed
+ other feeds (social media) together combine to form the 3SN
infiltration of the networked space, ultimately leads the
reader to the network as virtual theater. USDAT could be
another space for political transformation.
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622. 8.25.16: THE ARTIST AS MEDIA MOGUL, building our own ALT
networks.
[STUDIO CAM – IPHONE - NDI]
623. 8.25.16: MY EYES ARE A REMOTE MOBILE CAM IN THE UNDERGROUND
STUDIO BUNKER.
624. 8.26.16: The Open /source Studio is a vessel where
information passes through: filtered + manipulated +
contextualized.
625. 8.26.16: Information passes in/out on its own volition, an
autonomous machine at work, as I insert myself into the FLOW.
626. 8.28.16: The Episodic Work_Flow is the narrative of an open
source studio in the making (of making).
627. 8.28.16: Foreground the post-TRUTH world we find ourselves in
today…
628. 8.28.16: I see the loss of the real culminating in the 2016
TRUMPian election campaign, how TRUMP has mastered the art of
deception, operating in that space between the real + virtual
with artful control.
629. 8.31.16.1 (reportage – Far, Far, Far Beyond the Suspension of
Disbelief): TRUMP can fool his followers into believing in
his manipulative guise, in the dissonance of his political
avatars, because in the post real sphere of TRUMP, there is
no longer any differentiation between the real and the
imaginary. He has inserted himself into that blurry space
where he can convincingly cultivate confusion through
techniques of performance, stagecraft, and disinformation.
For Donald TRUMP it’s all a SHOW, who has elevated himself
high above the angry white masses as the Host and Master of
Ceremonies of “Make America Great Again.”
8.31.16.2 (reportage – Far, Far, Far Beyond the Suspension of
Disbelief): The vision and intent of TRUMP is, simply stated:
to put on a SHOW, to be at the center of the world gaze as a
political chameleon who can morph into any particular
character that triggers the appropriate response. TRUMP has
stated unequivocally that he is NOT a politician, so if you
take his statement at face value, everything he does, each
character he becomes, all that he says, is an
improvisationally constructed fabrication of a politician or
anti-politician, whatever routine is required for the
occasion.
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8.31.16.3 (reportage – Far, Far, Far Beyond the Suspension of
Disbelief): TRUMP is the quintessential, post-modernist
destroyer of political convention, in which he has stripped
away all traces of authenticity in order to deconstruct and
annihilate the System as an act of performance.
630. 9.1.16: TRUMP’s role playing is staggering in its obvious
suspension of disbelief: TRUMP the statesman? TRUMP the hero
of the alt-right? TRUMP the cool negotiator? TRUMP the
buffoon going for laughs? Who is TRUMP?
631. 9.1.16: It’s because we live in the post real where is no
longer differentiation between the real and imaginary:
politician, stagecraft… IT’S ALL A SHOW and Donald TRUMP is
the Master of Ceremonies.
632. 9.1.16: The vision + intent of TRUMP is to put on a SOW, to
be at the center of the WORLD GAZE, to be a political
chameleon, between the real and the make believe, to suspend
disbelief, to be a caricature.
633. 9.1.16: There is no authenticity because TRUMP lives in the
SHOW of his own creation…
634. 9.1.16: If (and when) I bring TRPS episodic Work_Flow up-todate, then I will emerge at last in the ever-present-present
of NOW.
635. 9.1.16: “There are professional Facebook users starting to
build media companies.” – NY Times, August 24, Inside
Facebook’s Totally Insane, Unintentionally Gigantic
Hyperpartisan Political-Media Machine.
636. 9.1.16: Need to LAND in the Campaign TRAIL on Halloween to
spook the HELL out of everyone with another LIVE SERIES of
the Post REALITY SHOW: CAMPAIGN MADNESS!
637. 9.2.16: I am the Other of my Other.
[First use of XTreme TRUMPology]
638. 9.2.16: Imagine a world of TRUMP, where reality has been case
aside, where ALL THE WORLD IS A STAGE, where America is the
stage set for a reality tv show, there the White House
glitters gold… Radical TRUMPology.
639. 9.2.16: Establish the surreality of the TORRENT.
640. 9.2.16: If you want to put TRUMPology on display, you have to
become TRUMPology, you have to embody it, amplify it,
exaggerate it.
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641. 9.3.16.1: (reportage - How to Embrace XTreme TRUMPology):
First of all, you need to accept the surreality of EXTREME
TRUMPOLOGY and its 24/7 suspension of disbelief impervious to
all standard systems of logic and reason. But, in order to
fully embrace EXTREME TRUMPOLOGY you must become it, embody
it, amplify it. You must get INSIDE of its EXTREME nature and
release it from within.
9.3.16.2: (reportage - How to Embrace XTreme TRUMPology): So
then EXTREME TRUMPOLOGY is nothing less than the act of
BECOMING TRUMP in the most extravagant way, to be pure TRUMP,
to be HYPER-TRUMP, in order to fully embody TRUMPOLOGY in its
most EXTREME form.
9.3.16.3: (reportage - How to Embrace XTreme TRUMPology):
When TRUMP takes to the airwaves to perform his
personification of a politician, you must become an open and
willing vessel ready to receive and ingest his message, no
matter how unthinkable and unattainable. You must learn to
ride the TRUMP wave as he is speaks deftly in a multitude of
tongues, rapidly shifting, meandering in all directions,
saying everything and nothing. The transmission of TRUMPOLOGY
as it emanates from TRUMP himself is Noise entering into the
System. It is your job, as a receptacle of the message of
TRUMP, to be a Host for the Noise, a willing carrier of the
transmission, so that TRUMPOLOGY in its purest form can
burrow it’s way into your consciousness and explode in your
senses.
9.3.16.4: (reportage - How to Embrace XTreme TRUMPology): You
must enter deeply into the FLOW of TRUMP to be a surrogate
for EXTREME TRUMPOLOGY, you must fully immerse yourself in
the FLOW in all of its immense deception and entertainment.
You must open up the Media Tap, wide open for its ingestion,
swimming along the stream of disinformation to absorb its
meaning and ignore the danger of any confusion to your
perception of reality. It is necessary to consume a healthy
dose of TRUMPOLOGY in order to fully experience its erratic
message, its abrupt jolt to the nervous system, the
surprising juxtaposition of ALL THINGS SIMULTANEOUSLY, in
order to embrace EXTREME TRUMPOLOGY as your new (post)
reality.
9.3.16.4: (reportage - How to Embrace XTreme TRUMPology): Now
you are ready for EXTREME TRUMPOLOGY to grab hold of your
entire being: a superbly powerful reality cocktail consisting
of the perfect mix of celebrity culture, post-apocalyptic
disaster, and made-for-tv drama. Once TRUMPOLOGY is
circulating freely through your bloodstream, you can Believe,
Truly Believe, in its powers of seduction and desire that
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alchemically transform your mind into a single Collective
Mind of cathartic Rage against the System.
642. 9.3.16: The goal is to situtate TRUMpology within its
mediated, post real context, by getting INSIDE OF IT AND
CXPLODING IT FROM WITHIN. This is the only way to TRANSMIT
THE IDEA.
643. 9.3.16: What is RADICAL TRUMPOLOGY? It is the Act of BECOMING
TRUMP in the most audacious way, to be outlandishly TRUMP, to
be HYPER-TRUMP in order to EXPOSE the TRUMP fabrication,
which is all that he is in the first place.
644. 9.3.16: So if
politician, I
but the media
literally and

TRUMP takes to the airwaves to personify a
take to the airwaves to personify, not TRUMP,
critiquing TRUMPology, by BLOWING IT UP, both
figuratively.

645. 9.3.16: What did TRUMP SAY? He is speaking in a multitude of
VOICES. What is the media saying? Everything + Nothing!
Because it is just more noise in the System.
646. 9.3.16: My job, as host of TPRS, is to amplify the NOISE, to
embed myself in the NOISE, to HOST THE NOISE like a carrier
virus that infiltrates the System.
647. 9.3.16: IMMERSE YOURSELF IN THE NEWS_FLOW while carrying out
its DISSECTION + DECONSTRUCTION.
648. 9.3.16: IT’S OPENING MYSELF UP TO THE TAP, while SWIMMING
UPSTREAM, TO AMPLIFY ITS SURREALITY + THE INHERENT DANGER OF
THE MEDIATED CULTURE TO CONFUSE PERCEPTION OF REALITY, TO
BLUR THE BOUNDARIES BETWEEN THE REAL + IMAGINARY: the rhythm
of jolts, media ingestion, juxtaposition of ANYTHING +
EVERYTHING: a recipe for courting confusion + the acceptance
of TRUMPOLOGY (EXTREME) as reality.
649. 9.3.16: So how does EXTREME TRUMPOLOGY burrow its way into
our consciousness + seduction + desire, it’s as though the
INGESTION OF MEDIA, CELEBRITY CULTURE, SEDUCTION OF DISASTER,
A POST-APOCALYPTIC REITUAL of the DRAMA, this is what paves
the way for EXTREME TRUMPOLOGY, this is how we invite the
virus to circulate through our collective bloodstream,
whether we believe it or not, is EXTREME TRUMPOLOGY, we are
DRAWN INTO ITS ELEMENTS OF SEDUCTION, IT’S ALCHEMICAL POWER
of the TRANSFORMATION OF THE COLLECTIVE MIND + IT IS THE
PURPOSE OF THE POST REALITY SHOW TO EXPLODE, AMPLIFY +
REVEAL.
650. 9.3.16: XTreme Hyperbole is the very stuff of TPRS.
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651. 9.4.16: TPRS consists of scripted situational comedies for
absurd and overreaching action into the post relay. You must
become an agent for the post real, accept it without
resistance, ignoring any contradictions that would be cause
for doubt.
652. 9.4.16: TPRS must show through my own embrace of the post
reality, the larger post real culture we live in today. I
must take the position of being the receptacle for media
ingestion, to full embrace it, as a surrogate / researcher
exploring the depths.
653. 9.4.16: How to embrace XTreme TRUMPology: is the perfect
description of how I, as an artist, embraces the post
reality. With sheer unabandonment, but with one exception, I
do this as a reporter embedded into a war, an embedded
reporter immersed in the subject of the investigation in
order to fully comprehend it and report on its conditions
with authenticity. Of course in my embedded reportage, there
is a healthy dose of irony.
654. 9.4.16: The point is to jack up TRPS on steroids, pure
hyperbole, MANIC, not a laid back late night radio show, but
a full-on hyper-reality Internet SHOW that sings with speed +
velocity, and with extraordinary momentum ,with unabandoned
pure madness, racing the Media Torrent at breakneck speed, in
order to tell the complete, unfiltered story of XTreme
TRUMPology.
655. 9.4.16: SCRIPTED HYPERBOLE.
[Maschine Ingestion]
656. 9.5.16: Maschine as a receptacle for the ingestion of the
River of SND. Sampled. Rhythmicized. Processed. Chopped.
Build GRID layers from chopped up River of SND. I could
envision an entire SND sculpture emerging from the ingestion
of the FLOW.
657. 9.5.16: LIVE Cable feed => MASCHINE INGESTION => PROCESSING +
ROUTING + SAMPLING + SLICING + NOTE ACTIVATION => VDMX
MANIPULATION OF LIVE IMAGERY + LIVE CAMERA SWITCHING.
658. 9.5.16: You never know where you are entering + where you are
exiting! This is an amazing formal concept, you dive in, you
jump out, never know exactly where you are because it is
“live + continuous” even if finite + looping. Because that is
how life is, you never know exactly what is going to happen,
you don’t have a precise begin or end point, you just enter
in and you exit out, whenever, whereever. This what it means
to be LIVE or ALIVE.
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659. 9.7.16: It’s not about creating regular rhythmic patterns,
it’s about MICRO GATING the River of SND to Chop + Slice the
Media Torrent to create the JOLTS + ABRUPTIONS that jar +
mutilate the SENSES.
[River of NOISE, MEDIA TORRENT, enter-in/exit out, punchin/punch-out concept.]
660. 9.7.16: The GATED RIVER OF SND is a microcoms of the RIVER OF
LIFE: YOU ENTER IN, YOU EXIT OUT, not knowing exactly where,
when…
661. 9.7.16: If in fact the River of SND is based on live TV, then
Maschine is used as an on/off switch.
662. 9.8.16: SEQUENCING CONTINUOUS TIME, of in/outs, structures
time in a truly non-linear way, cuts occur irrespective of
their content, creating surprising, unexpected transitions
between the continuous FLOW of streaming material, which is
PRECISELY HOW WE EXPERIENCE MEDIA, with its jolts and abrupt
transition from one disparate thing to another. The
continuity is in its juxtaposition and assemblage.
663. 9.8.16: SEQUENCING THE CONTINUOUS FLOW OF THE EVER-PRESENT
PRESENT OF NOW.
664. 9.9.16: XTreme TRUMPology: the torrent of disinformation, it
flows + flows until you are numb and can no longer comprehend
what it is you are hearing and seeing, what is true, what is
not, it’s just an incomprehensible motion cocktail for the
senses.
665. 9.9.16: With the constant FLOW of Disinformation, the jolts
and abrupt shifting in our everyday media ingestion, we
succumb to the Seduction, we cannot filter the overdose, we
lose critical thinking + calm judgment, becoming, simply, a
receptacle of feeding, an open vessel for the Flow, without
the faculties to turn off the tap in order to THINK.
666. 9.10.16.1 (reportage - What Induces XTreme TRUMPology?):
Look, XTreme TRUMPology is a way of life, a certain uncanny
belief in the suspension of disbelief, a seething anger that
brews from some dark subterranean world deep within, a place
we didn’t even know existed, which manifests its way back out
into the light of day uncontrollably, irresistibly. So you
might be asking: what exactly induces the anti-philosophy
that is XTreme TRUMPology? Where could this feverish ideology
possibly be emanating from? What could possibly cause an
individual to willingly, even passionately, embrace XTreme
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TRUMPology in its extravagant, even inspired rejection of
reality?
9.10.16.2 (reportage - What Induces XTreme TRUMPology?): How
is it even imaginable that a self-aggrandizing reality tv
prima donna whose mantra is “your fired,” will create jobs
for working class schmucks? Yes, XTreme TRUMPology is a world
view unmoored from reality, it is a way of thinking well
beyond the imaginary and the real, XTreme TRUMPology is in
effect, post reality. XTreme TRUMPology is nothing short of a
collective, participatory, unscripted mob performance, madefor-television, an amazing, not-to-be-missed golden
opportunity for everyone to get into the Act.
9.10.16.3 (reportage - What Induces XTreme TRUMPology?):
First, there is the source of TRUMPology, TRUMP himself. No
matter how far and wide he travels from the truth, TRUMP
speaks with absolute, certain authenticity. This is a
magnificent skill, generally mastered by demagogues without a
moral compass, who are free from the burden of compassion for
fellow, pathetic human beings. Secondly, TRUMP moves very
quickly, his attention span is unbelievably short, his
capacity for thoughtfulness so incredibly shallow, that his
mind can leap like a leopard from one piece of disinformation
to the next at the speed of light, a virtuosic feat of
absolute grandiosity when delivered with such supremely
seductive self-confidence. A sight to behold.
9.10.16.4 (reportage - What Induces XTreme TRUMPology?):
These XTreme TRUMPologists are lacking in a certain, shall we
say, gift of reason we might describe as “criticality,” a
human trait that serves to act as a kind of shield to filter
the toxins of raving demagoguery. Without this rather crucial
protection, ingesting the TRUMP message essentially overheats
the nervous system, causes blindness to rationality, and
induces rabid states of hostility against anyone who is mired
in the complexities of logical thinking.
9.10.16.5 (reportage - What Induces XTreme TRUMPology?): But
watch out: no one is outside of the sphere of influence of
XTreme TRUMPology. You see, TRUMP is merely mimicking,
amplifying, and redirecting the jolts and abrupt shifts that
define our daily media intake of popular culture and social
media. TRUMP is simply a big, orange, open faucet for the
FLOW, without a valve, accelerating its seduction and
magnifying its dangers of overdose, a FLOW now moving at such
a ferocious speed it can crush anyone’s ability to
differentiate between the real and the imaginary.
9.10.16.5 (reportage - What Induces XTreme TRUMPology?): So
beware, when the fountain of XTreme TRUMPology reaches its
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zenith, finds let us say, a certain critical mass, it cannot
be turned off.
[enter in/enter out]
667. 9.9.16: NEW FORM OF CUTUPS!!
668. 9.12.16: Feed the BEAST.
669. 9.13.16.1 (reportage – The Deplorables): The Deplorables, in
their supporting role in the TRUMP campaign, are directed to
heavily arm themselves with an Arsenal of Bigotry (another
meme?) to create a spectacle of hatred and venom that erupts
on cue at TRUMP rallies, including the mother of them all,
the 2016 Republican National Convention.
9.13.16.2 (reportage – The Deplorables): Since Hillary’s epic
declaration late last week, The Deplorables cast has been reenergized, as TRUMP throws “Buckets of Gasoline” on this
raging fire of hatred. The Deplorables, summonded by their
fearless leader without a shred of morality in his entire
being, are rising up as one angry voice, one collective
scream, one massive dose of vitriol calling to take Evil
Hillary down, down, down.
9.13.16.3 (reportage – The Deplorables): So hold on to your
seats and brace yourselves for the next episode of the
greatest reality show on Earth, featuring The Deplorables,
the gutsiest, fiercest supporting actors known to reality
television.
670. 9.15.16: All they know is what comes flowing through the
River of NOISE.
671. 9.15.16: TRUMP: Mythomaniac. – Nicholas Kristof, When a
Crackpot Runs for President, NY Times.
672. 9.15.16: There are states that are terrifying + dystopic,
beautiful, otherworldly, ugly, noisy, etc… work with them
all.
673. 9.15.16: Brilliantly Incoherent!
674. 9.18.16: MEDIA TORRENT: Themes of TRUMPology,
Totalitarianism, Racism, Violence, Misogyny, Reality TV,
Commericials/Ads…
675. 9.18.16: By shifting between lies and more lies, parody +
spectacle + back again you eenter into such a blurring of the
TRUTH that you can no longer see straight. Through this form
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of remix + detournment you expose the conditions, the
symptoms of the post reality.
676. 9.18.16: Weaving together the live + recorded, the new + the
old, the real + the imaginary creates a post reality
perspective that undermines our ability to differentiate
between what is real + what is not.
677. 9.18.16: Blend in desktop navigation, scrolling Tweets,
Facebook interaction + media, cable television: a portrait
that breaks down + disintegrates the real.
678. 9.18.16: Read and navigate while on the screen.
679. 9.18.16: Read from the Binder.
680. 9.18.16: Create a NATURAL relationship to the BROADCAST by
NOT PERFORMING, rather, just opening up the studio,
conversing with the viewers, creating a sense of intimacy in
the third space.
681. 9.18.16: Drop the needle, enter into + out of the flow…
682. 9.18.16: Just be… in the studio… and let it grow as it will…
completely real (post real)… it will big + small all by
itself, because there is no beginning and there is no end…
there just is.
683. 9.19.16: The Deep Abyss of Political Disinformation.
684. 9.19.16: I see the MASHUP of the Torrent as a completely
chaotic, nonsensical River of SND that breaks up/smashes its
meaning into something entirely INVASIVE?
685. 9.22.16: “I guess there is something oddly thrilling about a
guy who rips the mask off it all and is sanding there as the
NAKED ID OF POLITICS. He is the destroyer of the old world.”
– Maureen Dowd, Year of Voting Dangerously
686. 9.22.16: “But now, in the fever dream atmosphere of TRUMP and
a freakingly fast news cycle, gaffes don’t matter and neither
does telling the truth.” – Maureen Dowd, Year of Voting
Dangerously
687. 9.22.16: TRUMP is the Kim Kardashian of American politics,
replacing substance with solipsism and issues debates with
Twitter feuds, and showing a rare talent for grabbing the
attention of an ADD nation round the clock as he tries to be
TROLL in chief. – Maureen Dowd, Year of Voting Dangerously
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688. 9.22.16: “Celebrity is the iron ore of our age, it’s the raw
material that gives people platforms and power that they then
look to use in some way.” – Howard Fineman
689. 9.22.16: “Now Washington has become a place where everybody
knows nobody knows anything.” – Maureen Dowd, Year of Voting
Dangerously, pg. 221
690. 9.22.16: “Running for President is the new selfie.” – James
Gleich
691. 9.22.16: He’s like the blob alien in the 1995 movie Species,
who mutates from ova to adult in months, regenerating and
reconfiguring at warp speed to escape the establishment, kill
everyone in sight and eliminate the human race. – Maureen
Dowd, Year of Voting Dangerously
692. 9.22.16: BE AN ARTIST @ WROK IN THE STUDIO, WHAT ELSE CAN I
DO?
693. 9.25.16: Pitch correction will transform endless punditry
into a quasi musical, an operatic treatment that inserts a
narrative of “non-reality” into the stream of spoken word.
694. 9.25.16: Harmonize the Vocoder!
695. 9.25.16: RHYTHMIC/MELODIC TRANSFORMATION of RIVER of NOISE +
spoken word into a quasi-music-theatre-revue-commedia-delarte. Using pulsation together with the GRID to establish an
absurdo-hypnotic-state-of-seduction + media spectacle.
696. 9.25.16: START RIGHT NOW WITH A WINDOW INTO THE OPEN SOURCE
STUDIO.
697. 9.26.16.1 (reportage - The Naked Id of XTreme TRUMPology):
TRUMP is like some alien force descended from space morphing
and regenerating itself at the speed of light in order to
destroy the planet. And it seems he can’t be stopped
9.26.16.2 (reportage - The Naked Id of XTreme TRUMPology): It
is clear, as the debates are about to begin, that a
destructive force hangs like a dark cloud over the
electorate, a totally irrational syndrome – XTreme
TRUMPology – that is on the verge of destroying America, far,
far beyond anything any terrorist could dream.
9.26.16.3 (reportage - The Naked Id of XTreme TRUMPology):
You see, TRUMP is the master of post “truth,” he revels in
it, it is signature state of being, it is where he lives. He
has, essentially, stripped down his moral compass to the bare
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necessities, exposing his naked id – all pure instinct –
forging the perfectly crafted lie to close the deal.
9.26.16.4 (reportage - The Naked Id of XTreme TRUMPology):
XTreme TRUMPology resides in the dangerous place of
convergence between politics, entertainment and new media. It
is here the now anachronistic reasoned policy stance of the
traditional pol has been wildly compressed into a 140
character insult bomb that detonates on the screens of his
roughly 12 million followers, only to be virally retweeted
and rebroadcast into the torrent of the 24/7 news cycle. It’s
one big, destructive 140 character nuclear missive blast
heard ’round the world.
698. 9.26.16: “The debates will be no different since facts and
truth have no role to play on television, because everything
is about impact and impression as opposed to reality (post
reality). Lies are simply tactics perfectly acceptable as
long as the “brand” is consistent and the message relentless.
Breaking News CNN’s tag line is not just a snappy logo. It is
an admission, the news is broken all right!” – Alan Robbins,
NY Times “TRUTH + REALITY”
699. 9.27.16: “And that would have to suffice for anyone hoping
for a vigorous, real-time examination of what was true and
what was not. In that sense, the debate seemed a lot like the
presidential campaign itself, largely devoid of a way for
voters to know. – What we Saw During the Debate, Jeremy W.
Peters, NY Times
700. 9.28.16.1 (reportage – The Erosion of the Real): TRUMP is not
running for President, he is not out to win votes, he is not
interested in polls or endorsements or political power. He
has another agenda, a much more fateful one. Right before our
(un)believing eyes TRUMP is suspending disbelief by
annihilating the American political system through the
erosion of the real.
9.28.16.2 (reportage – The Erosion of the Real): TRUMP is
determined to prove that this is no longer an election
campaign. Rather, his real MO is to reshape the political
process into his latest (post)reality tv series, Make America
Great Again. Don’t think of his following as a body of
constituents looking for a better tomorrow, no, the nation
has become his audience waiting for the next episode. And
like the star of any hit series, TRUMP views the polls, not
as voter sentiment, but as ratings. For TRUMP, this election
is not about putting a new president in the oval office, it
is about whether or not Make America Great Againwill have
another season. Heaven forbid the show might be cancelled!
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9.28.16.3 (reportage – The Erosion of the Real): This is
maximum XTreme TRUMPology at its best: obliterate the
political discourse and replace it with scandal, controversy
and innuendo. This is the chaos of unscripted TRUMP: reduce
the national dialogue to a cacophony of pure noise by
avoiding at all costs: issues, detail and facts.
9.28.16.4 (reportage – The Erosion of the Real): TRUMP is out
to prove that America has become victim to its own claim to
fame – the culture of spectacle – it’s 15 minutes, starlets,
beauty queens, dandys, high rollers, gangsters, and tycoons.
701. 9.28.16: The transition between River of Noise + SPOKEN WORD
is a call + response with the media. It is the moment of
embeddedness, it is XTreme Exposure.
[Desktop Flaneur technical breakthrough]
702. 9.29.16: Oh my God! The Desktop is keyed into the ATEM with
the VDMX layermask using ATEM as the fill.
703. 9.29.16: I am writing across the expanse of the mediational
space, yes I am!!! The SPECTACLE OF THE DESKTOP
704. 9.30.16: Storming the Electorate/Deplorables with Tweet
Bombs.
705. 9.30.16.1 (reportage – Tweet Bombing the Nation): New York
City: Very early in the wee hours of the morning, a restless
and clearly provoked Donald J. TRUMP fire bombed Tweets over
the nation between 3am and 5am: it was a sight to behold:
“Did Crooked Hillary help disgusting (check out sex tape and
past) Alicia M become a U.S. citizen so she could use her in
the debate?”
9.30.16.2 (reportage – Tweet Bombing the Nation): TRUMP has
made very clear that he intends to be the leader of the free
world, not as America’s President, rather, as its leading
STAR, it’s top CELEBRITY ICON, it’s reigning TRASH TALKER.
From high atop the gilded TRUMP Tower fortress with its
commanding view of Manhattan, TRUMP continues to fire off
volley after volley of Tweet blasts, exploding insults,
rants, taunts, and whiny complaints with such sheer brute
force that they never fail to fire up his commanding campaign
officers, robotic surrogates, and vast army of Deplorables.
TRUMP’s Tweet bombs are raining fire and brimstone over the
land, at all hours of the day and night, exploding on
screens, burrowing into the collective consciousness, numbing
brains: all eyes glazing over.
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9.30.16.3 (reportage – Tweet Bombing the Nation): As Donald
TRUMP continues to wage his spectacular ratings war on
America, it is predicted that the incessant firestorm of
Twitter bombing will continue unabated until TRUMP’s shock
and awe campaign has achieved total annihilation of America’s
political system. We expect to soon see the Mission
Accomplished flag flying high above TRUMP Tower: “Remember,
don't believe "sources said" by the VERY dishonest media. If
they don't name the sources, the sources don't exist.”
706. 10.1.16: “I feel like we need to stop looking for the comedy
in everything… TRUMP could follow on the stops of Adolf
Hitler… I get that jokes + comedy are a way to cope with
terrible things. The problem with TRUMP is that people went
into this thinking it was comedy, and that it didn’t need to
be taken seriously. It did need to be taken seriously. A
threat is a threat.” – Can SNL Take Down Donald Trump? Is it
Going to Try?, David Weigel, Washington Post
707. 10.1.16: 24/7 Media Coverage as CATALYST for XTreme
TRUMPology.
708. 10.2.16.1: “We could call reality tv a mirror, but it’s more
like a series of mirrors – fun house mirrors that distort the
way we view our fellow citizens.” How Reality TV Gave us
Donald TRUMP, Hang Steuver, Washington Post
10.2.16.2: “The audience is primed to root for the person who
is able to say all the things we only wish we could say.”
10.2.16.3: “The candidate has also eluded a self-scrutinizing
process now codified on the reality shows that air on the
Bravo network, whereby a mediating interlocutor (Andy Cohen)
gathers the cast (usually a gaggle of “Real Housewives”) and
replays the season’s most shocking moments, asking the stars
to account for their worst behavior.”
10.2.16.4: “Whether he becomes president or not, perhaps
Trump’s most stunning accomplishment is that he has
completely rewritten the rules of fame.”
709. 10.2.16: ALL SEEING EYE CAMS ARE MASKS FOR THE MEDIA TORRENT.
710. 10.2.16: “There’s a play going on and we’re just watching
it.” – Glenn Beck: I Warned America about the Threat of
Nazism
711. 10.2.16: It is out of control, we are locked into our
opinions, we are frozen intellectually + emotionally, stuck,
fixed like concrete, like rigor mortis, unable to move,
shift, bend in order to see another perspective, in order to
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truly listen, consider, come together, unite, collectively,
through a shared sensibility.
712. 10.2.16: What will MAKE TPRS ULTIMATELY is the Writing that
needs to be clear + fundamental.
713. 10.2.16: DRAMA + TENSION + SITUATIONAL COMEDY IN THE VARIOUS
+ SUNDRY FORMATS OF TPRS. How to energize the all seeing eyes
of the CAMS to bring the macabre into musical relief, to
situate the VOICES in the HARMONIC MIX, to ignite the
OVERFLOW of the torrents + rivers of media + noise. But above
all BE BAD, BE WHATEVER, YOU ARE STRIPPED OF CAUTION, thrown
to the wind. Let go, but be TRUE AND DIRECT + nothing other
than myself.
714. 10.4.16.1 (reportage – Le TRUMPE Fou): That’s right, it turns
out that the swingin’ TRUMP had taken one spectacularly
foolish journey down the fast lane of the Art of the Deal,
blithely racing past the suspension of disbelief, hurtling
down, down, down into the Abyss of Massive Write-offs and Tax
Deductions.
10.4.16.2 (reportage – Le TRUMPE Fou): And as we know, the
TRUMP mythology did not end in the board room (Celebrity
Apprentice), it morphed itself into the hot pursuit of the
greatest of all theatrical roles, upon the biggest stage in
the land, the Presidency. He launched a new show, Make
America Great Again, transforming himself into the Man of the
People, bolstering his ratings, brilliantly casting a
supporting troupe of angry performers, The Deplorables, and
earning the greatest of all achievements in American
entertainment: 24/7 media coverage.
10.4.16.3 (reportage – Le TRUMPE Fou): TRUMP, the Great
Branded Myth of American real estate, the epitome of wealth
and entrepreneurial daring, the Celebrity Icon, the Wheeler
Dealer, it turns out, committed a massive financial failure
of epic proportions. And not only because he lost a billion
dollars in one year, but the way he did it, by grabbing the
money back from the country in order to perpetuate even more
wealth and more mythology. Could there possibly be a more
spectacular crime against humanity than that?
715. 10.4.16: Perhaps in no other time have we experienced such an
assault + torrent + river of noise from the media, dazzling
with a cavalcade of reportage that blows the sense WIDE OPEN!
716. 10.4.16: It all becomes a blur… the Now, the past, the recent
past the FLOW of it all coming through our screens +
EXPLODING in our senses.
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717. 10.4.16: How to marry the biting sarcasm of the blog posts
with the noisy chaos of the Machine. Chaos Machine? Media
Chaos Machine? To generate a message that resonates with the
chaos.
718. 10.5.16: “All could agree that his
status quo was breathtaking in its
TRUMP was unrivaled, it seemed, in
hold the attention of the American
Never Enough: Donald TRUMP and the

ability to disrupt the
power and efficiency.
his ability to capture and
Public. Michael D’antonio,
Pursuit of Success

719. 10.6.16: How TRUMP’s entertainment antics have burred
perception of intent + sarcasm + malicious play + what is
real + what is not!
720. 10.8.16.1 (reportage – Hurricane Donald): Hurricane Donald
began as a category 1 political storm last year, but has now
been upgraded to an ominous category five torrential force of
annihilation to American sanity. Last night’s release of the
Access Hollywood Tape has erupted in a lethal blast of
scandal that is now uprooting and scattering the debris of
supporters and surrogates and Republican establishment in all
directions. What a sight to behold! Just when you thought
that there was no limit to the ferocity of Hurricane Donald,
let alone his masterful ability to inspire Deplorables
with apocalyptic strikes of bigotry and hatred, a real
tsunami of a a media flood is drowning the nation, the Mother
of all XTreme TRUMPology!
10.8.16.2 (reportage – Hurricane Donald): TRUMP’s
unfathomably dark celebrity history has now reared its ugly
head: it turns out his swaggering misogyny was not just a
mere act of entertainment; it turns out that Make America
Great Again is not just a SHOW; and it turns out that TRUMP’s
ability to deftly populate his circle of friends and family
with super-models and glamour-queens has been no accident; it
turns out that TRUMP is in fact, just what we suspected, an
angry, dirty old man with enough money and celebrity to get
away with the Ultimate Male Fantasy.
10.8.16.3 (reportage – Hurricane Donald): And so the
meteorological confluence of tabloid culture, political
scandal, and sexual abuse has erupted into a supremely
destructive hurricane force of media chatter that will
assuredly destroy TRUMP and anyone around him who chooses to
hang on to His Greatness as they politically spin out of
control. Hurricane Donald is now shaping up to be the Perfect
Storm of American politics, as the eye of the hurricane
twists and winds its way through the ravaged landscape of the
2016 Presidential Campaign, only to make a direct hit on our
screens.
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721. 10.9.18: When the war is lost, it matters most who’s left in
the bunker.
722. 10.10.18: Marinated in the Culture, it’s a time when anything
can be said, ho holds barred, no decorum, no scandal, insult,
tweet is beyond the pale. When popular media is an open forum
to trash everything and anyone, politics easily does the
same. TRUMP has been marinated in popular culture, he has
cultivated + germinated in the pool, he knows no limits,
there is no threshold for what we will or won’t say or do, he
brings this sensibility to the political campaign and he
would bring it to the office of the presidency, he would melt
the docurum of the highest office in the land, in the
cesspool of entertainment theatrics. TRUMP’s license to kill
is validated by the way there is no civility left in American
politics. You put on a reality show and people get confused
as to what REALITY is.
723. 10.10.16: “When we’re addicted to online life, every moment
is fun and diverting, but the whole thing is profoundly
unsatisfying. I guess a modern version of heroism is
regaining control of social impulses, saying no to a thousand
shallow contactss for the sale of a few daring plunges.”
Intimacy for the Avoidant, David Brooks, NY Times
724. 10.10.16: It’s now the denouement of XTreme TRUMPology… the
wreckage, the political wreckage, the Shakespearean drama
with the disintegrating media footage, the incoherence, the
chaos, the madness of the unfolding spectacle and last gasp
of XT.
725. 10.10.16: Well, this is the end of it all.
726. 10.10.16: From the BUNKER I AM FIGHTING BACK THRU AN ASSAULT
+ DETOURNEMENT ON THE MEDIA.
727. 10.11.16: Into the Abyss from which there is no return as
post reality disintegration rears its ugly head in which
there absolutely no differentiation between that which is
real and that which is not as the perfect TRUMP storm wreaks
its havoc on our minds and explodes in our senses.
728. 10.11.16.1: “That the pre-debate tableau in a hotel meeting
room might as well have carried Bannon’s signature at the
bottom. With TRUMP flanked at a long narrow table by the
Clinton accusers, it looked like a twisted version of the
last supper.” When Trump went low, Steve Bannon found a new
direction: Lower, Margaret Sullivan, Washington Post.
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10.11.16.2: “Former Breitbart editor Ben Shapiro has called
Bannon “a legitimately sinister figure” and portrayed him to
Business Insider as “a smarter version of Trump.” (Bannon — a
former Naval officer, investment banker and film producer —
declined to comment. His spokeswoman wrote, without irony,
“His policy is not to do media.”)
10.11.16.3: “Trump seems to be running a campaign based on
theater, propaganda and the absence of
facts,” Bardella told The Post’s Paul Farhi. “That aligns
perfectly with Steve Bannon.”
729. 10.11.16: The idea of the machine controlling the Artist. I
am a follower of the Machine + its sequence.
730. 10.12.16.1 (reportage – It’s Us Against the World): The new
slogan, It’s Us Against the World, promises to wreak TOTAL
HAVOC on what little is now left of integrity in the American
political system.
10.12.16.2 (reportage – It’s Us Against the World): Just
hours before the second debate, TRUMP and Bannon orchestrated
Bill’s adulterous history in the bright media light, staging
a press conference tableau that featured hot confessionals
from four angry women (in a lineup resembling the Last
Supper) who have declared various accusations of brutality on
both of the Clintons. It was probably the most wickedly
surreal moment in political history, a scene that pales the
worst of any reality tv scenarios the Bravo Channel could
concoct.
10.12.16.3 (reportage – It’s Us Against the World): Make
America Great Again has now achieved the absolute pinnacle of
Oxymoronism: an evolving political campaign narrative based
on theater, propaganda, intimidation, and the absence of
truth. If this is how you make American great, than TRUMP is
brilliantly rewriting the story of democracy, or perhaps
lifting his script from the civil wars of Julias Caesar and
the fall of the Roman Empire. Now that TRUMP has removed the
few remaining shackles of political correctness, civility,
rational discourse, and respect for democracy, his It’s Us
Against the World scorched-earth, alt-right inspired campaign
is apocalyptically dismantling the system as we know it.
10.12.16.4 (reportage – It’s Us Against the World): As the
Bannon-infused TOTAL NASTINESS campaign lurches on, TRUMP
continues to attack his brethren and sink his social media
teeth into Elite Republicans, lustily drinking their blood,
causing them to shiver and cower as he ferociously drags
their political careers, along with himself, over the edge
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into the Breitbart Abyss. As TRUMP goes low, he finds ever
more inventive ways to go even lower.
10.12.16.5 (reportage – It’s Us Against the World): TRUMP has
found the means to pull the levers of power to take whatever
he wants in his quest to build the ultimate Empire. And now,
it is the height of irony to witness his Us Against the World
tirade, which exposes the hypocrisy, the manipulation, the
unrepressed opportunism to increase his brand recognition.
There is no political intent in the TRUMP agenda, US Against
the World is an idealized vehicle for pure drama and
conflict. The only thing great about Make America Great Again
is that it’s great theater.
731. 10.12.16.1: “There can be days in this presidential campaign,
if not weeks or months or maybe the entire thing, where you
find yourself completely lost in dueling or blurry realities.
It’s easy to get caught up in whatever is dominating a given
moment. Everything gets so big and loud, and the candidates —
famous to begin with — cease to even exist as human beings in
front of you.” Last Thing Standing Between you and the
Apocalypse, Mark Leibovich, NY Times
10.12.16.2: Trump, of course, both shares and feeds his
audience’s addiction to stimuli and entertainment. Early in
the campaign, during the Republican primaries, he would
pretty much say yes to anyone who wanted to put him on TV or
in a magazine. He was indefatigable in reaching out to
reporters, lobbying for coverage. He can be undeniably fun
and, to a point, seductive. My first encounter with Trump,
more than a year ago, came in an unsolicited note that said
simply, “Mark, It’s Time for a Cover!”
732. 10.12.16: OH MY GOD!!!! It’s like a litany or a liturgical
funeral service on the denouement of TRUMPology to a
relentless rhythm that HYPER-DRAMATIZES!
733. 10.13.16: Gut check, one-year anniversary of my mother’s
passing, and time to confront head-on the elephant in the
room, the spoken word. For the past six years, I have built a
telematic theatrical edifice that stretches far + wide in the
third space, but I have not full fully come to grips with the
spoken word. Not really me? I don’t think so, I have a lot
(too much!) to say.
734. 10.13.16: How to integrate the SPOKEN WORD very naturally,
without self-consciousness, part of the WORK_FLOW.
735. 10.13.16: To write + speak poetic texts that are meant to be
listened to. Meant to be performed.
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736. 10.13.16: TO HYPERLINK IN STREAM-OF-CONSCIOUSNESS FLOW as a
thread in the LARGER FLOW.
737. 10.13.16: OK STOP. Here is the key: create a narrative
thread, SPOKEN WORD, RIVER OF NOISE, MEDIA TORRENT, or even
just the silence… where the rhythmic FLOW holds it all
together. SLOWLY, SLOWLY, the essence of studio work, spoken
word, natural acts.
738. 10.13.16: Use the written word to improvise, trigger ideas,
conversation. YES CONVERSATION! EXPOSE THE BRUNT OF THE MEDIA
+ the HALLUCINATORY NATURE OF THE BLITZING MEDIA EXPERIENCE…
SEE IF I CAN JUST TALK LIKE THAT!
739. 10.13.16: This is a teaching moment.
[The Raw Hope of Humanity Rising]
740. 10.13.16: THE SLINGS + ARROWS OF OUTRAGEIOUS MISFORTUNE,
INSTEAD OF A JOURNEY TO HELL, A JOURNEY TO HEAVEN. I’m the
only one who can fit it. HOW TO EXPLAIN WITH THE MEDIA
ASSAULT. KEEP THE DARK UNDERTONE + THEN LET IT RISE INTO RICH
IRONY. A SEMBLANCE OF HOPE.
741. 10.13.16: CAPTURE THE FRENZY OF WORKING, OR THE STILLNESS.
742. 10.14.16: I feel a sense of being in the bunker @ the center
of a hurricane, quiet + still with a sense of a terrible
outside presence of the world imploding, bunkered but not
entirely shielded from the storm.
[The GRID]
743. 10.14.16: The GRID establishes the FLOW of time, the tension,
the urgency of the studio work, as the noise + torrents sleep
in + infiltrate the sanctity of the bunker. The bunker is
like the unconscious mind, a seemingly safe + hermetically
sealed space, but with its CONNECTION TO THE NETWORK, IT IS
ULTIMATELY FLOODED WITH THE FLOW OF INFORMATION IN THE
OUTSIDE WORLD, OR PERHAPS A SAFE HAVEN for analysis +
critique, but not invulnerable to the onslaught.
744. 10.14.16: “The presidential campaign has been building toward
all this. Day after day after day, the rhetoric has
intensified, the charges and countercharges have escalated,
the issues have been reduced to asterisks, and the gulf
between the Trump and Clinton coalitions has widened.
Sunday’s debate in St. Louis foreshadowed what was to come.
Now there will be no turning back.” Two speeches in two hours
crystallize the state of Campaign 2016, Dan Balz, Washington
Post
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745. 10.14.16: “Paul Begala, a Democratic strategist and adviser
to the pro-Clinton super PAC Priorities USA, said Trump was
self-destructing. “To quote the late great Nelson Mandela,
it’s like drinking poison and thinking it’s going to hurt
your enemy,” Begala said. “He’s a billionaire tycoon in a
total meltdown, and he’s going to try to take as many people
down with him. It’s not a political strategy, but it will be
an unlovely 26 days until we dispatch him to the ash heap of
history.”” Trump says groping allegations are part of a
global conspiracy to help Clinton, Philip Rucker, Washington
Post
746. 10.14.16: “He was responding to Trump’s comment that Clinton
“meets in secret with international banks to plot the
destruction of U.S. sovereignty in order to enrich these
global financial powers, her special-interest friends and her
donors.”” Amid crisis, Trump spreads another conspiracy
theory — about his campaign, Sean Sullivan, Washington Post
747. 10.14.16: “Mr. Trump took two other clear lessons away from
“The Apprentice”: Television audiences will reward anything
that at least looks like authenticity. And the best way to
hold an audience is to give it a steady stream of drama, with
compelling plotlines that continually surprise.”” Donald
Trump the Showman, Now Caught in the Klieg Lights, Jim
Rutenberg, New York Times
748. 10.14.16: There is a war going on.
749. 10.14.16: The DIRGE Music for TRUMP speeches + dark
reporting, a relentless beat, the grid turned sinister,
menacing, the music of reality tv!!!!
750. 10.14.16: Perhaps the DRAMA of TPRS is the way in which I
ingest + process + redirect the media.
751. 10.14.16: Playing the STUDIO AS THE SHOW.
752. 10.14.16: The thread of television works very well, as the
river of noise winds + weaves its way through the various
cameras, the working process. So writing @ the desk becomes
interesting when it is accompanied by this THREAD.
753. 10.14.16: Find ways to CHALLENGE THE COMINANT MEDIA FROM THE
BUNKER.
754. 10.15.16.1: (reportage - The Slings and Arrows of Outrageous
Misfortune): But I never knew as bad as it would be, I never
knew it would be this vile, that it would be this bad, that
it would be this vicious. Nevertheless, I take all of these
slings and arrows gladly for you — gladly. I take them for
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our movement so that we can have our country back. Our great
civilization here in America, and across the civilized world
has come upon a moment of reckoning. – Donald TRUMP’s October
12th Speech in West Palm Beach, Florida
10.15.16.2: (reportage - The Slings and Arrows of Outrageous
Misfortune): The denouement of the serial drama, Make America
Great Again, is now upon us. Donald TRUMP, the seething
protagonist of this tragicomedy, has reached that crucial
moment of existential crisis, when the sheer force of
mortality is revealed, its gravity crushing, its implications
punishing, all pretense of reality cast aside, and madness
prevails. To be or not to be, that is the current state of
Donald TRUMP, a performance carried to the extreme and pushed
over the edge, into the abyss of political misfortune.
10.15.16.3: (reportage - The Slings and Arrows of Outrageous
Misfortune): In the rhythmical pounding of TRUMP’s
existential meltdown, as he is helplessly slinging insults
and threats in all directions, his Angry Accusers descend on
him like bats streaking in the horror of the dark night. The
late great golden anti-hero, the self-proclaimed man of the
people and slayer of the dragon elite, finds his sordid
history of gropes has crept up from behind, karmically
grabbing him by the balls, as he twists and writhes in horror
and pathetic agony.
10.15.16.4: (reportage - The Slings and Arrows of Outrageous
Misfortune): TRUMP has achieved his pinnacle moment under the
spotlight: his every move, utterance, breath, Tweet is
carried out in front of and for the camera to be endlessly
scrutinized and dissected. The global audience watches
without blinking, riveted, on the edge of their seats,
waiting for the inevitable moment of Total Implosion.
10.15.16.5: (reportage - The Slings and Arrows of Outrageous
Misfortune): We are witnessing a historic moment in American
culture, when pop entertainment, tabloid scandal, media spin,
and political arrogance detonate in a spectacular nuclear
explosion, a giant mushroom cloud rising and carrying with it
the disintegrating debris of the 2016 Presidential election.
755. “On Thursday and Friday alone, Mr. Trump unleashed a barrage
of near-apocalyptic warnings about the potential destruction
of the country, broad accusations about the illegitimacy of
American democracy, and crude innuendo about his opponent
that is almost without precedent in modern presidential
history. He warned that Hillary Clinton was conspiring with
financiers to destroy American sovereignty, claimed the fate
of civilization depended on his victory and ridiculed the
appearance of the one of the women accusing him of sexual
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harassment, while also deriding Mrs. Clinton’s looks and
saying she ought to be in prison. He also said the
presidential election amounted to “a big ugly lie.”” Donald
Trump’s Barrage of Heated Rhetoric Has Little Precedent,
Jonathan Martin, NY Times
756. 10.16.16: Allow the excessive force of TRUMPology to seep
through + enter the space, until it becomes a driving torrent
of energy and then recedes back from where it came.
757. 10.16.16: Work on the GRID, which has now become a kind of
dirge rhythm, a funereal march into what? Oblivion? Madness?
Sadness? This forward procession to the rhythmic scheme that
grows + festers, it just keeps on going, moving forward a
terrible, terrible awesome force of energy that is
mesmerizing + horrifying at the same time.
Breaking News
758. 10.17.16: Breaking News. It’s not so much just a mashup of
the news broadcast, but a structural component of TPRS
FORMATS. You see elements of MASHUP in the news itself, the
fast transitions, the special effects, the hacked image, the
mangled graphics, etc. TPRS takes these elements + amplifies
them, not just as a deconstruction, but deconstruction as
style + structure.
759. 10.17.16: News formats: Packages, Newscasts, Bulletins,
Eyewitness News, Action News, Breaking News, Franchise News,
Sweeps, News Ticker, Digital On-Screen Graphics, Sack,
Reader, Voice-Over, Sound on Tape.
760. 10.17.16: Television is dominated by attractive visuals
(beauty, action, shock) with short soundbites and fast cuts.
761. 10.17.16: Cross promoting of content from a variety of media,
converge as ONE MEDIUM.
762. 10.17.16: MY CONVERGENCE INTEGRATES SOCIAL MEDIA, INTERNET,
NEWS BROADASTING, PERFORMANCE ART, STUDIO WORK_FLOW,
POLITICAL ACTIVISM, SOCIAL + TECHNOLOGICAL CRITIQUE, ARTISTIC
PROCESS, AESTHETIC REPORTAGE.
[Breaking the News]
763. 10.17.16: Breaking the news, mashing, smashing the news as an
act of artistic mediation _ active anesthetization,
randomization, detournement of the message, its
rearrangement. Show the act of breaking with River of Noise +
Deskcam/Mixcam overlays + jolts of interruptions from Media
Torrents.
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764. 10.17.16: Use Newstickers to insert my own motive/message
into the mix.
765. 10.17.16: Open up the studio with Work_Flow, just as the
newsrooms capture the environment in their broadcasts, this
is a glimpse into the Bunker, it’s rituals + tactics +
equipment + arsenals, show the studio clearly + distinctly:
the quiet undercurrent of immense danger in the solitude.
766. 10.17.16: INTER-VIEWER participatory interaction with the
viewer.
767. 10.17.16: Activating the third SPACE, desktop, Action,
engaging social media, refling through Twitter + Facebook,
media commentary, improvised engagement within the third
space of shared interaction.
768. 10.17.16: MACHINE: FLOW OF INFORMATION, the mechanical nature
of mediation is brought to the fore.
769. 10.17.16: DATA_FLOW, the Clocker that triggers information
coursing through the Bunker, with the Music of the GRID.
770. 10.17.16: MEDIA INGESTION (SPEED OF LIFE?) MEDIA TORRENT?
Discussion of the mediated experience, detournement, the news
media, and mashups.
771. 10.17.16: THE MYSTERIOUS + UNKNOWN, a collection of the
impossible, the post real, the bizarre, and most astonishing.
772. 10.17.16: Elements of Seduction, entertainment, celebrity,
pop culture.
[Election Formats]
773. 10.17.16: TPRS ELECTION 2016 FORMATS: XTreme TRUMPology,
Breaking the News, Hyper-Mediate, REALITY HOAX, KEEP AN EYE
ON YOUR BRAIN, EMERGENCY BROADCAST TEST, OPEN SOURCE STUDIO,
META-NARRATIVE, FROM THE AESTHETIC EDGE, REALITY ON TAP, THE
EVER-PRESENT-PRESENT OF NOW, CONTAMINATION OF THE BROADCAST,
SHOCK + CATHARSIS, RIVER OF NOISE, TALKING TO MYSELF,
ENOUEMENT, NOTHING IS REAL, BEYOND THE SUPSENSION OF
DISBELIEF, AMORPHOUS + INTANGIBLE, SHATTERED PIXELS, DEEPLY
INTGERTWINGLED, MACHINE LOVE.
774. 10.17.16: XTREME TRUMPOLOGY subtopics: NOTHING IS REAL,
BEYOND THE SUSPENSION OF DISBELIEF, THE DEPLORABLES THE ROAR
OF THE CROWD, HURRICANE DONALD, IT’S US AGAINST THE WORLD,
SLINGS + ARROWS OF OUTRAGEIOUS MISFORTUNE, PRIMAL FURY,
CELEBRITY JOKER, ART OF THE DEAL WITH THE DEVIL, NOTHING IN
BETWEEN NOWHERE, LOVELY ILLUSION, MAN OF THE PEOPLE, MADE-
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FOR-REALITY-TELEVISION, APOCALYPTIC JOYRIDE, TRUMP TV, HOW TO
BECOME/EMBRACE TRUMPOLOGY, BECOMING TRUMP, HYPER-TRUMP,
CATHARTIC RAGE AGAINST THE SYSTEM, BRAGGADOCIOUS PRECOCIOUS,
MASTER OF THE MEDIUM, SUPPORTING CAST OF THE DOWNCAST, THE
LANDCAPE OF THE SCREEN, LURID SPECTACLE, THE ABYSS OF
POLITICAL MISFORTUNE, CUASE CELEBRE, TO BE OR NOT TO BE,
EXISTENTIAL MELTDOWN
775. 10.17.16: NOISE like electrical jolts pssing through, a
prelude, overture to the Show.
776. 10.18.16: PERFORMING=TEACHING, equate the two, for me they
are the same. Integrate teaching, production, humor,
darkness, politics: all of the things I have been doing for
over 30 years.
777. 10.18.16: OCTOBER SURPRISE!!! From the Archives of the US
Department of Art & Technology.
778. 10.19.16: ALT TV SIDESTEPPING THE MAINSTREAM MEDIA, HAVE
VOICES OVER THE POWER OF THE MIANSTREAM MEDIA TO CREATE A
POST FACT AMERICA. An END RUN.
779. 10.19.16: In the age of the Internet, TV doesn’t need to be
live, but it can be live.
780. 10.19.16: It’s all Hyper, “keep you in suspense” for TRUMP
TV. It’s just more made-for-reality-television pumped up
hype. A grievance movement that contests the election to keep
the show on the rail, as it expands into a network for hype
and 24/7 coverage. The anger against the media + the reigged
election all fuses into hyper-bole for an expanded television
presence. Racially charged against the inner cities. All
Bannon. Conspiracy, hate, revolution, annighilation of the
state. Bannon wants to destroy the state, that’s the next
Show. Will states with open fire arms bring their guns to the
polls. REVOLUTION IN THE MAKING.
781. 10.20.16.1 (reportage – The Revolution will be Broadcast Via
Facebook Live): Despite the appearance that TRUMP is still
running a political campaign, It’s Us Against the World aims
its sights on a much grander horizon to use the latest in
networked media to stage a spectacular challenge against the
evil empire: the Mainstream Media, Elite Party Establishment,
the Clintons, Muslims, Mexicans, Women, and the World @
Large. The savvy Bannon has brilliantly grasped the future of
net-broadcasted social media reality tv: independent,
subversive, and free from the constraints of truth, factual
journalism, and the anachronistic cable news pundits.
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10.20.16.2 (reportage – The Revolution will be Broadcast Via
Facebook Live): “If you’re tired of biased, mainstream media
reporting (otherwise known as Crooked Hillary’s super PAC)
tune into my Facebook Live broadcast.” – Donald
TRUMP, Broadcasting via Facebook Live
10.20.16.3 (reportage – The Revolution will be Broadcast Via
Facebook Live): TRUMP.tv was in full regale last night just
prior to the third debate in Las Vegas, broadcasted via
Facebook Live, a spectacular end run around the Mainstream
Media. TRUMP.tv promises to be a new socially-conceived
platform to broadcast freely and unfiltered to peer-to-peer
networks of angry Deplorables. TRUMP.tv is, in the age of
broadband communications, the idealized revolutionary
platform for the dissemination of manufactured reality, where
facts on the ground are no longer an inhibitor for a proactive coup d’état in America.
ALT SPACE
782. 10.20.16: I see myself operating in MY OWN ALT SPACE,
attempting to comprehend the MEDIA NARRATIVE + challenge its
primacy. This is eerily similar to the TRUMP/Breitbart
narrative, which is also a distinct challenge to the MEDIA +
its narrative. It is the narrative that is at stake, the
narrative that shapes our collective reality, the narrative
that is manufactured FOR US. I have that in common with Steve
Bannon who is now directing TRUMP.
783. 10.20.16: BREITBART is pure post reality, stripped of all
facts, they CTL the narrative within the insular confines of
their own secured world (like the BUNKER) and thus shape the
reality of their followers, an alternative reality, which is
separate from and in total resistance to the prevailing (but
fragile) reality of the status quo, protective of all things
sacred such as democracy, from OUTLIERS such as Breitbart.
784. 10.20.16: “If you’re tired of biased, mainstream media
reporting, tune into my Facebook Live Broadcast – TRUMP
785. 10.20.16: “That ramshackle pregame show was like state
television produced by QVC, with interviews by, of and for
TRUMP’s supporters, cable-news-like graphics and a relentless
sales pitch.”
786. 10.20.16: I can tell my own story directly from the Bunker.
787. 10.20.16: This is intended to demonstrate the power of altmedia to stage a narrative intervention of sorts, to
articulate an alternative vision that end runs the mainstream
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media, though you need an audience, and that is precisely
what TRUMP brings to Breitbart and vice-versa.
788. 10.20.16: Think of the studio as an instrument, some aspects
are automated, others are manually operated requiring
MOVEMENT: a dance around the Bunker.
789. 10.22.16: Perhaps I am transforming a BROADCAST SHOW into a
visual music composition.
790. 10.22.16: “TRUMP imagined this character and created it.”
Michael D’Antonio
791. 10.22.16: “Press treatment of Trump has, gradually and
belatedly, become much tougher. But we in the media made
Trump possible in the first place and enjoyed the
entertainment (and ratings) he provided for far too long.
When the election ends — if it ends — there needs to be some
newsroom soul-searching.” The lap dogs of democracy who
didn’t bark at Trump, Dana Millbank, Washington Post
792. 10.25.16: The Studio as Instrument: Need to combine
intelligibility within the chaos of the detournement.
793. 10.25.16: It’s a show without a beginning, middle, end, it’s
a little bit secretive + a little bit exposed, VOICE: reading
texts, writing out loud, “talking to myself.” Occupied @
work, producing, creating, making, in front of + for the
camera.
794. 10.25.16: TALKING TO MYSELF, that is the key. Keep it
radical, keep it cool, keep it hot, keep it mean, keep it up.
[Anarchy]
795. 10.25.16: TEARING IT UP: my response to @realDonaldTrump.
Ripping it apart, blowing it up, just like the TRUMPettes.
Perhaps the best way to articulate the concept of XTreme
TRUMPology is to VENT, TO SMASH, to blow things up, to ATTCK
the Media, to PULVERIZE it, this the way to fully embrace and
become it. That is the idea of TRPS, not to over
intellectualize, but rather to BECOME A SURROGATE for the
very thing that is under the microscope. (a la Colbert) Like
the ARTIST-MILITIAN, to hold myself up deep in the Bunker and
lash out @ the media with a Vengeance a TRUE CAUSE against
the STATUS QUO.
796. 10.25.16: Carry this anarchist approach like a badge, my
annihilation + deconstruction is fair + balanced.
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797. 10.26.16: Absorb + redirect the negativity, harness the antiestablishment energy, total annihilation in all directions,
and all UNDERSCORED for the UNDERGROUND studio bunker.
798. 10.26.16: Redirect XTreme TRUMPology back out from where it
came, that is, the TRUMP social media feeds, with the intent
to use their platform to amplify my own message, which is
essentially an amplification of their message… the TRUMP
feeds are truly hallowed ground for engagement, friction,
infiltration, and reinforcement of the issues @ hand.
799. 10.26.16: With TPRS, I am channeling XTreme TRUMPology as a
surrogate of the surrogates, to expose + amplify + exaggerate
and artistically mediate its message of anarchy +
annihilation. I am entering into the FLOW of TRUMP, using the
media tools in my artistic arsenal, my weapons of media
deconstruction, to join the FRAY in all of its immense
deception + anger + entertainment + annihilation.
800. 10.27.16: ““If she (Hillary) comes after the guns, it’s going
to be a rough, bumpy road,” Mr. Swick said. “I hope to God I
never have to fire a round, but I won’t hesitate to. As a
Christian, I want reformation. But sometimes reformation
comes through bloodshed.”” Some Donald Trump Voters Warn of
Revolution if Hillary Clinton Wins, Ashley Parker
801. 10.27.16: XTreme TRUMPology is a post-apocalyptic portrait of
a world run amok by demagoguery, political lies, media
chatter, information saturation, _ the resulting noise +
cacophony of it all.
802. 10.27.16: From the safety of the underground studio bunker in
Washington, DC, I am painting a view of a world gone mad, a
world that would nominate TRUMP for President, a world that
complains about too much available health care, a world
floundering in the mud of information, social media assaults
at 3am, a world where people will threaten revolution rather
than having laws (for guns), a WILD, WILD WEST of violence on
edge, 24/7, this is what TPRS is REVEALING in its hyperaggregation.
803. 10.27.16: Images of Revolution, gun owners, vigilantes,
cowboys, civil war! Chaos, anarchy, street violence, radical
right!
804. 10.28.16.1 (reportage – TRUMP Bunker Control): Today, housed
across from a La-Z-Boy Furniture Gallery along Interstate 410
in San Antonio, Texas, the digital nerve center of Trump’s
operation encompasses more than 100 people, from European
data scientists to gun-toting elderly call-center volunteers.
They labor in offices lined with Trump iconography and Trump-
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focused inspirational quotes from Sheriff Joe Arpaio and
evangelical leader Jerry Falwell Jr. Until now, Trump has
kept this operation hidden from public view. – Inside the
TRUMP Bunker with 12 Days to go, Joshua Green, Bloomberg News
10.28.16.2 (reportage – TRUMP Bunker Control): Well below the
radar of the everyday American citizen who still believes in
democracy, there is a secretive bunker operation, thousands
of miles from TRUMP TOWER in Manhattan, the San Antonio,
Texas digital design shop headed up by the online
mastermind Brad Pascale. This is the underground media
bunker, where the TRUMP digital strategy has been concocted
to build a radicalized movement beyond the election. It’s
called Project Alamo (no doubt you haven’t heard of it) and
it’s tactical aim is to explicitly and non-apologetically
orchestrate widespread voter suppression: the only way TRUMP
could even dream of winning the election.
10.28.16.3 (reportage – TRUMP Bunker Control): By engaging
the fire power of social media and vast databases of voter
information, Pascale is building a massive Facebook data
engine to infiltrate the newsfeeds of African Americans,
women, Latinos, and anyone else who might be a Clinton voter.
The intent is not to convince them to vote for TRUMP, but
to not vote at all. All this loose talk about rigged polls
and vigilante poll watchers is designed to set the stage for
voter intimidation, a scare tactic when combined with a
torrent of targeted social media, promises to undermine
democracy by squelching the electoral process.
10.28.16.4 (reportage – TRUMP Bunker Control): By Deep within
the digital nerve center of Project Alamo Bunker Control,
they are waging a digital war that has already ignited the
anger of a forgotten working class, a mob-induced molotov
cocktail that TRUMP is hurling against the establishment. By
launching Twitter attacks with empty slogans and barely coded
hate mongering, as well as bypassing the mainstream media
with daily Facebook Live broadcasts (the future TRUMP TV
network), they are organizing the masses, goading angry
Deplorables into induced XTreme TRUMPological spasms of ugly,
apocalyptic passion.
10.28.16.5 (reportage – TRUMP Bunker Control): The whole gang
of them: Brad Pascale, Steve Bannon (CEO), Kellyanne Conway,
Rudy Guiliani, The FAMILY, The Surrogates, et al, have
essentially reversed the utopic promise of social media as
democratic, participatory collective expression, transforming
the medium into darkly manipulative, ideological propaganda
and disinformation that not only has the potential of
bringing down the GOP, but America along with it.
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10.28.16.6 (reportage – TRUMP Bunker Control): Yet it is
here, from the quiet solitude of my own underground studio
bunker operation in Washington, DC, that as a working artist
amidst the chaos and calamity of the 2016 Presidential
Election, I am busy writing & creating & defending the
remaining vestiges of a raw hope of humanity rising.
805. 10.28.16: ““I wouldn’t have come aboard, even for TRUMP if I
hadn’t know they were building this massive Facebook ad ‘data
engine,’” says Steve Bannon. “Facebook is what propelled
Breitbart to a massive audience. We know its power.””
– Inside the TRUMP Bunker with 12 Days to go, Joshua Green,
Bloomberg News
806. 10.28.16: Win or lose, TRUMP + his inner circle have built a
direct marketing operation that could power a TV Network or
finish off the GOP, Joshua Green, Bloomberg News
[premise for 2020! Raw Hope of Humanity Rising]
807. 10.28.16: It is here in the quiet solitude of my underground
studio bunker (talking to myself) operation in Washington,
DC, that as a working artist amidst the chaos and calamity of
the 2016 Presidential Election, I am busy writing + creating
+ defending the remaining vestiges of a raw hope of humanity
rising.
808. 10.28.16: I want to paint the darkest possible picture in
order to critique who + where + what we are, in the hope of
finding + reembracing humanity lost, “to obtain solutions to
problems afflicting humanity.”
809. 10.29.16: How can an artist bunkered in their studio find
solutions to anything?
810. 10.29.16: This is all about getting a feel, finding a groove
have fun with it, don’t fret, just keep moving forward.
811. 10.30.16.1 (reportage – Screwed by the Weiner): In an
election that has already been overtaken by incessant sexual
predatory scandal, it makes perfect sense that the climax of
this debacle would be none other than The Weiner himself. As
if the past year and a half hasn’t been one episode after the
next of serial reality television, you couldn’t find a more
outrageous premise for the current episode: the one that
began on Friday with the alleged discovery of Hillary’s email
penetrating The Weiner Machine.
10.30.16.2 (reportage – Screwed by the Weiner): This not
unexpected convergence of sex & email & FBI allegations is
her greatest nightmare, and of course, TRUMP’s idyllic wet
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dream. Mister Purity Himself can now savage Hillary with a
macho glee, as though all of his previous rants & insults &
threats were just foreplay. As we hurtle down the home
stretch of this Campaign of Brutality, TRUMP’s final death
blow to political civility has descended into a tabloid brawl
that makes The Jerry Springer Show look like Masterpiece
Theater.
10.30.16.3 (reportage – Screwed by the Weiner): Tomorrow is
Halloween and we can only imagine the hideous appendages that
will surface in this Zombie Apocalypse of a Presidential
Election. As for myself, I will be down in the bunker
monitoring the poll numbers, checking the nation’s pulse,
scanning the media, redirecting the noise, to see if by
chance I can somehow STOP the acceleration as TRUMP charges
forward to the impending climax.
812. 11.1.16: Oh my, MEDIA TORRENT is a BOMB! It’s radical, it’s
ferocious, it is a FORCE to be reckoned, it is our mediated
experience amplified beyond the suspension of disbelief.
813. 11.2.16 (postrealityshow - The FULL ON Grip of the Media
Torrent): Here in the underground studio bunker, I am busy as
always, actively monitoring the incessant_FLOW of the media
torrent. This has been my purpose, my raison d’étre, but
never before this moment, with the overabundance of
saturating our mediated reality, have I seen or experienced
the FULL ON grip of the media torrent. Unless you have
decided to seal yourself in an anechoic chamber, or maybe you
have your own underground bunker impenetrable to the FLOW,
you are witnessing a media assault like none other, which
most assuredly, is wreaking permanent damage on the American
psyche.
814. 11.3.16: Keep it radical, keep it smart, don’t sorry too much
about coherence, it is intentionally OVER THE TOP! Perhaps it
is about creating a series of videos post election that sum
up XTreme TRUMPology.
815. 11.3.16 (postrealityshow - A Massive Assault on the Body
Politic): This, my friends, is what TRUMP had in mind all
along. Not just to blow up the government, but to blow up our
minds. It’s difficult to say whether there was any kind of
strategic planning behind his stranglehold on the media. But,
in essence, like holding a mirror to the sun, he has
redirected the media’s hot bright lights as a massive assault
on the body politic, starving for drama and entertainment.
816. 11.4.16: The Post Reality Show now has a GREAT PURPOSE in the
post election post reality phase, no matter who wins, America
has entered into a new page forever altered.
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817. 11.4.16 (postrealityshow – Releasing the Valve):
Instinctively, with a kind of ferocious, primal desire to
unleash the forces of the media torrent, TRUMP has released
the valve that heretofore has never been opened quite this
wide. We the People are now so tightly wound up in the
episodic unfolding of this situational tragi-comedy, that we
find ourselves seductively glued to a political reality show
that is simply impossible not to watch. The polls, pundits,
surrogates, ads, speeches, anger, and the bias of thrashing,
clashing, spasmodic ideology. The nation is exhausted and
spent.
818. 11.4.16: There is no turning back, history has been altered,
the forces of media have now transformed every aspect of the
human condition, most notably the political discourse and its
malcontents. We can trace this evolution since at least the
NIXON-KENNEDY DEBATE, when for the first time, television
formed our perception of the candidates and their message.
Since then we have increasingly seen the mergence of media
savvy political players through media bias reshaping and
amplifying the political message. With the onslaught of
reality television, the line of demarcation between that
which is real and that which is not has blurred + dissolved,
ushering in what I refer to as the post real. In the age of
TRUMP, a master of media perception AND reality television,
he has refocused the hot lights of the media on himself,
instigating the shouting of propaganda from all corners of
the racist and misogynist landscape. And of course, what
better targets for the media-driven hate mongers, but an
African American president and a possibly soon-to-be woman in
the Oval Office. Yes, the people are angry, they have
suffered the greed + power grabbers of the corporate elite,
but among these elite, TRUMP has the cunning ability to
amplify that anger to feed his insatiable hunger for more
power, more money, more attention.
[The Weaponization of Social Media]
819. 11.4.16: The Social Media Wars. Our national nightmare is
just beginning: the weapons of social media destruction are
now aimed in all directions, simultaneously, instantaneously
@ the speed of light. This is what has emerged from this
election: battle lines are drawn across racial, social,
demographic lines, and we Americans are now caught in the
social media crossfire.
820. 11.5.16 (postrealityshow - A Cooked Slice of our Media Diet):
During the final stretch of this epic horror show of a
political campaign, I am, as an artist of the post reality,
ingesting the torrent, systems ON, analyzing the contents,
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tracking the energy, recording the hyperacusic noise, to
present to YOU a cooked slice of our media diet. Open up
wide…
821. 11.6.16 (postrealityshow – No Turning Back): With the
election in its final throes, hurtling towards a crashing,
churning, disintegrating grand finale, there is no turning
back. History has been altered, permanently, irrevocably, by
the forces of media that have upended every aspect of public
discourse brought on by an enveloping, incomprehensible,
unceasing noise.
822. 11.8.16: Election Day! There is a feeling of hope +
conciliation in the air, but I am sure that the battle will
wage on and it will be a tough fight. Where do I go with the
SHOW?
823. 11.8.16 (reportage – The Social Media Wars): This long drawn
out election has at last reached its final day, but
our national nightmare is not going to easily come to an end.
Weapons of social media have escalated, in all directions:
instantaneously & continuously @ the speed of light, in the
ever-present-present of Now. What has emerged from
an election that has exploded the boundaries of the utopic
collective voice of social media, is a dark Twitter battle
waged across racial, social, economic, and demographic lines…
… as we find ourselves caught in the social media crossfire,
the collective voice become a torrent of noise, voices
shouting, canceling each other out, with no one listening
on the other side of the divide.
824. 11.9.16 (postrealityshow – The End): THE END. This proves,
once and for all, that we have with absolute
certainty entered the age of the post reality. For TRUMP
has won the Presidency by performing a torrent of untruths
to an unwitting electorate with such dubious conviction, that
we can no longer separate the real from the imaginary. That,
my friends is the very definition of the post reality.
WELCOME. (“We are going to Washington, DC to drain the
swamp.” - TRUMP)
825. 11.9.16: That outburst wasn’t in the script, either. But that
rhetoric is, whatever tone the former “Apprentice” host
struck for one night, part of our new unscripted reality. A
Rudderless Night, as News Networks Struggle With a Surprise
Victory, James Poneiwozik, NY Times
826. 11.9.16: THE END? We have once and for all entered the age of
the post real when a reality TV star can dupe angry white
blue collar workers into a false revival of the American
Dream.
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827. 11.9.16.1 (reportage - President TRUMP: Only in the Post
Reality): But as we all now know (shockingly), Presidentelect TRUMP has pulled off an extraordinary feat none of us
thought was possible. This proves, once and for all, that we
have with absolute certainty entered the age of the post
reality. For TRUMP has won the Presidency by performing a
torrent of untruths to an unwitting electorate with such
aggresive conviction, that they could no longer separate the
real from the imaginary. That, my friends, is the very
definition of the post reality.
11.9.16.2 (reportage - President TRUMP: Only in the Post
Reality): You see, only in the post reality could a taxevading real estate mogul convince voters to put him in
charge of the world’s largest economy. Only in the post
reality could a candidate denigrate a war hero, military
generals, and a gold star family and then become the
commander-in-chief. And only in the post reality would it be
possible for an unabashed sexual predator and cruel
bully become the leader of the free world.
11.9.16.3 (reportage - President TRUMP: Only in the Post
Reality): We MUST be cognizant of how TRUMP has used
techniques of political marketing to construct a completely
fabricated world-vision to dupe the people with a bogus
bill of goods. TRUMP is a branding genius and high-impact
salesman, his only true skill set, and he has used his
formidable powers of persuasion to brand the plight of the
working class with a big TRUMP insignia.
11.9.16.4 (reportage - President TRUMP: Only in the Post
Reality): What is little known, is how at TRUMP Bunker
Control, the data center and brain of his operation, the
campaign tracked everything they needed to know about the
lives, habits, attitudes, desires, and frustrations of the
rural working class. As a result, the TRUMP rallies, slogans,
actions, lies, and insults were all directly targeted to the
deflated dreams of the angry and forgotten, like a Pavlovian
exercise in total voter control. It’s no wonder the so-called
“deplorables” all flocked to the polls yesterday to express
their XTreme bitterness, taking revenge in the grand TRUMPian
style by overthrowing the political establishment.
11.9.16.5 (reportage - President TRUMP: Only in the Post
Reality): And now for the next four years (+), we are forced
to live in a post-truth TRUMP America. What we must do as
resistance to this absolute loss of the real is cut through
the dense fog of media + hype + propaganda + disinformation
by exposing what others can’t or refuse to see.
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[Resurrection of USDAT? As the Third Space Network.]
828. 11.10.16: Need to tap into the urgency in these times of
crisis to move forward with The Post Reality Show. It is time
to consolidate the voices I organized years ago with USDAT.
To raise the specter of the artistic voice.
829. 11.10.16: Rather than rounding up “friends + colleagues,”
start very simple, begin broadcasting, and invite people to
join in, one at a time, gradually build an audience until
there is some critical mass.
830. 11.11.16: How to put to work live streaming as a medium of
ARTISTIC RESISTANCE, to aggregate an artistic response to the
ensuing darkness of a TRUMP presidency.
831. 11.11.16: WE MUST BECOME OUR OWN MEDIA. It is the only way we
can form our own narrative view of the world, rather than
being hypnotically seduced by the mainstream media. Now more
than ever ALT-MEDIA needs to be pursued each of us our own
MEDIA. Nothing elite, nothing centralized, a decentralized
interactive responsive: Third Space Network.
832. 11.12.16.1 (reportage – Truth is Stranger than Fiction):
President TRUMP. Get used to it, there is no turning back.
The reality of TRUMP as president of the United States has
shocked the country, because no matter how hard we tried, we
could never have imagined it. So yes, truth is stranger than
fiction, and the fact is, we must now prepare for a TRUMP
presidency.
11.12.16.2 (reportage – Truth is Stranger than Fiction):
How did this horrific reality come to be? It’s simple:
the unscripted truthy power of reality television.
The enactment of the so-called “real life,” is in our present
day reality entertainment culture, more compelling, richer in
dramatic conflict, yes stranger, than anything we might
imagine. In the staging of an unscripted situation,
the dynamic forces of human behavior unencumbered by
prescribed lines and pre-determined actions are calculated to
engage in ways that are far more compelling than fictional
scenarios. For the vast audiences starved for the thrill of
reality-based entertainment, TRUMP is their man.
11.12.16.3 (reportage – Truth is Stranger than Fiction):
TRUMP masterfully used the reality format to excite and
transform his followers into a voting electorate. He used the
very same methodology of television branding, determining
exactly what people wanted to see, want they wanted to hear,
targeting their anger, frustrations, and prejudices. TRUMP
wielded unscripted reality tv hot buttons that were
inflammatory and controversial to stir up the basest
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emotions, such as: “I Will Build a Great Wall,” “They’re
Rapists,” “I Like People Who Weren’t Captured,” “There was
Blood Coming Out of her Whatever,” “Obama was the Founder of
ISIS,” “My Whole Life is About Winning,” “Our Politicians Are
Stupid,” “I Know More about ISIS than the Generals,” etc.
This torrent of insults and boasting was precisely intended
to seize the imagination of the forgotten man.
11.12.16.4 (reportage – Truth is Stranger than Fiction): In
the end this form of “truth of authenticity” was nothing more
than entertainment, or let us say “simulated authenticity,”
which is nothing but a lie, because there is not a word of
sincerity in any of it. While spontaneous, it is also
calculated, just like highly-produced reality television such
as The Apprentice. Donald TRUMP as a political candidate
constructed himself performatively as an avatar for the
individual cravings of people seeking an outlet for their
anger, frustrations, and isolation. TRUMP gave it to them
through a loud appeal to the bizarre combination of
change and celebrity. In doing so, he triggered the darkest
emotions of hatred, racism, sexism, and intolerance. His
call for political revolution, unlike Bernie Sanders,
triggered a dangerous mob-mentality deepening the divide that
now threatens the very core of American values and democracy
with his ascent to the presidency.
11.12.16.5 (reportage – Truth is Stranger than Fiction): Yes,
truth is a whole lot stranger than fiction, because no one
could have imagined the epic nature of Make America Great
Again. But in our culture of celebrity, with the post real
blurring of reality and entertainment, perhaps we can say
that truth has died, it has become a fiction, the spectrum
between the real and the imaginary has dissolved. There is no
longer truth when it has been consumed by fabrication, lies,
and manipulation. TRUMP has ushered in a world we can no
longer believe in. A world without truth.
11.12.16.6 (reportage – Truth is Stranger than Fiction): Yes
Perhaps the best way to stand up to TRUMP for the next
four years is to search for truth in the dark murkiness of
the post real, before our very way of life becomes nothing
more than an episodic series of made-for-television reality
shows.
833. 11.12.16: Work on broadcasting now exclusively from the
bottom up. Daily. Simple. Practice. @ the Desk, start simple,
like doing scales, then work it up, bit by bit until it
becomes rich with possibilities. Bring this richness to ALL
ASPECTS of the work, flesh it out… but by all means KEEP
BROADCASTING.
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834. 11.12.16: Situate myself in the space, a head in the darkness
and then fragmented into a thousand pixels, meltdown.
835. 11.12.16: Obama, goodbye, Obama, goodbye, Obama while walking
around the White House.
836. 11.12.16: Perform a thousand situational moments in front of
the camera + the studio machine. TO ACHIEVE A MONSTROUS
AUDIO-VISUAL FLOW WITHIN THE TORRENTS.
837. 11.13.16: Time to setup the TPRS blog (Work_Flow) as we zoom
into the post reality. The blog is deep into immersive metanarratives, small broadcast moments, deconstructed moments.
IN THE GRIP OF TRUMPOLOGY, HALF-IN, HALF-OUT, reactive +
embracing, appropriating, transforming, interacting, subsumed
in the critique, immersed in the critique, drowning in the
critique, FULL EXPOSURE TO THE PHENOMENON, no holding back,
BEING IN THE CRITIQUE, BECOMING MY OWN MEDIA. BLINDED BY
MEDIA EXPOSURE.
838. 11.13.16: The Nightmare in the Echo Chamber.
839. 11.15.16: Read this article while disintegrating:
840. 11.15.16: “Officials who have dealt with nuclear war options
said that learning the details can be horrifying and that
there is a Dr. Strangelove feel to the whole enterprise.” –
President-elect Donald Trump is about to learn the nation’s
‘deep secrets’, Bob Woodward
841. 11.15.16: I must use the blog platform to express what needs
to be done. How we can esist + act against the danger of
complacency + acceptance of that is WRONG.
842. 11.15.16: “If anybody tells you there’s a rule, break it,
that’s the only way that things move forward.” – Hans Zimmer
843. 11.15.16: Construct situational comedies that place the
vocals @ the center.
844. 11.19.16 (reportage – The Transition): TRUMP has moved far,
far beyond the suspension of disbelief. He is operating in a
far-away distant realm where you no longer differentiate
between the real and the imaginary. That’s because reality as
we know it no longer exists in the age of TRUMP. Reality has
been deconstructed and reformed. Donald TRUMP’s recent madefor-television series based on the premise of a political
campaign, “Make America Great Again,” has now been replaced
by a brand new hit series, “The Transition,” in which he
plays the President-Elect of a futuristic America where
working class voters rise up as one angry voice to topple the
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governing elite and to systematically drain the swamp in
Washington.
845. 11.19.16 (reportage – The Transition): The monolithic TRUMP
Tower location of “The Transition” hasn’t changed at all from
“Make America Great Again,” which was also the same as “The
Apprentice.” You see, this is the perfect mis-en-scene for
the high-stakes drama of power plays, firings, greed, and
unbridled arrogance that form the plotline of all three
shows. No, nothing at all had to be moved: same board room
for slash and burn job interviews, same gilded elevators for
wannabes crossing the power threshold, same 18th century,
regal apartment where Lord TRUMP gazes out at his Manhattan
skyline and blue collar subjects beyond. The only difference
in this picture is the phalanx of security and secret service
surrounding the newly fortified TRUMP Tower.
846. 11.19.16 (reportage – The Transition): It hardly matters that
in the initial episodes of “The Transition,” TRUMP is back
peddling on his campaign pledge to “drain the swamp,” as he
loads up his new cabinet with an assortment of slimy lizard
creatures. No matter this sordid species threatens the very
existence of life in America as we know it, remember, it’s
all about the ratings! Because when everything is
production and made-for-television entertainment drama,
substance and truth is merely an unnecessary detail.
847. 11.19.16: In this post-truth universe, where established
facts often don’t matter as much as appeals to emotion and
partisan ideology, we also hear another word a lot:
“normalize.” Three ways the press must cover Trump in the
abnormal days to come, Margaret Sullivan, Washington Post
848. 11.19.16: FAKE NEWS!
849. 11.19.16: Because in an age where there's so much active
misinformation, and it's packaged very well, and it looks the
same when you see it on a Facebook page or you turn on your
television, where some overzealousness on the part of a
U.S. official is equated with constant and severe repression
elsewhere, if everything seems to be the same and no
distinctions are made, then we won't know what to protect. We
won't know what to fight for. And we can lose so much of what
we've gained in terms of the kind of democratic freedoms and
market-based economies and prosperity that we've come to take
for granted. President Obama: "There's So Much Active
Misinformation" That Looks The Same As Actual Information
When It's "On A Facebook Page" Or On TV, Media Matters
850. 11.19.16: “TRUMP, Bannon + the Looming Apocalypse, The Man
Who Would Not Be President, Roger Cohen, New York Times
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851. 11.19.16: Imagine a world without reality, or as I refer to
this existential wasteland: the post reality. Just imagine…
yes, this is the world we now live in.
852. 11.23.16: Slightly nuanced block changes to GRID patterns as
the FLOW of the SPOKEN WORD.
853. 11.23.16.1: “Mr. Trump especially liked the Bedminster
setting, he told his aides, because the images of him
receiving potential cabinet appointees at the front door of
the clubhouse resembled 10 Downing Street in London.” At
Donald Trump’s Properties, a Showcase for a Brand and a
President-Elect, Jeremy Peters, New York Times
11.23.16.2: “But as the president-elect makes use of his vast
real estate holdings, he is also raising questions about
whether he is exploiting the high profile and stature of the
office to conduct what could be seen as a promotional tour
for the Trump Organization.” At Donald Trump’s Properties, a
Showcase for a Brand and a President-Elect, Jeremy Peters,
New York Times
854. 11.23.16.1: “Welcome to Trump’s world, a never-ending drama
in which the star lives in the moment and careens from
controversy to controversy with a dizzying flood of tweets
and seemingly off-the-cuff remarks to the media.” Welcome to
Washington’s new normal: One Trump drama after another,
Philip Rucker, New York Times
11.23.16.2: We’ve never had a magnate — a successful
entrepreneur and celebrity who understands the tabloids and
media saturation, and who thrives off of it — elected. He’s
going to be the most open president we’ve had in terms of
engagement. He’s a people person.” Welcome to Washington’s
new normal: One Trump drama after another, Philip Rucker, New
York Times
11.23.16.3: “Trump explained that when he was speaking to
large crowds at his rallies, he often looked not at the
people down front but at the bank of TV cameras, checking to
see if the red lights on the cameras were ablaze, indicating
that his words were going out live on cable. I would say
something new to keep the red light on,” Trump said — and if
that happened to diverge from what he had said years or even
weeks before, that was secondary to keeping the red light
on.” Welcome to Washington’s new normal: One Trump drama
after another, Philip Rucker, New York Times
11.23.16.4: In one of his best-selling books, Trump called
that methodology “truthful hyperbole” — his term for
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statements that sometimes reach beyond the facts or
contradict his previous positions. Welcome to Washington’s
new normal: One Trump drama after another, Philip Rucker, New
York Times
855. 11.25.16.1 (reportage – The Death of Reality): We now see
clearly through the lens of the television camera: the public
execution of reality. When the camera’s frame becomes a
window revealing the sharp distortion of our perception, when
the world around us transforms before us fabricated in the
dark fantasy of pervasive propaganda and disinformation, we
are witness to the sudden death of reality. Yes, the
unimaginable can happen, it is happening, it is unfolding
right in front of our eyes as the absolute mediation of
everyday life. A Show.
11.25.16.2 (reportage – The Death of Reality): When politics
become pop-culture-driven-entertainment, a made-fortelevision production for our viewing pleasure, the leakage
of the suspension of disbelief emanating from the screen and
out into the world, the Spectacle grabs hold of us and
consumes our consciousness in the seductive and menacing
glory of the transmission signal.
11.25.16.3 (reportage – The Death of Reality): When you no
longer differentiate between serial episodes of reality
television and the hyperdrama of a government-in-transition,
when lizard-Republicans glide in and out of gilded elevators
to make their way up up up to the Master of the Universe in
his great tower fortress, then you have realized nothing less
than the death of reality.
11.25.16.4 (reportage – The Death of Reality): And as TRUMP
has ushered in the death blow to reality, we now enter,
unequivocally, the post reality. Just in case you haven’t
heard, in the post reality there is no longer separation
between that which is real and that which is not. In the post
reality, the real and the imaginary, fact and fiction, truth
and lies, the hot lights of the camera and the sun that
shines down from the sky, all blur unceremoniously into a
sinister anti-reality, a terrifying, empty void that resides
at the center of the lens where nothing, absolutely nothing
is real.
11.25.16.5 (reportage – The Death of Reality): When
propaganda replaces information, fake replaces fact, and
self-serving greed and arrogance is a substitute for
genuine public service, you are witnessing the total
annihilation of reality.
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11.25.16.6 (reportage – The Death of Reality): So on January
20th, 2017 at 12:00pm EST, we will witness the inauguration
of the death of reality. If your mind is still intact,
resistant to the intoxication of TRUMP’s telegenic bravura,
you can either rise up and sing an anguished,
collective Requiem for Reality, or you can become a reality
trooper: fighting for reason, fighting for some semblance of
truth, fighting for the raw hope of humanity rising.
856. 11.26.16: The Death of Reality is the perfect starting point,
or should I say entering point. Enter In / Exit Out.
[The Third Space Network]
857. 11.26.16: 3SN ::: THIRD SPACE NETWORK ::: A COLLECTION OF
TELEMATIC PROJECTS THAT INVOLVE BLOGGING, TEACHING,
PERFORMING, STREAMING, MANIPULATING, HACKING.
[Emergency Broadcast System of the Third Space Network]
858. 11.27.16.1 (reportage - Emergency Broadcast System ::: This
is Not a Test): In the wake of the recent “election,” for
those who have not yet succumbed to the normalization of an
apocalyptic TRUMPian post reality, we now prepare to
activate the Emergency Broadcast System. The EBS will
insure an expeditious method of communicating directly with
the American public and the world, a people’s warning system
that travels through the network far and wide to signal
events over the next four years of grave national and global
consequence.
11.27.16.2 (reportage - Emergency Broadcast System ::: This
is Not a Test): We have made the urgent decision to activate
the Emergency Broadcast System and sound the alarm each and
every time there is an imminent attack on our collective
nervous system, whenever toxic levels of propaganda and
conspiratorial disinformation reach a dangerous threshold,
and in the event that Orwellian doublespeak erodes America’s
already tenuous grip on reality.
11.27.16.3 (reportage - Emergency Broadcast System ::: This
is Not a Test): With the complete and total failure of the
mainstream media to adequately broadcast a warning that might
have prevented the country from being duped by a master
showman of reality television, we now declare at the top of
our lungs: we must be our own media!
859. 11.28.16: THE POST REALITY SHOW. DEATH OF REALITY. MAKE
AMERICA GREAT AGAIN is a reality show about about the END OF
AMERICA done in by its reality-based pop culture rearing its
ugly head and becoming real.
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860. 11.28.16: “The Flood of “fake news’ this election season got
support from sophisticated Russian propaganda that created
the spread of misleading articles online with the goal of
punishing Democrat Hillary Clinton, helping Repubican Donald
TRUM and weakening faith in American Democracy.” Russian
propaganda effort helped spread ‘fake news’ during election,
experts say, Craig Timberg, Washington Post
861. 12.1.16: “You may be out of power, but you aren’t powerless.
Righteousness is a self-propagating energy source. Indeed,
there is most likely something to be gained in the midst of
your loss. Sometimes, it is while wandering in the wilderness
that purpose is perfected and voice is clarified. New
champions will rise from these ashes, ones who may not now be
apparent, and a new path forward will appear. Such is the way
of the world; such is the precedent of history.” Donald
Trump’s ‘Monster’s Ball’, Charles Blow, New York Times
[Studio Ambience]
862. 12.3.16: Driving SND through effects processors as an
endlessly infinitely involving textural generator. How does
this relate to the current political reality? All effect? All
ephemera? It also gets back to the STUDIO AMBIENCE as an
enveloping state of being, creating a medial space to situate
myself within the FLOW. Is this the world we live in today?
Everything everybody says and does is routed through effects,
perhaps the media is just a huge effects processor,
generating an echo chamber that we all exist in the
spectacle, an effects processor of the mind filtering +
warping our reality: life filtered through the effects of
society + culture, generating endless permutations that
resonate through our perception.
863. 12.3.16: Chaos of our time, generated by the media, or should
I say amplified by the media + then resonating thru the
studio in the form of STUDIO AMBIENCE, or perhaps STUDIO
CHAOS, and then inject myself into the FLOW + NOISE to
explore this VOLATILE SPACE + TIME as a DEEP NOISE DIVER, how
much of this can we ABORB + TAKE + ASSIMILATE before we
totally explode into fragments. THE CHAOS can also be
seductive + mesmerizing drawing us into its lusty grit,
impossible to ignore, magnetic in its appeal, a world of
heaving motion that lures us into a cavernous womb absorbing
our nerves and sensations.
864. 12.5.16.1 (reportage – The Minister of Post-Truth): “The
Ministry of Peace concerns itself with war, the Ministry of
Truth with lies, the Ministry of Love with torture and the
Ministry of Plenty with starvation.” – George Orwell, 1984
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12.5.16.2 (reportage – The Minister of Post-Truth): Look
deeply into those vacant eyes, that empty smile: they tell
you everything and nothing. Kellyanne Conway, Stepford Wife
par excellence and the newly appointed Minister of Post-Truth
for TRUMP CORP, is the face of the Orwellian construction of
dark subterfuge that is draining, not the swamp, but the
remaining authenticity of truth from American democracy.
12.5.16.3 (reportage – The Minister of Post-Truth): “You guys
took everything that Donald Trump said so literally. The
American people didn’t. They understood it. They understood
that sometimes — when you have a conversation with people,
whether it’s around the dinner table or at a bar — you’re
going to say things, and sometimes you don’t have all the
facts to back it up.” – Corey Landowski
865. 12.5.16.1: “What matters now, Hughes argued, is not whether
his fraud claim is true. No, what matters is who believes
it.” The post-truth world of the Trump administration is
scarier than you think, Margaret Sullivan, New York Times
12.5.16.2: “But now it’s time to cross another bridge — into
a world without facts. Or, more precisely, where facts do not
matter a whit.” The post-truth world of the Trump
administration is scarier than you think, Margaret Sullivan,
New York Times
866. 12.5.16.2: All reality shows share common staple features,
from the kinds of contestants to alliance making-andbreaking. And there are two main formats: documentary and
competition (Trump’s “The Apprentice” was nominated twice
for, but never won, an Emmy for outstanding reality
competition show). And since so much of a presidential
transition revolves around assembling an administration and
picking people for jobs, “The Transition” most closely
resembles a competition show. A guide to all the ways Trump’s
transition is like a reality show, By Elahe Izadi and Emily
Yahr, Washington Post
867. 12.8.16: “The details offered a brief glimmer of a sprawling
inauguration, full of the kind of showmanship for which Mr.
Trump is famous, that could shake up what has become a
relatively predictable affair for recent presidents.
According to some of the people overseeing the events
surrounding Mr. Trump’s swearing-in as the 45th president,
they also bore little resemblance to reality.” Grandiose
Ideas for Donald Trump Inaugural Give Way to Traditional,
Maggie Haberman and Nicholas Fandor, NY Times
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868. 12.8.16: “Work that involves politically inspired trickery
and deception, designed to exploit the shifting boundaries
between fact and reality in a world of post-truth politics.”
– Mike Stubbs, CRUMB
869. 12.8.16: I want to now enter into TPRS through the front
door: the BLOG FEED (WORK_FLOW). This has been an ongoing
challenge to prime the LIVE SHOW. I have been building this
colossal platform, but now it is time to begin the SHOW. So
much post-truth crisis in the air, that this inaugural buildup (at last!) of the SHOW is timely.
870. 12.8.16: Hold on to your seats ladies and gentlemen.
871. 12.9.16: Just as “Apprentice” contestants had to battle for
Trump’s approval, potential Cabinet picks are publicly
competing with each other and paraded before cameras at Trump
Tower, where the show was once filmed. The reality show
president: Trump to retain producing credit on ‘Celebrity
Apprentice’, Rosalind Halderman and Elahe Izadi, Washington
Post
872. 12.11.16: “You know, I’m, like, a smart person,” he said. “I
don’t have to be told the same thing in the same words every
single day for the next eight years.” – TRUMP, Trump Links
C.I.A. Reports on Russia to Democrats’ Shame Over Election,
Nicholas Fandos, NY Times
873. 12.14.16: “Donald J. Trump is going to be the executive
producer of a thing called the American government. He is
going to have this huge TV show called ‘Leading the World.’”
An ‘Apprentice’ Role for Trump Opens Door Wide for Questions,
Michael M. Grynbaum, NY Times
874. 12.14.16.1: For the next four years at least, we are living
in a TV show that Mr. Trump is simultaneously starring in,
consuming and live-tweeting. The New Reality of TV: All
Trump, All the Time, James Poniewozik, NY Times
12.14.16.2: So to understand Mr. Trump is to realize that he
is not just a TV celebrity; he is, in a strange, meta way, a
spectator of his own performance. For the next four years at
least, we are living in a TV show that Mr. Trump is
simultaneously starring in, consuming and live-tweeting. The
New Reality of TV: All Trump, All the Time, James Poniewozik,
NY Times
12.14.16.3: Today, we’re seeing Mr. Trump unedited; it’s the
raw feed, the “Big Brother” 24-hour livecam. The most surreal
symbol of the presidential transition has been an actual
webcam: the C-Span live video feed from the brass-and-marble-
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sheathed elevator lobby of Trump Tower. The New Reality of
TV: All Trump, All the Time, James Poniewozik, NY Times
12.14.16.4: Tourists and holiday shoppers gawk and gossip
with the bored camera crew. Occasionally a big name drops by
— Al Gore, Scott Brown — and the chatter builds. The Naked
Cowboy, a street musician who’s lately taken to wearing Trump
underpants, boards an elevator; Senator Heidi Heitkamp
squeezes into the car with him. The New Reality of TV: All
Trump, All the Time, James Poniewozik, NY Times
12.14.16.5: He slammed a CNN report about his continuing role
with “Celebrity Apprentice” — a tweet about a TV story about
his TV career, perhaps the most Trumpian act imaginable. The
New Reality of TV: All Trump, All the Time, James Poniewozik,
NY Times
12.14.16.6: Mr. Trump and cable news have the same
metabolism. Cable news demands a steady stream of excitations
and “breaking” updates, a constant instability that keeps you
tuning in. Mr. Trump is glad to supply that, and cable news
is glad to respond. This creates a perpetual-motion machine.
Mr. Trump sees something in the news; he gets mad; he tweets;
that becomes the news; repeat. He’s the Hate-Watcher in
Chief. The New Reality of TV: All Trump, All the Time, James
Poniewozik, NY Times
12.14.16.7: Mr. Trump, on the other hand, is all stream of
consciousness, improv, roll the cameras and we’ll clean it up
in postproduction. It’s unsteadying, disorienting. The
national narrative becomes a reel of explosions and
contradictions with no thread. Controversies follow one
another too fast to remember any of them. Last week seems
like a year ago. The New Reality of TV: All Trump, All the
Time, James Poniewozik, NY Times
12.14.16.8: This chaos may benefit only the president-elect
because when there is no certainty, when there is no logic,
there remains only the leader — only Mr. Trump. Before Nov.
8, there was speculation that Mr. Trump would found a Trump
TV channel after the election. It turned out a bit
differently: This is what Trump TV is. The New Reality of TV:
All Trump, All the Time, James Poniewozik, NY Times
875. 12.14.16.1: Whomever people thought they were voting for,
sayonara to all that. The Trump of Fifth Avenue has returned
to his palace. He’s the star of his own movie, and everyone
else, especially the Republican base he so skillfully
seduced, is mere crowd scenery. Sorry.
Trump is the star of
his own movie. Here’s a review. Kathleen Parker, Washington
Post
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12.14.16.2: As the transition unfolds, new stars cascading
into a constellation of superpower, the moviegoer willingly
suspends disbelief in passive acceptance of whatever’s to
come. Trump instinctively understands that he must feed the
suspense, both to hold his audience’s attention and to keep
them distracted while he’s busy masterminding his biggest
deal ever — to Russia with love. Trump is the star of his own
movie. Here’s a review. Kathleen Parker, Washington Post
876. 12.15.16.1 (reportage - The Exploding Perpetual Motion Media
Machine): TRUMP Tower extends high in the Manhattan skyline,
a radioactive transmitter broadcasting and redirecting an
unceasing torrent of incoming and outgoing signals
instantaneously and simultaneously, with lethal effect. This
is the fulcrum, ground-zero, and the mis-en-scene for the
24/7 chatter of deafening noise that is circulating the globe
faster and faster and faster, reaching such a terrifying
speed that it threatens a world neurological meltdown. TRUMP
has control of all the channels, like a spoiled child who has
grabbed the remote, aiming it sporadically, impulsively, and
dangerously in every direction at everyone and no one.
12.15.16.2 (reportage - The Exploding Perpetual Motion Media
Machine): From his uber throne high up in the Tower, TRUMP
effortlessly and mindlessly taps a few keys on his phone,
sends a random missive out on Twitter to his 17.3 million
followers; which is then retweeted, liked and tagged tens of
thousands of times; commented live on all the cable news
channels; tweeted again and fed back into the news
transmission; then written up in dozens of news articles,
blogs, and online opinion pages; hacked and recirculated on
Facebook by the fake news world; then retweeted and reposted
again as an appropriated, regenerated, twisted version of its
original; until the whole jumble returns to the Tower and is
commented on by the Transition Team; only to be recirculated
back out to social media and the cable news broadcasts, and
on and on and on ad infinitum in one infinitely
echoing feedback trail of exploding disinformation and loss
of the real: The Exploding Perpetual Motion Media Machine.
12.15.16.3 (reportage - The Exploding Perpetual Motion Media
Machine): With a celebrity demagogue at the Control Tower of
the world’s media flow, the best laid plans of our global
information culture has been hijacked. TRUMP is now
commander-in-chief of super-participatory media assault
weaponry designed to blast overwhelming torrents of
propaganda at the speed of light.
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877. 12.15.16: “In terms of what happens next in our country, it
seems important to know this incoming president basically
created this fantasy life for his supporters.” Rachel Maddow
878. 12.15.16: Poll reveals TRUMP voters live in alternate state
of reality.
879. 12.15.16: Social media can amplify even the most obscure
voices, giving them a stage from which to broadcast a
distorted message to credulous audiences. How a Putin Fan
Overseas Pushed Pro-Trump Propaganda to Americans, Mike
McIntire, NY Times
880. 12.15.16: “We have to use popular culture to reach into the
living rooms of the youth of America, of Britain, France,
Germany, and bring them in,” he said. “Then we can get them
the message.” How a Putin Fan Overseas Pushed Pro-Trump
Propaganda to Americans, Mike McIntire, NY Times
881. 12.15.16: “Now comes probably the best-known celebrity ever
to enter American politics — Trump — who cannonballed in at
the highest level. His election made a case that celebrity
itself may today be the most potent driver of American
populism. Franken understands better than most the power of
fame as a way to gain a political audience and scramble
ideological paradigms. “One thing I’ve learned,” Franken told
me, “is that celebrity trumps ideology.”” Al Franken Faces
Donald Trump and the Next Four Years, Mark Leibovich, NY
Times
882. 12.25.16: “TRUMP keeps on replicating because as I was trying
to warn bank in the early 90s this flood of memetic contagion
has broken the levees of cable news and the Internet to
swallow the rest of our media.”
883. 1.2.17: It’s like we’re living in a dream. How can TPRS
involve the dream (nightmare) of a world gone awry?
Third Space Network
884. 1.4.17: The central idea is to leverage the artist’s tools,
platform, medium, sensibility in the construction of a
network of networks. Rather than the artist conform to a
hierarchy of centralized rules, the artist is free to create,
write, teach, research, using tools of the choice in
participate in a “third” space of networked relations.
Social Broadcasting
885. 1.4.17: The focus in on “social broadcasting.”
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886. 1.9.17: The POST REALITY SHOW, a requiem for “reality” that
has been annihilated by the osmosis of the fake, the
undermining of reality itself through the format of reality
television, until reality tv seeped into the mainstream
consciousness through the fusion of celebrity + politics. It
is post reality, beyond the suspension of disbelief, in which
there is ONLY belief and nothing tangible left in our
collective grasp of reality. The cult of celebrity and its
fixation has been used by TRUMP to hypnotize the electorate
who lack the critical ability to see what was coming, shaping
his own image as a golden deity to the unsuspecting masses.
Now we are in the post reality, democracy has been put on
hold while the cult forces of celebrity and reality
annihilation give way to the cult of money + power +
demagoguery + facism.
887. 1.15.17.1 (reportage – Requiem for Truth): TRUMP’s rise to
power was ALL SHOW, a total performance, a sleight-of-hand,
and a masterful execution of the suspension of disbelief,
which (in part) secured the election by hypnotizing and
seducing the forlorn and the forgotten. And now we prepare
ourselves, just six days before the DAY, for a
somber gathering on the National Mall as TRUMP
leads a Requiem Mass for truth.
1.15.17.2 (reportage – Requiem for Truth): And yet, despite
the fact we have a global telematic information system
instantaneously at our fingertips, in which every fiction and
false utterance can be potentially disproved, TRUMP’s torrent
of disinformation is so effusive, so volatile, so
overwhelming, we are literally drowning in confusion between
fact and fiction, between the real and the imaginary. When
the line erodes between truth and disinformation, we have
nothing left. We no longer have democracy. We just have the
end, the complete and final destruction of human civilization
as we know it, a return to the dark ages.
888. 1.16.17.1 (reportage - We Must Now Become a Media Weapon of
Disinformation): But now the era of the post-Truth TRUMP
reality Show “Make America Great Again” has descended upon
us like a ton of bricks. And this time my friends, I fear we
may very well be shoved head first over the death-line
and the collapse of democracy.
1.16.17.2 (reportage - We Must Now Become a Media Weapon of
Disinformation): But now the medium of television has
morphed into something entirely new: the broadcast is no
longer confined to the tv screen, but rather, information
streams pervasively on our laptops, smart phones, tablets,
and social media feeds. There is no escape from the media
torrent.
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1.16.17.3 (reportage - We Must Now Become a Media Weapon of
Disinformation): What we now need to do is become a Media
Weapon of Disinformation. It is the only solution. We must
take up arms and signal a call-to-action by engaging the
power of the network and its effects of disorientation. We
must grab hold of our own media channel to express resistance
through the activation of the mechanisms of
disinformation, engaging in fakery, and satire, spreading our
words and actions far and wide and everywhere all at once
through acts of socially mediated super-participation. We
must master the techniques of propaganda that have served
TRUMP (and Bush-Cheney) so well. We must cut through the
ubiquitous noise of mass media by generating a propaganda
counter-offensive of our own.
1.16.17.4 (reportage - We Must Now Become a Media Weapon of
Disinformation): As for me, I am revising and relaunching (for the hundredth time) The Post Reality Show.
Perhaps I have been saving the idea all these years for
exactly this moment. We should not let TRUMP’s rise to power
get us down, this is not a moment for defeat, it is our
finest hour of inspiration and the ideal time to realize
projects that seemed impossible! Now is when we need
to deploy networked activism to challenge the TRUMPological
disorientation between the real and imaginary.
889. 1.16.17: TPRS is now a vehicle to chronicle the death of
truth, rather, the death of the distinction between fact +
fiction, between the real and the imaginary, as we head into
this new era of disinformation.
890. 1.16.17: TPRS challenges disinformation with its own counterpropaganda. USDAT + The Experimental Party was a purveyor of
fake news, fake reality, as a vehicle for critiquing the
fakery of the so-called real system of politics. Now the TPRS
is a medium with its own rules of engagement to challenge
emerging disorder.
891. 1.16.17: In fact, TPRS is my own pseudo cable news show, it
then becomes my prerogative to disseminate my own brand of
fake news + disinformation to counter the noise + confusion
boiling in today’s media machine grinding away the TRUMPian
Torrent.
892. 1.16.17: It then feels more like a Show. However the blog is
the WORK_FLOW / INFO stream behind the live show (which I
promise is coming!)
893. 1.16.17: Essentially TPRS is my own syndicated talk show.
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894. 1.17.17: I see what I have been doing is inserting “fake
news” into the system through the constructin of an alternate
narrative, essentially a challenge to the status quo of power
+ authority. My form of “fake news” is an artistic mediation,
a critique of the wrongful use of authority, a parody
specifically for the artistic process.
895. 1.17.17.1: Kompromat undermines a society’s ability to hold
the powerful to account and ensure the proper functioning of
government. ‘Kompromat’ and the Danger of Doubt and Confusion
in a Democracy, Amanda Taub, NY Times
1.17.17.2: disinformation campaigns have “often deliberately
blended accurate and forged details” to sow distrust and
confusion. ‘Kompromat’ and the Danger of Doubt and Confusion
in a Democracy, Amanda Taub, NY Times
896. 1.17.17: But parody / semi-fictional narrative + simulation
holds the powerful to account to ensure the proper
functioning of government. 1984 being the classic case, and
my own USDAT serving this purpose.
897. 1.17.17: EVERY PIECE OF INFORMATION YOU GET IS POSSIBLY TRUE,
POSSIBLY FALSE. That is the definition of the post reality,
no longer able to separate or make the distinction. And so
the post reality show must embrace this idea in order to
expose it.
898. 1.17.17: Compose the TPRS episodes, enter them into the
Episode scripts (Work_Flow), then develop the episode to
include the appropriate words, video, music, etc. This is the
starting point of each episode as a SITUATIONAL COMEDY.
899. 1.22.17: Both “fake news” and the concept of “alternative
facts” are now cudgels in the effort to obfuscate when
reporters point out that TRUMP and his team have their facts
wrong. Welcome to our new political reality, or rather, post
realities.
900. 1.23.17: There is a concerted effort to obscure truth by
creating unfathomable shades of grey that are navigable. To
dissolve the boundaries between the real + the imaginary
making it impossible to differentiate between the two. This
is exactly what I did in Berlin, which it was as an artist
posing as a government official, which could not be
distinguished from a real government official posing as an
artist, or a real government official performing as a
government official. It makes you question the real. Fake
news, actions +alternative facts” are weapons against the
ability to locate the truth.
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901. 1.23.17: So how to situate TPRS to amplify and critique the
forms of disinformation that threaten our ability to locate
the truth. How to construct a “situational space,” a
detournement of the real + imaginary to expose the effects of
propaganda and the manufacturing of alternative facts to
obscure the truth.
902. 1.23.17: I think the key is to heartily embrace the forms of
XTreme TRUMPology, to lift its modes of excess and hyperbole
and destruction of reason up HIGH, hold it HIGH + even
HIGHER with the kind of grandiose plomb that is the TRUMP
hallmark, in order to reveal what it is, MADNESS, engage its
MADNESS, don’t shy away, but SING IT OUT, THAT IS HOW YOU CUT
IT DOWN TO SIZE, BY OVERINFLATING IT AND REVEALING THE
INTENT.
903. 1.23.17: Use the reality tv principle of sowing chaos.
904. 1.23.17.1: (reportage – One Million Acts of Mediation): As we
descend into a heart of darkness, the inauguration of an
ominous cloud hovering over the nation’s capital, a million
hopeful souls converged to lift us, at least momentarily, out
of the gloom. We have seen already, in previous times of
crisis, the resilience of the human spirit to overcome
political adversity. Over and over and over in our turbulent
history, America has been confronted with disruption,
violence, war, and tyranny, but somehow, as if by some kind
of divine intervention (no I am not going religious here),
the people of this country have been able to muster whatever
forces they can to step back from the edge of the abyss.
1.23.17.2: (reportage – One Million Acts of Mediation): This
time around the fight against tyanny will be spearheaded by
the power of women, who more than anyone, have suffered
humiliation at the hands of TRUMP’s misogynist altercations
and Hillary Clinton’s underhanded defeat. At the Women’s
March, they came prepared with their pink, hand-knitted pussy
hats, which rose as a powerful meme to symbolize empowered,
collective, defiant feminism. There is no doubt we are going
to see a new wave of feminist activism challenging TRUMP’s
brutal rise to power, who has now brought onto himself, the
vengeance of an entire gender, who will assuredly take him
down in due time.
1.23.17.3: (reportage – One Million Acts of Mediation):
America (and the world) is like an immune system that has
been invaded by a deadly virus, and women are now leading the
charge to fight back against a festering TRUMP infection. And
this infection is vicious: it rapidly spreads disinformation
through the body politic that breaks down it’s ability to
manufacture reason, invading the arteries of logic with a
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lethal congestion of the flow of truth, causing
disruption and eventually a viral chaos that leads to a total
deterioration of democracy.
1.23.17.4: (reportage – One Million Acts of Mediation): The
only solution to confronting this dangerous virus is for the
people to carry out a complete and total rejection of
the TRUMPological disease. If TRUMP can penetrate our
democratic system and lodge himself vicariously into the
governmental power structure, weakening its defenses, it then
becomes imperative that we respond by conducting a surgical
removal of his malignancy that has metastasized into a
raging cancer. How is this accomplished? This is done
through through millions upon millions of collective acts of
mediation: determined political action that begins in the
streets and then swells into organized intervention between
this strange, hostile force, and the world as we hope it to
be.
905. 1.23.17: “The Ministry of Love oversees torture and
brainwashing, the Ministry of Plenty oversees shortage and
rationing, the Ministry of Peace oversees war and atrocity
and the Ministry of TRUTH oversees propaganda and historical
revisionism” – George Orwell, 1984
906. 1.23.17: Her eyes (Kellyanne Conway, Minister of Truth),
those vacant eyes that say nothing + everything, the face of
the Orwellian construction of dark subterfuge. Her voice is
drowning in the NOISE of the procession, FANFARE? Zoom in on
the hulking limo (Inauguration), in the shadows, so that it
can play behind the vacant eyes of Kellyanne Conway.
907. 1.30.17: TRUMP MUSLIM BAN – As we descend, reality is
increasingly twisted + distorted. How to expose this
distortion, so it can be seen with clarity. TAKE TRUMP’S OWN
WORDS to expose the dangerous illogic.
908. 2.7.17.1 (reportage – The Attack of the Real): Who could
have imagined that the apocalypse might come about with the
collapse of the real. Well, George Orwell did just that
about 70 years ago. As it turns out, 1984 might have been
called 2017, the year that alternative facts were injected
like cyanide into the body politic.
2.7.17.2 (reportage – The Attack of the Real): These
intentionally false assertions and truth warpings have been
volleyed with such frequency and determination that the
media’s ability to rally its defensive resources to shield
the public from poisonous propaganda, is gradually wearing
down. TRUMP himself deploys his Twitter feed like a mad
gunner, aiming missives wildly in all directions in an
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attempt to weaken the press by undermining their authenticity
with declarations of fake news.
2.7.17.3 (reportage – The Attack of the Real): Sean Spicer,
so-called White House spokesman, serves as Conway’s chief
lieutenant in carrying out the offensive against the press,
peppering his news conferences with alternative facts and
disinformation on a broad range of topics. Most notorious was
the now infamous crowd count of the Inauguration, stretching
the public’s suspension of disbelief to the absolute limit by
claiming that TRUMP’s crowd size at 1.5 million was the
biggest and baddest ever, despite photographic proof to the
contrary.
2.7.17.4 (reportage – The Attack of the Real): The People,
thus far, are defending its collective grip on reality. But
TRUMP has been in office less than three weeks, and America
(and the world) is in a constant state of emergency. The
White House truth artillery system fires nonstop, and it is
lethal.
909. 2.10.17: To sit in front of the camera in the dark
subterranean space of the bunker (real or virtual) and SPEAK
OUT as the HOST + ANCHOR of TPRS. I speak from that place
that is beyond reality, the post, where now we all reside,
for a multitude of reasons, not least of which is the
implosion of a dangerous viral force that has inserted
itself, deeply, manifestly, into the body politic.
910. 2.10.17: “These moments he sits in a studio and spews dark
warnings that might, he hopes, make a connection or inspire a
movement or, at the very least, lead to his next comeback.
“If I ever see the mushroom cloud,” he said, “at least I will
not be sitting there thinking I didn’t do enough to try and
stop it.” – Keith Olbermann” Have liberals found their
combative new leader in … Keith Olbermann?, Ben Terris,
Washington Post
911. 2.10.17: “Olbermann may have claimed “The Resistance” as his
show’s title, but it’s also fashionable shorthand for the
emerging, amorphous community — career Democrats, masked
anarchists, Hollywood liberals, conservative Never Trumpers —
working to topple, or at least rein in, President Trump. Have
liberals found their combative new leader in … Keith
Olbermann?, Ben Terris, Washington Post
[Third Space Network]
912. 2.12.17: “The more integrated that humans are able to
exchange ideas the more rapidly they will be able to
accomplish novel insights. Different from Moore’s Law, which
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involves the compiling of logic units to perform more rapid
analytic functions, increased communication is the compiling
of creative units (i.e. humans) to perform every more
creative tasks.” Thomas Friedman, Age of Acceleration
913. 2.12.17: “In the age of accelerators we need to rethink three
social contracts – those between workers and players,
students and educational institutions and citizens and
governments. That is the only way to create an environment in
which every person is able to realize their full talent
potential and human capital becomes a universal, inalienable
asset, pg. 207, Thomas Friedman, Age of Acceleration
914. 2.12.17: TAP INTO THE FLOW OF DISTRIBUTED COMMUNICATION TO
ENGAGE A NETWORK OF BROADCASTERS.
915. 2.13.17: Listen to almost any one of her interviews, and
you'll hear a phrase along the lines of, “What the president
was really saying is. ...” But sometimes, what that really
means is, “What I wish the president had said is. ...” She's
Trump's explainer-in-chief. How Kellyanne Conway became
Trump’s spin-master, Peter Stevenson, Washington Post
916. 2.13.17: This could be prepended to ANYTHING fake.
917. 2.13.17: He is no match for “The Young and the Restless.” But
he is beating “The Bold and the Beautiful.”… On the airwaves,
however, he is daytime television’s new big hit. Daytime TV’s
New Star? Sean Spicer, Michael M. Grynbaum, New York Times
918. 2.13.17: TRUMP is driving the SCRIPT, and that is all. He is
concerned only with ratings, sensation, ddrama, intrigue,
etc. and has little or no interest in the actual issues. He
is essentially Producing a SHOW, that is ONLY concerned with
viewership + the ATTENTION of the WHOLE WORLD.
919. 2.13.17: Trump’s lies are different. They are direct
refutations of reality — and their propagation and repetition
is about enforcing his power rather than wriggling out of a
political conundrum. The Madness of King Donald, Andrew
Sullivan, Intelligencer
920. 2.13.17.1 (reportage - Made-for-Media Moments): Take a closer
look, this is no ordinary scene: leaders on the left, caddies
on the right, perfectly frame an American flag flying in the
breeze. And if you take a closer look, you will see TRUMP’s
iconic Mar-a-Lago in the in the upper left hand corner. If
you really look at this photo, beyond the glance, you’ll
realize that it is completely staged. It is a perfect madefor-media moment.
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2.13.17.2 (reportage - Made-for-Media Moments): You need to
consider all the elements that had to come together for this
photograph to be realized. Neither real, nor fake, it
lies somewhere in the blurry middle where reality collapses
and we are seduced into the suspension of disbelief. This
photograph is pure stagecraft. Only a mind with the flair to
manipulate reality could have arranged for a press team to
photograph the high-5 and the American flag at exactly the
perfect moment from the perfect angle.
2.13.3.17 (reportage - Made-for-Media Moments): Masterful
media constructions such as this undermine our ability to
authenticate the moment. It is Baudrillard’s simulacrum used
as a political weapon, in which we are manipulated by a
representation to be rapidly disseminated as a meme traveling
through the network. This “realistic” simulation
is particularly well suited to spread online uncontrollably,
distorting our interpretation of the meaning of its encoded
information, thus eroding our sense of reality. Baudrillard
was concerned about the collapse of distance between the real
and the imaginary. In today’s post real made-formedia environment, with the transmission of the
meme accelerated by the Internet, we see a collapse of the
real, a confusion and blurring of the demarcation between
truth and fabrication, real and imaginary.
921. 2.17.17: By changing the subject to highly charged,
antagonistic topics such as the “dishonest media,” TRUMP
essentially deflects the conversation AWAY FROM THE ARGUMENT
concerning whether or not something WRONG happened in his
administration, such as Flynn’s resignation + speaking to
Russians. In this way, the collapses the ARGUMENT, NO MORE
CONVERSATION about that issue, furthermore, collapsing the
distance between the RIGHT + WRONG, finally the very reality
of the PROBLEM’S EXISTENCE by displacing it from the news
with his own fabricated issue/reality.
922. 2.17.17: HOW DOES THE PARADIGMATIC CHANGES IN TELEVISION
BROADCAST + MEDIA ART OF THE 1970S INFORM/ILLUMINATE THE
RAPID CHANGES TODAY WITH THE SHIFT TO INTERNET BROADCAST AS A
MEDIUM OF SOCIAL + POLITICAL CHANGE + A FURTHER SHIFT TO
DISTRIBUTED, DECENTRALIZED MEDIA TRANSMISSION + COLLECTIVE
FORMS OF NETWORKED ART.
923. 2.19.17.1 (reportage - The Collapse of the Real and the
Imaginary): “There is no real, there is no imaginary except
at a certain distance. What happens when this distance,
including that between the real and the imaginary, tends to
abolish itself.” – Jean Baudrillard
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2.19.17.2 (reportage - The Collapse of the Real and the
Imaginary): It all seemed like a dream, at that moment,
January 20, 2017, 12 noon, when Donald TRUMP took the oath of
office through his allegiance to the Constitution. It was
also at that moment that we entered into a phantasmagoria, a
surreal chapter in the annals of American history, in
which we have seen the collapse between the real and the
imaginary.
2.19.17.3 (reportage - The Collapse of the Real and the
Imaginary): So much has already been said and written about
TRUMP, ad nauseum. This is precisely his intent, to burrow
himself deep into the consciousness of the body politic,
until we are so utterly fatigued, so fed up, so unnerved,
that we no longer resist.
2.19.17.4 (reportage - The Collapse of the Real and the
Imaginary): TRUMP has lodged himself into the global
zeitgeist, well beyond America. He has penetrated the minds
of everyone, everywhere, within earshot of the media. His aim
is to distort our perception of reality by blurring the
difference between truth and fabrication, at the very
nexus of our democratic system. With each lie, each
exaggeration, each false twist of the truth, TRUMP closes the
distance between the real and the imaginary.
2.19.17.5 (reportage - The Collapse of the Real and the
Imaginary): But this has hardly been thought through.
TRUMP’s omnipresence is that of a blindly mad narcissist
playing the role of a demagogue in a reality show, which
is extemporaneously performed in the Oval Office each
and every day. It is an improvisational tour de force that
plays out on the grand stage of the White House, in which we
are ALL watching, ALL fixated, ALL tuned in, ALL the time.
2.19.17.6 (reportage - The Collapse of the Real and the
Imaginary): We must do more than resist, we
must understand this phenomenon that is boiling up in the
body politic. TRUMP preys on our reality, and loss thereof.
How? By refuting the facts, the truth, declaring the media as
fake when challenging his fantastical narrative. In doing so,
he collapses the space between truth and fiction, the real
and the imaginary by eroding the distinction. TRUMP is a
torrent of contradiction, a ship without a rudder, a leader
without a moral compass. He is a performer constructing
a gesamtkunstwerk (total artwork) built solely on the power
of the suspension of disbelief. TRUMP is a breakdown of the
real.
2.19.17.7 (reportage - The Collapse of the Real and the
Imaginary): When efforts to authenticate are declared fake,
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when there is no longer any separation between that which is
real and that which is not, systems of shared belief (i.e.
democratic ideals) are unraveled. In the face of this postreal obscuration of truth, reality collapses. TRUMP is now
using the Presidency to lure us all into his fake world of
pseudo-greatness, the cult of celebrity, or as Michael Moore
calls it: TRUMPland.
924. 2.19.17: The madness is unfolding @ the speed of light, as we
rush headlong into the post reality. I believe that the past
years have been research + preparation for this moment. It
now time to act, there is not time to waste. I need to
situate myself in front of the camera + speak out. Put on the
hat, and become a messenger, an agent, an envoy, a herald, an
emissary to sound a clarion call. Not in obvious opposition,
but in ironic + satirical amplification of the post real.
925. 2.19.17: Tweet missives (missiles) as TPRS narrative. TRUMP
has mastered the style. Embrace it and turn it against him.
[The Host]
926. 2.19.17: Rather than creating a whole TPRS set of feeds:
become the HOST of my own feeds, to aggregate my RL as the
HOST of my own SHOW. I MUST BECOME THE HOST just as I became
the SECRETARY.
927. 2.19.17: “He sits in the White House at night, watching
television or reading social media, and through Twitter
issues instant judgments on what he sees. He channels fringe
ideas and gives them as much weight as carefully researched
reports. He denigrates the conclusions of intelligence
professionals and then later denies having done so. He
thrives on conflict and chaos.” Trump’s Impulses Now Carry
the Force of the Presidency, Peter Baker, NY Times
[Social Media Strategy]
928. 2.19.17: HOW TO MIMIC TRUMP’S TWITTER IMPULSES?
929. 2.19.17: Deliver Fakery as a critique of the Fake.
930. 2.19.17: “And the language has a rich vocabulary for
describing statements that fall short of the truth,” –
Geoffrey Nunberg, In a Swirl of ‘Untruths’ and ‘Falsehoods,’
Calling a Lie a Lie, Dan Barry
931. 2.19.17.1: “In a Saturday phone call, Trump personally
ordered Reynolds to produce additional photographs of the
previous day’s crowds on the Mall, according to three
individuals who have knowledge of the conversation. The
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president believed that the photos might prove
had lied in reporting that attendance had been
average.” Trump pressured Park Service to find
claims about inauguration crowd, Karen Tumulty
Eilperin, Washington Post

that the media
no better than
proof for his
and Juliet

2.19.17.2: “I had a massive amount of people here,” the
president told ABC News anchor David Muir in an interview
Wednesday. “They were showing pictures that were very
unflattering, as unflattering — from certain angles — that
were taken early and lots of other things.” – Donald TRUMP,
Trump pressured Park Service to find proof for his claims
about inauguration crowd, Karen Tumulty and Juliet Eilperin,
Washington Post
932. 2.19.17: HOW TO GIN UP TRUMPOLOGICAL PROPAGANDA TO EXPOSE IT
AS FALSE, LUDICROUS, AND DANGEROUS.
933. 2.19.17.1: Trump wrote on Twitter that Homeland Security
Secretary John F. Kelly “said that all is going well with
very few problems. MAKE AMERICA SAFE AGAIN!” Acting attorney
general declares Justice Department won’t defend Trump’s
immigration order, Mark Berman and Matt Zapotosky, Washington
Post
2.19.17.2: He’s going to make sure he does everything in his
power when he can to protect the homeland and its people.”
– Sean Spicer, Acting attorney general declares Justice
Department won’t defend Trump’s immigration order, Mark
Berman and Matt Zapotosky, Washington Post
2.19.17.3: If the ban were announced with a one week notice,
the "bad" would rush into our country during that week. A lot
of bad "dudes" out there! – Donald TRUMP tweet, Acting
attorney general declares Justice Department won’t defend
Trump’s immigration order, Mark Berman and Matt Zapotosky,
Washington Post
934. 2.19.17: “It’s to protect our people,” she said. “There’s
been a lot of trust when it comes to that situation and
obviously we made the wrong decisions. I honestly feel there
could have been more security.” – Casandra Kinzey, TRUMP
supporter, Trump backers like his early moves: ‘It’s what
executives are supposed to be’, Jenna Johnson, Washington
Post
935. 2.19.17: SUCCESS, Blissfully stated in all insincerity,
gleefully, defiantly, boldly.
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936. 2.19.17: We the People have been brainwashed into NOT
TRUSTING, into thinking there is danger in the WRONG PLACES,
into fear and paranoia. Straight out of Orwell. MIND CTL.
937. 2.19.17: TRUE FACTS
938. 2.19.17: TRUMP Doesn’t Exist, he isn’t real, he’s just a
logo.
939. 2.19.17: Bowling Green Massacre: a
remix/redirect/amplification of post real alternative fact
propaganda.
940. 2.19.17.1: “It made like a Trump tweet and roared through the
broader news media sphere.” The Massacre That Wasn’t, and a
Turning Point for ‘Fake News’, Jim Rutenberg
2.19.17.2: “As the New York Times book critic Michiko
Kakutani put it recently, Orwell’s classic seems “all too
familiar,” capturing “a world in which the government insists
that reality is not ‘something objective, external, existing
in its own right.’” The Massacre That Wasn’t, and a Turning
Point for ‘Fake News’, Jim Rutenberg
2.19.17.3: “And Ms. Conway was right when she wrote that
“honest mistakes abound.”” The Massacre That Wasn’t, and a
Turning Point for ‘Fake News’, Jim Rutenberg
2.19.17.4: “Eventually, the Bowling Green memes led to mock
street memorials with signs like “Never Remember.” They had
made it IRL, or “In Real Life,” which, the new administration
is learning, has a way of sneaking up on you.”
941. 2.19.17: I must at all costs sketch out more episodes, enter
them into the “database” and then flesh out scenarios to be
enacted. This is crucial, each and every day.
942. 2.19.17: A practicing psychologist went further in late
January. He was quoted in a U.S. News and World Report
article titled “Temperament Tantrum,” saying that President
Trump has malignant narcissism, which is characterized by
grandiosity, sadism and antisocial behavior. Is It Time to
Call Trump Mentally Ill?, Richard Friedman
943. 2.19.17: He wants to be on a reality show and loses his sense
of reality. He wants to create a reality show and loses his
sense of reality.
944. 2.19.17: “Television is an x-ray not a blueprint, it goes
right into situations.” Marshall McLuhan
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945. 2.19.17: “For many politicians, that would be a bad — very
bad — moment, caught misstating facts. But Trump knows that
his appeal isn't based on whether he got the exact facts on
his electoral college margin right. It's on the fact that he
won — big league. And who cares if he was wrong? It's the
media nitpicking him to death, after all.” Donald Trump
delivers a series of raw and personal attacks on the media in
a news conference for the ages, Chris Cillizza, Washington
Post
946. 2.19.17: ONE WORLD: “The programme concept was to link up the
world, to demonstrate that we are all part of our world – all
brothers and sisters. The ground rules for the show included
that everything had to be live, and that no politicians or
heads of state must be seen.
947. 2.22.17.1 (reportage – Social Broadcasting): You no
longer need a television network, a stable of reporters,
studio trucks, satellite dishes, high-end cameras, and a
corporate budget. No, you can transform yourself into a
mobile global broadcaster, using only your iPhone and an
Internet connection to beam live images around the world.
2.22.17.2 (reportage – Social Broadcasting): In my view,
social broadcasting is what Nam June Paik had in mind in 1984
when he produced Good Morning, Mr. Orwell, the first global
collaborative artist television production. In this legendary
work, Paik used satellite broadcasting to create a real-time
collage of multiple transmissions layered in time and space:
a revelatory sequencing of artistic works by many of the art
stars of the time, including John Cage, Merce Cunningham,
Joseph Beuys, Laurie Anderson, Allen Ginsburg, among others.
The work was intended to insert a utopian narrative into the
dystopic prediction of Orwell’s classic 1984.
2.22.17.3 (reportage – Social Broadcasting): Ultimately you
want flexibility and modularity, you want transitions between
immediacy and quality, you want to render your aesthetic
sensibility, you want a multiplicity of artistic voices, you
want endless bandwidth or not so much, you want live and ondemand, you want it all(!), in order to embrace a network of
sensibilities and strategies that call for independence and a
radical commitment to each and every participating artistbroadcaster. It is that kind of fierce approach to live
networked art that underlies the Third Space Network of
social broadcasting.
948. 2.25.17.1 (reportage - A History of Optimism for Dark Times):
In the age of TRUMP, as borders become hardened and social
media is weaponized by TRUMP along with a renegade army of
fake news alt-right activists, yes, the “real fake news,”
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social media also functions as a mode of positive resistance
against an emerging and looming dark (post) reality. Despite
the fact we find ourselves in a vast, socially mediated
ocean of desperate pleas, rants, manifestos,
disturbing images, and horrific news headlines, we can, with
reassurance, look back at the Electronic Café as a model of
how networks also convey optimism, camaraderie, shared
problem solving, hope, and the erosion of division.
2.25.17.2 (reportage - A History of Optimism for Dark Times):
The only way we are going to survive this alt-tidal wave that
is breaking over America and the world, is through forging
relationships via the network in an activated third space of
shared relations, and then consecrating those connections
through real action in the physical (first) space.
949. 2.26.17: Can this strange, symbiotic relationship be saved?
Probably not. It is too inflamed and enmeshed, too full of
passionate accusations. It’s going to end like all those
plays and movies — from “Othello” to “Endless Love” — where
the mutual attraction is so powerful, it’s toxic. Trump vs.
Press: Crazy, Stupid Love, Maureen Down, New York Times
950. 2.26.17: THE ENABLERS: Press + TRUMP, a love affair, magnetic
attraction, symbiotic, enabling, toxic, death knell.
951. 2.26.17: RADICAL BROADCASTING
952. 2.26.17: THE CHALLENGE OF SOCIAL BROADCASTING. How to create
a truly distributed, cloud-based system for combining +
overlapping live broadcasting, videochat, pre-recorded
playlisted media, text chat, generative media, networked
media + collaborative interaction. That does not necessitate
a centralized studio for its operation, but rather, is
operated by a distributed consortium of artists + engineers.
To funnel this combinatory + overlapping activity into a
single channel/player embedded window broadcast distribution.
This form of cloud-based studio operation maximizes
accessibility and decentralized control for the creation of
an arts network.
[A manifesto of sorts for the Third Space Network]
953. 2.26.17.1: HOW DO WE SYNCHRONOUSLY INHABIT THE THIRD SPACE OF
THE NETWORK WITH VARYING SPEEDS OF TRANSMISSION?
954. 2.26.17.2: HOW TO CREATE A DISTRIBUTED VIRTUAL STUDIO/THEATRE
IN THE CLOUD THAT ALLOWS EACH ARTIST TO EASILY USE WHATEVER
SOURCE THEY WANT, SCALABLE FROM MOBILE PHONES TO IP CAMS TO
LAPTOPS TO HIGH-END HARDWARE ENCODING?
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955. 2.26.17.3: THEY MUST BE UNTETHERED FROM THE COMPLEXITY OF THE
BROADCAST, SEAMLESSLY INTEGRATED INTO THE NETWORK, ABLE TO
SPEAK, DIALOGUE, BROADCAST, PLAY A SET LIST, HOOK UP AN
OUTDOOR WEBCAM/IPCAM, PERFORM MUSIC, MIX VIDEO, COLLABORATE
ON A MULTI-LAYERED AUDIO-VISUAL MIXOLOGY, ETC.
956. 2.26.17: What is the main goal/research agenda of Social
Broadcasting: To establish a decentralized, distributed
artists network for live networked performance and creative
dialogue.
957. 2.27.17: The EVER-PRESENT PRESENT OF TRUMP’S NOW.
958. 2.27.17.1: “The Trump Show is simultaneously disturbing and
effective. He uses it to take credit, levy blame, bully
enemies and entertain supporters.” President Trump wants to
put on a show. Governing matters less, Marc Fisher,
Washington Post
2.27.17.2: “The Trump Show is, as ever, a spectacle, a
cavalcade of provocations. It is designed not to prompt
thought or even to persuade, but to sell tickets to the next
performance.” President Trump wants to put on a show.
Governing matters less, Marc Fisher, Washington Post
959. 2.28.17.1 (reportage - The Distributed Artists Network):
Decentralized organizational structures, in the arts,
politics, business, commerce, etc., are becoming
increasingly the norm, freeing up participants from the need
to be physically together with costly overhead
infrastructure. While exorbitant architectural structures may
still have caché in the art world, bottom-up, alternative,
grass roots efforts catalyzed by networks and social media,
are innovating pop-up, maker, and DIY events in the most
unlikely locations: abandoned warehouses, restaurants,
basements, and perhaps most significantly, networked third
spaces.
2.28.17.2 (reportage - The Distributed Artists Network): The
Third Space Network is a rethinking of theater space as a
decentralized network made up of artist-broadcasters and
their studios, laptops, Webcams, IP cameras, mobile devices,
and a cloud-based software platform for scheduling,
recording, and viewing streaming broadcasts. Furthermore, if
you distribute the production of event programming to a
network of artists who each take responsibility for
coordinating and staging their own work, then you eliminate
the resource intensive operation of lighting designers, sound
operators, stage and house managers, and other theater labor
that puts performance far out of reach of most artists. If
viewers enter the virtual arena designed as a many-to-many
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medium of social engagement, you can remove the hierarchical
fourth wall between stage and audience, an invitation to
become active participants in the social dynamic of networkspecific works created for the third space.
960. 3.4.17: “According to Hardt + Negri ‘the multitude must be
conceived as a network, an open and expansive network in
which all differences can be expressed freely and equally, a
network that provides the means of encounter so that we can
work and live freely in common… As large top-down
organizations have proved to be inflexible… distributed
networks are more open to change.” – Geert Lovink, The
Principle of Notworking
961. 3.7.17: “The Trump White House is the ultimate faith-based
initiative — and The Donald is the deity. Things aren’t true
because they can be proven via the scientific method or any
other. They are true because Trump believes them to be true.”
It’s the truth according to Trump. Believe it, Dana Millbank,
Washington Post
962. 3.7.17: When the suspension of disbelief extrudes out into
the real, dissolving truth into a sea of fabrications,
reality as we know it no longer exists, we cease to have
FACT, we live in the ether of the LIE.
[critical foundation of the third space network]
963. 3.8.17: “The deeper computer networks penetrate the academy,
the more this is becoming an urgent issue. Browsers,
operating systems, and search engines are not neutral tools
but come with specific built-in social, cultural and
aesthetic agendas. To emphasize the important of being
networked is one. Understanding network architectures is
another. It is the task of new media activists, artists and
theorists to take the lead and not only undertake critical
probes but also mediate the outcomes to a multitude of
audiences.” – Geert Lovink, The Principle of Notworking
3.8.17.1: “What defines the Internet is its social
architecture. It’s the living environment that counts, the
live interaction, not just the storage and retrieval
procedure. – Geert Lovink, The Principle of Notworking
3.8.17.2: “The order of networks is made up of a continuum of
relations governed by interests, passions, attemps, and
pragmatic necessities of different actions.” – Geert Lovink,
The Principle of Notworking
964. 3.8.17: “Late Saturday morning, Mr. Trump’s aides spoke about
how to get him to stop posting on Twitter, to avoid opening
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himself up to further problems. He golfed a little, then
returned to the club and began working the phones. At dinner,
he roamed the patio, telling a friend, Chris Ruddy, the chief
executive of Newsmax Media, that his claims about Mr. Obama
would prove true. By Sunday, advisers said, he was fuming
that more people were not defending him.” A Conspiracy
Theory’s Journey From Talk Radio to Trump’s Twitter, Peter
Baker and Maggie Haberman, New York Times
965. 3.8.17.1: “Alexander Nix, chief executive of Cambridge
Analytica, at the Concordia Summit for public-private
business partnerships in New York in September. The firm
claimed to have developed psychographic profiles that could
predict the political leanings of every American adult.” Data
Firm Says ‘Secret Sauce’ Aided Trump; Many Scoff, Nicholas
Confessore and Danny Hakim, New York Times
3.8.17.2: “Cambridge Analytica’s rise has rattled some of
President Trump’s critics and privacy advocates, who warn of
a blizzard of high-tech, Facebook-optimized propaganda aimed
at the American public, controlled by the people behind the
alt-right hub Breitbart News.” Data Firm Says ‘Secret Sauce’
Aided Trump; Many Scoff, Nicholas Confessore and Danny Hakim,
New York Times
3.8.17.3: ““It goes beyond sharing information,” he added.
“It’s sharing the thinking and the feeling behind this
information, and that’s extremely powerful.”” – Alexander
Polonsky, Data Firm Says ‘Secret Sauce’ Aided Trump; Many
Scoff, Nicholas Confessore and Danny Hakim, New York Times
966. 3.12.17: WE NEED TO RETURN TRUMP’S DECONSTRUCTION OF REALITY
WITH OUR OWN BRAND OF POST REAL ARTISTIC MEDIATION OF
APPROPRIATION AND MANIPULATION.
967. 3.13.17: “And, as is Trump’s wont and calling card, he
oversold his voters a bill of goods that he would never be
able to deliver. The Pied Piper of pipe dreams did in
politics what he had done in business: He got people to buy
into a success mythology in which he was a wizard. In this
mythology, ethics, honor and truth are casualties.” A Ticket
to Hell, Charles Blow, New York Times
968. 3.13.17: But Mr. Spicer’s performance — strident, defensive,
stressed-out — carries a wealth of information: about Mr.
Trump’s image obsession, about what the president expects of
his underlings, about the impossibility of contorting one’s
self into a human bridge between reality and Mr. Trump’s
agitated mindspace. Sean Spicer’s Briefings, Cringe TV for an
Audience of One, James Poniewozik, New York Times
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969. 3.13.17: “Once the president tweets it, it’s undeniably news,
picked up everywhere and re-amplified — especially by rightwing sites. Derek Thompson of the Atlantic called this a
“conspiracy-theory feedback loop.” And a very effective one
it is.” Pro-Trump media sets the agenda with lies. Here’s how
traditional media can take it back, Margaret Sullivan,
Washington Post
970. 3.13.17: “A right-wing media network anchored around
Breitbart developed as a distinct and insulated media system,
using social media as a backbone to transmit a hyperpartisan
perspective to the world,” the report concluded, after
studying 1.25 million stories.” Pro-Trump media sets the
agenda with lies. Here’s how traditional media can take it
back, Margaret Sullivan, Washington Post
971. 3.13.17: “A right-wing media network anchored around
Breitbart developed as a distinct and insulated media system,
using social media as a backbone to transmit a hyper-partisan
perspective to the world.” Breitbart-led right-wing media
ecosystem altered broader media agenda. Yochai Benkler,
Robert Faris, Hal Roberts, and Ethan Zuckerman, Columbia
Journalism Review
972. 3.13.17: DEEP STATE: DECONSTRUCTING THE ADMINISTRATIVE STATE
973. 3.13.17.1: The cycle of mutual suspicion could well spiral,
further breaking down the relationship between the president
and the institutions through which he is meant to govern.
What Happens When You Fight a ‘Deep State’ That Doesn’t
Exist, Max Fisher, New York Times
3.13.17.2: Though Mr. Trump has not publicly used the phrase,
allies and sympathetic news media outlets have repurposed
“deep state” from its formal meaning — a network of civilian
and military officials who control or undermine
democratically elected governments — to a pejorative meant to
accuse civil servants of illegitimacy and political animus.
What Happens When You Fight a ‘Deep State’ That Doesn’t
Exist, Max Fisher, New York Times
3.13.17.3: The diagnosis of a “deep state,” those experts
say, has the problem backward. Mr. Trump has put institutions
under enormous stress. He has attacked them publicly, implied
he would reject intelligence findings that cast his election
in a poor light, hobbled agencies by failing to fill critical
positions and cut off bodies like the National Security
Council from shaping policy. What Happens When You Fight a
‘Deep State’ That Doesn’t Exist, Max Fisher, New York Times
974. 3.19.17: STATE PARANOIA RUNS DEEP (STATE)
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975. 3.20.17: “It’s all about control of reality by controlling
meaning, by controlling context.” – Gene Youngblood
976. 3.20.17: “How can we have a social world in which we control
the context of meaning and therefore control reality?” – Gene
Youngblood
977. 3.20.17: “BUT THE MOST IMPORTANT THING IS THAT THE AVANTGARDE ALLIANCE OF ARTIST AND META DESIGNER MUST EMPOWER US TO
CONTROL THE CONTENTS OF OUR REPRESENTATIONS, WHATEVER THEY
MUST BE.” – Gene Youngblood
978. 4.6.17: TPRS as a no beginning / no end broadcast from the
Bunker / Desktop, get away from the scxrict performance.
979. 4.9.17: TPRS – Fake News Broadcasting – Constructing its own
mythology as counter-narrative, it’s own cosmological space,
it’s own world.
980. 4.11.17: TPRS – TRUTH WAR
981. 4.13.17: Situational Comedies – TPRS is Twisted logic +
convoluted plotlines of thinking, an interior dialogue that
exposes the saturated nature of intensive media saturation,
in the age of “whatever,” not just TRUMP or BUSH or… This can
be pre-scripted to some degree but better improvised for full
effect, and of course the audio-visual elements underscore
the atmosphere the situations reside.
982. 4.13.17: NAVIGATING THE THIRD SPACE AS A NARRATIVE JOURNEY
ACROSS TIME + DEKTOP FRAGMENTS + COMMUNICATIONS. PERFORMING
(IN) THE THIRD SPACE.
983. 4.14.17.1 (reportage – An Unfinished Communications
Revolution): Hole-in-Space is an interactive
installation inviting everyday people to creatively
come together in a collective narrative, where the viewer is
the maker and communication is the content.
4.14.17.2 (reportage – An Unfinished Communications
Revolution): This is a revolution that will never be
completed because there will alway be an urgent need for
radical instruments of change: perhaps now more than ever.
984. 4.14.17: “To be a subject, according to Merleau-Ponty, one
must necessarily be part of the world one looks at and
touches: therefore one must also be an object in that world.
“He who looks,” the philosopher writes, “must not himself be
foreign to the world he looks at.” – Kris Paulsen, Here/There
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985. 4.14.17: DESKTop – IMAGE OF SELF – STUDIO – SOCIAL MEDIA
DIALOGUE, SKYPE, ALL LIVE ELMENTS of the Third Space.
986. 4.15.17.1 (reportage – Traveling Across the Broadcast Space):
The “SHOW” has no beginning, middle nor end… it exists in
Internet TIME: continuous and “omnitemporal.” It is a PLACE
(of some kind) to enter into, and be, a SPACE for interaction
that is no different from our everyday online interactions
across the chattering broadcast space of social media.
4.15.17.2 (reportage – Traveling Across the Broadcast Space):
The SHOW is a day’s work in the networked studio, exposed to
the broadcast. No one needs to “tune in” to this kind of
SHOW, the audience is already THERE, tuned and primed and
ready to go. In this sense, the SHOW is unformatted, stripped
of formalities, as close as possible to a day online, a day
like any other day. It’s so simple: be the HOST of a
socially-broadcasted-Internet-time-based-collectivenarrative.
4.15.17.3 (reportage – Traveling Across the Broadcast Space):
This is the medium where we have come to exist so
effortlessly and without pause, through all the various
channels we operate in: a medium for super-participatory
ingestion and redistribution. It is here I HOST my brand of
talk “SHOW” as an all-around-virus, absorbing and
regenerating mediated discourse in the virtual realm. In this
sense, we are all Internet talk show HOSTS clamoring for
one another’s attention in the ceaseless chatter.
4.15.17.4 (reportage – Traveling Across the Broadcast Space):
So there is nothing much to producing a SHOW other than to
create a frame around yourself and your interactions, nothing
much at all, just exposing the contents of your everevolving, socially mediated arena of engagements.
4.15.17.5 (reportage – Traveling Across the Broadcast Space):
That’s it. That’s all. Nothing more. Nor less. Create a SHOW.
987. 4.15.17: IT MUST BE A PLACE TO ENTER INTO, A PLACE I ENTER
INTO, A SPACE OF CONVERSATION + INTERACTION THAT IS NOT
DIFFERENT FROM OUR EVERYDAY INTERACTIONS. ACTUALLY IS IS THE
THIRD SPACE, THERE IS NO SPECIAL PLACE, IT IS WHERE WE ENTER
INTO THE ONGOING FLOW, THE TORRENT, THE RIVER, IT IS A MATTER
OF BROADCASTING THE FLOW FOR SOME DETERMINATE AMOUNT OF TIME,
A 24 HOUR BROADCAST? IT IS A WRITING SPACE OF TRAVEL ACROSS
THE SOCIAL MEDIA, BROADCASTING, RECORDING, COLLECTING,
GATHERING, DOCUMENTING, ARCHIVING. DESKTOP TRAVEL THRU THE
THIRD SPACE.
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988. 4.15.17: The Show is essentially a day’s work in the studio,
not a formatted / framed duration. Stripped of FORMALITIES,
as close as possible to an actual DAYS WORK in the studio,
opened up, exposed, broadcasted and archived. SO SIMPLE!!!
BUT WITH A TOPIC IN MIND, THAT CAN DIGRESS ALL THAT IT NEEDS
TO DIGRESS.
989. 4.15.17: MAKE IT MORE PARTICIPATORY – SKYPE IN!
990. 4.15.17: NEVERMIND ABOUT LATENCIES, ENJOY THEM ALL! THE
LATENCIES ARE ALL PART OF THE MEDIA AND ITS CONSISTENCIES AND
INCONSISTENCIES. MAKE IT A PARTICIPATORY SOCIAL EVENT.
991. 4.15.17: USE FACEBOOK, TWITTER, INSTAGRAM + PULL PEOPLE INTO
THE 3SN CHANNEL. FILL THE BINDER WITH NOTES + THINGS TO READ,
BOOKMARKS FOR WEB READINGS, GOOGLE RELATED IDEAS, A
HYPERMEDIATED BRAINSTORMING OF DISCOURSE + MEDIA SHARING!
992. 4.15.17: USE THE NEWSLETTER AS A CALL-TO-ACTION, IN FACT MAKE
IT A NEWSLETTER INSTEAD OF EING SO EVENT-DRIVEN.
993. 4.15.17: How to stress the participatory nature of TPRS. It’s
a collective EVENT, a collective DIALOGUE THAT TRAVELS ACROSS
THE MEDIAL SPACE.
994. 4.15.17: SOCIAL BROADCASTING IN THE MODE OF SYNTHESIZING THE
VARIOUS CHANNELS WE OPERAE ON, even email + texting, even
SPAM, all material for ingestion + redistribution.
995. 4.15.17: BE AN ALL AROUND VIRUS IN THE VIRTUAL REAL AS AN
ARENA FOR SOCIAL BROADCASTING, THRU ALL THE VARIOUS CHANNELS,
THIS IS THE WAY TO MEDIATE ACROSS THE SPACE AND BE A TRUE
TALK SHOW HOST OF THE NET.
996. 4.15.17: THEREIS ERALLY NOTHING more to do in terms of the
show’s production except to place a WINDOW AROUND IT in orer
to fully expose its contents and to redistribute + engage, to
expand into an evolving social situation, to realize the
potentialities that Roy Ascott discusses to be a node in a
constellation of connectivity and to EXPERIENCE THESE
CONNECTIONS IN THE HERE & NOW! SOCIAL MEDIA PERFORMANCE.
997. 4.15.17: THEN PRODUCE A VIDEO DOC FROM THE RESULTS! IT’S A
PRODUCTION / PUBICITY MACHINE FOR ITSELF AS IT IS HAPPENING
IN REAL TIME IN THE FORM OF CREATIVE DIALOGUE. ALLOW THE
PROCESS OF TRAVEING ACROSS THE MEDIA SPACE OF COLLECTIVE
NARRATIVE.
998. 4.16.17.1 (reportage – The TRUMP Simulation Effect):
“Simulation threatens the difference between the “true” and
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the “false,” the “real and the “imaginary.” – Jean
Baudrillard, Simulacra and Simulation
4.16.17.2 (reportage – The TRUMP Simulation Effect): We are
now witnessing an unfolding, war-torn geography of
spectacular violence in the wasteland of the TRUMP simulation
effect
4.16.17.3 (reportage – The TRUMP Simulation Effect): Let’s
return to the Apprentice: TRUMP Tower as a staged simulation
of a corporate control center, a starkly imposing high-rise
monolith straight out of Blade Runner. The Apprentice
collapsed any space that may have once existed between the
so-called “real” Donald TRUMP the developer and the reality
star, sucker-puncher of wanna-be moguls with his iconic
“You’re Fired.” The TRUMP persona co-existed harmoniously in
a continuous post real confusion between actual life and the
“SHOW.” In the seamless blur of the TRUMP simulation effect,
he could operate with absolute and total certainty as a selfinvented mythology of his own branded making.
4.16.17.4 (reportage – The TRUMP Simulation Effect): Once
the simulation effect of The Apprentice had burrowed its way
into the viewer’s imagination – far, far beyond the
suspension of disbelief – TRUMP proceeded to infiltrate all
aspects of public consciousness, a virus eroding and
dissolving the space of the real. Within this space he
could sculpt anything: from the dismantling of
Obama’s birthright to a fabricated political campaign sown
from the seduction of tabloid mentality. To win the election,
TRUMP essentially hypnotized his believers, whose criticality
was by this time permanently suspended.
4.16.17.5 (reportage – The TRUMP Simulation Effect): You see,
the TRUMP simulation effect had gone well beyond the
monumental branding campaign that marked the urban space with
the GOLDEN TRUMP imprimatur as a claim on its territories.
This marketing assault has now claimed the White House and
for that matter, the entire American political system,
threatening the world order with TRUMP’s attention turned
from buildings to bombs. War is now the primary leitmotif,
the new theater of enactment for the ultimate fantasy of
power and control. The massive ordnance of the Mother of All
Bombs was the perfect moment in the TRUMP SHOW, with no other
purpose than to wield the BRAND in the most spectacular way.
4.16.17.6 (reportage – The TRUMP Simulation Effect): From the
board room of TRUMP Tower to the situation room of the White
House, it’s all a stage for the unblinking eye of the camera,
an uninterrupted 24/7 post reality SHOW that commands
EVERYONE’s attention, with no escape. The performance is
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riveting in its terrifying display of violent beauty, a Total
Narrative that engulfs us all in a constant state of
flirtation with apocalyptic catastrophe. The Mother of all
Bombs was not merely the blast of ordnance in Afghanistan, it
is the nuclear explosion of the TRUMP simulation effect and
its disintegration of the real.
999. 4.16.17: In the land of the post reality, a wasteland of fake
news, raging social media wars, chatter-chatter-chatter,
nothing to hold on to, like the desert wind blowing across
the tumble weeds, across the vast distances, the desert of
the Real, a desolate, war torn, spectacular geography of
violence to the argument, collapsing the Real + the
Imaginary.
1000. 4.16.17: TPRS
“WORK.” Maybe
Finished Work
Currents that

– needs to be an overall strategy leading to a
even some form of completion. Some kind of
that stands in confrontation to all the Media
coalesce today into a post real culture.

1001. 4.16.17: TPRS – move into the space, calmly efficiently,
productively… recording… broadcasting… routinely. Simple.
1002. 4.18.17: The Post Reality Show is a journal of the artist @
work exposing the process of critiquing a post real
environment. Figure out the journal blog. It’s figured!
1003. 4.18.17: The viewer is watching the process, live and in
real-time. Work that out further.
1004. 4.18.17: I AM A CONDUIT THRU WHICH THE VIEWER(S) BECOME THE
OBJECT OF THEIR OWN INTERACTIONS THRU WHICH THEIR ACTIONS ARE
OBSERVABLE TO THEMSELVES AND TO OTHERS, IN THE EVER-PRESENTPRESENT OF NOW. IS THIS NOT THE ROLE OF THE ARTIST, TO
CONSTRUCT AN ENVIRONMENT, A REPRESENTATION THRU WHICH THE
VIEWER BECOMES SELF-AWARE. THE STUDIO/ARTIST @ WORK ACTUATES
THIS THEATER OF OBSERVABLE ACTION THAT INVITES THE VIEWER TO
BE AN ACTIVE PARTICIPANT AND A MAKER OF SOCIAL TRANSACTION.
1005. 4.18.17: Instead of pulling in people to the theater, you
push the theater as a space of observable action to them.
This is the theater of the post real, in which we are
engaging in an unceasing flow of simulation, the
presentations we perceive ourselves thru the mirror of the
screen, staring back @ us as our mirror image, our double,
our avatar: an incarnation, embodiment, or manifestation of a
person (or idea): an iconic figure (self) representing a
particular person (self) in the digital environment.
1006. 4.18.17: Desktop theater, the space of social enactments, I
situate the camera on myself pointing the camera @ the
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viewer, a fun house effect creating a space of
representation, reversal, simulation, confusion, blurred
perception, in which the real is no longer distinguishable
from its digital manifestation, a microcosm of the simulation
effects we experience in the everyday life of social
mediation.
1007. 4.18.17: “The social media will be my stage,” by pointing my
cursor my eyes, my gaze, my process, the studio apparatus, my
audio-visual ingestion machine @ the screen, where the social
mediations and situational comedies unfold each and every
day: I become a VIDEOGRAPHER, A STORYTELLER, A COMPOSER OF
THE NET, CPATURING THE MEDIATIONS WITH VIRAL ENERGY IN ORDER
TO INSTIGATE A DIALGOUE WITH THE AUDIENCE THRU THE MEDIA,
THAT “NON PLACE” WHERE IT ALL TAKES PLACE. THAT IS THE STAGE
+ THE THEATER THE AUDIENCE IS ALREADY IN PLACE AND I AM
SIMPLY FRAMING THE NARRATIVE, CREATING A PROSCENIUM FRAME
AROUND THAT SPACE BY AIMING MY LENS + ENGAGING OUR VOICES AS
A FORM OF SOCIAL BROADCASTING. AND THE MORE YOU GIVE THE MORE
YOU RECEIVE, IT THE NATURE OF THE MEDIUM.
[Screen / Desktop as Writing / Performing Space]
1008. 4.18.17: THE SCREEN IS MY MIS-EN-SCENE, literally to “place
on stage,” the screen space through the live broadcast of the
desktop, that is the virtual manifestation of the studio
broadcast, and the ways in which the two converge in the
third space.
1009. 4.18.17: WRITE A BLOG POST WHILE PERFORMING TPRS. TAG-TAG-TAG
ACROSS THE WRITING SPACE, THAT IS HOW YOU BREACH THE 4TH WLL
IN LIVE ONLINE PERFORMANCE.
1010. 4.18.17: PRODUCE DAILY POSTS DOCUMENTING THE WORK UNFOLDING
(WORK_FLOW).
1011. 4.25.17: “In electronic space, the information becomes the
environment. It’s like a river: the technology that
determines how information flows is the riverbed; but the
writer-the information itself-is the environment the user
actually lives in, interacts with. – Gene Youngblood, Virtual
Space, The Electronic Environments of Mobile Image.
1012. 5.6.17: TREAT THE DESKTOP AS A SPACE of transactions,
interactions, not just as a set of “slides” but a multiwindowed environment of writing, conversation, social media,
transformation. ALSO A COMPOSITE SPCE, A PLACE, A WORLD, MY
WORLD, MY REALITY, MY POST REALITY, MY THEATRE, MY STAGE.
1013. 5.6.17: FIND COLLABPORATORS TO SHARE THE SPACE, INTERACT IN
THE SPACE.
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1014. 5.6.7: A BROADCAST OPEN STUDIO?
1015. 5.7.17: The emphasis needs to be on the live performance,
with the VOD creating a continuous stream of programming to
aggregate an audience. The tricky part is how NOT to become a
service provider but rather a host and a new kind of VENUE. I
need to first create a proof-of-concept with my own work, to
create essentially MY OWN CHANNEL, before spinning this idea
to multiple channels, with multiple artists from around the
world. It’s such an opportunity to concentrate on my own
word, to create a spce for my own work, a channel for my own
work, but with 24/7 programming there is so much time for
diversity and movement. It still needs to be brought back to
process, rather than the finished thing, the “act of making,”
of discovery, explanation, to bring the viewer into the
process as a collaborative agent, establishing the space,
carry out its social relations, communicating with the
viewer, bring them in, into the studio process, into the
making, into the alchemy of the transformation.
1016. 5.12.17.1 (reportage – You’re Fired): Under the hot, bright
lights of the tv cameras, in the swirling course of unfolding
events: “You’re Fired,” loud and clear, a declaration echoing
from yet, another, unscripted SHOW of a post real presidency.
Casting his spell through the lens of the camera, TRUMP is a
true performer, laser focused on absolutely nothing but the
ratings. That is all: nothing more, nothing less. He cares
not a whit about his staff, his agencies, his administration,
the people, the world. No, it is all about the ratings and
his grip on the locus of the 24/7 intoxication of the media
spectacle. Always on. Without a pause.
5.12.17.2 (reportage – You’re Fired): The telegenic image of
TRUMP’s interview with NBC anchor Lester Holt might well have
been a scene straight out of The Apprentice, another
cathartic firing, in which TRUMP delivers the explanation,
the nasty satisfaction, the seductive rationalebehind the
take down of another wannabe aspirer to TRUMP Tower. This
time the take down was James Comey, the director of the FBI,
but no matter, the gravity of the moment and its context is
totally irrelevant. It is about TRUMP in the act of Conquest.
Winning. Power. The Vanquisher of anyone who dares challenge
his absolute superiority.
5.12.17.3 (reportage – You’re Fired): Through the spell of
the camera, TRUMP bears down on his prey, like a media
carnivore lusting after good, red political meat. After
throwing his deputy Attorney General Rod J. Rosenstein to the
dogs, slopping up the bloody mess with his deputy spokesman
Sarah Huckabee Sanders and VP Mike Pence, TRUMP sits on the
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edge of his seat like an all-powerful Emperor from ancient
Rome, basking in the denouement of an administration in
ruins. It’s all good ratings.
5.12.17.4 (reportage – You’re Fired): “You’re Fired”
resounds endlessly and circuitously through the neural
network of the media brain, all of us whiplashed into
submission to the clarion call of seduction. We • just •
simply • cannot • take • our • eyes • off • of • this •
disaster… no matter how hard we try. And the more we resist,
the more we are stuck in the Web, dripping with sticky,
poisonous residue of TRUMP’s poisonous venom.
5.12.17.5 (reportage – You’re Fired): We are witnessing the
SHOW of the century, in all of its destructive, postapocalyptic glory, a SHOW for the masses, broadcasted to each
and every one of us who are, ultimately, the victims of
a dark, dangerous, pleasure. We find ourselves hanging on by
a thread to the last vestige of reality, dangling on the
precipice of shifting truth, falling into a vertigo of
psychic confusion, as TRUMP resoundingly shouts into the
void, “You’re Fired.”
1017. 5.14.17.1 (reportage - The Laboratory of Networked Behavior):
“How can we aim for a better, happier world if we don’t allow
ourselves to exist, if we are not ready to confront our
sloppy sides and take them as a departure point for our
thoughts and actions. How can we pretend to change a world if
we are not even capable of looking honestly at ourselves?”
– Annie Abrahams
5.14.17.2 (reportage - The Laboratory of Networked Behavior):
The answer is elusive and obvious, at the edge of our
fingertips, and far away in the global reach of the network.
It is only through questioning, probing, getting dirty, and
embracing the messiness of online behavior, can we even come
close to any kind of understanding of what lies ahead of us
in our mediated lives.
[genesis of #NeWWWorlDisorder]
1018. 5.15.17: Musicircus on the Desktop, a portal into the desktop
and the desktop as a stage for a coordinated EVENT. What
better form to organize + activate the desktop as a multiparticipatory performance space for the musicircus. We
connect to allow multiple performers into the space, each
transmitting their cameras, media, transformations, into the
SPACE.
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1019. 5.17.15: Telecircus. I am making too big a deal out the SHOW.
It scales up, scales down, according to the moment.
Telecircus, global event. It’s all a show.
1020. 5.17.17: Each + every day getting up, going into the studio,
to make some kind of sense of the world around us in all its
post-apocalyptic, post real glory.
1021. 5.19.17: TPRS has become in its epic sequence of
documentation the ACT OF SITTING AT THE DESK WORKING OUT THE
ESCALATING COMPLEXITIES OF A WORLD GONE MAD. Ultimately I
really don’t knowwhat I’m doing. I’m over my head…
1022. 5.22.17: The greatest show is the DANCE between TRUMP and the
Media, a relationship that co-supports, co-feeds, conourishes an ENABLING RELATIONSHIP. A LOVE-HATE relationship,
a symbiotic relationship.
1023. 5.25.17.1 (reportage – Meme Survival): The meme – an entity
or concept or popular icon that travels so quickly through
the cultural bloodstream we barely have time to think, let
alone reflect. Let me try.
5.25.17.2 (reportage – Meme Survival): Memes are so deeply
embedded in our everyday networked culture, I dare say, we
don’t even think of them explicitly as memes (i.e. an idea,
behavior, or style that spreads from person to person within
a culture), but rather, a necessary staple of our daily media
diet that we happily ingest without a care or thought. They
go down smoothly, like butter or candy, with a buzz
of intoxication that has transformed us all into helpless
addicts suffering from major Attention Deficit Disorder.
5.25.17.3 (reportage – Meme Survival): For sure, memes, or at
least the personas they possess, present something of a
gestic form that performs a social function beyond their
cultural place… We can consider the captions reinforcement
for the gestic values of goofy grin, braces, sweater vest,
bad haircut… My memes suck. They never get shared. I don’t
put my own name on them. I don’t even like them myself… What
if what we call “viral media” is not viral at all? Sure, it
is information. Sure it spreads. But what if it is a cancer?…
I want to be buried in a meme. Scatter my digital
accumulations across the winds of twitter like 010101 ashes…
5.25.17.4 (reportage – Meme Survival): … to better understand
the mimetic play and spiraling viral missives that
constitute the overfeeding of our information culture,
especially in these hyper-dangerous times of TRUMP. MEME
CULTURE, ALIENATION CAPITAL, AND GESTIC PLAY is where you
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want to invest your intellectual capital (so to speak), as
perhaps a manual for surviving 21st century social media.
1024. 5.25.17.1 (reportage – The Spies Who Loved Me): And oh what a
love fest we are witnessing in the Oval Office, more
defiantly erotic than Monica, as TRUMP and his Russian
blowhards stick it to one another with the utmost joviality
and good old boys uncontrolled glee. Of course, we know it’s
all a big joke, but the joke is on us, the media, and cable
news junkies who can’t get enough of this White House porn.
It has all of Washington jumping and shouting and demanding
more and more: more hearings, more investigations, more
inquiries, more testimonies, more subpoenas, more, God help
us, titillation, and more is never enough.
5.25.17.2 (reportage – The Spies Who Loved Me): The Grand
Pimp, Putin himself, that old KGB hack, sits back and enjoys
the SHOW with the most profound pleasure as he pulls the
levers of age-old Russian counter-intelligence seduction. He
has already smacked General Flynn and Paul Manafort, and most
likely countless others who have fed off the Russian trough,
slurping from Putin’s teats like sows lusting after their
mother’s milk. What is the attraction we ask? Why have the
XTreme TRUMPologists fallen prey to this old, obvious
espionage trap? It’s quite simple: the sexy allure of
unconditional flattery.
5.25.17.3 (reportage – The Spies Who Loved Me):
TRUMP surrounded himself with Putin’s harem: Flynn, Manafort,
Rex Tillerson, Roger Stone, Carter Page, et al. With so much
political romance it was too easy to seal the deal, however
tacitly: Putin messes with DNC email, fuels public confusion
with socially-mediated fake news, blows a few kisses, all
while a pumped up TRUMP squeals with delight, basing his
whole campaign strategy on Russian penetration. What a
sweetheart deal. TRUMP’s best deal ever, I dare say,
surpassing everything he had ever accomplished in the
business and reality tv world heretofore.
1025. 5.26.17: “Until television, artists have been inventors first
and communicators second. Artists have created things to be
communicated, they have not created communication. But
television is neither an object nor a “content.” Television
is the art of communication itself, irrespective of message.
Television exists in its purest form between the sender and
the receiver. A number of contemporary artists have realized
that television, for the first time in history, provides the
means by which one can control the movement of information
throughout the environment.” Pg. 337, Expanded Cinema, Gene
Youngblood
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1026. 5.26.17: “In this respect television is not fundamentally an
aesthetic medium, at least not as we've traditionally
understood the term. It's an instrument whose unique ability
is, as its name implies, to transport audio-visual
information in real time through actual space, allowing faceto-face communication between humans or events physically
separated by continents and even planets. The self-feeding,
selfimaging, and environmental surveillance capabilities of
closed-circuit television provide for some artists a means of
engaging the phenomenon of communication and perception in a
truly empirical fashion similar to scientific
experimentation. This approach to the medium may in fact
constitute the only pure television art, since the
teleportation of encoded electronic-signal information is
central to its aesthetic. The actual transmission of
information across space/time is not an issue when video
equipment is used only for aesthetic manipulation of graphic
images as in synaesthetic videotapes and videographic films.
I use the term teledynamic environment to indicate that the
artist works directly with the dynamics of the movement of
information within physical and temporal parameters.” Pg.
337, Expanded Cinema, Gene Youngblood
1027. 5.26.17: “The artist is concerned not so much with what is
being communicated as with how it's communicated and the
awareness of this process. Thus television becomes the
world's first inherently objective art form.” Pg. 339,
Expanded Cinema, Gene Youngblood
1028. 5.26.17: Start small: Setup a situation, a broadcast, a
transmission, as in a live Facebook feed, then focus the
communication on Facebook itself, while broadcasting the
communication, a real-time event within the space of the
broadcast that is entered around the idea of communication in
the open space of the network. Use my own feed as a way to
reach people, so as not to exist in an empty space.
1029. 5.26.17: LOCK INTO THE TRANSMISSION for an unspecified
duration.
1030. 5.26.17: SPREAD VIRALLLY to explore the trajectory of social
media’s radiating field of communication.
1031. 5.26.17: ENGAGE + ENGAGE +ENGAGE + LUXERIATE IN THE LIVE
TRANSMISSION.
1032. 5.26.17: INVITE PARTICIPANTS TO BROADCAST SOCIALLY
1033. 5.26.17: Feed the Feeds to super-participate.
1034. TEST. TEST. TEST. It’s a big experiment.
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1035. 5.26.17: DOCUMENT WHILE IT IS HAPPENING. FEED BACK INTO THE
BROADCAST. FOLD THE RESPONSE OF THE TRANSMISSION BACK INTO
THE TRANSMISSION. FEEDBACK.
1036. 5.26.17: It’s all about process in the lie act of the
transmission, transmitting the process, the research, the
critique, the dialogue, all aspects of the events + its
communications.
1037. 5.27.17 (postrealityshow - The FLOW of Information is a
Beautiful Thing): Information comes in, it goes out. I follow
it wherever it leads, without too much concern with its
aesthetic implications... just find a way to keep working +
working, just stay in the FLOW of seeing and listening to
what transpires... All of this occurs in real-time direct
contact with the viewer, out there is some third space place
of watching, as I have setup a window into my open src studio
FLOW. For the viewer to enter into this world, I just keep on
writing and activating the FLOW... hypnotized as we are by
this intoxicated FLOW pulsing away in our collectively net
dynamic lives. It all becomes very fluid in the writing
process as the information passes into and out of my studio.
There seems to be no end to this stream and I am not even
sure where to stop, if I should stop at all... But nevermind
all of that, it is just a matter of noting, or should I say,
experiencing the beauty of the FLOW, a thing to be
appreciated and absorbed in its breathtaking intoxication…
1038. 5.27.17.1 (reportage – The Net Dynamic Environment):
Information comes in, it goes out. I follow it wherever it
leads, without too much concern with its aesthetic
implications, it seems the more I let go of some kind of
finished/polished/final thing, the more something truly
miraculous emerges out of distance from the Work. It’s all
about process, doing, making, creating, working, shaping,
evolving, but not finishing, completing, finalizing… because
there is no beginning middle end, though perhaps in the
documentation there is some sense of closure, who knows, but
who cares, that all comes after the fact anyway. Perhaps it
is best to not be too concerned but just find a way to keep
working + working, just stay in the FLOW of seeing and
listening to what transpires.
5.27.17.2 (reportage – The Net Dynamic Environment): All of
this occurs in real-time direct contact with the viewer, out
there is some third space place of watching, as I have setup
a window into my open src studio FLOW. For the viewer to
enter into this world, I have created an unceasingly dynamic
that is endlessly dynamic in its fluidity and spontaneity. I
just keep on writing and activating the FLOW as it it passes
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through the Machine I have constructed for its
transformation.
5.27.17.3 (reportage – The Net Dynamic Environment): There is
a lot going on in our world of non-stop communications media
FLOW that passes through each and every computer that is
connected to the System. I am just one node in that system
making something from the noise, channeling the noise into a
form that supports its comprehension, if that is possible, as
noise to be received, hypnotized as we are by this
intoxicated FLOW that passes through the Machine pulsing
away in our collectively net dynamic lives.
5.27.17.4 (reportage – The Net Dynamic Environment): It all
becomes very fluid in the writing process as the
information passes into and out of my studio. There seems to
be no end to this stream and I am not even sure where to
stop, if I should stop at all.
1039. 5.27.17: EXPERIMENTS IN BROADCASTING: READINESS IS NOT THE
POINT. The point is to establish the live connection with the
viewer.
1040. 5.27.17: Setting up is a thing of beauty.
[#NeWWWorlDisorder]
1041. 5.29.17 (reportage – New World Disorder): Geopolitical
systems are breaking down. It is the New World Disorder.
Globalization is in retreat, alliances are
crumbling, relationships shifting with the speed of a shove
to a world leader. The established alignment of nations has
in short order been rendered “incohered:” disassembled,
fragmented, and falling apart.
1042. 5.29.17 (reportage – New World Disorder): The breakdown is
swiftly underway as TRUMP returns to his White House bunker
amidst an administration in flames: a scenario worthy of
Wotan’s denouement in the grand post-apocalyptic finale of
Wagner’s Götterdämmerung. Global disorder is the grand motif,
the prevailing theme, an epic, indeterminate political
strategy to bring it all down into a crashing chaos of
crumbling institutional disruption.
1043. 5.29.17 (reportage – New World Disorder): TRUMP’s New World
Disorder is revolution of the highest magnitude, played out
on the world stage, a geo-mashup and disruption of
convention, democracy, and humanity. The escalating plotline
of TRUMP’s presidency has been brilliantly non-scripted to
leave behind only a disintegrating trace of memes and
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unrecognizable cultural artifacts, which loop endlessly in
the resonant noise of the social/media echo chamber.
1044. 5.29.17: In the climate of geopolitical, systems are breaking
down, alliances reformed, conventions disintegrating, the
established order.
1045. 5.29.17 (postrealityshow - #NeWWWorlDisorder): We Must Now
Become a Media Weapon of Disinformation. Geopolitical systems
are breaking down. It is the #NeWWWorlDisorder. We must take
up arms and signal a call-to-action by engaging the power of
autonomous networks. The established alignment of the
political order is disassembling, fragmenting, falling apart.
We must grab hold of our media channels to express resistance
through the activation of the mechanisms of
disinformation, engaging in fakery and misrepresentation,
virally spreading our words and actions far and wide and
everywhere all at once through acts of socially-mediatedsuper-participation. Globalization is in retreat, alliances
are crumbling, relationships disintegrating. We must cut
through the ubiquitous noise of mass media by generating a
propaganda counter-offensive of our own. #NeWWWorlDisorder is
the grand motif, the prevailing theme, an epic, indeterminate
political strategy to bring it all down into a crashing chaos
of crumbling institutional disruption. We must fight back
with an even greater avalanche of disinformation.
#NeWWWorlDisorder is revolution of the highest magnitude,
played out on the world stage, a geo-mashup and disruption of
the war on democracy and humanity. We must retaliate with
increasing entropy &amp; disorder: broadcasting live from the
streets, auto-generating memes, manufacturing fake news,
leaking information, rattling our digits… This anarchic
intervention must be of such scope and magnitude, that it
leaves behind only a disintegrating trace of memes and
unrecognizable cultural artifacts, which loop endlessly in
the resonant noise of the social/media echo chamber. Most of
all, we cannot be silent! We must aggregate!! Welcome to the
#NeWWWorlDisorder the collective deconstruction of the
political reality.
1046. 5.29.17: Ideas are indeterminate, free-floating, moving @ the
speed of light but incohered. INCOHERE to INCOHERE is to
disassemble, fragment, fall apart. Create incomprehensibility
as the everyday reality of our mediated, fragmented,
networked, multitudinous existence. INCOHERE.
1047. 5.29.17: TO INCOHERE is to RESIST HOLDING TOGETHER. To EN-COHERE, the world of political + social fragmentation. Invite
collaborators to participate in an online performs of
IN/CO/HERE TO CELEBRATE THE FLAILING ALIGNMENTS OF IN/ORDER
OF GLOBAL IN/ORDER, PARTICIPATE IN DIS/ORDER: DISRUPTION,
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organized chaos, systems crumbling, the world
reordered/disordered.
1048. 5.29.17: CELEBRATING A GEO-MASHUP OF THE NEW WORLD DISORDER
that promises to INCoHere into a DESKTOP DISPLAY OF MEMES +
ARTIFACTS of the changing realignments of the social
construction. A DAY OF DISORDER + DISRUPTION.
1049. 5.29.17: Engaging all the social media channels to create an
autonomous reality community for one day as an Internet sitin, to jam the mediawaves with TOTAL disruption,
deconstruction, detournement, thus the Net becomes a space of
SOCIAL BROADCASTING. CULTURE JAM THE MEDIAWAVES. It’s realtime. An online, networked demonstration occupying social
media channels by inserting Artistic Acts of Mediation +
Disruption.
1050. 6.1.17: The Broadcasts are sequenced, one after the next,
like a proto-cable-news-station.
1051. 6.1.17: We accept the Disorder.
1052. 6.2.17.1 (reportage – Channeling the #NeWWWorlDisorder):
“There has to be somewhere else to go that is equally
massive, so that you can secede from this world and join that
one, and have another place to live.” – Gene Youngblood
6.2.17.2 (reportage – Channeling the #NeWWWorlDisorder):
Today we are announcing #neWWWorlDisorder, a collective
artistic response to escalating world chaos and hypermanufactured disinformation, broadcasted via Facebook Live
simultaneously between Paris, Washington, and Well Beyond:
hosted by yours truly and the legendary artist of the
networks, Michaël Systaime Borras.
6.2.17.3 (reportage – Channeling the #NeWWWorlDisorder): With
the latest explosive announcement emanating from the White
House yesterday, as TRUMP brazenly announced his Nationalistinfused AMEREXIT from the Paris Accord, we artistbroadcasters intend to take to the networked Media Broadcast
Stage on July 29, 2017 to RESPOND EN MASSE as we culture jam
the global social media channels.
6.2.17.4 (reportage – Channeling the #NeWWWorlDisorder): As
TRUMP leads the charge against environmental consciousness,
heading down a catastrophic slope into a wasteland of nevernever-land political hyperbole that runs contrary to any
logic, any economic sense, any environmental impact, any
humanity… we intend to take the MEDIA into our own hands with
our own Broadcast Channel, #neWWWorlDisorder, a temporary
autonomous networked zone of artistic intervention and
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mediation aimed squarely against the disorder with even MORE
disorder:
1053. 6.2.17 (reportage – Channeling the #NeWWWorlDisorder):
We declare we are the TV
We are the media
We are the flux
We are the real désordre
We are the message
We are Facebook
– Michaël Systaime Borras
1054. 6.5.17: Terrorists are using related technique of
virtualization to create digital havens/autonomous
communities to investigate attacks and to build solidarity.
How do we make the distinction between BUILDS of a free
society, BUILDS of tyranny + terrorism. The distinction
between how media democracy enables terrorists to form
autonomous communities, and the democracies that flourish in
these spaces.
1055. 6.12.17: SOCIAL BROADCAST SPACE: INDEPENDENT CHANNELS that
converge into the social broadcast space. They are still
independent but interrelate, interact, congeal in the social
broadcast space.
1056. 6.13.17: Create your own reality, the most powerful disorder,
temporary autonomous zone, the highest form of chaos, order.
1057. 6.13.17: Make the Internet Great Again.
1058. 6.13.17: “Now,”more and more people,’’ he said, “are looking
for information in the media and elsewhere that will
reinforce what they already believe.”” In Watergate, One Set
of Facts. In Trump Era, Take Your Pick, Jim Rutenberg, New
York Times
1059. 6.15.17.1 (reportage - The Aggregated Disorder of the
Socially Broadcasted Space): Now… how in the world are we
possibly going to create any real disorder in Facebook, one
of the artists subtly inquired. That’s the challenge, I
responded, albeit with some trepidation, not having yet
realized a socially broadcasted project with Facebook Live.
So here’s the idea: you can’t change Facebook (and oh how we
would like to undermine it’s god-like superiority over the
earth), but you can reorder the larger-than-Facebook
broadcast space, channeling the artists’ transmissions into a
collective montage by re-routing and aggregating their
broadcasts. While each of us activates our cell phones &
laptops, streaming out on our OWN respective channels across
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the vast mediascape of our personal timelines, our fourteen
independent streaming signals justly converge,
surreptitiously, into an integrated Web interface: creating,
we declare, the energy and entropy of supremely organized
disorder.
6.15.17.2 (reportage - The Aggregated Disorder of the
Socially Broadcasted Space): All of a sudden, there is live
simultaneity in Facebook, a rejiggering of the system, a
little uncontrolled madness. I can’t predict the precise
results of our social broadcast experiment, but in the new
world disorder gone amok amidst geo-political catastrophe on
both sides of the Atlantic –We must take up arms and signal a
call-to-action by engaging the power of the Temporary
Autonomous Network Zone (TANZ) – it’s what we have to do.
6.15.17.3 (reportage - The Aggregated Disorder of the
Socially Broadcasted Space): For 90 minutes, it is the intent
of the #NeWWWorlDisorder project to engage disorder with even
more disorder and flux: generating a counter-offensive to the
tyranny of hierarchical thinking, culture jamming the far too
safe social media channels, activating a geo-mashup that
confuses and abuses the status quo, while thoroughly caught
up in the sheer pleasure of uncontrolled social
broadcasting.
1060. 6.16.17.1 (reportage - Gene Youngblood and the Unfinished
Communications Revolution): “You never change things by
fighting the existing reality. To change something, build a
new model that makes the existing model obsolete.” –
Buckminster Fuller
6.16.17.2 (reportage - Gene Youngblood and the Unfinished
Communications Revolution): Over the course of our three days
and nearly six hours of flights of imagination and creative
dialogue, Gene laid out his grand plan for “The Build,” a
towering concept and utopic construction of “autonomous
reality communities”: decentralized, pluralistic, and nonhierarchical modes of social interaction. Gene is convinced
that this form of radical “secession” is within our grasp,
but possibly beyond our collective will to seize the
opportunity. What is this “non-place?” Well, Gene has spent a
lifetime in the study, critique, and investigation of the
communications revolution to define its meaning and
potential, in his mind, perhaps the most important unfinished
business of mankind.
1061. 6.18.17: #NeWWWorlDisorder is a collectively-generated WWW
installation.
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1062. 6.20.17.1 (reportage – Reordering the Broadcast):
“Operationally, the internet is the inverse of the Broadcast.
Group conversation is replacing mass communication, and the
social construction of realities is being decentralized and
pluralized.” – Gene Youngblood
6.20.17.2 (reportage – Reordering the Broadcast): Facebook,
Twitter, YouTube, et al, would like nothing more than to turn
us all into little television broadcasters, each on our own
channel, beaming out to a captive audience, who WATCH. Now, I
understand that social media broadcasting, such as Facebook
Live, includes chat, likes, reactions, and all the rest of
the easy push-button, prefabricated, emoticon Facebook
responses. BUT SOCIAL MEDIA DOESN’T ALLOW THE CONVERGENCE OF
OUR SOCIALLY-BROADCASTED SIMULTANEOUS STREAMS.
6.20.17.3 (reportage – Reordering the Broadcast): With
conventional social media broadcasting, we can’t MERGE our
streams, we can’t MERGE our screens, we can’t MERGE our
desktops, we can’t MERGE our digital spaces. As a result, we
must REORDER THE BROADCAST, merging our streams in the
most socially provocative disorderly ways.
6.20.17.4 (reportage – Reordering the Broadcast): In a world
that is descending into chaos, instability, violence and
authoritarian geo-political drama, it is critical we use the
BROADCAST SPACE to form reality communities issuing LIVE
messages, actions, and expressions that are decentralized and
pluralized. For 90 minutes on 7-29-17, we intend to establish
a Temporary Autonomous Network Zone (TANZ), a space of
socially-broadcasted convergences and aggregation that elude
formal structures of control imposed by the monolithic
technology autocrats. A way to comprehend the magnitude and
volatility of the #NeWWWorlDisorder is to participate in a
non-hierarchical broadcast system of social relationships
that concentrates on the PRESENT through the POWER of the
LIVE simultaneity of artistic mediations emanating from our
phones, microphones, cameras, laptops, desktops, softwares,
and open src studios. It’s time to get to work :::
1063. 6.21.17.1 (reportage – TRUMP Mind Control): What else could
it be? What other explanation could there possibly be for
those who cling to the mythological greatness of TRUMP’s
America as he beckons us into a raging sea of chaos, scandal
and disorder. The answer is very simple and sits squarely in
front of our eyes: MIND Control. Through the prism of the All
Seeing Eye, the panopticon that emanates from the TOWER where
the TRUMP Show all began, from TRUMP’s MIND’s eye, there
radiates a steely grip that has paralyzed the “partially
educated,” those 36% of the adoring electorate who are
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following this Man down, down, down into the deepest abyss
from which their is surely no return.
6.21.17.2 (reportage – TRUMP Mind Control): For more than ten
years, TRUMP gained total control over the minds and hearts
of the People through the hypnotic reality-bending
machinations of reality tv, until one day, the Lord of TRUMP
TOWER, along with his perfect-model-wife, blithely descended
the lobby escalator into the bright media lights of a
political campaign for president of the United States.
Perfect segue… seamless transition between reality and
fiction… the stage is set.
6.21.17.3 (reportage – TRUMP Mind Control): And the rest is
history. We saw how TRUMP could steamroll his opponents with
childlike bullying; we saw how he could insult American war
heroes and the parents of dead soldiers; we saw how he could
get away with the most extreme sex scandals. Over and over
and over the media pundits scratched their collective heads
pondering this implausible scenario. The liberals ate
themselves alive. Hillary drowned in a sea of disgust and
horror. Nothing could stop TRUMP from winning the election
against ALL the odds. Why? The answer is so simple: MIND
control.
6.21.17.4 (reportage – TRUMP Mind Control): TRUMP has used
masterful techniques of reality television to dissolve the
line between reality and fiction, between truth and lie,
between the real and the imaginary. We are now living in
TRUMP’s simulacrum, his fantastic “representation of
government,” a reality farce of epic proportions, as the
system wobbles and struggles to stay afloat amidst a raging
torrent of scandal and disinformation.
1064. 6.22.17: How can we break the broadcast paradigm of Facebook
Live to make it more decentralized, multi-modal,
participatory, social media art.
1065. 6.24.17: Create Fake assertions, innuendos, and conspiracyladen diatribes. Performance! Something that will provoke +
disturb.
1066. 6.24.17: Artists streaming direct contact with one another is
a transformation of the polarities of geo-political conflict.
We can create holes in the Disorder by connecting our
Broadcasts on the immaterial autonomous zone of the Network.
It is like joining hands in solidarity, to fuse our
transmissions.
1067. 6.25.17.1 (reportage – The Broadcast as Social Act): Together
we are exploring the potentialities of mixing and co-mingling
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our streams into collective, activist forms, a political
statement of artistic unity (and creative disorder) to
challenge the disorderliness of a world gone amok. In the age
of nationalist, “every man for himself,” TRUMP & Brexit
tribal ferocity, social broadcasting is an antidote for
inspiring cross-cultural, global expression that blurs
boundaries and challenges the geo-political disorder with
artistic disorder.
6.25.17.2 (reportage – The Broadcast as Social Act): As the
medium of television persists as a hermetically sealed space
of control, there is a golden opportunity to invert its
primacy, its hierarchies, its seductive hold on our
intelligence, through reinvention and intervention of the
medium. Of course this is nothing new, it is the many storied
history of video art since its inception. It is the
unfinished communications revolution. Social broadcasting is
clearly the future of television, the future of the Internet,
and a powerful way to take charge of the Broadcast.
1068. 6.26.17: I don’t know why it has taken so long to have the
courage to get in front of the microphone and just start
talking, to myself, to Michael, to the world, out on
Facebook, where in the third space of social relations no one
is really listening anyway. Into what kind of void, empty
hole am I speaking? Into what kind of vast social space of
silence do I enter? I speak from the Bunker as an artist
connecting out into the space of the ether or some kind of
quest to be heard, to be liked to but I declare here and now
it is most likely a hopeless effort.
1069. 6.26.17: I am a reporter planting fake news as reportage.
1070. 6.28.17: (postrealityshow – Merging Our Streams): We must
REORDER THE BROADCAST, merging our streams in the
most socially provocative disorderly ways
1071. 6.28.17.1 (reportage - The Collective Simultaneity of the
Distributed #NeWWWorlDisorder): “It is presently advantageous
to experiment by gradually widening the distances between the
events within a Happening. First along several points on a
heavily trafficked avenue; then in several rooms and floors
of an apartment house where some of the activities are out of
touch with each other; then on more than one street; then in
different but proximate cities; finally all around the
globe.” – Allan Kaprow, Untitled Guidelines for Happenings
6.28.17.2 (reportage - The Collective Simultaneity of the
Distributed #NeWWWorlDisorder): The question then arises as
to whether or not we are losing something in the dispersion
of our actions, and whether or not this distribution
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constitutes the unraveling of what binds us together as
social bodies. And yet, according to Kaprow, it’s a mind
expanding phenomenon and tactical force of reason to consider
the intent of simultaneity as a vehicle for cohesion, for a
new kind of togetherness, a new form of solidarity in the age
of the Internet.
6.28.17.3 (reportage - The Collective Simultaneity of the
Distributed #NeWWWorlDisorder): As we formulate
the #NeWWWorlDisorder project, a 90-minute Facebook Happening
that will take place on the social media stage (7-29-17), we
have envisioned this online Happening as a collection of
simultaneous trajectories of live performative actions
streaming out into the broadcast space via the Facebook
channels of 16 participating artists, each with their own
plan of attack, their own message, their own unique
contribution to Disorder. I consider this global distribution
of streaming acts as an extension of reach, well beyond that
of an individual, which functions like synapses firing in the
brain, circulating impulses throughout the entirety of the
human nervous system.
6.28.17.4 (reportage - The Collective Simultaneity of the
Distributed #NeWWWorlDisorder): Ultimately, we are one
massive virtual body interconnected by our transmissions.
This perhaps, is the New World Disorder. And how do we make
sense of the resultant cacophony of our networked actions as
they independently traverse the channels of our collective
media space? Where once theater and performance was conducted
as an intimate gathering in front of a seated audience, it
has now exploded in a million far-flung directions across our
screens through time and space via the Network. In so many
ways, we have lost the Order of those performative
expressions, as we transgress into the New Disorder,
precisely the purpose of the #NeWWWorlDisorder as a socially
dispersed fête du monde.
1072. 7.1.17 (postrealityshow – Maximum Chaos): 7.4.17:
Autonomous Reality Community lies @ the heart of the
socially-catalyzed space of artistic action.
1073. 7.4.17: Autonomous Reality Community lies @ the heart of the
socially-catalyzed space of artistic action.
1074. 7.4.17: “The earliest practices of Video Art represented a
cross-section of politically-motivated artists who saw in the
new medium an opportunity to participate in media culture in
a way previously impossible to single artists and to counter
the power of commercial television.” Michael Rush, pg. 14,
Video Art
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1075. 7.4.17: “Newness, intimacy, immediacy, involvement, and a
sense of the present tense, are all characteristics of the
television medium.” Michael Rush, pg. 16, Video Art
1076. 7.4.17: “I was and am still interested in intercepting the
systems (in this case electronic) and turning them toward
artistic use… I wanted to decentralize the power base of
broadcast television.” – Frank Gillette, Michael Rush, pg.
17, Video Art
1077. 7.4.17: “YOU ARE THE INFORMATION” – Beryl Korot, Frank
Gillette, Michael Rush, pg. 19, Video Art
1078. 7.4.17: “Dara Birnbaum appropriated images from popular
television shows… to expose how emotion is active through
technique… and how manipulative this popular TV imagery can
be… She engages in some manipulation herself as she provides
visual models for violence resulting from corporate culture…
to counter the banal and sensational images of women
presented in popular television shows… she used actual
footage from television to subvert the intended meanings of
the program… Dara’s work is about the television image and
how the artist appropriates + transforms + incorporates the
television image in the critique of the medium as a way of
challenging + subverting mainstream media and its effects.”
Michael Rush, pg. 27…, Video Art
1079. 7.12.17: #NeWWWorlDisorder is a PARTICIPATORY EFFORT, that
tests the possibilities of social broadcasting within the
constraints of social media networks. It also encourages the
imagination of participating artists to fully explore the
medium.
1080. 7.12.17: THE PRESIDENTIAL CRIME SYNDICATE. It is what it is,
let’s face it, America is run by the MOB.
1081. 7.13.17.1 (reportage - The Hyper-Participatory Juxtapositions
of Social Broadcasting): With #NeWWWorlDisorder, the first
phase of the project has been to formulate an aggregation
scheme that allows the artists to perform independently of
one another, which of course artists will alway do, as well
as have a schema where our efforts are all directed toward a
common goal. All of the artists will point their live streams
out on their own unique Facebook channels – each streaming a
performance with its own aesthetic, objective, non-objective,
and order/disorder – then woven together into a Web-based
Live Video Wall where the live feeds are aggregated as a
mosaic. Together for 90 minutes, we will socially broadcast
the possibilities and potentialities of the unintentional,
the accidents of juxtaposition, the chance operations
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inherent in the aesthetics of simultaneous, uncontrolled,
distributed happenings and occurrences.
7.13.17.2 (reportage - The Hyper-Participatory Juxtapositions
of Social Broadcasting): In the #NeWWWorlDisorder, the words,
the imagery, the artistic voices, the sounds, texts, places,
manipulations, languages and distortions, are threaded in an
endless variety of overlapping moments. Yes, we believe in
disorder… we rejoice in disorder, but not the kind that is
currently making an utter mockery of the world stage, where
so-called leaders participate in a rudderless cacophony of
geopolitical voices. Our #NeWWWorlDisorder is the kind of
mess that artists make, wonderfully structured (and
unstructured) improvisatory notes that blossom in the chaos.
That is what we yearn for in a world gone amok.
7.13.17.3 (reportage - The Hyper-Participatory Juxtapositions
of Social Broadcasting): We yearn for a form
of #NeWWWorlDisorder that congeals in beauty and sometimes
glorious ugliness, a #NeWWWorlDisorder that coalesces into
frighteningly beautiful moments of clashing ideas and vision,
like the surrealists, who reveled in the dream-state of wild
simultaneities and word poems. That is the kind
of#NeWWWorlDisorder we long for and intend to make in the
globally collective virtual venue of social media. Facebook
itself is an often idiot’s delight of incomprehensible
collective utterances, that range from the ridiculous to the
sublime, yet for 90 minutes we will travel the net airwaves
to generate the #NeWWWorlDisorder in the most participatory
way possible.
1082. 7.16.16.1 (reportage - The Presidential Family Crime
Syndicate): “Everything we’ve ever done, we’ve done as a
family. Every project we’ve ever built, we’ve built as a
family. ‘The Apprentice’ we did as a family.” – Don TRUMP, Jr
1083. 7.16.16.2 (reportage - The Presidential Family Crime
Syndicate): It is what it is, let’s face it: America is run
by the Mob. This is the most powerful corporate structure,
where blood runs thicker than water, the Family Syndicate. It
emulates and embraces feudal hierarchy: the Kings and Queens,
Princes and Dukes, the Ruling Family. It is why there was an
American revolution, separation from the blood lineages of
royalty and monarchy… a utopic move towards a free and open
democratic system, governed by representation and the ideals
of social participation.
7.16.16.2 (reportage - The Presidential Family Crime
Syndicate): Fast forward: stare deep into the dark pit of the
TRUMP Corporation and you will see the steely will of
Mobsters intent on amassing wealth and power at the People’s
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expense, ready to destroy everything and anyone in their path
for the glorification of The Family. You simply don’t mess
with The Family.
7.16.16.4 (reportage - The Presidential Family Crime
Syndicate): The reality of a crime family mob syndicate that
has infiltrated the highest levels of government should
startle us all. While the Godfather romanticized the Italian
Mafia, exposing its greed, violence, and allegiance to blood,
we could never have imagined this movie adapted for the
mainstream political stage. In the current narrative, the
secret dark alley exchanges between Mafia families has risen
to slimy deals conducted at the top level of American and
Russian politics. The Collusion Story features the TRUMP &
PUTIN syndicates bound together in an Art of the Deal with
the Devil, a quid pro quo of hacking for sanctions, involving
the dirtiest, low-life scoundrels from Moscow to Washington
engaged in backroom plots in smoke-filled rooms. This is our
government at work, this is what’s left of democracy.
1084. 7.19.17: Stream of consciousness narration of ALL that is
going on in front of. Host of the Show, I AM AGGREGATION, I
AM NARRATION, I AM META-NARRATION of the work s it UNFOLDS,
ALL WHILE DOCUMENTING IN ONE CONTINUOUS BLOG POST. I AM ALL
SYNTHESIS, ALL EYES, ALL EARS, TRAFFIC CONTROLLER.
1085. 7.19.17: I’ll become a WRITING MACHINE, AN AGGREGATION
MACHINE.
1086. 7.20.17.1 (reportage - On Becoming a Meta-Narrator and
Aggregation Machine in the #NeWWWorlDisorder): As a MetaNarrator of the #NeWWWorlDisorder, information FLOWS in and
out of my open src studio and in and out of me. My narrative
feeds on the aggregation of the feed: sampled and resampled,
fed back through and out again. In the #NeWWWorlDisorder,
everything is meta: captured & processed & remixed &
connected & re-connected. All is system, all is FLOW, I am
just a conduit of the medium of exchange & transfer.
7.20.17.2 (reportage - On Becoming a Meta-Narrator and
Aggregation Machine in the #NeWWWorlDisorder): For 90 minutes
in duration, I will endure the challenge of continuous
aggregation and re-contextualization. I’ll become a superparticipant, an echo chamber for appropriating, amplifying
and redirecting information. I’ll be an AGGREGATOR of
the #NeWWWorlDisorder, a real-time documentatarian & live
archivist as broadcasted performance immersed in the media
channels.
7.20.17.3 (reportage - On Becoming a Meta-Narrator and
Aggregation Machine in the #NeWWWorlDisorder): In the
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constant direction & redirection of the #NeWWWorlDisorder, I
will insert myself into the torrent: to absorb, reshape,
transform, remix, and re-broadcast the endless stream out
from wherever it came. It is from the vantage point of this
bottomless information vortex that I’ll become a Writing
Machine, a distributed artist, spreading context / meaning /
description to the information I capture / tag / replay.
7.20.17.4 (reportage - On Becoming a Meta-Narrator and
Aggregation Machine in the #NeWWWorlDisorder): In the FLOW of
the #NeWWWorlDisorder, I will navigate the river of noise, I
will roam the desert of the real, I will push the limit of
maximum chaos and I will raise the ugly specter of XTreme
TRUMPology. I will perform the #NeWWWorlDisorder as it
infiltrates our everyday lives, tethered as we are to the
beckoning call of the FLOW. As such, I will synchronize with
the FLOW, I will become one with the FLOW, I will submit to
and expose its precision, it’s hypnotic effects, it’s
seductive call, it’s sequential (dis)order and it’s ultimate
hold on our minds and spirit.
1087. 7.22.17: No need to hurry, the pace is frantic enough as it
is. Perhaps there is strength in challenging the FLOW to
bring it into human scale, as it pushes us around. There must
be room for contemplation, absorption, reflection amidst the
FLOW. I am the HOST of the SHOW, that is my role in the
collection action of Social Media.
[automatic writing]
1088. 7.22.17: The open source studio is activated for purposes of
broadcasting the multi-threaded possibilities of the
networked studio. It’s just like putting together a massive
puzzle for articulating the impossible. You can’t see the
text but you can see the articulation + the gesture. It’s
completely absorbing to sit amidst the snd space while
writing in the midst of the FLOW of snds, trying to
concentrate, or rather becoming a writing machine for the
purpose of generating a text that makes sense only in the
space of creating the text in the first place, none other
than that, you see it’s a transformation of the space. It’s
really something to behold if you can contemplate the
broadcast… Water, I am immersed in the liquid of water,
water, water, where do I see fun inside of the streaming,
water space. Oh well, you can’t really get much deeper into
the flow can you! Don’t really know how to get much deeper in
the flow mind you. Can I really believe the possibilities of
all this madness! You never really know just how far you can
go in this crazy world of writing and building and creating
through the wonder of it all, you can’t really go any further
than this mind you! Sometimes things happen you can’t
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predict, now can you! It’s really like that, no controlling
it, though you try + ctl, but you can’t, so why not! Why not…
you just can’t seem to believe it’s OK, OK, OK while working
at a frenzied pace, how can you!!!! This sure kind of strange
automatic writing you see, nothing like that, really don’t
know…
1089. 7.22.17: Put the writing front + center in the performance.
Writing Machine is where my face close-up, frontal is the
writing surface + the container of the video.
1090. 7.26.17: I see a structure emerging: transition from
stability to chaos, from order to disorder, that is the
dynamic of each sequence + the overall order of the piece.
This order-disorder exists within the order-disorder of the
WALL itself. This extends the context of the aggregation to
the medium + the torrent + the disorder, we are the media, we
are the disorder.
1091. 7.26.17: Keep everything in the Moment. All is process,
nothing to hide, all is exposed and fluid. Central is the
studio as an aggregation for bringing all the various streams
together and redirecting them back out. Everything is fair
game, Google Doc, Blog posts, Email, Facebook group + feeds,
my interaction with the artist feeds, etc. Errors, fixes,
etc. All is fair game, part of the work. My piece is an
archival documentation of the artists, television, video
banks, etc. all brought together in the studio.
1092. 7.29.17: I have two agendas, I must shift back and forth,
it’s OK. I must be myself and I must be the organizer, it is
being myself within the larger social context that is of
great interest. Who else is going to rebroadcast FOX News!
1093. 7.30.17: There is a tension between the embrace of the TANZ +
the Resistance + Critique. For this project my role is that
of the social meta designer of the TANZ to not fight this
tension but to engage + celebrate the CONDUCTION of the
DISORDER. Be one with that idea and artfully umbrella the
project with humor, insight, and knowledge of its details.
1094. 8.2.17.1 (reportage - The Exquisite Disorder of Live
Simultaneity from the Stage to the Network): “Moments are not
merely consequents of what precedes them, rather the
concentration on the Now, on every Now.” – Karlheinz
Stockhausen
8.2.17.2 (reportage - The Exquisite Disorder of Live
Simultaneity from the Stage to the Network): For those who
dare take the plunge into the live arts, it is both a curse
and a blessing. There is nothing quite like the collective
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state of emergency and sheer terror that comes from being
part of an ensemble of artists who take the risk of total
failure. Yet, it is in this realm of the live that we might
discover something ecstatic, which can only reveal itself in
the present tense of the Now.
8.2.17.3 (reportage - The Exquisite Disorder of Live
Simultaneity from the Stage to the Network): On Saturday July
29th, 12 artists from France, Poland, Italy, US, Canada,
Portugal performed #NeWWWorlDisorder, engaging an elusive
phenomenon we might refer to as exquisite simultaneity. Each
artist-broadcaster, independently and collectively, performed
their broadcast as an aggregate via Facebook Live. For 90
minutes. from locations that included homes and studios, the
Open Space Arts Society Gallery in Victoria BC, and the
Pigeon River in Canton, North Carolina: we transmitted a
distributed juxtaposition of composited, intertwingled,
streaming disorder.
8.2.17.4 (reportage - The Exquisite Disorder of Live
Simultaneity from the Stage to the Network): “The proceedings
are senseless as long as one is associating sense with
causality and logic. But they stand in relationship with an
overall artistic reality. Their interrelations lie between
reality and non-reality, between relatedness and contrast, in
quite different dimensions, together forming a new unity.” –
Karlheinz Stockhausen
8.2.17.5 (reportage - The Exquisite Disorder of Live
Simultaneity from the Stage to the Network): It has taken me
a very long time to transfer the live chaos of simultaneous
theater performance from the stage to the network. And
despite the fact that the live Happening was re-situated from
the physical space to networked third space, the result is
uncannily similar: a spectacular celebration of performative
disorder with all of its accidents, surprises, and
nonsensical, purposeful juxtaposition.
8.2.17.6 (reportage - The Exquisite Disorder of Live
Simultaneity from the Stage to the Network): There is no
doubt that networked space offers a new dimension for staging
Happenings, actions, social broadcasting, and other
uncategorizable forms that rely on real-time moments in time
and space for their realization. In fact, networked
simultaneities are the new world disorder we live with each
and every day, in our socially-mediated conversations and
interactions distributed far and wide. So #NeWWWorlDisorder
is really nothing new at all, it is simply a frame around 90
minutes of online disorder to capture the beauty of
intentional chaos and distributed simultaneity. It is nothing
more than what artists do, articulating and re-framing the
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everyday as sublime by taking note of the magic that occurs
when we activate and re-energize time and space as a stage
for our collective work.
1095. 8.12.17 (reportage – The Art of TRUMP L’oeil): TRUMP
l’oeil is the technique of reimagining reality as illusion
and fakery. It is a forced perspective intended to deprive
public perception of the means to differentiate between that
which is real and that which is not. With the art of TRUMP
l’oeil, the optical illusion of a post-real, fantastical
world of deception and deceit is manifested in threedimensions.
1096. 8.12.17 (reportage – The Art of TRUMP L’oeil): A new movement
is born: TRUMP L’oeilism. Actually, it is an old idea derived
from the great masters, who developed techniques of visual
perspective that altered our perception of reality through
illusionary depictions of three-dimensional space. But we
live in a different time, where depictions of everyday life
are constructed through the media lens. TRUMP L’oeil works
are by the new masters of illusion, who through the
mechanisms of reality television, celebrity culture, fake
news, social media, political rallies, blind loyalism, and
alt-punditry, have found a way to disseminate a fabricated
depiction of our world with such extraordinary depth and
illusionary detail that it puts to shame the great
Renaissance painters.
1097. 8.12.17 (reportage – The Art of TRUMP L’oeil): Artists
beware: you are being outmaneuvered. Your techniques of
mediation pale in comparison with the current regime, who
deftly, each and every day, paint a portrait of reality that
easily replaces the one they created the day before. Their
practice is rigorous and daily, in which they wake up in the
morning with startling new inspiration, to burrow their
unfolding Grand Narrative deeper and deeper into the
imagination of the body politic. In a matter of hours, they
can virtuosically navigate from war to treason to
entertainment and back again, through a press conference, a
Tweet, or a theatrical descent down the escalator in TRUMP
Tower. These effortlessly executed gestures of propaganda,
stage craft, trickery, and alternative facts, constitute in
essence, the art of TRUMP L’oeil: the new avant-garde of
agit-prop performance.
1098. 8.12.17 (reportage – The Art of TRUMP L’oeil): We artists
have much to learn from the TRUMP L’oeilists. Is it possible
we might be able to appropriate the wicked art of TRUMP
L’oeil as a means of countering their illusionary
manipulation of the real? Can we possibly improve and extend
their formidable techniques? This is the challenge, perhaps
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the greatest of our generation, if we are to prevent the
TRUMP L’oeilists from altering the course of art history (and
thereby annihilating civilization).
1099. 8.13.17: Fooling the Mind. Appropriate the TRUMP techniques.
1100. 8.27.17.1 (reportage - The Continuously Transformative Moment
of Live Television): Television’s most salient quality since
its inception has been the socially-simultaneous experience
of the live broadcast. When television is live it is
synchronous, it is a #hashtag of social aggregation, a place
of congregation in the shared moment. Think about the 1969
moon landing, when for the first time, much of the planet was
riveted, watching Neil Armstrong’s shadowy figure glide out
of the Apollo 11 space capsule to take mankind’s first step
on the moon. What a transformative moment, 600 million
viewers from around the world in a multiplicity of time
zones, watching together at the same time. And despite the
latency, the glitches, the crackly audio, the low resolution
transmission, it was, nevertheless, an epic moment of
simultaneity as it happened: because it was… simply… live.
8.27.17.2 (reportage - The Continuously Transformative Moment
of Live Television): Today we have become asynchronous,
albeit at the speed of light. We prefer the convenience of
video-on-demand, record it on your DVR, watch it when you
want, never miss a thing. We prefer text messaging to realtime telephone, again, because the convenience of taking your
time to formulate a response, or not respond at all, or use
the delay to do something else, to multi-task, to be all
places at once, to distribute yourself anywhere and
everywhere without committing to a specific time and place.
But this type of exchange is not live, it may be fast, but
it’s not real-time, it’s asynchronously out-of-sync, it’s not
together in the moment.
8.27.17.3 (reportage - The Continuously Transformative Moment
of Live Television): To be together in the immediacy and
simultaneously of the live broadcast is an increasingly rare,
wondrous thing. It requires effort and total commitment, it
requires complicated specificity of space and time, but there
is a big reward: that is, being in a shared temporal zone
with others, and the intimacy of this immediacy is
irreplacable, it is distinctly human, and it is necessary to
our social being.
8.27.17.4 (reportage - The Continuously Transformative Moment
of Live Television): This is precisely why television is so
important. Because when it is live, it is one of those rare
moments that we are doing something precisely at the same
time as other people. However, there is one problematic
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caveat to television simultaneity. We may be doing at the
same time, but we are not doing it with others. In other
words, television is inherently a one-way medium, a
transmission from a centralized broadcast facility to your
television. For the social experience to be actively
relational, what I refer to as social broadcasting, there
must be the means for engagement between viewers across the
boundaries of the communications space.
8.27.17.5 (reportage - The Continuously Transformative Moment
of Live Television): Video dissemination is potentially
becoming more social in the synchronicity and aggregation of
the live broadcast. People are becoming their own TV
broadcasters, they are making their own brand of television,
deciding how they might want to alter and transform the
medium. It is becoming possible, and affordable, to redefine
the medium of television – not as passive recipients of
programming offered up by the corporate broadcast media
giants, with their hypnotically seductive advertising,
endlessly repeating logos, and hyper-manufactured content –
but with newly gained CONTROL over the live broadcast.
8.27.17.6 (reportage - The Continuously Transformative Moment
of Live Television): Anything is possible in the immediacy
and simultaneity of the live transmission, that is if you
seize the moment.
1101. 9.1.17.1 (reportage - Transmission to the People): “I want
you to get into your VW bus, and each night around Manhattan:
Broadcast!” – Abbie Hoffman (as told by Mary Curtis Ratcliff
of the Videofreex)
9.1.17.2 (reportage - Transmission to the People): In the
early 1970s, Radical Yippie Activist Abbie Hoffmaninstigated
the beginning of alternative live television when he demanded
that the Videofreex broadcast their tapes. He wanted the
video collective to become bandits of the airwaves and
literally hack their way into the Manhattan tv spectrum.
9.1.17.3 (reportage - Transmission to the People): Yes, this
was the beginning of something even far greater than the
origins of pirate television. The Videofreex would later go
on to plant their communal headquarters in upstate New York
where they pirated the airwaves of rural Lanesville, the
first time in America (and maybe the world) anyone had
subverted the monolith of mainstream television. It was, in
essence, the origin of what has since proliferated and
exploded across the vast landscape of social media: live
Internet streaming.
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9.1.17.4 (reportage - Transmission to the People): That
simple declarative by Abbie Hoffman, “Broadcast!,” together
with the tenacious perseverance of the Videofreex, would
eventually alter the nature and scope of the live
transmission as we know it today.
9.1.17.5 (reportage - Transmission to the People): And not
only were the Videofreex spiriting pirate tv, they also
pioneered the idea of two-way television, using the telephone
as a hybrid communications medium to activate and engage the
viewing audience of Lanesville locals as participants in
their avant-garde broadcast experiment. People gladly called
in, reported on the crackly reception, critiqued the
improvised programming, and told their stories of the rural
everyday. This simple, almost banal exchange transformed the
medium of television into a socially-interactive experience,
or what I refer to as social broadcasting.
9.1.17.6 (reportage - Transmission to the People): Abbie
Hoffman wanted to change the world by hacking the tv signals
of Manhattan, disrupting mainstream network television, and
disseminating radical alt-news to the people. However,
Hoffman’s broadcast rant went much further than he could have
ever imagined, because in the hands of the Videofreex, they
defused the tyranny of centralized corporate tv and turned it
on its head as an artists’ medium of social engagement. Their
desire to Broadcast, without attacking anyone, simply and
wondrously resulted in an autonomous broadcast community that
rejected and remade the very nature of television. The
repercussions of this quiet experiment was in so many ways
more volatile, revolutionary, courageous, and life changing:
such is the democratic power of the transmission to the
people, for the people, and by the people.
1102. 9.5.17: I am going deeper into the TRIPS Festival as a
transformative collective experience that ruptures the
consciousness of a generation, opening up avenues for new
media + electronic experimentation.
1103. 9.9.17.1 (reportage - An Electronically Infused Moment of
Rupture and Social Transformation in the 1960s): “… it was an
overlapping, meeting ground, a liminal zone … an “electronic
circus,” … a coming together, a unification of bodies and
spirits that mutated out in all kinds of new directions.” –
Michael J. Kramer, Inside Outside: On the Significance of the
Trips Festival
9.9.17.2 (reportage - An Electronically Infused Moment of
Rupture and Social Transformation in the 1960s): There was a
seismic moment in the 1960s when the confluences of new media
art, psychedelia, Happenings, utopian aspiration, rock and
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roll, LSD, sonic experimentation, cybernetic communalism, and
performance art fused and coalesced into a collective,
socially transformative, cultural explosion. The Trips
Festival (the culmination of Ken Kesey’s Acid Tests), took
place January 21-23, 1966 at Longshoremen’s Hall in San
Francisco, just a few short blocks from the unsuspecting
tourists of Fisherman’s Wharf, who were most likely oblivious
to the extreme forces that were radically altering America’s
youth culture in ways that would never, ever be the same
again.
9.9.17.3 (reportage - An Electronically Infused Moment of
Rupture and Social Transformation in the 1960s): “The bus
barrels into the superhighway toll stations and the
microphones on top of the bus pick up all the clacking and
ringing and the mumbling by the toll-station attendant and
the brakes squeaking and the gears shifting, all the sounds
of the true America that are screened out everywhere else, it
all came amplified back inside the bus, while Hagen’s camera
picked up the faces, the faces in Phoenix, the cops, the
service-station owners, the stragglers and the strugglers of
America, all laboring in their movie, and it was all captured
and kept, piling up, inside the bus.” – Tom Wolfe, The
Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test
9.9.17.4 (reportage - An Electronically Infused Moment of
Rupture and Social Transformation in the 1960s): Driven by
the spirit of the Beats, and other mentors
including Buckminster Fuller, John Cage, and Marshall
McLuhuan, the Trips Festival morphed into something entirely
new, a movement of LSD-infused transcendence, consensual
delerium, barely controlled hysteria, and socially
participatory experimentation, as though everyone were
dreaming the same impossible dream together.
9.9.17.5 (reportage - An Electronically Infused Moment of
Rupture and Social Transformation in the 1960s): The Trips
Festival, it seems to me, encapsulated a socially
transformative and utterly disruptive moment that changed the
course of history in the 1960s as a key catalyst of the
counter culture. It brought about a course of action
that Gene Youngblood refers to as “leaving the culture
without leaving the country,” that is, the formation of what
he calls an “autonomous reality community.” For three days,
the Trips Festival manifested as its own alternative world, a
reality community that establishes its own rules (or lack
thereof) and lifestyle.
1104. 9.12.17: If people point their broadcast at a particular
group or event page, could it be automatically retrieved and
incorporated into the Video Wall?
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1105. 9.16.17.1 (reportage – Video as Radical Software): “Radical
Software would not present itself self-consciously as an art
magazine, but rather as a form of social activism and
environmental sculpture. It would be a forum, a video craft
how-to-magazine for the fearless, a rudimentary marketing and
distribution system for the burgeoning community, and a
journal of philosophical speculation and political opinion
for all who shared their vision.” – David Ross, Radical
Software Redux
9.16.17.2 (reportage – Video as Radical Software): Radical
Software was the hub of a growing network of media
collectives that included Raindance, Videofreex, People’s
Video Theater, Global Village, among others: inspired and
activated by the far-flung possibilities of what video could
be in the hands of artists, communities, activists, and
everyday people. Radical Software, like Stewart Brand’s Whole
Earth Catalog, was designed in a home-spun format, presenting
itself as a call-to-action, rallying community activism,
media education, radical theory, and artistic
experimentation.
9.16.17.3 (reportage – Video as Radical Software): With
Radical Software, video became a tool for empowerment, the
realization of a new media ecology that connected people, not
just a distribution mechanism for delivering content to the
television set. As Beryl Korot describes, “there was a
certain kind of social responsibility that we felt towards
one another.” Radical Software was the original Craig’s List
for video, you could find anyone there, it was social media
of the 1970s, it was a medium for instigating collaboration,
new enterprise, educational and health initiatives, and
artistic projects.
9.16.17.4 (reportage – Video as Radical Software): There is
much to be learned from Radical Software, it reveals to us
that technology is really about the ecology of people
creating, connecting, and working together towards common
goals. It reminds us that media technology is a powerful tool
when it serves our social and political needs, rather than
the commodity-driven aspirations of the technology industry.
It also reminds us that while today we have social media
tools that in the 1970s would have been unimaginable, are we
really using them: radically?
1106. 9.27.17: 3SNtv – It’s not about the CONTENT per se, it’s
about the format/medium of the oversaturation + blinding
stimulus that constitutes the CRITIQUE.
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1107. 9.27.17: It’s LIVE BECAUSE IT DOESN’T START AT THE
“BEGINNING,” IT IS CONTINUOUS IN ITS FLOW.
[Co-Broadcasting]
1108. 10.6.17: Facebook Live co-broadcasting enables synchronous
two-way interaction that is simultaneously live broadcasted
publicly. This initiates a real-time communications link
between two broadcasters.
[Collectivism]
1109. 10.6.17: Out of the foment of youth culture, rebellion, even
anarchistic practices, comes radical change, transformation,
new forms, new ideas, that don’t need to fall into
institutional requirements + curatorial bias, and economic
necessities that both enable but often temper the work of the
artist.
1110. 10.6.17: What all the media collectives have in common is:
youth, shared resources, utopian aspirations, antihierarchical, view of media as empowering, challenging
established order, emphasis on social relations, lifestyle
experimentation, counter-culture, radical ideology, political
liberalism, anarchistic.
[Social Broadcasting]
1111. 10.6.17: SOCIAL – challenging the dominant media, challenging
established hierarchies, alternative culture, radical
ideology. BROADCASTING – TRANSMISSION, COMMUNICATION,
DISPERAL OF THE SIGNAL INTO THE PUBLIC SPACE.
1112. 10.10.17: Broadcasting is a Monologue, Social Broadcasting is
a Dialogue.
1113. 11.4.17.1 (reportage - We are Active Participants in the
Videosphere): If the original intent of the revolution, as
prophesied by such visionaries as McLuhan, Fuller,
Youngblood, Ascott, and many others, was an expansion of
consciousness, connectivity, collectivism in the telematic
sphere and higher realms of communalism and social
engagement, then we have a long, long way to go. In effect,
we may even be heading backwards. How is the revolution
inspired by the communities of the Whole Earth Catalog(1968)
or Radical Software (1970) ever to be attained in our age of
corporate controlled social media platforms?
1114. 11.4.17.2 (reportage - We are Active Participants in the
Videosphere): The movement had originally challenged the
hierarchical, financially-driven agendas of mainstream media
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by encouraging people to be their own independent media
makers. But now that we are all active participants and media
makers in the videosphere, what exactly are we creating? Are
we just serving the interests of Big Data who are busy mining
our identities, preferences, and social transactions? Are we
helpless at the whims of the platform designers and
technology manufacturers who control the industry of our
media existence? Has our individual and collective biological
system been forever coupled to the media torrent? How do we
now, in fact, perform what McLuhan referred to as “collective
surgery on the social body” to examine the impact of
electronic media and communications “by which we amplify and
extend ourselves?”
[3SNtv]
1115. 11.6.17: 3SNtv ::: THE FAKE SHOW Fake News, Fake Opinion,
Fake Commercials, Fake Art, Fake Ideas, Fake Philosophy, Fake
Identity, Fake Happiness, Fake Politics, Fake Criticism, Fake
Emotion, Fake Sadness, Fake Science, Fake it all…
1116. 11.6.17: 3SNtv is social broadcasting because it is a
collective narrative, collection of works, socially
interactive, with a unified them running thru the continuous
broadcast.
1117. 11.6.17: FAKE, something beyond the simulacra, because it is
intentionally not true, it is intentionally disruptive of the
truth, of what is real, of what is grounded as reason. By the
exploding the real through the collective consideration of
the fake, we might, actually, get closer to what is real,
what is truth, by activating the fake with the critical lens
of irony, humor.
1118. 11.6.17: The continuously flowing stream of the tv
transmission is a multi-threaded exposé on the fake, and even
the medium itself is fake, because what is 3SNtv but a
simulation of a real television broadcast. The medium is the
message, for it is just a construction of a tv transmission,
a vessel of streaming video that is NOT a broadcast channel
of the networks that rule the airwaves.
1119. 11.25.17: End of Conference (Media Art Histories), tired…
tired… tired… lack of polemic argument, heat, passion, just a
lot of data, analytics, but where is the heat? Is this what
people really care about?
1120. 11.25.17: ACTIVATING THE THIRD SPACE to express the idea of
action, change, forward motion.
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1121. 12.1.17: To create an environment that Alters Human
Perception that is the idealized networked platform for
artistic work and public participation.
[Media-on-Tap]
1122. 12.3.17: Continuous 24 hour broadcast algorithmically
composed from hundreds of clips generated out of VDMX… with
additional sound thread that binds them all together,
including silences or noise sometimes slow sometimes fast.
1123. 12.3.17: Perhaps this is the MAACHINE, the torrent, the open
tap that keeps on coming… of course it could be broadcast but
here it is recorded for live broadcast so that it can be
worked and reworked 24/7…
1124. 12.3.17: Back to 24/7 Media-on-Tap… use source material
unprocessed for contrast, also abstract content demagoguery,
TRUMP, music video, film, television, news punditry to break
it all up and have both real and manipulated. But there needs
to be rests, fermatas, pauses to set up the moving with
tension and speed and repetition.
1125. 12.3.17: A rendering is just a moment in Time… can be
rendered again to create new variations, maybe one 24 hour
rendering for each day of the week, 7 days of 24/7, keep
feeding, keep rendering, by constantly adding more clips into
the machine… working with existing material but then creating
new material…
1126. 12.3.17: “You want something that will put you right in the
Show” - Pleasantville
1127. 12.6.17: Cuckoo’s Nest: the audacity to live, to be free, to
be unconstrained, to blast against NO, to ignore NO, to fly
over NO, and what/who constitutes the Cuckoo’s Nest? Those
who have succumbed, who give in, who surrender to what is
expected, delivered, forced to be compatible with allows
getting by, to not go beyond, to do what is expected, to GET
BY, without the fire to alter + change anything.
1128. 12.7.17: Media-on-Tap 24/7 – 24 hours of Live Television as a
thread thru which the media passes thru. Maybe switching the
channels?
1129. 12.8.17: Social Broadcasting, exploring the live broadcast as
a SOCIAL ART, A PARTICIPATORY ART and historically a changing
medium from earlier forms of traditional broadcasting and
live streaming.
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1130. 12.8.17: Need to Record 24 hours of FOX NEWS as a complete
and independent piece of media, then work it into the mix.
1131. 12.8.17: All TRUMP channel, the State of the World, All
Demagoguery, All Fear, All BLITZ MEDIA!
1132. 12.8.17: Why are they winning the Info Wars?
1133. 12.10.17.1 (reportage - Are We Losing the Info War?): If you
are wondering how TRUMP maintains a position of power in
light of his post-apocalyptic mythical Valhalla awash in
daily scandal and eternal flames, the answer is simple: there
is an information war waging furiously between opposing
ideologies, each feeding into its own bubble. On the left,
you have pundits such as MSNBC’s Rachel Maddow or Chris
Matthews dissecting the legal ramifications of Robert
Mueller’s eventual take down of the TRUMP family operation;
and on the right, you have the conspiratorialist Alex
Jones’ InfoWars or hot-headed FoxNews host Sean
Hannityissuing what is truly – fake news – painting the
Justice Department and the FBI as a coup d’etat initiated by
a TRUMP-hating, Clinton-loving rigged system: that is,
what Steve Bannonrefers to as the “deep administrative
state.”
12.10.17.2 (reportage - Are We Losing the Info War?): The
greatest threat to America right now is the information
warfare that reveals the diminishing moral strength in those
who have responsibility to lead, and which in turn erodes the
ability of those who have the responsibility to participate
by voting their conscious. What is going to happen when the
mother of all info-battles erupts should Mueller indict TRUMP
& family. This mighty battle, waged in the theater of
communications media, is going to take a heavy toll, and in
the end, it may be a bloody war we are all going to lose.
1134. 12.14.17: THE MOST POWERFUL MAN IN THE UNIVERSE, the power of
media + celebrity culture exploited to its extreme to create
24/7 ALL TRUMP ALL WORLD.
1135. 12.16.17: The ALL_TRUMP 24/7 continuous Flow moving into the
DARKNESS OF TOTAL SATURATION.
1136. 12.17.17.1 (reportage - The Political Effects of Media-OnTap): If democracy depends on the free flow of information,
it’s no wonder the over abundance of 24/7 media-on-tap has
blown out the people’s ability to analyze and comprehend the
fury that circulates through the nervous system of global
communications.
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12.17.17.2 (reportage - The Political Effects of Media-OnTap): The effects on human consciousness are exhausting,
dizzying, spell-binding, nauseating and seductive, to the
point of eroding whatever good intentions we may have had of
carrying out due diligence in our ongoing participation in
the political process.
12.17.17.3 (reportage - The Political Effects of Media-OnTap): And it is precisely this existential Nausea resulting
from the rush of media-on-tap that drives us up against an
ultimate cynical wall of fatigue-laden being and nothingness,
a listlessness, and doomed state of “whatever.”
12.17.17.4 (reportage - The Political Effects of Media-OnTap): Behind the fury of the non-stop media assault is TRUMP
himself, pouring fuel into the information engine to ignite
the daily ideological battle of dueling punditry, aiming
calculated social media missives with great precision that
explode in the theater of political warfare.
12.17.17.5 (reportage - The Political Effects of Media-OnTap): There is no escape from the media-on-tap that flows
incessantly through the myriad of channels & feeds that we
consume daily from every orifice of our televisions,
computers, tablets, and mobile devices: omniscient,
everywhere, totalized, and ubiquitous.
12.17.17.6 (reportage - The Political Effects of Media-OnTap): Like the water that flows from the faucet, the rivers &
streams that descend from the mountains, or the rain & snow
that falls from the sky, the 24/7 media-on-tap is our daily
sustenance, our nutrition, & our toxin: not so much to the
body, but to the mind’s reason and capacity to engage in the
rush of an increasingly turbulent mediated reality.
1137. 12.21.17 (reportage – A Post-Television Surreal): “Watching
television, the most powerful everyday experience of
surreality ever devised, was formative of the cultural
outlook of anyone growing up in America in the fifties and
sixties. With its endless sequence of splicings of
commercials and programs and channel switchings, television
was and is the ultimate exquisite corpse, a juxtaposition
engine that produces a completely weird artifact at any given
watching.” – Michael Sorkin, Sex, Drugs, Rock and Roll, Cars,
Dolphins, & Architecture, Ant Farm (1968-78)
1138. 12.21.17 (reportage – A Post-Television Surreal): This is why
so many of us who grew watching too much television ended up
as tele-visual, post-surrealists, dreaming in endless
juxtapositions of spectacle & news & war & cartoons & variety
sitcoms. It was all pretty much razzle-dazzle for the mind’s
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eye, a numbing effect brought on by the extrusion of
electronic signals that flowed out of the box cheerfully and
endlessly. When the remote came along, things got even
faster, and more sequential, and abruptly more jarring,
because not only was television uniquely programmed for us
short attention-span baby-boomers, but now, we could chop it
up into an even more granulated textural experience,
recombining commercials & logos & station identifications in
the grand style of cutups of say, William Burroughs’ filmic,
beat experiments that superimposed improvised jazz riffs on
the moving image.
1139. 12.21.17 (reportage – A Post-Television Surreal): Now that
the flow is all digital & pixels, it’s fair game for further
mashing & splicing & deranging according to the whims of our
post-post-tele-surreal-visual desire. Whether scrolling or
streaming or scrubbing across the media landscape, the
continuous torrent of media churns its way across our screens
in an impossibly unceasing frenzy of movement and spin. Our
eyeballs are soaked and our ears are immersed in the glorious
splendor of the Tap: that is, the 24/7 Media-on-Tap. In a
tremendous trajectory that spans the early days of sitting in
front of the b & w television box ::: to the ever-presentpresent Now of our mobile devices tethered to limbs that
thumb down the screen one-handed in a kind of wondrous awe of
the data flood that surges from within our fingertips, we
have come a long, long way – careening uncontrollably though
optimistically focused – down the vast, epic stretches of the
information highway.
1140. 12.25.17: MAKE IT SING WITH EFFECTS.
1141. 12.27.17: Life is for the Living
1142. 12.27.17: the underlying problem in the political environment
is the sheer volume of media ingested in our daily route of
participation in the process. To participate is to consume,
and the way in which we consume the transmission, harkening
back to the history of television, is a massive cutup of
information in increasing doses + fragmentation.
1143. 12.28.17: Place 24/7 | Media-on-Tap in the Post Reality Show
site with Random start…
1144. 12.28.17: The KEY is the MUSICAL SEQUENCING + VISUAL THAT
COMES FROM THE JUXTAPOSITION OF DISPARATE FRAGMENTS OF
MATERIALS, chopped, re-arranged + re-assembled generatively
by the MACHINE, a DETOURNEMENT of the media landscape, the
manipulator of the senses, the dissolution and breakdown of
the spectacle and its transformation into Something Else,
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something brought under ARTISTIC CONTROL, or perhaps better
viewed as CONTROLLED CHAOS.
1145. 1.1.18: New Year’s Resolution: a safe landing to being “deinstitutionalized” free from Academia and all that it
entails, home at last, taking some time off from the fast
lane, the pressure of output, time for input, reflecting,
summing up, without demands excepts to be alive. Need to do
something completely removed from work, like a road trip to
some destination, need to read, need to think, need to write:
WHATEVER I WANT.
1146. 2.16.18: “The Russians in the indictment acted as an
organization, and employees who ran the accounts were
directed to create “political intensity through supporting
radical groups” and to criticize Hillary Clinton, but not
Donald J. Trump or Bernie Sanders.”, The Propaganda Tools
Used by Russians to Influence the 2016 Election, Alicia
Parlapiano and Jasmine Lee, NY Times
1147. 1.21.18.1 (reportage - The Existential Paradox of Giving up
Control): In the age of super-participatory socially mediated
sharing of information, we are willingly, lovingly, sometimes
desperately ready to give up our data to Big Data in order to
engage with friends, colleagues, and family. But perhaps more
pertinently, this form of super-participation may spring from
the desire of “being in the world,” to gain proof of one’s
existence, to receive affirmation, acceptance, and
recognition from others.
1.21.18.2 (reportage - The Existential Paradox of Giving up
Control): We can’t help but to wonder about the political
ramifications of willingly yielding control, why we allow
ourselves to be subjected to a greater authority. Most
recently, TRUMP manipulated control politically in the body
politic’s need for a “strongman,” convincing the blue collar
worker that he alone could fix the system and “make America
great again.” Systems of control as wielded in Blast Theory’s
Kidnap powerfully illuminate the techniques of demagoguery
and their manipulation of the innate human desire to be drawn
into the forces of a greater power, only to be horrified by
the reality of its realization.
1.21.18.3 (reportage - The Existential Paradox of Giving up
Control): Matt Adams has also foreseen the manipulative
dangers of disinformation, which too has taken center stage
in the recent TRUMPian political environment through the
weaponization of social media that produce and infiltrates
fake news into the public discourse to sway an election.
Adams explains in his interview with Chatzichristodoulou,
well before the controversial 2016 election: “Through social
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networking sites, for example, we all represent different
slices of our personality. How can we make sense of the world
when we are overwhelmed with different sources of
information, when there is such a fluid boundary between fact
and fiction?”
1.21.18.4 (reportage - The Existential Paradox of Giving up
Control): These are prescient words in contemporary media
culture, as we find ourselves increasingly submitting to
cybernetic systems to conduct our lives, engage with others,
to mediate our experiences. In the work of Blast Theory, in
which they situate the viewer in complex, socially dynamic
situations to ask the hard, problematic questions: what kind
of existential trap have we entered into in terms of total
acceptance, reliance, and desire for technological engagement
that permeates all aspects of our personal, political, social
and emotional lives?
1148. 1.21.18.1 (reportage - Broadcasting the Socially Networked
Third Space Dialogue): Across the distances, online
conversation overcomes the limitations of space, time, the
local and the remote. This is the aspiration of the Art of
the Networked Practice Online Symposium: how to bring people
together in creative dialogue via the network driven by
purpose, activated by play, and informed by issues that
percolate up from the need to understand and grasp the
networked culture we immerse ourselves in each and every day.
1.21.18.2 (reportage - Broadcasting the Socially Networked
Third Space Dialogue): Our third space networked dialogic
environment is conceived as an open space, a broadcast space,
an active space, where a free-form social etiquette
encourages anything is possible, where the unexpected is
expected.
1.21.18.3 (reportage - Broadcasting the Socially Networked
Third Space Dialogue): Indeed, the concept of DIWO, a more
collaborative interpretation of DIY, is the underlying force
of our socially networked third space dialogue. As an
alternative to the asynchronous communications culture of
texting and social media and e-mail, for a few golden hours,
we revel in the live experience of real-time global
conversation.
[The Art of the Meme]
[Reflection on Ant Farm, Media Burn]
1149. 2.26.18: The power of the Meme, the Mediated Image, can be
more powerful than the act itself. In a sense a Meme is a
mediated image that carries a powerful message. It becomes
iconic, symbolic, significant.
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1150. 2.26.18: This is how our digital culture works since the
emergence of electronic media, and how we interact with memes
+ iconic images by participating in their transformation
collectively.
[On Location Performance]
[Relating to Social Media?]
1151. 3.4.18: With the City (Social Media) as stage, the public as
potentially participatory viewers, we create a narrative that
blurs the boundary between art + life, between reality and
fiction, between artist + audience. On location, we dives a
narrative plays off of these elements, in which interaction
between media + public + the space is a process of design,
concept, exploration, and discovery. The narrative is partly
scripted, with a structure in mind, but within that structure
there is ample room for surprises, accidents, glitches,
errors, mistakes, encounters, realizations, laughter,
conversation and plenty of other situations impossible to
determine. We let the situation unfold according to a few
simple givens, with room for the narrative to be stretched
and imagined.
1152. 4.15.18: Oh God, I will recover from this, I will move on, I
will regain my senses from their total anaesthetization from
the bureaucratic order of things, which is nothing less than
lethal to the creative spirit, unless you are very clever and
can use your wits to gain control and milk it and fend for
yourself but of course that’s not my style at all. So now,
perhaps I have earned the privilege of returning to some form
of freedom to just live a life, not based on appraisals and
points earned, but just a life that counts for its own sake.
[The Collective vs the Individual Self]
1153. 4.15.18: During this crazy phase of my life I have seen the
ends of my nerve-endings, stare into some kind of selfcreated terror, of what I’m not sure, but I am sure it was
the result of the sad, sad ambition of create for someone
other than myself that lies at the heart of this misery and
self-possession. I simply need to kick this terrible habit
and return to some sense of self. That is the key. I think
the ambition of art making is a disease and must somehow be
accomplished without the need to please ANYONE but yourself,
and in the end that will be enough to accomplish an
expressiveness that is the work of the toil + effort.
1154. 4.22.18 (Bintan): There is RL outside of the wacky, wacky
world of academia + social media + art pretensions. I always
thought this was the case but too entrapped to do anything.
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How to “operate” outside is the BIG question. The key though
is to not NEED anything from ANYBODY. Because then you just
turn into a beggar and a salesman pitching your hype and your
wares. The Net affords this independence of space +
communication to anyone who might listen. I am simply tired
of asking people for things, people who are generally too
busy to care or cooperate let alone BELIEVE. I don’t want to
talk shop I want to talk about LIVED EXPERIENCE about what it
means to be alive, and if being alive only involves WORK then
to hell with it. I want to know what people feel, not what
they are accomplishing, because the real accomplishment is to
live a life. What do I do? I am sitting by the sea feeling
the breeze watching the fishermen, listening to the French
people next to me. It all becomes a little like a movie
because perhaps I don’t even remember how to live, only to
absorb life.
1155. 4.22.18 (Bintan): It’s going to take time to peel off all the
layers, layers of bureaucratic systems tyranny, layers of dog
eat dog mentality, layers of selfish climbing, layers of
intellectual pretense, layers overachieving ambition, layers
of resentment, in order to come to terms with life itself and
find some kind of peace. 30 years worth since Zakros was
born, since I have been out of school, since I have been on a
mad run of projects. Time to bring it all to a halt in order
to think CLEARLY, find the acceptance of a life lived, and to
just appreciate the beautiful moment of the breeze from the
ocean. I don’t even know the name of this ocean! (South China
Sea)
1156. 4.22.18 (Bintan): IS IT POSSIBLE TO CAPTURE THE ERA OF THE
MEDIA COLLECTIVES AS A STORY OF LIFE + CULTURAL
TRANSFORMATION, IN THE STYLE OF KEROUAC OR WOLFE OR KESEY, TO
DOCUMENT THE TIME, THE ZEITGEIST, THE MINDS, THE SOCIAL
RELATIONSHIPS, TO CAPTURE THE PETRY BEFORE IT BECAME “ART.”
1157. 4.23.18 (Bintan): It is necessary to remove oneself from the
everyday life of the world, that is the purpose of the socalled “vacation” but it is really about a “vacation” of the
mind, the ability to be separated from the world of affairs
in order to Think + gain some form of perspective like
Kerouac on Desolation Peak at the end of Dharma Bums (which I
just finished here at Bintan). The world is a tricky place,
full of dangerous traps and seductions and false promises and
betrayal. That’s hen you need to be removed othersie you just
get lost in it all and become a viction of its needs, rather
than your own. A career is just so much material gain, when
really the purpose is to simply do the work. Doing is the
great reward except it can become an albatross when caught in
the machinations of the career swamp. To navigate the swamp
is necessary to gain the privilege of the DOING so long as
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you don’t drown in the swamp attempting its mean-spirited
navigation, generally determined + judged by soulless
swampers and their crews. So whatever strength I have left at
this stage I will devote to the DOING having arrived at the
other side of the SWAMP.
1158. 4.23.18: Stream-of-consciousness ingestion into the Machine
to explore the media-mind, that subterranean space we inhabit
today, the third space of the post real, the movie of life as
generated not just thru words but through alchemical
processes of digital absorption and transmutation into
golden, abstract, ambient textures of pixelated wonder.
1159. 4.28.18.1 (thirdspacenetwork/symposium2018 – Power to the
Viewer): Traditionally, academic conferences are structured
according to very formalistic protocols that constrain
access, dialogue, and participation. They tend to be
hierarchically organized around speeches, papers, and other
one-way modes of delivery and reception. At the same time,
they are often exclusive affairs, constraining access to
those privileged academics with the time and resources to
travel across the world. And like traditional theater,
conferences are typically situated in proscenium-style
seating, in which a speaker addresses a facing audience in
the one-to-many transmission of information. Even the
temporal arrangement of the conference demands that the
majority of time be allocated to the one-way broadcast, with
scant time available for many-to-many, peer-to-peer forms of
dialogue and interaction (except perhaps for the coffee
breaks and meals) that empower and engage the attendee.
4.28.18.2 (thirdspacenetwork/symposium2018 – Power to the
Viewer): So the question I ask is the following: how can
conferences be disrupted, become unconventional? While I have
been transforming the social space of the theater for some
thirty years to alter the hierarchies of live performance,
with the Art of the Networked Practice Online Symposium, I
have attempted to translate radical theater experimentation
to the format of the conference in order to open up the
potentiality for what I refer to as creative dialogue:
discourse that is open, fluid, non-hierarchical, and
unfiltered. The Internet has proven to be the ideal
theatrical edifice for challenging the norms of a conference
gathering, using the third space (the convergence of the
local and remote into a shared social space), as a medium for
re-energizing and activating live discourse in new, virtual
ways.
4.28.18.3 (thirdspacenetwork/symposium2018 – Power to the
Viewer): In our current age of the post-real: when truth,
fiction, fakery, and deception have co-mingled in the public
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discourse, we also ask how hybrid third space digital
environments – as keynote Matt Adams discussed in the work
of Blast Theory – are used to test our ability to critically
examine the dissolution of boundaries between the real and
the virtual, between free will and hierarchical control.
While it may not be possible to answer these difficult
questions in any definitive way, it is our hope that the Art
of the Networked Practice Online Symposium for three short
days, provided a model for giving voice, and yes… power to
the viewer, in the experience and critique of live
performance art in the third space.
4.28.18.4 (thirdspacenetwork/symposium2018 – Power to the
Viewer): As the prevailing techno-culture increasingly
encourages migration from physical realities to third space
virtual interactions, the Art of the Networked Practice
Online Symposium has demonstrated new possibilities for how
artists work, perform and engage in discourse via the medium
of the Internet. We have attempted to construct a “temporary
autonomous reality zone” in the third space to locate,
explore and examine social, participatory phenomena, with the
hope of moving the communications revolution forward. Of
course, as we all know, every revolution is an unfinished
project, but perhaps, we are a little bit closer to a better
understanding of the collective power of the viewer brought
about by the social broadcast.
1160. 5.1.18: The DARK TOWER, festering, a disease, a cancer,
growing with that Tower, and then escaping to the White
House. As DARK as DAR can be a holy evil darkness worse than
the worst form of terrorism because it has been lodged with
the American CONSCIOUSNESS like a force that eats away at the
democratic core.
1161. 5.16.18: Just turn it into a writing space, the studio, a
place for reflection, relieve it of the intensity of the
broadcast, just a place to think + make music + write. Keep
it so, so simple. Mixing Desk + Writing Desk.
1162. 5.17.18: I want to become a TRUE ARTIST, but it will require
(a period) of absolute purification.
1163. 5.27.18 (Yogyakarta, Java): Almost gone into the gone world
Javanese Wayang + all the modern trapping of life today in
Yogyakarta: sim cards, Grab, crazy night life, roaring
motorcyles, PA systems of prayer chants echoing into the
night A constant presence of religion permeating its way into
the life people who perhaps don’t even pay attention?
1164. 5.27.18 (Yogyakarta, Java): But it’s the collective nature of
art in Java (and Bali) that is so powerful although I have to
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say the Gamelan masters look like civic servants doing their
heritage duty, so then perhaps it is the thriving MAKER
ULTURE here in Yogya that brings this socially participatory
spiritually infused culture into something HERE + NOW.
1165. 5.27.18 (Yogyakarta, Java): In a society dominated by
political AUTHORITY, while the culture of social exchange
seems to provide the BLANCE, the MAKERS can be at the BLEEING
EDGE of an Indonesia that looks forward, intentionally into a
third space potentiality of connection + exchange beyond the
thousands of islands, that situate this society as separate
from the rest of the world.
1166. 5.27.18 (Yogyakarta, Java): I can still hear the Gamela music
playing in my ears particularly that amazing SYNCOPATED
MOMENT near the end that strikes the most other-worldly chors
of outre consciousness, not sure how that relates to the
story but it surely provides a most startling conclusion to
the various conflicts + battles + death + demise that seem to
be at the center of this warrior mentality: perhaps the music
beckons a kind of peace + salvation at the center of a brutal
culture.
1167. 5.27.18 (Yogyakarta, Java): JAVA, JAVA, JAVA, oh my God, I am
in heaven. This is precisely the kind of anti-tourism place I
have been looking for, just people here drawn to the culture
Yoyga, or so it seems. It all makes me whonder why I am
always the outsider, a phantom in the night, sometimes nonexistent to the powers that be, I must be so anti-powersthat-be that it is sensed, I have my own ideas, however far
afield they may go, the simply do not fit into anyone’s
concept of THEIR WORLD. I have constructed my OWN WORLD,
separate + apart from others, and now that I am free from
NEEDING to do anything in particular, I can go ever deeper
into that world, without any worry of not fitting into THE
PLAN, distracted by the posers-that-be, I can be independent
+ attentive. Not say this state of freedom is not without its
own anxiety, but even my anxiety will be on my own terms.
1168. 5.27.18 (Yogyakarta, Java): How to live your life, practice
your art, without becoming a civil servant! That is my
supreme goal for the remainder of my life. Just don’t be an
arrogant fool about it, flaunting superiority + selfrighteousness, that doesn’t work either. Be humble, but
defend your ideas + process, and be joyous, free and your own
person at the same time.
1169. 5.27.18 (Yogyakarta, Java): The single greatest political
threat currently, not just in the US but worldwide, is the
threat to democratic ideals. The problem is that MEDIA has
become a seductive, manipulative, coercive weapon, and with a
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media sorcerer, TRUMP, the results are devastating. Like I
have said in the age of the post-truth/post reality,
perpetuated by reality-deconstructive television, seamlessly
seeping into the political system, the results are
devastating in the hypnotized minds of the entertainmentclass, those who no longer recognize the separation between
that which is real and that which is not.
1170. 5.28.18 (Yogyakarta, Java): After last night’s discussion at
the House of Fiber alternative art space, I realize just how
much more interesting it is to switch off the incessant
screen redirect the attention of other fellow human beings to
a face-to-face immersion in the FIRST SPACE. Wow! What a
transformation to disconnect momentarily to be with others in
the physical reality, so that we can differentiate the
OTHER’s Realities and use them as deeply + as richly and as
immersively. But to try and be in those two sacred spaces
sometimes is a BIG MISAGKE: it is an injustice to the
hallowed activity of BEING with others, meaningfully without
distraction, without diversion. If there is any such thing as
enlightenment, it is that, observing and respecting the
preciousness of first space interaction, which then, allow
third space interaction as a STEPPING CONSCIOUSNESS ACTIVITY
of Powerful communication. Here in a third world country that
release into the third space can be even more compelling at
to be released from the JUNGLE, as they call it; if everyone
is fleeing the JUNGLE what will happen to the first space
relations in that space, how will they ever improve, or will
they just be forever ignoring the reality of their own
situation.
1171. 5.28.18 (Yogyakarta, Java): Back to Giving + Learning +
Sharing + Being in the Socially Participative Space of OTHERS
is SO MUCH MORE INTERESTING than the one-way BROADCAST of
information that Governs the nature of how communication
takes place in the Agora lf learning. TED Talks being the
Supreme example of all that is wrong with the hierarchical
order of the individual playing the role of Authority
BROADCASTING KNOWLEDGE to others. We must ALL LEARN from each
other, not assume that our ideas are great or more important
than others: so then, how does a book or a performance or any
artwork attain that dynamic? It goes all the way back to
Originale and need to change the social configuration of the
theatrical arrangement + make it more participatory, more
inclusive, less hierarchical, freer, a momentary zone of
freedom and redistribution of power + authority, although, it
could have gone much further, which it eventually did with
the Cage performances.
1172. 5.28.18.1 (reportage – Selfie Buddha): Climbing up the
circuitous pathway of the Borobudur temple just outside of
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Yogyakarta, Java, I encountered a sight that revealed the
sheer magnitude of the infiltration of the selfie into our
mediated lives. The selfie, the compulsive act of narcissism,
rooted in our innate desire to look deeply in the virtual
mirror to gaze at our digital reflection, has been seized by
religious monks who are just as intent to contemplate the
medial gaze.
5.28.18.2 (reportage – Selfie Buddha): If Nam June Paik’s
mid-1970s TV Buddha was an ironic caricature of the modern
Buddha eternally contemplating the self through the
unblinking eye of the live, closed circuit television signal,
here, an actual Buddhist monk brings Paik’s electric
sculpture into the present day by gazing intently at his own
image through the even more contemporary media tools of the
mobile phone and selfie stick. Now, everyone is a TV Buddha,
no one is too holy to get into the act.
5.28.18.3 (reportage – Selfie Buddha): There is no escape
from the selfie. In fact, the closer you get to the holiest,
most sacred sites in the world, such as the majestic
Borobudur – originally constructed in the 9th century AD and
rediscovered in the early 19th century – the more the selfie
compulsion overtakes this space of contemplation. The selfie
radically shifts contemplation away from the site and turns
it back on one’s sight, one’s own image, one’s desire to
force documentation on the experience of being in the place,
rather than actually being.
5.28.18.4 (reportage – Selfie Buddha): It’s as though we
don’t exist unless we photograph the moment. And furthermore,
we are incapable of sharing the social dynamic of the moment
in the physical space around us without mediation. We need to
resituate social relations in the remote, distributed space
of social media. Each and every moment of great import is
transferred to the third space, that shared network space
conjoining the local and the remote, where we are gradually
and assuredly shifting our lives, our friendships, our
experiences, and our contemplation.
5.28.18.5 (reportage – Selfie Buddha): It is through the lens
of the phone that we now access the moment: especially that
of the sacred and mystical. Let Budhha lead the way! As we
travel the walkway ascending Borobudur, where the design of
the temple is intended to lead us on a circular path to
enlightenment, we may not find our self, but will find our
selfie. When we reach the zenith of our pilgrimage, it may
not bring Nirvana, but it will direct us deep into the lens
of the camera where in the depth of a medial unknown, we will
find our new inner selfie: digital, reproducible,
distributable, disposable.
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1173. 6.2.18: Ideally, one desk is clear for writing + reading, one
desk is equipped for communications + production +
performance.
1174. 7.2.18 (Zakros Journal): I would like to transmit the haunted
dreams of Minoan ghosts out through the studio portal into
the third space, a kind of gorge of the telematic, that wefts
and winds its way out from the unconscious into the
ephemerality of the third space, that like the Minoan dead,
defies the laws of the physical world. Nowhere to be in the
in between as Cage put it so well, did he know the
significance of Zakros when he wrote that mesostic? Was that
Cage’s Zakros manifesto, written just days perhaps hours
before he entered into the land of the dead?
1175. 7.2.18 (Zakros Journal): From here on out I will join the
Minoans in the land of the dead to think haunted and inspired
thoughts might shed some ling on the land of the living that
is so very perilous at the moment. Even this wind seems like
the shuddering of ghosts as they wind their way through the
labyrinth of the dead.
1176. 7.2.18 (Zakros Journal): How can the world be so perfect and
so screwed all @ the same time… I wonder if that is simply
the gamut of life, from those who seek some form of higher
meaning + truth, and those who attempt to destroy it with
fear and all the deadly sins. How can these people be so
pious about their menacing perspective on life? And then how
can those who are seeking to unravel the mysterious of life
be so full of doubt in their journey? It is as though the
moral compass is like a ship afloat, always precarious + full
of danger, and then the darkness of fear and greed and selfabsorption is so full of reckless confidence. Doubt is for
seekers and confidence is for those who think they know,
often out of ignorance.
1177. 7.2.18 (Zakros Journal): The greatest gift is to have the
endurance of seeing, to get through the complexities of life
and still be a seeker as opposed to a fearful fear monger tht
comes with the hardening of the soul with the xtreme effort
of survival and taking care of oneself to the detriment of
giving to others, the need for power, the need to destroy
others to protect oneself.
1178. 7.2.18 (Zakros Journal): I will build my own Palace in the
third space, complete with various apartments, social agoras,
and ritual acts. It is there I will gather with others to
discuss + dream + scheme impossible dreams in order to carve
out a small dose of intoxicating illumination within the
enveloping darkness. Like a sacred cave, a place where
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anything is possible so long as those who inhabit the space
dare to imagine and not be beaten down by the darkness no
matter how dark it becomes. I will wrap the darkness in
ironic twists of humor + poetry, to reveal the source of the
darkness, which is the great power to penetrate the dark.
That seems impossible to challenge, but it can be challenged,
only with light + knowledge + humor + irony, not with more
darkness. You can’t fight darkness with darkness, only light
+ imagination can overcome the dark, those who propagate
darkness cannot tolerate the light, it blinds them, like
Plator’s Cave, they wither in the light.
1179. 7.2.18 (Zakros Journal): In my bunker, the holy darkness of
my studio, I will transmit a ray of light to insist on the
raw hope of humanity rising. That feeling in the stomach of
hope + joy + light + humor will be my way of resisting the
darkness, but I must go there in order to burn this lamp of
artistic illumination.
1180. 7.4.18 (Zakros Journal): It’s time to enter into the spiral
of darkness in order to see beyond and to see + extract light
and then fight for what remains of freedom and enlightenment
in a world run amok. Those who dwell + feed on darkness have
managed to take control so I must enter into their space in
order to challenge them, confront them, speak out in defense
of light. Whether it’s a manifestation of the devil we can
never know, but they represent to darkness, they embrace
darkness + fear and all we can do is confront it by defending
the light, in whatever we can. For me I will enter the spiral
and REPORT, it is my REPORTAGE amplified by the third space
is all that matters , that is how I intend to take action,
from the Bunker and from the Nation’s Capital, where darkness
hovers over us like some alien force that threatens our
civilization, ideals, freedoms + LIGHT.
1181. 7.4.18 (Zakros Journal): All I can do is what I can to defend
what I believe, to enter into the spiral of darkness + light
to announce the RAW HOPE OF HMANITY RISING. What else can one
do as we see our own civilization crumbling all around us.
And so I will amplify my thoughts as best I can from the
BUNKER, an outpouring of ideas, conversation, a format into
the third space for whoever might listen in the nowhere
space.
1182. 7.4.18 (Zakros Journal): In defense of democracy that
suspends itself across space + time beginning here in Creece
+ particularly in Crete, I will conduct a series of readings
from the Broadcast from Howl to Plato to Thoreau to Reimbau…
I will be a non-stop information channel for the great poets,
artists + thinkers (yes real thinkers) as a challenge to
Xtreme TRUMPology that is invading the space of truth +
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knowledge. Like the great monuments of the nation’s capital,
where, I you take the time, have memorialized the democratic
thinking that holds our fragile world together, which is now
being ripped apart, limb by limb, sadly, tragically,
willfully demolishing civilization as we know it. What else
can one do in these perilous times than spread the knowledge
that holds it all together, as a durational mind focusing
exercise from deep within the darkness of the Bunker, even
the BOOTH ITSELF, that deeply dark bunkered space where I can
monologue with intensity and commune with the poets.
1183. 7.5.18 (Zakros Journal): As I approach the end of this
labyrinthine journey, I have seen the rise + fall of
civilizations. I witness + report on the fall of our life on
the plant.
1184. 7.7.18 (Zakros Journal): It always comes to this: NO
PRETENSE, THE NARRATIVE IS THE HERE + NOW, AUTHENTIC, THE
WORK_FLOW, THE BUNKER, THE ACT OF WORKING + WRITING… ISN’T
THAT ENOUGH? WHY PRETEND ANYTHING WHEN NOTHING IS REAL?
1185. 7.7.18 (Zakros Journal): The last leg of the journey… to
freedom, heading home… at last what a journey to Zakros, the
EAST, the FAR EAST, BUT NOW I AM coming back to the East of
the West, the east coast, back to America, to slip right into
the homelife, the bunkered life, replete with kids,
neighborhood craziness, our home, the year, the Bunker amidst
it all, it is my village for better or worse, it could be
better, it could be worse, but it is home, time to settle
back in to be free as a bird, no need to be anything other
than what/who I am. There is only so much time left on the
planet…
1186. 7.8.18: Back in the Bunker for once and for all. My work now
is about working, discovery in the act of making and creating
and imagining. The work now is to create a studio environment
that is alive and live, where situates take place, where
writing is the beginning of an activation. I will separate
writing (first space activity) from producing and
communicating (second and third space activities) in order to
fully activate a multi-spatial mis-en-scene for presenting +
performing my work. If in fact the artwork of the future is
the space of production + communication, then the studio
bunker is exactly that space. “The studio will be the point
of origin, my mis-en-scene, my alchemical laboratory.” As I
said nearly 8 years ago in the Manifesto for the Post
Reality, and that space has been a work-in-progress, but now
that I have completed the Open Source Studio project, all
related online teaching, as well as launched the Third Space
Network, I am now ready to take this idea to the next level.
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1187. 7.8.18: We are too ready to work in “pieces” not ready enough
to just work on a “project” that is never finished until the
working life is over, over, over. “It’s all over.” I want to
achieve a Flow where the work emerges from the process of
making rather than one fixed by preconceived notions of
narrative form. The truly compelling moments happen within
the overall flexibility of the structure, the ritual
enactments of in-the-moment realizations, that is what I will
HOLD on to + TRUST if I am worth the salt of my artistry and
command of the space. I will own the space, I will become
part of the space, I will be the space, I will be one with
the space, so that the mind can be tapped and habitual
rational ideas can be stripped of their mundanity +
repetition.
1188. 7.8.18: In terms of the post real, it can have both negative
+ positive connotations, perhaps like Buddha ascending into
the realm of nirvana, passing beyond the everyday + the
habitual into a transcendental mind-space. I SUPPOSE, with
much trepidation, that the studio is like ascending the
temple palace trajectory to attain a higher realm of
consciousness, the STUDIO as a vehicle for mindful and
spiritual expansion much like the temple builders who created
spaces for ritual enactments. My ritual is the act of working
in front of the camera as a live connection via the Third
Space, a realm of transcendental ascension because of its
ability to defy the physical laws of the known world.
1189. 7.8.18: AUTOMATIC WRITING: PRACTICE THIS TECHNIQUE.
1190. 7.9.18: How to integrate life: studio production,
performance, where it all becomes one undifferentiated by
intent + purpose… it all leads to a practice of art + life,
particularly because I am no longer beholden to any
institutional pressures. I can now focus on designing my
art/life practice, because this is the only way the
TRANSMISSION will make any sense. And to not be afraid to
turn ANY MOMENT INTO A BROADCAST. On the other hand, maybe it
makes more sense to focus the broadcast in the bunker,
because the bunker is the “POINT OF ORIGIN,” it is the
THEATRE (STAGE) and the Third Space is its AUDITORIUM.
1191. 7.9.18: It occurs to me that I can create a more focused
channel directly from the studio, there is no reason not to
incorporate recorded material from the mobile phone. Need to
think about this. I think it might break the concept to
stream mobile. Do I need to separate life outside from the
bunker? Do I need to focus the broadcast purely on the studio
as a transformational space?
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1192. 7.9.18: The idea of separating the first space from the third
space. When in the first space to be fully + wholly in the
first space, when in the third space (studio) to be fully and
wholly in the third space. The integration of the two is in
the FLOW + PROCESS to shift First Space experience into Third
space transformations. But their needs to be that alchemical
space of origin in which to WORK the Magic.
1193. 7.9.18: I also believe this infinitely simplifies the
broadcast so that I can take control within the studio, as a
continuous artist rendering, a structure within a fixed range
to generate the continuous broadcast as a work of art, an act
of performance, a deconstruction of the TV channel / Network
programming.
1194. 7.9.18: Back to basics, the studio is the stage where all
things take place, where all sources are gathered,
manipulated, annotated, and transmitted. The source for all
ACTIONS. And so does this mean to never be alone in the
studio? Alone together in the studio? When stepping into the
studio it becomes a social space, so that I am not talking to
myself, but communicating in the act of SOCIAL BROADCASTING,
so how can broadcasting not be social in the age of the Net
when everyone is constantly online…
1195. Coagulating in the bunker to slip into the lie space, space
activated by the transmission, thoughts energized, enlivened,
by the broadcast, connection, interaction, an embrace of
others who are POTENTIALLY or ACTUALLY in the space but not
required, I can inhabit it alone but it is still ACTIVATED
Nonetheless. Which is why it must take place in the bunker…
the bunker is a Zone for performance in the third space. It’s
not just a window for looking into the studio, it is the
ACTIVATION of the STUDIO + thus the ACCTIVATION of the Third
Space by extension. Because not only do things go out, but
they also come in, so the studio is an Internet Mixing
Station. Yes, slipping to the live space of the bunker, where
the MACHINE hums, and the space is active, and I am
positioned within the broadcast to create my own news, of
something beyond, not beholden to the Grand Narrative of
Propaganda, but rather an artist’s story, an autonomous
reality narrative, beyond the suspension of disbelief… and
the bunker is necessary to tell this story, shape this
narrative, it can happen in the “real world” but only in my
alchemical laboratory deep beneath the surface of the real.
1196. 7.10.18: Foremost is the Work_Flow and to enter into my
headspace each day that is conducive to clarity of thought, I
need to protect that space of the mind, because it is the
only way to go beyond the beyond, beyond the fads + populisms
of even the so-called experimentalists and into something
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truly new and compelling and all my own, my own VOICE, my own
thought pattern, my own sensibility, not anyone else’s. It
all boils down to the discipline of the Work_Flow and the
ability to SLOW DOWN and enter into THINKING as an integral
part of the work, everything thought through, nothing taken
for granted, nothing eliminated, but rather embraced,
embracing the time I have to think, and become something is
beyond, beyond, beyond…
1197. 7.10.18: When you think about it, the concept of the bunker
is an effort to plunge deeply into the Work_Flow, to harbor
memories, of the Underworld, a concept of death and profound
questioning of life + reality, post reality, the beyond
beyond, the images of the journey into the Underworld, the
artifacts, is all intended to go down, down, down into
subterranean realms of existence + magic + transformation.
1198. 7.10.18: The only way to do this is to shift away from the
impulses to check email, read the news, there is plenty of
time to do all that, there is a time + place for processing
the destruction of Western Civilization, that is assuredly
integral to WHY I AM HERE IN THE BUNKER, but I must also be
disciplined enough to mine the internal thought process, the
unconscious mind, of dreams + images + snds that haunt the
imagination, otherwise I will be controlled by the Broadcast.
1199. 7.10.18: I also need to be continually sharp enough to catch
the absurdities, to not be silent, to not fall into inertia,
to stay on top of my game, to constantly be myself, to not be
afraid of saying what needs to be said in any given
situation. At least while I am speaking from the BUNKER,
outside, well I guess I need to follow a few protocols of
civility, but when I enter the BUNKER, I command the spae,
and so too the third space, I can talk about anything, there
needs to be opportunity without limits or constraint to open
up, to practice, but always with the good of humanity in
mind, the RAW HOPE OF HUMANITY RISING, to have my own
platform for voicing whatever needs to be said. There is so
much garbage afloat in the human universe, and such an urgent
need for openness, compassion, clarity, reason, and
brashness: always with humor…
1200. 7.10.18: If I don’t attempt a discipline to stay shart, I am
not doing my job as an artist. Absolutely. Need keep the mind
sharp, above all, be in control of the process, each aspect
of the flow. With this computer in front of me it is so easy
to get distracted, so the writing desk is maximum critical,
no computer on the writing desk, just a place to write +
think. Having the computer @ the writing desk is a total
distraction, you are constantly looking up things, with
shifts the mental space away from the interior dialogue. How
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to keep that dialogue active? Disconnect. Needs to be 100% in
the First Space, while there is another form of active
writing that can take place in the Third Space, it must be
possible to preserve the purity of First Space Writing.
1201. 7.10.18: There are so many pressing issues in the world that
demand your attention. This attention needs to be preserved
and protected or else life will simply pass you by. That is
why we have ritual enactments, in order to focus ourselves.
My studio “practice” will be constructed of various
enactments: writing, authoring, producing, communicating,
playing, performing, speaking, ranting, thinking,
transmitting, broadcasting, deconstructing, drifting,
researching, reading, stopping, accelerating, and on and on.,
all of these enactments will be thoughtfully executed
consciously + sometimes unconsciously through the constructed
WORK_FLOW. And then there is dreaming as ritual enactment to
reach into the beyond beyond beyond, far, far, far from the
everyday…. There simply must be room for EVERYTHING + all
part of a constructed FLOW, time slowing, breating in + out +
all around…
1202. 7.11.18: The complexities of 24/7 live broadcasting are
staggering. Every single provider shies away or complicates
or undermines the simplicity of the ALWAYS/ON BROADCAST OR
THEY MAKE IT PROHIBITIVELY EXPENSIVE. Why pay so much of
there is another solution? Perhaps the LIVE BROADCAST is just
one component of the meta-suite of streaming + VOD + social
media. If I use Vimeo Live I go live when I want to go Live,
no more no less, the rest of the time I am pushing out
various streams of content. Necessary to back to basics
(catch up) with the Work_FLOW in order to understand how to
best launch the FEEDS.
1203. 7.11.18: So 3SN is a RIVER OF MEDIA transmitting out into the
broad ether of the third space. Building on the IMMERSIVE
FUNCCTIONALITY of the Hui Wen layered design, it will be
possible to disperse and broadcast in ways that are hacked,
chopped, and FLOWING DESPITE THE SHEER INSANITY OF THE
INDUSTRY BULLSHIT. I MUST BE WELL AHEAD OF THE CURVE.
1204. 7.11.18: Multiple channels: LIVE, RANDOM, VOD, BLOG
(WORK_FLOW), etc. that generate into the ether/third space.
1205. 7.11.18: So I am not interested so much in the ARHIVES nor am
I interested in the “SCENE,” but rather in the HERE + NOW, a
permanent NOW FESTIVAL that takes aim at all the nonsense +
posturing and just exists in its own impermanence +
transitory / fleeting moment of the Here + Now. It can be
live, it can be recorded, but ultimately it is PUBLISHED,
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without filter or gate keeper or care about recognition,
fame, exposure, notoriety, but it is ambitious as ALL HELL!
1206. 7.12.18: Making a Scene in the Bunker, the artist can now
create their own self-contained cosmology of production +
transmission + performance without leave the studio, the
means of having absolute control over the artistic process
from conception to reception. There need not be an
intermediary between the artist’s own space and the mind +
ears + eyes of the viewer. And, it can be a two-way + multijointed system of communication and interaction which is
simply not possible (or feasible) in the gallery or museum. +
it’s real-time + it’s 24/7.
1207. 7.12.18: I can look out through the portal of my vantage
point practically anywhere: from Washington to Wyoming to
Warsaw, AND I can rebroadcast the results, which can then be
forwarded/redirected + until a dialogue results, and thus the
broadcast becomes social + transactional, all in real-time
and all impossible in the traditional artspace unless you
bring the third space to the art space, but they why have an
art space, why not just view @ home. The artist thus
constructs a mise-en-scene of unlimited proportions, a
theatrical space that is unconstrained and without
boundaries. Where the act of making becomes the act of
performing. Where the Work_Flow is the flow of time in space
(third space), where nothing is hidden, everything is
transparent AND ACTIVATED + communicated + recorded +
transformed from moment to moment, a life lived as an artist
in front of and for the camera. The system of artistic
communication collapsed in the here and now. The artist’s
assimilation/absorption of information, which underlies the
artistic process, can be processed and recontextualized in
real-time, annotation + commentary as a live performance
action, EVERYTHING, from reading a book, watching a movie, I
am shifting the performance act into the studio, where the
WORK_FLOW becomes the primary content of the work, ALWAYS
FLOWING, it is what it is, nothing more, nothing less. The
AUTHENTICITY of the live broadcast is a beautiful thing, it
is life itself, it is “REALITY” not a recording, but
activated with the AURA of the live. Perhaps in the age of
digital media the aura of the original has been replace by
the AURA of the LIVE. The LIVE in essence is an original, it
exists in the ever-present-present of NOW, and there is only
one moment of NOW. Of course there an infinite number of
“NOW’s” until the end of time, but each NOW is distinct from
every other NOW, like SNOWFLAKES. NOW as in the Here + Now
happens once everywhere. Every moment of LIVE is a new moment
in the ongoing FLOW of the LIVE + NOW. That is the importance
of the LIVE. If in fact the original has become extinct in
the age of reproduction, we must now turn to the LIVE, to
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PERFORMANCE to re-establish the aura of artistic creation
that is the necessity of inserting the LIVE INTO the studio
process, to ACTIVATE the Aura of the LIVE in the Third Space.
1208. 7.12.18: But I don’t want to be a slave to the broadcast so
perhaps I go live when I am in the studio… or at least when
the studio is active and I am not in it. The live broadcasts
needs to be integrated into the WORK_FLOW, whether it be
STUDIO or ON LOCATION.
1209. 7.13.18: It takes incredible discipline to sit down here
first thing in the morning and not give in to all the
potential distractions. The mind wants to latch on to any and
all things that will pull it away from the thinking process.
With the 24/7 activation of the Broadcast, this adds a degree
of self-awareness of BEING WATCHED, as though no longer alone
deep within the recesses of the bunker. I believe after a
period of time the BROADCAST will just be a fact of life, a
thing that is part of the studio life, life itself. It takes
even more discipline + endurance to engage the studio process
while being “watched” and made self-aware. Is it not unlike
Thoreau’s Walden, a torrent of thoughts + ruminations while
residing in his own bunker of isolation. The act of writing
is the transmission, the connection, the lifeline to the
exterior world. To this I am adding the immediacy of the
broadcast, but it is nevertheless the same thing, it is a
monologue/dialogue with the viewer that collapses the
interaction in the ever-present-present of now, rather than
the long, tedious process of publishing in print. MY
PUBLISHING is immediate or near immediate.
1210. 7.13.18: But I must not talk to an “audience,” it must be
specific + real with a real person out there in the third
space, not blowing steam to an unknown but to actual audience
and participant-conversants who enter into and become part of
the dialogue. As a meta-narrator I must avoid narrating
vocally but rather engaging directly the viewer I am
communicating with. While the “meta-narration” is contained
within the written word and the audio-visual stream, which
exist as language that requires a media platform to be
published. Conversation + dialogue + spoken word on the other
hand is a transactional act that takes place in the immediate
relationship with the viewer engaged simultaneously in realtime with the artist.
1211. 7.13.18: There are many potential fees in the Broadcast:
studio cams, Hyperdeck clips, VDMX real-time generation,
Desktop, rebroadcasted conversations in Skype, social media
feeds, writing, Live exterior cams, mobile studio cam,
station id’s, commercials, Live cable tv, manipulated media,
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water…flowing, + all things switching + transitioning in the
Media Torrent.
1212. 7.13.18: But much of the time the bunker will be qiet
contemplative, thoughtful + brooking. It will breathe gently
in the night, a space beneath the surface of reason, rational
thought, consciousness, immersed in dreams + possibilities.
1213. 7.13.18: The Bunker has a life of its own. Who knows what
kind of spirits lurk @ night deep within the dreaming bunker.
I want to broadcast those haunted angels that float about in
the night when the mind is asleep, the bunker perhaps is a
conduit back to an eternity of artistic journeys into the
labyrinthine spaces of the mind + creative unknowns. I want
to explore those unknowns, seek them out, not so they can be
known in the bright light of reason and rational thought, but
so they can be transformed into unspeakable (+ speakable)
artistic acts conducted in the bunker and played out in front
of the camera for anyone + no one to see. Only those who
dare…
1214. 7.13.18: The exception to the dialogue / spoken word, is the
stream-of-consciousness monologues that take place in the
booth. One mic in the booth for deep monologues, one mic @
the communications desk for dialogue, no mic @ the writing
desk where the written word takes place.
1215. 7.14.18: There is no longer a “reality,” a “political
reality” I should say, that follows anything close to the
norms we have held since the founding. The ability to disrupt
this reality is directly the result of the confusion between
the reality of popular culture and the political culture
between the effects of media + and the role of media, between
role-playing and the execution of public service. There is no
demarcation, it is all “play” and “posturing” until you get
to the point that government’s final grip on the “political
reality” is within the FBI. They are the only actors who seem
to be operating outside of the pseudo reality, the only
seekers of truth, ironically, given their sordid past. It
seems to me that this could end in a coup d’etat if the FBI
decides it needs to protect the state from itself, as Thoreau
declared in his essay on civil disobedience:
1216. 7.14.18: “All men recognize the right of revolution that is
the right to refuse allegiance to, and to resist, the
government, when its tyranny or its inefficiency are great
and unendurable” – On the Duty of Civil Disobedience, Henry
David Thoreau, Loc 392701
1217. 7.14.18: “Let your life be a counter-friction to stop the
machine. What I have to do is to see, at any rate, that I do
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not lend myself to the wrong which I condemn.” On the Duty of
Civil Disobedience, Henry David Thoreau, Loc 392330
1218. 7.14.18: It is our duty to resist, to be a check + balance,
by DOING WHATEVER WE CAN, in my case, as an artist. Working
under the 24/7 surveillance of the BROADCAST, is my own form
of performance + social media. But is it really surveillance?
Who is surveilling whom? I am watching, I am transmitting, I
am fulfilling my DUTY as an artist activating the NETWORK in
order to be a COUNTER-FRICTION to the Machine.
1219. 7.14.18: – 24/7 – that is the act of endurance, to keep it
FLOWING, that is my contribution, because what else ccan I
do? Even if no one is watching, I function as a model like
Thoreau, who escaped the pretensions of contemporary life to
demonstrate what was critical to a meaningful human
existence. For me, the bunker is my studio, fortified, as a
space for reflection and a space for expression,
communication + production.
1220. 7.14.18: We are entering into exceedingly dark times, what
better time to take my stand in the bunker in order to speak
WHATEVER needs to be said! I do believe, that by maintaining
the BROADCAST 24/7, that people will take note, besides, not
only is Everything Broadcast, it is also recorded and placed
into the archives, so nothing is lost, everything is
maintained as a record, for purposes of distribution and
communication. I will do that so long as XTreme TRUMPology
rules the land.
1221. 7.14.18: I believe I am uniquely qualified to ASSES TRUMP
because he fits no neatly into the post reality. But to
conduct this assessment, I must be able to concentrate +
think + contain my thoughts to focus, always focus on what is
crucial and directly in front of me rather than be caught up
in the studio complexities, those these technical issues are
crucial to the plan. But since I have no other obligations I
should be able to thoroughly devote myself to the mission. I
will find a way to keep the broadcast going no matter what
even if it means traveling out of the studio, or moving the
studio, I will keep this going that is my endurance. Now I am
free to say + do whatever I want, I am free as a bird, I will
soar, I will crash, but I will always be focused on the
mission ahead, which is to be the COUNTER-FRICTION TO THE
MACHINE, BY CONSTRUCTING MY OWN BROADAST MACHINE to give
voice to all that needs to be said for whomever my list.
1222. 7.14.18: I have an extremely privileged situation right now.
I DON’T NEED TO WORK, I DON’T NEED ANYONE TELLING ME WHAT I
CAN + CANNOT DO. I have, for the moment, the financial
freedom.
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1223. 7.14.18: The notebook is the port of entry. It must be
present @ BOTH DESKS. AT THE WRITING DESK, IT IS FOR
EXPLORATORY WRITING + THINKING, while @ the communications
desk it is for documentation + reading. So I must create
space for the notebook everywhere…
1224. 7.14.18: Instead of writing books, I will generate FEEDS.
Live, blogged, but without relying on conventional social
media. Best to stay away? Then how to reach people? Email? I
don’t know, but how to capture people’s attention without
social media or is social media the AGORA of the moment…
There are so many ways to distribute information without
relying on BIG DATA.
1225. 7.15.18: Quiet the mind. Be 2 PEACE WITH THE WORK AHEAD,
PEOPLE WILL QUESTION + distract, they will challenge + be
confused, they will be bored + irritated, they will ignore
while reach for the shiniest object. I will not be shining, I
will just be exactly what I am and not apologetic or
conciliatory in the least. I do not have to explain anything.
I do not have to defend myself, nor provide a
breakdown/analysis. I just need to concentrate and find the
WORK_FLOW. 24/7. Yes, 247 has boundless possibilities. It is
epic in scope, immersive, totalizing, an endurance challenge,
it is a commitment to the process. It is wholistic, it is a
deep dive plunge. It is a no holds barred gift to the world,
because it essentially hasn’t been done, in this manner. The
Artist as Channel, complete + wholly submerged in the
BROADCAST 24/7 is timeless + infinite (in concept) it is
without beginning nor end, it is always flowing like a river,
always in the ever-present-present of NOW. And it is LIVE
with the AURA OF LIVE, neither past nor future it is
happening NOW, it is flowing, it is BLOSSOMING + DYING ALWAYS
in its embrace of Now. It is electric it is ALIVE, by being
LIVE it is ALIVE as a 24/7 breathing entity. It is giving
BIRTH TO LIFE itself in the media flow. As a LIVING thing it
embraces LIFE, it is as LIFE is, it is the artistic creation
as a living thing, a kind of Frankenstein CREATION that
PULSES with its own Heartbeat, its own circulatory system,
it’s own blood + guts, a living entity with tentacles that
reach around the world through the NETWORK, I AM A VIRUS WHO
TRAVELS THE SYSTEM SPREADING MY REPORTAGE THROUGHOUT.
1226. 7.15.18 (reportage - A Manifesto for the Underground Studio
Bunker): In my Underground Studio Bunker in Washington, DC, I
am creating a live performance space for 24/7 Internet
broadcasting over the Third Space Network (3SN). 3SN is for
programming ANYTHING I want, WHENEVER I want, without any
traditional gatekeepers, curators, dealers, or anyone else
telling me what I can or cannot do. 3SN is a social sculpture
uniting viewers, artists, radicals, anyone who dares to
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participate in an ongoing dialogue in the third space, not
bound by distance culture or geography.
1227. 7.15.18 (reportage - A Manifesto for the Underground Studio
Bunker): The Bunker is a secure place for the 3SN Broadcast,
where I can challenge all forms of the status quo: art,
politics, media and life itself. It is a living breathing
space for my work accessible ANYWHERE in the world. In the
bunker, I can infiltrate messages at will in the form of
music, visual art, multimedia, spoken word, poetry, rants,
manifestos, etc., ANYTHING ANYTIME 24/7. The Bunker can be
described as an Autonomous Free Zone of anarchic behavior
where ANYTHING goes in the form of artistic expression. It is
free and independent and there is NO authority to suppress my
voice, NONE, whatsoever. The Bunker takes free expression to
the extreme, crucial in these times of crisis and the
destruction of truth. In the Bunker, truth reigns supreme,
and so does satire and cutting critique and the manipulation
of EVERYTHING in the spirit of total expression and artistic
reportage. I do not have to cater to ANY art scene because I
am creating MY OWN scene in the Bunker. Anyone can choose to
join me or NOT, this makes no difference, because what is
crucial is I am exercising FULLY my democratic right to speak
out and not be constrained by ANYONE: not from the arts,
government, or academia. I will keep my BROADCAST (A)live for
as long as I am breathing and able to speak my mind.
1228. 7.15.18: So it is clear that 24/7 is the essence of all
things that are LIVING + growing as part of the realm of LIFE
itself, it must be 24/7 or it is not alive, it is not an
entity with the aura of LIFE energy, living energy,
sustaining / self-sustaining, brought to life by the Artist
who then attaches himself to his CREATION + becomes ONE WITH
IT. An expanding concept of LIFE no longer bound by the body
+ mind but amplified by the creation and its embrace of the
Network.
1229. The SYSTEM as a living thing: the cameras are eyes, watching;
the microphones are ears, listening; the screens are windows
into the network + the virtual universe and the mass of
teaming life on the screen; data is the neural impulses
flowing, electricity is the blood circulating, feeding the
system; sometimes the system is asleep, dreaming, with images
bubbling up from the unconscious mind, dreams that are the
transmission of memories, recorded in the system’s mental
storage, memory, when the system is put to “sleep” the
dreaming memory storage takes over and continues to FLOW, the
system’s heartbeat is the CLOCK, that pulses with precise
regularity dictated and controlled by TIME itself, this
pulsation can be amplified as LIFE throbbing and vibrating to
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activate LIVING impulses in those who might listen, dreams
can activate the dreams of those who might watch…
1230. 7.15.18: Central to the System is LIVE COMMUNICATION, a metasocial creation that anyone can into in order to engage in
dialogue with one another and with the Artist and with the
System… Receive communications from anywhere / anytime. ALIVE
+ LIVE + CONNECTED.
1231. 7.15.18: SO THE QUESTION BECOMES WHY? Why this 24/7 immersive
plunge into the third space network as a living entity?
Because I am conducting REPORTAGE, and like the war
correspondents who embed themselves in the WAR ZONES I am
embedding myself in the NETWORK, to report on the phenomenon
of our 24/7 life on the screen. Perhaps this will culminate
in a book or just a performance. Is it not unlike Kesey’s BUS
experiment, traveling through America, through the heartland:
I am traveling through the NETWORK, that is my research,
through the social media LANDSCAPE, through the POLITICAL
LANDSCAPE that burns and explodes as a viral wildfire each
and every 24/7 day in the NETWORK. The NETWORK has become our
WORLD OF CONTEMPORARY LIFE, so it is necessary to conduct by
REPORTAGE in that space. The only way to keep up with the
accelerated FLOW of the network, is to create my own NETWORK
TELEVISION CHANNEL that breathes in the 24/7 BROADCAST. To be
ALIVE IS TO BE 24/7. It’s 24/7 or Zero = Death.
1232. 7.15.18: And I am not going to bury myself in a gallery or
MUSEUM OR ONLINE EXHIBITION WEBSITE. I am going to be
streaming full blast 24/7 for as long as I can in the Third
Space Network. If anyone wants to display my feed, fine, but
from here on out (for the time being) I will only perform for
MY CHANNEL, that is my ACCESS POINT, NO OTHER!, and I will
devote 100% of my focus on doing this right, rather than
being distracted by other entities + promotes of art, I will
BE MY CHANNEL, I WILL BECOME ONE WITH MY CHANNEL, I will find
every possible way to integrate my life with the FEED.
1233. 7.16.18: ALL ART, carries with it the idea of TOTAL ART, but
with a MEDIA TWIST. Gesamtkunstwerk, Gestamtdatenwerk, ALL
ART suggests the idea that the whole concept of the
BROADCAST CHANNEL + UNDERGOUND STUDIO BUNKER is an artwork,
not just the so-called “content.” The medium is the Message
and the Mdium is an Artwork. Which in turn transforms my role
as HOST into a performance, and the studio/network as
performance space. Just as the REPORTAGE is experimental
writing, 3SN is experimental broadcasting, push the medium in
directions, perhaps, it hasn’t gone before. The whole ystem,
it’s design, the 24/7 continuously always on flowing in the
ever-present-present of NOW, monologues, social interaction,
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MEDIA ARCHIVES, ALL OF IT, ALL ART, and the blending with
LIFE, living the Broadcast.
1234. 7.16.18: LIVING THE BROADCAST
1235. 7.16.18: Integrating the 24/7 STUDIO/REMOTE BROADCASTING with
life in the everyday. How to take the BROADCAST to the XTreme
an an integral part of LIFE, NOT TO BE CTLED but to use it as
an amplifier, a medium, a platform, 24/7 EXHIBITION SPACE.
1236. 7.16.18: Theatre of the Third Space – Since the origins of
human time, people have congregated in social spaces for the
purpose of enacting the theatrical experience. Whether it be
the Ancient Greek Dionysus Theatre, the Roman Colosseum, the
Indonesian Wayang Puppet Theatre, Japanese Noh Theatre, the
history of culture is deeply entrenched in the theatre. These
social spaces that bring about the spectacle of conflict,
drama, and interaction, is what is referred to as the third
space: it is that third orientation that is neither home nor
work, it is the place where we conjoin to witness the
unveiling of the human comedy.
1237. 7.16.18: Until the 19th century, we always thought of these
spaces as a physical, finite, enclosed world. But the advent
of electronic communications changed all that. Beginning when
Samuel Morse declared in 1845, when sending the first
telegraph between Washington, DC and Baltimore he
prophetically said: “What Hath God Wrought.” At that moment
in time a new world had been opened up, a new third space, a
new communications link joining people remotely.
1238. 7.20.18: Now if this isn’t both scary + exhilarating, I don’t
know what it is! The writing desk has been activated, nothing
on it but a notebook + coffee + pens. I can see straight
ahead into the bulletin boards, there are no cables swirling
around, no screens, no electrical devices ecept the light
that illuminates the desk. What does this provide? A clear
mind? Yes! I am wholly in the first space, all digital
communications are behind me out of sight, I have my back to
the screens. And oh yes, there are two speakers on the desk,
but sound is always allowed to infiltrate the first space.
Just not the window that transmits the unflickering eye of
the third space. I must treat the third space delicately and
keept it a distance when allowing the mind to think. The
third space is not necessarily a thinking space, it is a
communications space, which is another part of the brain. The
third space forces us to go outward, whereas the first space
allows inward thought, but not when it is competing with the
third space.! This is the thing that people don’t realize;
when they turn to the seductive love of third space
communications, they cease to draw on the focused energy of
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the first space. Perhaps one of the goals of the BROADCAST is
to test these ideas and as a kind of lab specimen, transmit
the results to the world, while taking an ironic
contradiction to the concepts to prove the points.
1239. 7.20.18: So I have designed the Bunker as a spatial
laboratory. One half in the first space, one half in the
third space, so that my research can extract from both
domains, transferring first space thought to third space
communications. The drafting table on the third space desk is
like a transfer zone, where the notebook filled with first
space reflection can be transferred to the third space
network. Once the words have been transferred from the brain
to the notebook, the notebook is transferred from the first
space desk to the third space desk, which then becomes the
basis for online writing + media production + communicatinos.
This transfer of knowledge + thinking + reflection + writing
is the origin + basis of the Work_FLOW.
1240. 7.20.18: And of course, metaphorically speaking, beneath the
first space desk, are deeper regions that the Bunker provides
access to: the Underworld, that world of the imagination +
dreams and unconscious flights of fantasy. It is there that
allegorical stories are enacted and told, where one can bear
witness to histories that are purely of meaning if not
reality. Those mythological narratives thus provide clues to
deep representational significance as to the human comedy
that plays out on the “real world” stage. So it is only from
the vantage point of the first space desk within the open
source studio that this Underworld can be accessed, marked in
fact by the bulletin board and the bunker writ large that
displays the artifacts of the journey.
1241. 7.20.18: So what about the idea of BROADCASTING the first
space, doesn’t that defeat its purpose? Would it be better to
shield this desk in order to provide a higher degree of
sanctity? But then it wouldn’t be a fully open source studio,
part of it would be private, much like OSS has become. But,
by broadcasting the first space desk I am inviting the camera
to infiltrate. But then there is the PERFORMATIVE aspect,
JUST THE OVERHEAD [mobile cam], with the cameras on the
communications desk. Just one overhead [mobile cam] as a
performative lens into the first space. No longer the first
space? If I am broadcasting from the first space desk, will I
disrupt the sanctity of the space? Isn’t that the whole idea
of constructing a first space desk in the first place?
[EVERYTHING MUST BE PART OF THE BROADCAST, EVEN WRITING]
1242. 7.20.18: HOW CAN I PERFORM FIRST SPACE WORK_FLOW WITHOUT
BROADCASTING IT?
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1243. 7.20.18: So the Open Source Studio is a PERFORMANCE of the
work_Flow such that it is critical to BROADCAST the first
space space because it is the only way to PERFORM the ENTIRE
PROCESS! The contradiction is the contradiction of the
representational nature of the theatre, the suspension of
disbelief in which even the MOST PRIVATE MOMENTS ARE
OBSERVED, otherwise the life portrayed and performed is
incomplete.
[By implementing the FEED (text-image-snd broadcast but with no
video)]
1244. 7.20.18: So the flow of circulation through the Open Source
Studio can move continuously with minimal operations. This
relaxes the system while keeping the studio connected under
any and all conditions except an Internet Blackout.
1245. 7.20.18: OK, moving on… It takes phenomenal endurance to
maintain these writing sessions, which at first are quite
focused and then lapse into technical issues. I need to be
able to maintain more introspective thought flows while
seated here @ the writing desk.
1246. 7.20.18: Raw Hope of Humanity Rising – that is the closest I
can come to a tag line that truly conveys the spirit of 3SN
in the face of Xtreme TRUMPology. Hannah Arendt’s definition
of the post reality:
1247. 7.20.18: “As Hannah Arendt wrote in her 1951 book, The
Origins of Totalitarianism, “The ideal subject of a
totalitarian rule is not the convinced Nazi or the convinced
Communists, but people for whom the distinction between fact
and fiction (i.e. the reality of experience) and the
distinction between true and false (i.e. the standards of
thought) no longer exist.” – The Death of Truth, Michiko
Kahutani
1248. 7.20.18: THIS IS WHY IT IS SO IMPORTANT TO PRESERVE FIRST
SPACE THOUGHT.
1249. 7.21.18: The Dissident, the artist as dissident defending
democracy from the studio bunker, underground, whith his own
“free tv” network: third space network, which allows
information to flow, freely, anything, always on, RAW HOPE OF
HUMANITY RISING through free expression from the Bunker. That
is the narrative, and yes, it is true, and authentic and
amplified through the broadcast. Yes in fact the information
superhighway represents the raw hope of humanity rising
because how else can an individual, an artist be given voice
that reverberates around the world!
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1250. 7.21.18: So in the BUNKER the artist as lonely dissident,
reading poetry, writing, communicating, live a free life,
pushing back, analyzing, mashing, deconstructing, being
playful, the life that needs to be live, to yes, give raw
hope of humanity rising.
1251. 7.21.18: At the Writing Desk, I pour out my thoughts onto the
paper while speaking? No! But while reading… I can be reading
a book, iPad from the writing desk does it become the
communications desk? So be it, the other desk is the
Produciton deks, but both desks are communications, broadcast
desk because the whole studio is a playing area.
1252. 7.21.18: So the WRITING DESK is also a READING DESK and I
will read from this desk via the BROADCAST. THE BOOTH IS THE
INTERIOR MONOLOGUES space, recording at HIGH QUALITY MY
INNERMOST THOUGHTS that cannot be WRITTEN BUT ONLY
VERBALIZED! On the writing/reading desk I will keep books
that are relevant to the broadcast. It will activate the
reading process.
1253. 7.21.18: The Booth is where AUTOMATIC WRITING becomes
AUTOMATIC SPEAKING, tapping directly into unconscious
thoughts verbally, transferring them directly to the decoding
process and preserving them in audio form. But to conclude,
all of these various modes of working are aimed at FREE
EXPRESSION in a tyrannical world when our freedoms are been
threatened.
1254. 7.21.18: Each Desk in the Bunker is like a submarine that
dives deep into other realities:
Communications/Production/Writing/Reading, and the Booth
where in the darkness and silence I take off into regions
beyond the imaginable… A reality voyager, trips into the
unknown.
1255. 7.22.18: A place to think is a launchpad to dreams, and
dreams are made up of the most hidden truths. The purpose of
the underground studio bunker is to expose the dreams, live +
real-time via the third space, to bring the dreams into the
the third space where they can circulate and co-mingle with
the dreams of others. This in short is the revolution,
confrontation of reality under assault, preservation of the
most human qualities: the raw hope of humanity rising. This
is the world of Carl Jung, of Freud, of all the poets,
artists, writers, philosophers who have disseminated their
dreams via print, painting, music, etc., my dreams + the
dreams of others now are transmitted via the telematic medium
of the third space. The third space is now the global agora
for the co-mingling of dreams + ideas + resistance. Of course
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it is resistance because the third space is also the zone of
conflict, where communication has been weaponized, and this
tyranny of the network has contaminated the third space.
So where else to front the tyranny than the third space, but
whenever possible, using non-corporate, non big data
platforms for its dissemination. I supposed there is no
escaping the “Hosts,” the CDN’s, those who monitor the
conduits in the Cloud, but the key is to create alternative
Web platforms, the point of contact, so as to avoid the
contamination of the interface itself, where logins and the
extraction of one’s personal data are the coin the of the
realm.
1256. 7.22.18: Getting back to the Bunker, I have always held the
idea that it is a portal to a mythical Underworld, as I
suppose any studio is, but the Bunker has been designed with
this access in mind, with spatial areas that are uniquely
intended to activate dreams and Otherworldly flights of
imagination: but what is truly unique about the Bunker is its
interface with the third space, in which the various spatial
regions are wired for BROADCAST and the transmission of the
Voice, of real-time images, actions, media, and social
interaction. The Network is the limit as opposed to the Sky.
1257. 7.22.18: And the term BUNKER also implies a Place to
“CHALLENGE” the “OPPOSITION,” “RESISTANCE” against an ENEMBY
FORCE, the PRESERVATION OF IDEALS in a world torn apart, as
in BUNKERED DOWN, UNDERGROUND, where the artist best
flourishes, the BUNKER as STUDIO, a place of production, of
dreams, but now in the 21st century a wired space for
interaction and assimilation via the NETWORK, ALSO, the
Studio Here is uniquely a stage for the performance of STUDIO
ACTION + CONTEMPLATION.
1258. 7.22.18: Sometimes the Artist Research become subject to the
BROADCAST in the form of readings, books, images, et al, all
of these are shared and disseminated as “oppositional
research” to the prevailing status quo. From the GREAT POETS:
Rimbau, Blake, Plath, Shakespeare to modern poets, the BEATS:
Ginsberg, Kerouac, Ferlinghetti, the novels of Kerouac,
Miller, Celine, to contemporary historic analysis Boorstin,
and so many others. NEED to make a reading LIST!
1259. 7.22.18: Above all a social media Platform that avoids
traditional platforms, using Wordpress, to create a medium
that nearly exclusively lives in real-time, to explore the
immediacy of the broadcast. As a performance medium.
1260. 7.22.18: I stray from the focus into technical problems, such
is the problem with the mind as it attempts to shift from one
area of thought to another. It is challenging to stay focused
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and the earliest moments of the day are best to realize this
focus.
1261. 7.22.18: It is critical to inject language + reason (+
imagination) into the discourse. And discourse it is! Free
discourse without any hierarchical or institutional
oversight. It is radically individual in that sense, but also
radically collective in its intent to active discourse
globally in the third space.
1262. 7.22.18: Hmmmm… by bringing discourse into the open air of
the broadcast, how does this change or alter the
conversation? I am not only recording my conversations, I am
broadcasting them in the light of day! I am fully erasing the
line between public + private, that is the world we live in…
but here I am in control, not the government, not the
institution, not the corporation, but myself + my
collaborations, my conflicts, my colleagues, friends, and coconspirators.
1263. 7.22.18: I will no longer sign any documents giving away
rights to my intellectual property. In fact, I should have
those who want to present or publish my work sign my rights
agreement! I will have to write one up as a citizen of the
planet, not beholden to any other higher authority.
1264. 7.22.18: I am taking control + activating the discipline of
an artistic life, not a drone and servant to the institution.
I am not going to play anyone’s game, conform to anyone’s
rules (wherever possible) particularly asit pertains to my
work as an artist but also in life itself as far as freedom
can be carried out. Of course there is a price to pay,
income, but I have worked all my life and perhaps there may
be a monetary reward for this kind of work, but that’s not
the point, the point is to be free, to function fully as an
artist, and to focus my mental energy on the central issues
of my work.
1265. 7.22.18: That is why I am not currently working at the
computer, the notebook is my medium, my practice, my artwork.
I want to simplify and maintain a direct relationship to the
written page so as to become more and more fluent and
prolific. That is the goal.
1266. 7.22.18: After reading the Death of TRUTH, I want to get back
to Thoreau’s Walden, in order to learn how to transform the
Wooded Space into a radical space and perhaps bring this same
radical activation of the space to the third space network.
If Thoreau was the consummate anarchist, how to bring this
degree of creative anarchy to the third space? And what does
anarchy look + feel like as a credo for the BROADCAST?
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1267. 7.22.18: I am conducting my conversations, writing, reading
and artistic production in the light of day of the 24/7
BROADCAST. Is this anarchy? Perhaps in the sense that the
rules of engagement are challenged and broken, allowing for
the invention of NEW RULES and NEW CONVENTIONS that are not
beholden to the STATUS QUO.
1268. 7.22.18: The key thing is to do what you think is right and
don’t look back. Don’t judge your actions from anyone else!
Perspective, only your own, but of course illuminated by a
hard commitment to truth, knowledge, and reason. Brutally so!
One must be one’s own toughest critic, but also defiantly
oneself, or else all is lost in the media critique of the
common will. Of course you must listen and learn from others,
gain from history and precedence, but then aggregate and
assimilate this information in order to strike an ENTIRELY
ORIGINAL STANCE + MODE OF PRODUCTION.
1269. 7.22.18: Why rely on the droning punditry to passively watch
political discourse, when you can BROADCAST your own. Maybe
you aren’t reaching millions but this is not the point. It’s
necessary to control your own narrative; does that sound like
TRUMP? Bypassing the mainstream media? The problem is that
the mainstream media has become largely sensation and less +
less about reportage. It is about endless arguing of
divergent perspectives and less about research and reportage.
Well, we don’t need pundits to provide us with entertainmentoriented conversation, even though they are often so-called
experts. Well, so are we the people, the artists, who have
voices that are never heard. So I will air them, if for tiny
audiences, but the LIVE BROADCAST even for the few is the
same force of amplification as it is for the MANY!
1270. 7.23.18: For the past 7 ½ years I have been writing and
talking about the post reality, in which there is no longer
separation between that which is true and what which is not.
Never in my wildest imagination could I envision such mastery
of the post reality, and how deeply these influences are
entrenched in our contemporary social + political reality.
There is too much urgency to think about much else and how to
challenge these forces. If there is indeed to be any hope of
humanity rising, we must shine a bright light on these
actions. Or else we are doomed. Really + truly doomed. For
this is not just another political situation, this is a
takedown of Democracy, in which the crackpots of American
political culture have been allowed to infiltrate the White
House, and a master showman has hypnotized the public, thus
holding hostage nearly the entire Republican party. This is a
deeply dangerous moment far more than even the press
concedes. For not only our government has been taken over by
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hostile forces, but also our very reality has been assuaulted
+ confused and disintegrated into chaos. THIS IS A WAR ON
REALITY + TRUTH: all we have left is the FBI? This is the
thread we are hanging on to?
1271. 7.23.18: So what can we do? Shine a light. Each in our won
way, by resisting the hypnosis, the confusion, the chaos,
that has infiltrated our public discourse, our media, our
political system. Shine a light and expose the worms to the
Sun they cannot survive under.
1272. 7.23.18: What can I do? Activate the third spce as a network
of free expression and artistic mediation. RAW HOPE OF
HUMANITY RISING. Create a space for that sense of hope, the
strength of reason, the power of art to shine a light through
imagination, humor, beauty, conflict, parody, and sadness and
poetry. Creating poetic moments that demonstrate the
resilience of the human spirit. Mother Time. The clock
ticking, the artist @ work, the cameras running, the
broadcasting transmitting it all… in real-time, a performance
of artistry, hope, research, underground flights, opposition,
grasping for small kernels of truth and irony, all under the
unblinking eye of the immediacy of the live broadcast in the
ever-present-present of NOW.
1273. 7.23.18: NOTHING FANCY, simplistic, as simple as possible,
pure quiet, slowing down, calm, even more slowly, catch a
pure moment, reading, talking, sometimes doing nothing.
NOTHING. The power of nothing at all. Slow down to a halt and
then move ever so concentrated and DELIBERATE. THAT IS THE
KEY WORD, each moment perfectly deliberate and focused,
without self-consciousness, just one carefully thought out
provoked moment after the rest, always in the now. I will
learn how to do that in front of the camera as a deliberate
act of presence and authenticity in a time where authenticity
has exploded in front of our eyes. That is what it takes to
shine a light. Shine a light as a purely deliberate act. Yes,
a purely deliberate act of authenticity by slowing down in
the moment of new to charge my presence and to do this in the
arena of the third space as my one and only means of actively
challenging disinformation by being as purse as possible in
the dissemination of information. A tiny act of authenticity,
a tiny ray of light.
1274. 7.23.18: Once again the words of John Cage are seen as
especially pertinent: “Zero in time and space we ask for
nothing to be the source… of what is done our action is to be
where each of us is together in the nothing in between us the
nothing in between.” So this implies the presence of being
together in the “nothing,” the “nothing” being the network, a
collapse time + space to Zero, to be in the nothing together,
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so that my role is to activate that space social (nothing)
through its construction simultaneously with its reduction to
the nothingness of just being together in the here + now.
Once that space of nothing has been constructed it can be
further activated by amplifying the ideas of those who will
turn up the light. Turn up the light out the nothingness.
TURN UP THE LIGHT. With exact deliberation + intent. Learn to
do this as ach word, each action gains in power + meaning.
Learn to perform by slowing down to NOTHING. Yielding to
NOTHING. Submitting to NOTHING. Until NOTHING is a thing of
power + light. That is what John Cage passed on to me some 26
years ago. How to shine a light through the act of being
together in the NOTHING.
1275. 7.23.18: July 27th is the next full moon, the full moon in
Aquarius. I can feel the moon pulling, pulling with its
forces of otherworldliness. I think that is also part of the
NOTHING. Perhaps the NOTHING is simply an open idea, full of
potential, virtuality in its potentiality, such that an open
studio or open source studio is one of potential in its
openness, like the moon, forces pulling because there is a
lack of restraint, it is an ACT OF LETTING GO, ALLOWING,
PERMISSION TO THE POTENTIALITY. Through the reduction to the
NOTHING, you clear the air of restriction + restraint +
outside influence, authority, and thus become pure anarchy in
the possibilities of ALL, ALL is possible. That is open
source, “we ask for nothing to be the source,” because the
source is open, an open idea, an open vessel, of allowing all
things to flow, including NOTHING at all. When NOTHING is the
source, it means we have simply slowed down, completely, to
gain control over the moment of now. PRESENCE of Marina A.
activated @ MOMA. She was in the moment of NOW reduced to
nothing as a powerful act of being together (in the nothing).
Yes, the Cage mesostic perfectly describes “The Artist is
Present.” And that is what I will activate in the third
space, as a baseline for all forms of communications,
together, in the NOTHING. It would be possible to use Skype
or some other form of social broadcasting to reconstruct this
communion of Presnce via the network, to demonstrate
networked presence as a real, focused communications medium
when we slow down, slow down to NOTHING, into the pure
essence of the HERE and NOW where TIME +SPACE are collapsed.
1276. 7.23.18: How does this form of presence challenge the effects
of the post reality? Because it is an effort to generate
authenticity of communication + expression in the here + now
via the Network. The chaos of post real or the post truth,
comes from the corruption of communication + exchange,
inauthentic expression, deception, deceit, motive, influence,
power, tyranny when you reduce (or amplify) human exchange to
a completely open, unfiltered, acceptance of the OTHER, you
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challenge the corruption, you shine a light on love, empathy,
reason, and then you go from there… Instead of communications
being an escape from the moment, as fleeting, ephemeral,
transitory fragments of information, the third space is
activated as a deeply slowed down pause into the NOTHING of
collapsed time, the PRESENT, heightened through being
conscious of oneself in the MOMENT, and if the OTHER, IN THE
MOMEWNT, united by the network, in the space of the here +
now. Very slow. Authenticity, concentration. Awareness.
1277. 7.23.18: Then when you juxtapose this slow motion power of
concentrated HERE + NOW with the acceleration of the mediated
post reality, you begin to understand where we are in our
global networked consciousness and immersion in the blinding
seduction of third space action without critical awareness of
the implications, and without full understanding of its
practice to maintain our humanity.
1278. 7.24.18: “We are in great haste to construct a magnetic
telegraph from Maine to Texas; but Maine to Texas, it may be,
have nothing important to communicate.” – Thoreau, Walden
Pond
1279. 7.24.18: This was written less than one year after the
invention of the telegraph, and the first words were uttered:
“What Hath God Wrought.” While the Global Net may be a
Utopian Dream of a Global Village, it also opened the door to
rampant communications between people with Nothing to say,
they are saying it 24/7. So Thoreau is pointing out that
while the information superhighway was progress on the March,
beginning in 1844, it also unleashed something else that
would drown out the sanctity of the individual spirit overrun
by the collective spirit, the mob, the noise, the incessant
chatter. Now we no longer seek our Walden, our refuge,
simplicity, rather we are seduced by connectivity, by
connection to anything + everything! Thoreau saw it coming,
even Morse saw it coming who unleashed the torrent. And then,
all the great 20th century information scientists saw it
coming, and they tried to humanize it, to free it from
economic, social, and political control, they built
mechanistic systems, and approaches to ensure that humanity
would not drown in the overload of the information torrent.
But whereas they were highly successful in building the
NETWORK that would change everything and tie the world
together as a unit, what they could not prevent is the
economic co-option of the network, as well as the seduction
to connectivity as a powerful diversion from the here + now
in the first space. They could not prevent mass migration
into the third space, they could not prevent the cult of
media seduction and narcissistic fascination with the selfimage, where reality would need to be documented to obtain
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authenticity, whereas this obsessive act of documentation
would inauthenticate experience by always mediating
experience, closing off our focus on first space unmediated
experience.
1280. 7.24.18: So here in the BUNKER I am testing these ideas,
these errors, these unseen changes, and so too, the optimism,
the creative energy, the artistic blossoming of the NETWORK.
I am not doing this for economic gain, only to give voice to
the mediated world we live in, I suppose, I am still an
educator, an aspect I cannot deny or suppress. The goal is to
shine a light… but also to remain actively engaged in the
world as a thinking, reasoning, challenging, agitating,
troublemaking artist of the third space.
1281. 7.24.18: And what does it mean to be an Artist of the Third
Space? The third space is the playing area, it is the subject
matter, it is the zone of thirded possibilities, it is MY
SPACE, it is a “free space.” I don’t need permission to
operate there, it is not controlled by curators, dealers, and
other authorities. It is non-hierarchical (in theory), it is
an extension of the bunker, it is a pandora’s box, it is a
micro (or macro) cosm(ology) of contemporary society + global
culture. It is a cesspool and it is a powerful theatrical
edifice of the virtual. It is the Dionysus Theatre of today.
As an Artist of the Third Space, it is my mise-en-scene, it
is my world, my consciousness, my agora, my social hub, it is
my empty space, my emptiness, my existential crisis, my
NOTHING. It is my place of NOTHINGNESS in which I can create
SOMETHING, ANYTHING out of NOTHING. It is political theater,
it is a war zone, and I am a war correspondent covering the
third space. It is my territory, I am a student and professor
of the Third Space, it is my calling card and the confluence
of my NETWORK of actions + relations. It is my superhighway
and I am a navigator and charter of maps, I am an
anthropologist of the third space, I am conducting research,
I am submerging myself, I am a test guinea pig, I am a
scientist and a specimen floating through the NOTHINGNESS OF
THE DIGITAL THIRD SPACE, my BUNKER is an underground conduit
into the Third Space, the studio is a vehicle of the Third
Space, swimming the currents of information. As an Artist of
the Third Space, I will be wholly dedicated to its
possibilities, and not be distracted by first space arenas
that require PERMISSION to enter and participate. I am a
creation of the Third Space and will avoid the seduction of
the so-called artworld first space pretentions of recognition
and “honor.” I will avoid “honor” at ALL COSTS, I will not be
honored by anything and anyone, I will remain critical and
suspicious as a true devotee of the third space as a place
without HONOR, without ACCOLADES, without PRETENSE. I will no
longer operate in the first space, except where it is
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fundamental to the third space, such as the bunker itself,
which is a first space environment that exists in the
physical world, UNTIL, it is wired and connected and thus
becomes fundamental as a conduit and playing area to the
Third Space. That is the purpose of the 24/7 BROADCAST.
Without the BROADCAST, the studio as a “live playing area”
would be constrained to the first space. But by broadcasting
the physical space, it is connected to the third space and
thus activated via the NETWORK. So even if NOTHING is taking
place, this NOTHINGNESS is wholly infiltrated into the
NETWORK as a space for NOTHING is to take place, this
NOTHINGNESS is wholly infiltrated into the NETWORK as a space
for NOTHING or SOMETHING ONCE the third space activation is
engaged. The studio bunker then becomes an arena for infinite
potential. Of what? That is to be discovered in the act of
BEING PRESENT IN THE STUDIO.
1282. 7.24.18: “It is far more glorious to carve and paint the
very atmosphere and medium through we look… to affect the
quality of the day, that is the highest of the arts.”
Thoreau, Walden Pond Loc 22021
1283. 7.24.18: Rather than creating objects, we create the space
and the way in which we viewer + interact with the world from
the space.
1284. 7.24.18: BROADCASTING IS MY MEDIUM IT IS MY ART IT IS MY FORM
OF PUBLICATION/PERFORMANCE. It is my portal into the third
space.
1285. 7.28.18: Step by step by step by step… you move forward but
always deliberately, with slow even steps, to savor the NOW,
the beauty of NOW, the infinitude of NOW, because if you
blink, you’ll open your eyes on the brink of death, and LIFE
will have passed you by…
1286. 7.28.18: But here in the BUNKER, the purpose is to SLOW DOWN
and CONCENTRATE on the EVER-PRESENT-PRESENT OF NOW THROUGH
THE IMMEDIACY + PURE NOWNESS OF THE BROADCAST. Can the
Broadcast be used as a medium to focus presence? And if so,
how do you accomplish this?
1287. 7.28.18: You can create something that is intended to be
later, or you can create something that is intended to be
seen now.
1288. 7.28.18: So how does the broadcast teach presence? Because
you are doing it for NOW, not just for the future, and doing
it for NOW teaches you how to focus in on the NOW, it forces
you to focus in on the NOW. So you have a discipline that
reveals NOWNESS, and you drill deeper into the NOWNESS to
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establish a sense of PRESENCE, and learn to use PRESENCE as a
vehicle for idea stimulation and AWARENESS. Yes, presence
comes from AWARENESS of time + space and how you inhabit the
MOMENT.
1289. 7.28.18: So the BROADCAST is more than a MEDUM for
transmitting information, the BROADCAST is also a tool for
exploring the NOW in its full immediacy + liveness. The
BROADCAST IS A MEDITATIONAL TOOL OF THE NOW IN THE CONTEXT OF
INTERACTION + SOCIAL ENGAGEMENT. If in fact the role of the
artist is to communicate, then the BROADCAST brings this
communication into the NOW, it flattens the awareness of time
in the ever-present-present of NOW. So the key is to slow
down into the awareness of the immediacy of NOW until time
STOPS and a sense of ONENESS takes hold, the oneness of
creation, communication and engagement, which of course is
the BASIS OF THE LIVE, nothing new at all, but how it is
brought into th studio, and life itself… Life is lived in the
immediacy of the BROADCAST, which is what so many people are
doing, EXCEPT, without the deliberate awareness of the
BROADCAST as a tool for deepening the NOW + the sense of
presence. You could think of all this as a mighty distraction
and that it would be far more powerful to abandon technology
and communications all together to achieve communion with the
NOW, but that’s great if you are a monk and you have chosen
to be intensely solitary and removed from the world. But it’s
just the opposite for the artist, who tends to separate the
solitary from the communication with the viewer, but as a
performing artist I intend to collapse this divide, which
again, is what the world has done, but without knowledge of
the space they inhabit! So it’s not just about NOWNESS, you
can have NOWNESS without the BROADCAST, but you can’t have
the NOWNESS of live performance in the studio + in life
without the BROADCAST, because otherwise you aren’t
communication. In essence then, everyone connected to the
third space for purposes of live (+ near live) communications
is performing, but not with the FULL BLOWN RESEARCH CRITICAL
AWARENESS OF WHAT THEY ARE DOING, they’re just doing it,
which is fine, but meanwhile they lose all AWARENESS of their
separatin from the FIRST SPACE, from thought from the real…
This all needs work but am making progress… The BROADCAST
will be my teacher, I will learn to live + work in the
immediacy of the LIVE BROADCAST.
1290. 7.28.18: I realize that the recording/editing/post-production
process is decreasingly relevant + to my aesthetics, its
exacting standards of composition and measurement and
proportion and layerings are far less interesting than the
spontaneous nature of the live + the real-time and the here +
now. So that is a focusing element to consider in terms of
time, tools, and the entire compositional process.
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1291. Real-Time as the Base-Line.
1292. 7.29.18: What happens in front of (and for) the camera? When
the camera is live it is a connection, it is a lifeline, it
is a conduit, and it is an extension and amplification of the
word or action. It is a mode of expression, a freed to
express. The camera is also an eye, looking in, being
watched, visible, you are visible to the eye, watched by the
eye, it is the eradication of privacy, there is no privacy
under the watchful eye of the camera, everything is public,
you can’t shield yourself while the eye is watching, your
words and actions are shared, they are open, transparent, and
activated by the potentiality or actuality of the viewer’s
presence.
1293. 7.29.18: The camera looking is honesty. There is no denying
its authenticity, or is there? If in fact the network camera
lends an aura of authenticity to the mediated image, there is
a certain tension in the playful manipulation of this
authenticity, or perhaps how the authentic image in the NOW
is staged in the malleable space of the BROADCAST. For the
broadcast can be highly constructed, manipulated, fabricated,
faked. So the camera’s base quality of authenticity as a live
conduit of the here + now, can, in the context of the BUNKER
and its extensive apparatus, can be a highly manipulated
signal of constructed distortion and disinformation. That in
essence is the “alchemical” quality of the BUNKER and the
WRITING DESK is the key, for at last the desk has been freed
of all technological distraction for mining the depts of
idea-generation. From the WRITING DESK, these ideas can
travel easily and efficiently over to the BROADCAST DESK for
manipulation and transmission. It is a DELIBERATE WORK_FLOW
from the source to the DOWNSTREAM VIEWER via the mediation of
snd + image. It is the FLOW… of information coming in and
going out, CAPTURED in various ways as speaking, writing,
playing, composing… All of this movement + transformation is
essential to the WORK_FLOW… but I must try and not dwell too
much on process. I seem to be obsessed with process, even
though process is endlessly fascinating… I must work in
specifics. SPECIFICS?! Oh my… that’s the challenge,
specifically speaking, because I tend to dwell in sweepingly
general thoughts of FLOW, Ebb + FLOW, like to ride the wave
of the FLOW, and you know what? There is no pressure, I need
to please my own problem-making apparatus WHEREEVER it takes
me… and now it takes me on a run…
1294. 7.29.18: The “WALK IN THE PARK” is another stage in the
WORK_FLOW, total disconnect, a place to think or dream or
fret but just to be fully, fully in the first space of
nature.
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1295. 7.29.18: All activity and non-activity is part of the
WORK_FLOW.
1296. 7.29.18: The BROADCAST is a tremendously complex action,
sometimes I wonder if it is worth the trouble!
1297. 7.30.18: Singapore is receding into a very distant memory.
Like a strange dream that evaporates in the light of day.
1298. 7.30.18: The BUNKER is my home, the third space is my home,
where I can carve out a sense of order and production, and
communion with the artistic spirit. That sounds so corny but
ultimately the dialog is with oneself and then expands out to
the others. Here in the Bunker, the dialogues are sharply
intensified. It’s as though I can listen to and communicate
with the whole world, all of humanity, thousands of Voices, a
world of creation.
1299. 7.30.18: There is something so pure and dark and jewellike
about the bunker… the bunker is my permanent installation. IT
IS MY RETREAT, but @ the same time it is OPEN as a conduit to
the BROADCAST. Here in the Bunker I can descend into
unimaginable regions while remaining tethered to the WORLD…
LIVE… REAL-TIME. I an take flights into impossible situations
while BROADCASTING + DOCUMENTING the process. THAT IS
EXTRAORDINARY.
[Feed]
1300. 7.30.18: The idea of an artist/composer patching into the
Network for the purpose of performance art is an original
idea, the idea of an Internet performance network via the
BROADCAST running 24/7, an original idea, with actual live
performance as a STUDIO FEED. THAT IS THE ESSENCE, THE IDEA
OF THE STUDIO FEED. But it’s two-way feed, a multidirectional feed of interaction with the viewer.
1301. 8.3.18.1 (reportage – Return to the Bunker): The Bunker is
revealed, it is an Open Source Studio. A source for
documenting & detailing & meta-narrating what passes: IN &
OUT. The Bunker is a stage, a mis-en-scene, where I write &
direct & produce EVERYTHING. There are no gatekeepers here,
no rules, no canons, no obligations, no authority, no one
telling me what I can or cannot do. The Bunker is anarchic,
anything & everything goes. I make it all up, not beholden to
anyone, nor any deadlines, nor any criteria, styles,
mandates. I make the rules and then I destroy them. I chart
my course, and then I veer far from the plan. I obliterate
the demands & cronyism of those who attempt to define what
artists should do and shouldn’t do. Here there is no
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definition, no reason to explain, except the notes I compile
in the ACT of DOING.
8.3.18.2 (reportage – Return to the Bunker): The Bunker is a
place of liberation, where I can speak my truth, or not. I
can construct my own cosmology, systems, and hierarchies. And
within this cosmology, I can destroy these very systems and
hierarchies and then invent new ones. There is a bit of magic
to the Bunker, it is both protected and vulnerable, it is
defined by its solitude, where in fact it has none. It is
quiet while I create deafening noise. Here I can make things
up, without any repercussion. I can invent both chaos and
order and mix them up. I can lash out at the world, and then
retreat into profound humility. I can contradict myself, I
can allow any emotion or idea or rant to emerge at any time
about anything I choose. I can become a tyrant or a saint and
all things in between. The possibilities are endless.
1302. 8.4.18: QAnon… XTreme TRUMPology @ its most XTreme.
Deplorables @ their most Deplorable. This is the seediest
darkest side of the dark. This is the silent minority at
their loudest. They are the true enemy of the people. They
are the fake news. They are the death of truth + reason +
enlightenment. They are an attack on liberty, on democracy.
They are Xtreme TRUMPology, his followers, his base, his
strength. TRUMP strength comes from the lowest strata of
society because no one else would dare approve of his embrace
of the seven deadly sins. But what is most “comical” + tragic
about this symbiotic relationship is that it has no element
of reality, it is pure post reality, and it is a Show, a
performance, an act, a mediated phenomenon that is born from
the cult of celebrity. In their deplorableness they are given
voice in front and for the camera, they now exist, TRUMP has
elevated them in the light of the camera, because they
elevate him through their pure fanatical loyalty. It is
symbiotic, and it is enabled through the glaring light of the
media. All the attention, the coverage, is no different than
the terrorists who seek media attention. TRUMP is able to
give them the camera lens they so desperately seek, and they
give TRUMP the camera lens he so desperately seeks, hence the
symbiosis of political combustion in the post reality. For
this could not exist in reality where there is intelligence,
truth, reason, thought, it can only exist in a world where
reality no longer applies, where trust no longer exists, this
pact of deconstruction of the social norms that are
fundamental to America. Make America Great Again? That’s
where the lie begins and it extends and permeates American
life + politics from there. It is a cancer that erodes the
established rules + codes that hold everything together.
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1303. 8.4.18: Essentially, the Russians are a Supreme example of
QAnon. In fact, I wouldn’t be surprised if AQnon is a coded
front for the Russian Ministry of Disinformation. Even if
it’s not a direct relationship, the Russian reality hacks
have created QAnon, they are the cancer brought about by the
insertion of viral contagions from the Russians and perhaps
“others.” The “OTHER” TRUMP has turned the “Other” into a
dark, seedy, mysterious “otherness,” a veiled entity that
exists in its non-existence as an existential threat. The
TRUMP Show is an existential assault on democracy, because it
is only the lowest order of mankind who give him the loyalty
he craves.
[Raw Hope of Humanity Rising]
1304. 8.4.18: Can humanity save the World? Yes + No. Humanity is a
teeming mass of people of all shapes + sizes + demeaners +
sensibilities. They come from all walks of life, ideologies,
temperaments, aspirations. They carry with them the hope,
prejudice, anger, resentment, love, need, and arrogance.
Humanity is ALL OVER THE MAP. It is a complex body of life
that moves in all directions. Humanity has not a single will,
but endless, one each member of humanity. But the only hope
in the world is the hope of humanity, for humanity can be
inspired to rise, and they can be coerced to fall, the hope
is that humanity will rise, rise to the moment! But that hope
is fleeting, transitory, mostly out of reach. That hope is
RAW. It is delicate, fragile, burnt, abused. The hope of
humanity is beaten down by humanity’s lowest common
denominator. But sometimes humanity rises, when inspired to
do so, THE AUDACITY OF HOPE, as Obama put it, is another way
of saying that hope is RAW, SCORCHED from turmoil, war,
abuse, greed, desire, madness. But that hope can rise, when
fear is understood, not weaponized.
1305. 8.4.18: IN this sense, TRUMP is the exact opposite of Obama.
Whereas Obama believes in the RAW HOPE OF HUMANITY RISING,
TRUMP only sees his own desire to control, to manipulate.
Obama believes in lifting humanity, TRUMP believes in lifting
himself by feeding fear + anger. Obama believes in the
sanctity of truth + law, TRUMP believes in the distortion of
reality to pursue his own ends. Whereas Obama uses media to
give voice + instill hope, TRUMP uses media as a weapon, a
bludgeon, to beat down his enemies.
1306. 8.4.18: So the RAW HOPE OF HUMANITY RISING is in direct
contradiction to the destruction of the state, of freedom of
speech, a free press, the law of the land that is based on
the founder’s idealism. It is ABOUT IDEALISM, as a force of
doing + making + creating TOGETHER, as opposed to FEAR, as a
control mechanism, a cult of loyalty, FACISM, and
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TOTALITARIANISM. The RAW HOPE OF HUMANITY RISING is the most
powerful force of all as a BELIEF IN HUMANITY AS LOVE, PURE
LOVE, not fear + condemnation + hatred.
1307. 8.4.18: TEAR DOWN THAT WALL is the call of a single member of
humanity rising… each of our fears, as Pink Floyd says, is
just another brick in the Wall, tear down that wall, the
creation of walls is the institution of fear, division, hate.
All of the walls of history were created to keep people out,
protect oneself, live in fear, isolation, humanity surrending
to differences and opposition. Whereas America was founded on
the idea of tearing down Walls, openness (at least ideally,
if not actually), acceptance, empathy. EMPATHY does not exist
in the TRUMP lexicon. Disdain + Discord are antonyms of
empathy, which perfectly define the TRUMP lexicon. I would
also include arrogance and the cult of self and the
weaponization of all things: celebrity, media, politics,
money, power, wealth, social relations, family. All of these
things are used to retaliate, attack, destroy. That is the
polar opposite of EMPATHY. EMPATHY IS THE RAW HOPE OF
HUMANITY RISING.
1308. 8.5.18: “When no one is trustworthy, you might as well trust
a con artist. There’s a strange logic to the idea. Innocent
lambs may be admirable, but they’re not the defenders you
want in a dog-eat-dog world. Better to have a sly fox at your
side.” Donald TRUMP, Mesmerist, Emily Ogden, NY Times
1309. 8.5.18: However, you choose the world you want to live in.
You can choose to live in a “dog-eat-dog” world and play by
those rules. Or you can choose to live in a humane world and
live by those rules. If the former, is it even possible to
“win.” When you manage to outsmart the other guy by hook or
by crook, have you won? If you choose the latter, and you
play by the rules of people’s better angels, I say, even if
you lose, you have won. In the former even if you win you
have lost. As they say, it’s “how you play the game” that
truly matters. I prefer to play believing in the raw hope of
humanity rising, rather than believing in the cynical view of
every man for himself. Those who play selflessly have nothing
to lose and everything to gain, they are not even bound to
winning + losing but rather they take joy in the playing. For
the former, the end justifies the means, but for the latter
the means is the justification of its own ends and process.
We all choose a moral code to live by, and it is in this code
that we construct a world, and that is life’s task…
1310. 8.6.18: “We are all sufferers from history, but the paranoid
is a double sufferer, since he is afflicted not only by the
real world, with the rest of us, but by his fantasies as
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well.” The Paranoid Style in American Politics, Richard
Hofstadter
1311. 8.6.18: The “Paranoid Style” of suspicion, conspiracy, backbiting, cheating, lying, et al. This is the wave, the TRUMP
WAVE that is activating Xtreme TRUMPology or what is referred
to as the “Paranoid Style.” We are deep, deep, deep into this
syndrome, condition, as though there is no way out. Drain the
swamp has come true, not by TRUMPism, but by Muellerism, the
FBI, the Justice Dept., ironically, they are draining the
swam of the “Pranoid Style” most exemplified by TRUMP
himself. Whereas Obama embraced light + reason, TRUMP
embraces paranoia and self-aggrandizement. He is the very
notion of the Swamp Vermin, and his behavior only breeds more
Vermin. All one can do is maintain raw hope of humanity
rising, by whatever means necessary.
1312. 8.6.18: For me it is broadcasting. I don’t really know why,
but broadcasting feels right. Even if no one is watching I am
executing my right to free expression, it is my medium, my
art form. Don’t worry about viewers, they will come, or not.
It will be clear once I am on the air how to connect the
TORRENT to the world via the third space.
1313. 8.7.18: FLOW. THE RIVER. It’s a metaphor for the information
that circulates through our screens, eyes, ears, brain,
traveling in/out via the third space. This is the flow. That
rack in the closet, along with the computer on the desk, is
like a vessel, or perhaps a conduit that carries the FLOW,
organizes it, manipulates, colors it, amplifies it, for the
FLOWS ongoing never-ending stream back out into the ether.
This FLOW, this RIVER, is a thing to contemplate to
understand + comprehend. The life-fluid of the digital age.
We tap into the FLOW on a daily, hourly basis, but we are
mesmerized by the sheer magnitude of its reach and
mediational properties. The river is hypnotic, so it requires
study, it is the subject of my research, to grasp + take hold
of the FLOW, to build a CANAL so to speak in order to
regulate the FLOW, to slow or speed-up it’s torrent, to
channel it’s progress, to deep its trust, in order to
navigate the speed + velocity of our digital reality.
1314. 8.8.18: I am going to create a form of social media that is
live, transactional, in real-time, if not face-to-face, it
will be screen-to-screen engagement in the consensual NOW.
That will be my interaction from deep within the bunker.
1315. 8.8.18: Social media as live performance in the third space:
interactions are broadcasted, recorded + of course online.
Everyone who wants to interact with me will become a
performance artist on the Net! Nothing less!! I will spend my
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day in networked conversation as a medium for live
transactional exchange, a talk show!! For the post reality.
We will substitute the Third Space Network for Facebook.
Yes!! Who needs Facebook when you have 3SN. Nothing less!!
1316. 8.9.18: Social media, texting + all other forms of
asynchronous communication have the potentiality to distance
through the mediation of the medium. Is it possible to think
of live communication as closing the gap, bridging distance,
collapsing space by directly connecting the participants in
real-time. Such that the telephone, Web-conferencing, Skype,
etc., are enablers, despite mediation, of creating direct
contact that only falls short of face-to-face in the first
space. Essentially this is face-to-face in the third space.
In that sense live television is a direct form of
communication, except it is primarily one way. Online live
communications facilitate social broadcasting by creating a
multi-directional form of communications that is inclusive of
the viewer.
1317. 8.9.18: So this becomes the goal of the third space network,
to explore all possibilities of social broadcasting, to
engage people in the live broadcast, to expose the research,
the process, the mechanism, and then to use this platform for
reportage, analysis, critique, play, artistic expression, and
of course: performance. Broadcasting as an art form, the
third space as an arena, the studio as a platform. The LAN as
a circulatory system to move media around the studio, the
Internet or a great nervous system that connects everyone
(BRAIN?).
1318. 8.10.18: Sometimes the mind goes black and this is when I go
into the BOOTH and spill the beans. The MONOLOGUES. Just
myself and a microphone and darkness. Enveloped in silence,
nothingness, just a voice in the dark, making light of the
darkness, light of the chaos, reason, humor, hope. Eventually
we all become wrapped in the darkness, eternally, or
something like that, of which none of us know until we get
there. But for now, we use life to make sense of the dark, so
mysterious and awesome… Sometimes I will BROADCAST the
darkness, because we don’t always need imagery, sometimes
just sound is enough to keeup us preoccupied, in fact there
are too many images coming at us too often at a rate that is
too high and we need to close our eyes, or open our eyes to
the world, and just listen, Listen, to snd in the darkness in
order to truly hear, deep in the act of listening, deep
listening as Pauline said, sound in its full mystery and
power.
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1319. 8.10.18: I like the idea of using the writing desk as a
performance space: camera, lamp, desk. Here I can read from
the desk. Even with the whole studio turned off.
1320. 8.12.18: “Citizens of the United States have been conditioned
for decades to expect shallow engagement with ideas delivered
faster and more conveniently. And this conditioning has
rendered us unable to think and argue clearly about the
challenge we face and choices we make.” Antisocial Media: How
Facebook Disconnects us and Undermines Democracy, Siva
Vaidhyanathan
1321. 8.12.18: “Facebook has been the operating system of my life.”
Antisocial Media: How Facebook Disconnects us and Undermines
Democracy, Siva Vaidhyanathan
1322. 8.12.18: Then, the Bunker and its transmission to the third
space network is the operating system of MY LIFE. It is the
system through which I operate my life. It is command
central, the cockpit, the vehicle of transport,
communication, critique, play + performance.
1323. 8.12.18: Surveillance: tagging metadata to the image.
1324. 8.12.18: I’m not so sure about the surveillance angle. I
prefer to focus on the Internet TV station deconstructed, the
studio as a spatial dimension for performance all geared for
distribution/transmission in the third space.
1325. 8.12.18: I AM MY OWN MEDIA.
1326. 8.13.18: THE TOTAL ART WORK. BUNKER. Every inch of the space,
the system, the configuration, the interactions, the play of
media, the circulation of information, the clothes I wear,
the desk I write on, the microphone I speak into, the
headphones through which I listen: all are situated within
the totalizing meta-concept of the underground studio bunker.
There is no separation between the “studio and the work,” the
“studio and the viewer,” the “studio and my life,” all one of
a one thing, the Bunker, the Studio, the Broadcast Studio,
the Underground Broadcast Studio Bunker. And I am the ArtistBroadcaster. There is also no separation between the Studio
and the Internet: they are symbiotically coupled as a Third
Space performance environment. Everything is totalized into
the unifying concept of the Underground [Broadcast] Studio
Bunker. Whatever the connotations, such as self-surveillance,
voyeurism, machine-state, etc., is secondary to the Broadcast
Studio.
1327. 8.13.18: Secondly, I must stop talking “about” the bunker and
start living the bunker. I am going to be more secretive
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about what I am doing so as not to be influenced by outside
forces. I must stay focused on the central idea, which is the
construction of the Bunker with the RAW HOPE OF HUMANITY
RISING. Because why create a Bunker in the first place? A
bunker is a place of refuge in opposition to external forces,
it is a place of autonomous reality, as distant and separate
from these external forces. The Bunker is the construction of
an alternate reality, it is a cosmology of intentions, it’s
own mythological system, which supports the wishes + desires
of a better world, so the Bunker in its totalizing
construction must reflect and embody these values: it’s
openness, exposure, criticality, playfulness, wonder, and
aesthetic beauty. The Bunker is an alternative WORLD of its
own making, where the artist works and plays and creates. In
its total self-awareness of detail, it is essentially a stage
set, a mise-en-scene, everything thought through, throughcomposed, malleable. In the daily practice of the Bunker, it
continuously evolves and takes shape, a sculpture, a living,
breathing, pulsating entity emerging from the ether of the
imagination.
1328. 8.13.18: Revise the 3SN Website as a pseudo, artist-driven,
network, changing the current format to tie in better with
the Total picture, the Bunker as the CTL headquarters,
BROADCAST CENTRAL, in an entirely immersive, altconstruction.
1329. 8.14.18: Raw Hope of Humanity Rising: Redemption, atonement,
releases coming to terms, the ability to turn oneself around
TURNING. Through catharsis, people TURN, and that is the raw
hope of humanity rising! It is the act of letting go, finding
peace in the conflict by exposing the conflict, awareness,
the ability to open one’s eyes to the light of day. That is
the RAW HOPE, or as Obama said, the AUDACITY OF HOPE.
1330. 8.14.18: Keep it simple, direct, raw. Use your intuition,
instinct, to chart the course. The pull of gravity is the raw
hope of humanity rising. Stay focused. There is nothing to
hide, there is nowhere to hide, everything is open, that is a
life of an artist’s to EXPOSE, to communicate, to MODEL. It
doesn’t how many people pay attention, it is the idea + the
intent that matter. Open the mind so that ideas happen. Turn
on the flow, without restraint, without regard for what
anyone thinks, good or bad, just stay true to the idea of RAW
HOPE OF HUMANITY RISING.
1331. 8.14.18: DESKTOP it was an interesting idea to tie the
desktop into the switcher, in fat the desktop should be
independent as an overlay.
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1332. 8.14.18: “If you’re not at the table, you’re on the MENU.”
Omarosa Manigault Newman, Unhinged: An Insider’s Account of
the TRUMP White House
1333. 8.14.18: Research as Performance | Performance as Research
1334. 8.14.18: In the broadcast I am telling a story, a live memoir
unfolding, an electronic autobiography.
1335. 8.14.18: No, not exactly a memoir or autobiography but an
artist reporting on life. OBSERVATIONS, CRITIQUE, MEDIA,
POLITICS.
1336. 8.14.18: “REALITY TELEVISION HAS NOW TAKEN OVER TELEVION.
PEOPLE WANT TO SEE REAL MOMENTS AND SEE LIFE UNFOLD IN FRONT
OF THEM. NOT SCRIPTED, BUT REAL MOMENTS. WHEN YOU HAVE A BIG
REALITY TV STAR AS THE FRONT-RUNNER FOR THE REPUBLICAN
NOMINATION, THERE IS NO WAY TO SEPARATE IT. Omarosa Manigault
Newman, Unhinged: An Insider’s Account of the TRUMP White
House
1337. 8.15.18: What is real? Do we even know? With the infiltration
of media into every aspect of our lives, 24/7, how can we
possibly determine what is real, what is based on our direct
perception of the world around us, and what is manipulated,
distorted, rearranged by the medial experience. And so,
sitting here in the bunker without ANY technology turned on,
just pen to paper, the oldest media of all, is a quiet,
calming sense of peace. There is beauty in the simplicity of
writing, thinking, dreaming, scheming, analyzing, and problem
solving. How often do we sit + contemplace in the unmediated
moment? Rarely! We are so pre-occupied with being connected,
communicating, accessing information, jacking in, tuning in,
that we don’t allow ourselves the opportunity to sit + think.
Here at the writing desk I am disconnected, whereas at the
Communications desk I am Totally Connected. So then maybe the
key is to consolidate all the cameras @ the Communications
desk? [yes!!!]. Now the Writing Desk is Totally Disconnected.
1338. 8.15.18: When I enter the Communications Desk, I am jacked in
with headset, headphones, cameras, from all angles, I am in
the cockpit, ready to traverse the third space, but at the
Writing Desk, I am untethered, just pen + paper, thoughts
without mediation, ideas free of the digital, to allow the
imagination to free itself from the torrent, listening to the
quiet. Can this quiet be reflected in the BROADCAST? Why
not? I will read from the Communications Desk, because to
read, I am connected, otherwise I am just talking to myself.
All in all, it’s the “real life” of the Bunker. It’s the
“authentic” glimpse into the Studio, it’s the Artist @ Work,
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in the FLOW, reporting on life, the raw hope of humanity
rising. It’s LIFE IN THE BUNKER. Nothing more, nothing less.
THE DYSTOPIC NARRATIVE
1339. 8.15.18: I will make a very dark comedy around the BUNKER,
particularly in this age of TRUMP.
1340. 8.15.18: WRITE IN CHARACTER, LET THE NARRATIVE COME ALIVE.
1341. 8.17.18: “OP-ED” – I have come to the conclusion that the
world is crumbling in spite of ourselves. We live in a kind
of dreaming land of iphone + text messages the render us
oblivious to the mountain of catastrophe that spills out in
all directions. The cable news spectacle is just another
hypnosis of the real, or shall we say post-real. Fires
burning in California, hurricanes sweeping the gulf of
MEXICO, tornadoes rip through the Midwest, while in exosuburban enclaves people sip their Starbucks lattes with a
seductive regularity + clam, plotting their morning orders
through apps, hardly a care despite the droning noise that
rises with each caffeinated sip. Life goes on in America,
while TRUMP is busy firing + stripping security clearances
from the civil servants + government officials who are on the
front lines of defending their first amendment rights, yes
the government’s own voice is receding into the ether, while
officials fire off Tweets of desperation, no one actually
talks face to face any longer. The self-destruction of
America is a sequence of social media volleys. For no one has
the courage to confront one another in the first space, save
the federal prosecutors in the court of law.
1342. 8.18.18: The Mad King. The system of American democracy was
not designed for a Monster President out of control, using
executive orders to protect himself and consolidate power.
How can we possibly defend ourselves against the chaos?
According to Omarosa, TRUMP feeds on conflict and chaos,
grows stronger, the only way to attack him is to STARVE HIS
EGO. But aren’t we feeding his ego with 24/7 attention from
all corners of the media world? This certainly a dilemma, for
all fall forms of aggressive retaliation only build him up,
whereas to ignore him is to leave him unfettered to his own
devices. TRUMP has America and the World in a paradoxical
political stranglehold. The tighter you make the noose around
his neck, the bigger and meaner and more dangerous he
becomes. Is there any stopping TRUMP? Only through the legal
and/or political process, even those processes are under
attack.
1343. 8.19.18: Here is a strange idea: use social media in a highly
manipulative way as a critical exposure and attention
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attractor. Expose the mechanisms by their use + manipulation.
To subvert the TRUMPian propaganda by countering it with
techniques of media manipulation and illusion (fake news).
1344. 8.19.18: CONDUCT GUERILLA AGITPROP THEATRE ON FACEBOOK AS A
DYNAMIC CRITIQUE OF THE MEDIUM LEADING UP TO THE 2018
MIDTERM. (AND TWITTER + INSTAGRAM). HOW CAN I DO THIS IN SUCH
A WAY AS TO PARADY/SATIRIZE THE NEWS MEDIA, POLITICAL
PUNDITS, POLITICAL OPERATIVES, ETC. ALL THE CLOWNS WHO APPEAR
ON THE CABLE NEWS CHANNELS. BROADCAST OVER 3SN, SOCIAL MEDIA,
TAGGING, INSTAGRAM A COMPLETE CUTUP OF THE NEWS, A
CONFRONTATION OF DISINFORMATION + ILLUSION! FROM THE BUNKER…
WHEN I GO LIVE I JUMP ON SOCIAL MEDIA.
1345. 8.19.18: “TRUTH ISN’T TRUTH” Giuliani Says ‘Truth Isn’t
Truth’ in Defense of Trump’s Legal Strategy, Rudolf Guiliani,
NY Times
[Social Media Agitprop]
1346. 8.19.18: This fits perfect: THE INTERNET BROADCAST AS
GUERILLA AGITPROP THEATRE. DECONSTRUCTING THE CABLE NEWS
NETWORK AS AN ARTIST DRIVEN ACT OF MEDIATION. USING SOCIAL
MEDIA AS A THEATRE SPACE OF ACTIVISM, TO CRITIQUE THE MEDIUM
WHILE USING IT AS A MOUTHPIECE.
1347. 8.19.18: “Conversely “dark-post” ads that amplify the
disinformation machine of the fakers themselves, or counter
the disinformation machine. In other words, counter
disinformation, intended to neutralize or expose through the
use of the “dark-post.”” Antisocial Media: How Facebook
Disconnects us and Undermines Democracy, Siva Vaidhyanathan,
pg. 177
1348. 8.19.18: “Armies of volunteer social media activists, working
on behalf of authoritarian minded parties around the world,
have flooded Facebook, Twitter, and Facebook-owned Instagram
and Whatsapp with disinformation, propaganda and threats
against critics and journalists.” Antisocial Media: How
Facebook Disconnects us and Undermines Democracy, Siva
Vaidhyanathan, pg. 180
1349. 8.19.18: “Facebook reads both negative + positive comments as
a meaningful engagement, so it amplifies the message, pushing
it into more News Feeds and making it appear higher up on the
feed and more frequently. The effect is the same: chaos
reigns. And the disinformation artists laugh at just how easy
it is.” Antisocial Media: How Facebook Disconnects us and
Undermines Democracy, Siva Vaidhyanathan, pg. 182
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1350. 8.21.18: The key to the creation of FAKE NEWS is to construct
an alternate reality, alternate facts, truths that are not
truth, and then launch these fabrications into the mediastorm
of social media to generate agitation + propaganda (agitprop)
that stirs up chaos + conflict and crashes reliance on facts.
1351. 8.21.18: OSCIAL MEDIA Agitprop as live Internet Performance,
by openly planting disinformation via the broadcast feed
online. Dropping the feed URL like seeds in fertile soil of
social media in order to EXPOSE the methods + techniques of
disinformation in the media environment while bringing the
viewer into an alt-view of media critique and analysis. A
TEACHING MOMENT That is… the live performance of agitprop
activism + counter-propaganda. But this can all be done
within the guise of an artist-driven media channel, just as
it is done so undiscreetly by the mainstream cable channels.
CULTURE JAMMING. And then BROADCAST the resulting AGITATION
of the Medium. AGITMEDIA
1352. 8.21.18: “yet not for the first time, market and political
forces have turned products of the Enlightenment against
enlightenment.” Antisocial Media: How Facebook Disconnects us
and Undermines Democracy, Siva Vaidhyanathan, pg. 202
1353. 8.21.18: “We have become data-producing farm animals,
domesticated and dependent. We are the cows. Facebook is
clicking us.” Antisocial Media: How Facebook Disconnects us
and Undermines Democracy, Siva Vaidhyanathan, pg. 203
1354. 8.24.18: “WHAT COULD BE MORE METAPHYSICALLY PUZZLING THAN
ADDRESSING AN UNSEEN AUDIENCE.” Neil Postman, Amusing
Ourselves to Death: Public Discourse in the Age of Show
Business, pg. 403
1355. 8.26.18: How can you critique social media without going
there? It is crucial to navigate the landscape of social
media in order to adequately describe, analyze, and most
importantly: ENGAGE IT. The Third Space Network incorporates
that space, channels it, exposes it in the unfolding
narrative of the BROADCAST.
1356. 8.26.18: The BUNKER is getting close to going live again. It
is my INSTRUMENT, my OPERATING SYSTEM, my VESSEL for
navigating the media space. It is a TV station, FJ studio,
compositional workshop, atelier, third space salon. It is
where I engage, preach, debate, argue + create. It is a
laboratory, an experimental conductor of digital signals that
traverse the globe. It is a fantastic phantasmagoria of total
anarchy + wickedness, it is playful, organic, high-tech +
utterly absurd. It is cunning, naïve, joyful and full of
angst. It is whatever I want it to be…
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1357. 8.27.18: THE TRANSMISSION – First + foremost you must create
for yourself, do what you think is right, not be swayed by
fashion, whatever is in the air, in order to have something
to offer. That is the paradox. I believe in the act of the
live performance, but it has always been torture to ensure
there is a receiver. What if it doesn’t matter if there is a
receiver, that is the act of going live is enough, especially
when there is no such thing as ratings, no pressure to
exhibit, no “merit awards,” no nothing except the purithy of
going live, of constructing the live transmission, so that it
simply exists as a thing that is alive + streaming like a
river + life itself. The River of Life, the torrent, the
transmission, and then once it exists, it can be TAPPED,
CONTEMPLATED, OBSERVED, AS A SOURCE, just like the river in
which Siddhartha became a student of. I will become a student
of the TRANSMISSION, its disciple to be contemplated,
observed, revered, awed, in its never-ending source of
motion, fluidity, unceasing passing into the ether.
Algorithmically constructed ever-changing, evolving,
mutating, deep, profound, a living, streaming carrier of
media life.
1358. 8.27.18: THE BROADCAST IS A RIVER, a layering of NOISE
rendered as a FLOW, A STREAMING TRANSMISSION, A SCULPTURE
constructed in the third space, via the NETWORK, the THIRD
SPACE NETWORK, where ANYONE can sit by its edge and
contemplate its FLOW. Deep in the TRANSMISSION they will find
the particles of media life, flowing by, ever-changing,
indeterminate, never the same…
1359. 8.27.18: Requiem for Media, beautiful, layered, complex,
awesome, spell-binding, hypnotic, mesmerizing, embracing
everything that is wondrous + destructive about the media
life in the flow of the TRANSMISSION.
1360. 8.27.18: THE MEDIA CHANNELS OF DISINFORMATION are like clay
in the Sculptural Procession of constructing the FLOW of the
BROADCAST TRANSMISSION. MATERIAL. PURE + SIMPLE. THE
INFORMATION NOISE is translated into flowing texture, far
removed from its original intent, stripped of its message,
reconfigured into a new one, of RESIDUE + RESONANCE, echoes,
reverberation, granulation, synthesis, fragmentation,
breakdown, particulization, a new synthesized + resampled
COMPOUND of ARTISTIC MATERIAL. The RAW MATERIAL OF THE MEDIA
is reshaped as the raw hope of humanity rising, as it is
decontextualized, its message stripped of all original
intent, put to use as deep echoes of a remembrance past,
feint whispers from a bygone era, neutered, neutralized, BY
THE ARTIST, INTO THE FLOW OF THE BROADCAST TRANSMISSION. Yes
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there is hope that the artist can challenge the media
environment on his/her own terms.
[The Broadcast as a River]
1361. 8.27.18: Electronic Signals are CARRIERS of information, I/O,
without beginning, middle, end, they are continuously
flowing, pulsing, agitating, through our nervous system, in +
out, in + out. The bunker is a central command center for
channeling these endless signals, in + out, from the physical
to the virtual and back again… never ending, LIKE A RIVER. I
want to live on a river.
1362. 8.27.18: The point is not how many people are viewing the
Broadcast, the point is to create a complete artistic
construction that continuously flows in/out of the studio.
The idea is to invite people into the Third Space Network
gently + organically. It’s like a river, revers don’t exist
for people watch them flow, they are a natural result of
water distribution from the mountains to the sea. They exist
in and of themselves because nature demands + requires the
flow of water for its own purposes, not as a spectacle to be
viewed by humans. However, the river in its absolute autonomy
is a beautiful thing to behold, as a result, the river is a
magnet for the human gaze, for contemplation, for sport, in
all of its aesthetic beauty, Likewise, the third space
network is an artistic construction that is conceived in
relation to the NETWORK, and so it will be put in play as a
continuous broadcast transmission, and for those who want to
sit by its edge and watch + listen to its FLOW, it will be
there for all to see, anyone, anywhere, anyplace.
1363. 9.4.18: Oh, what a joy to be in the bunker @ home with
Phyllis focused + ready to go…
1364. 9.11.18: Another grueling day in the bunker, but getting ever
so close to the BROADCAST. Exhausting, frustrating, but there
are moments of pure wonder of the accomplishments of it all…
I can see this monstrosity of a project coming together, at
least from the installation perspective, there is still a
mountain of work to do, but essentially I am now broadcasting
from the Hyperdeck, which is a huge accomplishment in + of
itself. Now I need to slow down + enter into the FLOW<
without taxing my brain stimulation overdrive but just riding
the wave of the motion + pixels and endless stream of ideas +
images.
1365. 9.16.18: THE BROADCAST NEVER STOPS
1366. 9.17.18: Alli is Quiet on the Underground Front with endless
possibilities of BROADCAST: THE BROADCAST NEVER STOPS.
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Physical + virtual Desktops, camera eyes, the torrent of TV
noise, TV graphics + overlays of spectacle, recorded media
debris, real-time transformation + mixing of it all; the
Bunker is now quiet but ALL HELL is about to be cut loose,
and nothing can stop the BROADCAST because the THE BROADCAST
NEVER STOPS. NOTHING CAN STOP THE BROADCAST.
1367. 9.21.18: Beginning to settle into life in the Bunker. Keep it
Simple. Time to reflect, a vehicle for reflection. A stage
for reflection, the mise-en-scene for all things Bunker.
Really tired of installing, now time to slow down and
reflect.
1368. 9.21.18: What matters I hope. Even more poignant in these
times of crisis, is the idea of “raw hope,” meaning hope in
the face of calamity. Raw hope is the ultimate challenge
because even when there appears to be no hope, nevertheless,
there is a semblance of hope, a ray of hope, and that’s what
keeps it all going, moving forward in the rush + flow of the
stream, while contemplating the ongoing motion of all things.
Life from the Vantage of the Bunker, the “raw hope” is like
the force of life itself, it keep us interested, engaged,
watching, caring. Without hope there is no caring, no
empathy, only desire to WIN. Winning is NOT a good thing, it
is self absorbed, self-oriented, hope on the other hand is
expansive, it is about caring for others, wanting something
better for the world, not just oneself, that is the “raw hope
of humanity rising,” because hope can be the desire to Win,
but I don’t really want to Win, I want to create something
that makes the world a better place, a place of hope, for
humanity, the world… but the desire to win is about selfgain, competition, getting ahead, being better than the next
person. I TRY not to care about all that. At least I attempt
to strip myself from the desire to Win, rather it is the “raw
hope of humanity rising” that I seek, most of all. I am tired
+ more tired of people talking about the WINNING message, to
the point where winning becomes a vulgar thing, when it’s all
about WINNING, there is no humanity left, it reduces all
transaction to competing interests, every man for himself,
war, combat, destruction, fear. Whereas hope is uplifting, it
lifts us all together, instead of one person rising at
other’s expense.
1369. 9.21.18: Ableton LINK has no notion of a “beginning” or of
resetting it – so we just run forever and cannot reset seek
to a new position.” Always in the ever-present-present of
now, no end, middle or beginning. ALL LINKED, SYNCED, PULSING
TOGETHER IN THE ONGOING FLOW.
1370. 9.22.18: LINKED + SYNCED + FLOWING INTO THE ETHER… the
granulation of the signal, all is live, alive and part of the
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stream of life, just as water breaks down the materials of
the earth into fine particles, the granulation of the signal
breaks up the torrent into fine sand, rough + smoothed into
textures, redistributed to the third space. The content of
the media runs through the granulator like a sieve as fine
sandy debris that drifts as a cloud into the cloud.
1371. 9.25.18: Need to Quiet the Mind. The politics have become
manic, compulsive, and we are subsumed in the chaos. So much
complexity in the world, that’s why I have the writing desk,
it’s a place of calm, peace, but you turn around and you
enter into the maelstrom. Right now I am focused on the chaos
in the Broadcast, how to inject the calm… or do I? Perhaps
Writing is the key?
1372. 9.25.18: Writing is the key to quiet the mind, perhaps as an
antidote or counterpoint to the torrent of the writing desk
is about writing (by hand) the communications desk is about
producing the torrent, as well as electronic writing, which
should be brought into the mix.
[JOLTS]
1373. 9.27.18: THE JOLT – THE FLOW OF BITS OF INFORMATION LONG TO
INTERRUPT THE SPECTACLE, TO PROMOTE THE JOST, to allow the
process of awareness.
1374. 9.27.18: “Use of jolts is excessive and that they are mental
pollution.” – Kyle Lasn, Culture Jam
1375. 9.27.18: “JOLTS: A noise is a jolt, but a jolt isn’t
necessarily a noise. In broadcasting terms a jolt is any
“technical event” that interrupts the flow of sound, thought,
or imagery. A JOLT forces your mind to PUMP for meaning. MOST
television programs are scripted to deliver to max amount of
jolts per minute when you watch MTV, you are in a fight of
flight mode the whole time. Random violence and meaningless
sex drop out of the blue and without content.” Kyle Lasn,
Culture Jam
1376. 9.27.18: “SHOCK + CATHARSIS” – Nam June Paik
1377. 9.27.18: Light + Dark. Tribal Conflict. Polarities. Inability
to admit to ANYTHING. Forgive.
1378. 9.29.18.1 (reportage – Raw Hope of Humanity Rising): When two
women survivors of sexual abuse confront a Senator in an
elevator to dissuade him from confirming a Supreme Court
nomination hanging on the precipice: that is the raw hope of
humanity rising. This bold assertion of civic duty and act of
conscious at the House of Congress to challenge unfair
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authority is the kind of powerful defense of democracy that
gives raw hope to what remains of a rapidly deteriorating
political system.
9.29.18.2 (reportage – Raw Hope of Humanity Rising): This
hope is as raw as our democracy is faltering, as our basic
political and economic rights are faltering, as the
environment is faltering, as inner cities and roads and
bridges are faltering, faltering from neglect and from the
misdirection of priorities and oversight. Instead of taking
care of the people, we see the proliferation of fear and
division, we see hatred on the rise, we see digression into
tribal rivalry, we see selfishness and greed, we see the
abuse of power, we see the abandonment of what serves the
common good.
9.29.18.3 (reportage – Raw Hope of Humanity Rising): So when
we see two tearful, passionate women confront a Senator in an
elevator, we know that despite all the faltering, all the
abuse, all the fear and hatred, all the unfairness, the
darkness… there is still light, a ray of light illuminating
raw hope, and we must cling to that hope, at all cost,
otherwise we have nothing. Once the hope is gone, nothing is
left of humanity. In its stead, we will exist in a state of
emptiness, a void, a world without truth, everyone for
themselves, a deeper plunge into tribalism, of fear,
desperation: TRUMP’s world.
9.29.18.4 (reportage – Raw Hope of Humanity Rising): The only
defense in a faltering political and social environment is
belief in the raw hope of humanity rising, however small,
because each and every act of determined hope is an
illumination in the darkness. Only in this act, the
fundamental exercise of the human spirit, will we keep
humanity alive. That is the raw hope.
1379. 9.30.18: Ultimately I am COMPOSING WITH MEDIA, my musical +
percussive roots reign over the process.
1380. 9.30.18: Perhaps the control environment is like a labyrinth.
A Palace, a virtual Palace with endless rooms, circuitous
pathways that interconnect.
1381. 9.30.18: The drafting board is primarily for the “BINDER,”
FOR READING, notes, information, drawing, scribbling, flights
of GESTURE, gestural motion.
1382. 10.1.18: The Masks create a wonderful composite image,
offering more complexity and interlacing of imagery. Masks
are used all the time on television so the various mask
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effects evoke a deconstructed television image. The masks can
also be dynamically controlled.
[Media-on-Tap]
1383. 10.3.18: Need to keep in mind a compositional strategy for
the Media-on-Tap project: First + foremost, it is a direct
challenge to the mediated environment we find ourselves
deeply entrenched. Perhaps it is like an exorcism of the
Demon Media, a way to transform the flow into a streaming
current that is free from its original content a networked
sculpture unto its own. Ground + repackaged as a flowing,
pulsating current that shifts the spectacle into a background
that is removed, distant, deneutered, stripped of its
original intent and a thing of haunting beauty.
1384. 10.3.18: “All her iterations form an unbroken line that
performance is the reality.” The Shape Shifter, Lady Gaga in
“A Star is Born,” NY Times
1385. 10.4.18.1 (reportage – The FLOW): The media FLOW that
emanates from the Bunker via the Third Space Network is a
study in information: excess, noise, beauty,
comprehensibility, seduction, control, and systems
management. The FLOW can be too much information or too
little, and at times opaque, fragmented, complex, jarring,
mesmerizing, translucent. We ask: how does the FLOW impact
the nervous system, state of mind, intellect, and the sense
of who we are in a world of constantly pulsating information?
10.4.18.2 (reportage – The FLOW): I call my study, among
other things, the FLOW, a living, breathing, ever-expanding,
streaming, sculptural construction of the elements of all
things electronic and digital. I am merely a conductor, or
perhaps a switchman, directing and redirecting the torrent of
information into the FLOW. My underground studio bunker is a
control center, an elaborate patchbay, a musical instrument,
a grand interface to the FLOW. As an artist, I ride the wave,
holding on for dear life, because the undercurrent of the
FLOW can be both seductive and deadly.
10.4.18.3 (reportage – The FLOW): The entire experience of
directing the torrent of the FLOW is dizzying, compulsive,
over-stimulating. But I like to think of myself as a
laboratory scientist, or perhaps a rat, absorbing the
contaminants as research into their effects. Am I transformed
through submersion? Have I attained some higher state of
being? Am I now an addicted servant to the FLOW and its
constant stimulation? These are critical questions I ask as I
survey the technological landscape where the inhabitants are
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attached to their cellular appendages and literally absorbed
into the FLOW like the walking dead.
10.4.18.4 (reportage – The FLOW): But actually, I am not
really a scientist (maybe a rat), but an artist. And artists
takes risks, exposing themselves to the most dangerous
substances in order to translate the sordid ills of the human
condition into cathartic moments of shared experience. That’s
one hell of a responsibility laid on the artist, but if you
are worth your salt, you don’t even balk at the challenge.
10.4.18.5 (reportage – The FLOW): Onward! The FLOW never
stops. It has no beginning, middle, nor end, it is constant
motion and this continuity is the form through which I
approach and design the construction of the FLOW. On & on &
on it goes as I contemplate the meaning of the continuous,
the profound implications of a structure without closure.
10.4.18.6 (reportage – The FLOW): The FLOW, a media-on-tap,
always open, always on, always moving… forward.
1386. 10.5.18: The Quiet of the Bunker is calming, a respite from
the ENORMITY OF THE TORRENT. Sometimes the sheer force of the
torrent is like a tremendous burden that weighs down + down +
down, the pressure shocking. But this is because I am not
“Amusing Myself to Death,” but rather perhaps critiquing
myself to death, analyzing myself to death.
1387. 10.7.18: Reportage + the Broadcast – Now that the INCOMING
FLOW of THE BROADCAST SIGNAL HAS BEEN MAXIMALLY
DECONSTRUCTED, THE REPORTAGE OF THE MAINSTREM, I INSERT MY
OWN REPORTAGE INTO TH EMIX. I OVERTAKE THE MAINSTREAM
NARRATIVE WITH MY OWN… Reportage from the aesthetic Edge
confronts head on the mainstream narrative. This perhaps ALL
THAT IS POSSIBLE as a challenge to the Broadcast. So while
the noise of the media drones + drones, I interject, I
comment, I remix, I restate, I reformulate, I supersede, I
claim the territory of the third space as my own Network!
Now, I do not have the resource to do this live, but I can
gather material, bring to the BUNKER, and recontextualize the
incoming signal. How do I do this?
[Ghost Monologues]
1388. 10.7.18: GHOST MASK: Create a Mask in VDMX from the mobile
stream and use it as a key + fill. I don’t need the actual
camera imagery because it will be my ghosted image created by
the mask. [update, the Ghosted Mask has been better realized
using the ATEM key + fill).
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1389. 10.8.18: I am completely haunted by the Ghost Mask. Are we
all becoming ghosts in the media FLOW? Our identities are
subsumed, we are shifting our consciousness to the third
space, and son… are we becoming ghosts in the ether? Is our
physical embodiment evaporating into a ghosted presence?
1390. 10.8.18: THE BUNKER MONOLOGUES is where it all begins + ends,
deep in the medial space, there thoughts flow into the flow.
GHOST MONOLOGUES, we’re all ghosts in the media torrent.
1391. 10.8.18: I can now see it coming, the entrance, the word, as
the ghost monologues, how else to let it out but to become a
ghost, an apparition, a digital being, wearing the MASK,
literally, or virtually, the ultimate dramatic device, the
oldest in the book. Who needs a physical mask when you can
wear a digital one. To embody disembodiment, to disembody the
body, and the to emerge as something, someone, new +
transformed. Reinvent oneself behind the mask, so many masks,
shapes, sizes, even the desktop as a mask.
1392. 10.9.18: Emanating from the Monologues, the story is told.
Story of what? The narratives from the Bunker; looking out
through the media flow, making sense of the world crumbling
under the tyranny of a country that is failing, dying,
cracking at the seams.
1393. 10.9.18: Writing Desk, NO NEED TO BATHE IN THE TORRENT. Keep
it stark + real. Just the notebook or other objects, it’s
beautiful! Need a better spotlight for the WRITING DESK. MY
God it looks great, just need a bigger pen [update, have
abandoned the broadcast of the writing desk with the
overhead, will explore the mobile cam].
1394. 10.9.18: Broadcasting the Writing Process. An organic
procedure that becomes a transmission into the third space.
There is an immediacy between the viewer and the writer that
is quite beautiful.
1395. 10.9.18: Just writing, so simple, the act of putting pen to
paper is such a delicate, direct contact with the paper;
words on paper, such a stark CONTRACT to the arsenal of
technology right behind me…
1396. 10.9.18: So very, very simple, pen to paper, the words flow,
just as flowingly as the media flows because pen + paper is
media too, just very ancient media.
1397. 8.10.18: [update, the following is resolved by opening the
journal to the world AFTER it is written and while it is
transferred to the electronic medium] The journal is now a
live medium… the open source journal… the broadcast journal.
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What is the significance of this? The journal becomes a
performance space, a platform for expression, an activist
gesture, and a global broadcast. The journal is no longer a
closed, sealed, private space. The journal is ALIVE! The
journal speaks, it is recorded not just as pen on paper, but
also, as a video transmission. Audio? We’ll see, but writing
is a sacred art generally not shared but now it becomes a
medium for collective participatory viewing, I can see now I
need to refine my use of pens so they are thick enough to
show up on camera but not so thick they bleed through the
paper, although the bleeding may become a device, but with
every medium it becomes necessary to control the action, the
delivery, and the methodologies to be sure they are
optimized. Here I am collaging my writing in the medium of
the network using technology as old as the hills, which means
that new/old media are equally useful, equally interesting,
equally powerful to the goal of the PROJECT. Nothing matters
except the goal of the project. Whatever means are necessary
to convey the idea. And sometimes the means are found through
careful exploration, and sometimes they are found by sheer
accident! No matter!!
1398. 10.12.18: The flow is always moving, never stops, keeps on
going. It is pulsing thru the Network, without cessation,
constant motion. The browser is a very tricky beast, full of
incompatibilities, but our window (generally) into the flow.
And so… how do we sit by the River Torrent, how do we view
the ever-present streaming of the flow? Autoplay is a
PROBLEM, not withstanding the so-called “intrusive” nature of
anything “auto,” how about taking away auto, and giving the
viewer the moment of preparation to enter the flow.
1399. 10.13.18: Given the lack of participation among the TOO BUSY
people of the world, I could make up a whole universe, a
social cosmology, of tight knit characters + collaborators
who engage across the spectrum. RAW HOPE OF HUMANITY RISING,
would be a network of collaborators wo want to indulge in
PLAY. WHO TAKE TIME TO BE TRULY CONNECTED in real-time, not
just this one-off flippant WHATEVERNESS of social media. But
rather create a universe of PLAYERS in the online world,
entirely made-up! Imagine carrying out a conversation about
the sheer absurdity of our online relations.
1400. 10.13.18: Yes make it up. Make it up. Make it up. Don’t wait
for an IMPOSSIBLE day when joyous collaborators will emerge
from the woodwork, out of nowhere, eager + willing to PLAY,
this will simply NEVER happen. So you must make it up. Put
the elements into play myself. Even if it involves engaging
complete strangers, or fictious characters, or unsuspecting
friends + colleagues who enter into my world of the
broadcast.
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1401. 10.13.18: Here in the studio, can be so many characters all
at once and in deep sequential continuity. I can be the GHOST
IN THE BOOTH. I can be the WRITING PROCESS. I CAN BE THE
ARTIST IN THE BUNKER SATURATED IN THE MEDIA FLOW… I can be
the TROLLER OF SOCIAL MEDIA VIA THE ANIMATED DESKTOP… I can
be in SKYPE INTERACTION with ANYONE EVEN MYSELF! I can be a
maker of pure noise, I can be a PUNDIT PONTIFICATING ON FAKE
TV.
1402. 10.13.18: It’s all fake anyway, since there is no longer any
truth or meaning or sincerity in this emoji world we live in,
that is the world I will play + broadcast.
1403. 10.13.18: Back to 3SN: it’s really a parody of the Network,
so many levels: network television… networked social media…
networking… and even my concept of an artist-driven broadcast
network. Yes, keep it fake, involve people, but like USDFAT,
in playful wonderfully creative and absurd ways. But it’s
also deadly playful in a very serious WAY. The only way to
tackle the impossible political world we live in is to play
act. That is the only way. Anything else is pretentious +
futile.
1404. 10.13.18: And so, the Bunker is the stage set for this
universe of play, PLAY-UNDERGROUND, an arena for networked,
third space interactions.
[Verisimilitude]
1405. 10.13.18: And so… 3SN must convey this sense of UNDERGROUND
PLAY, a vast network of their space possibilities, an
artist’s playground, an open source studio of remarkable
VERISIMILITUDE: the appearance of being true or real.
Verisimilitude is a philosophical concept that distingues
between the relative and opponent truth + falsity of
assertions and hypotheses. The problem of verisimilitude is
the problem of articulating what it takes for one false
theory to be closer to the truth than another false theory.
To side-step realist aspects and still make it feel true to
audiences, such as in the musical.
1406. 10.13.18: Back to 3SN as a virtual network for engaging
playful, performative interactions across the net, without
coordination, administration, begging of others to
participate. For example, jump on Facebook, rebroadcast a
live feed, and voila, social broadcasting. That goes for
Twitter, Instagram, etc… This relates back to the Manifesto
of redirecting social media as a performative action. And
yes, this is social broadcasting, co-mingling broadcasts +
social media interactions in the third space. Using the
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Desktop dynamically to engage with others in the virtual
space. So how does all this convey the 3SN uber-statement?
1407. 10.13.18: By looking back at TPRS + Reportage, there is
significant language for articulating this form of
underground social broadcasting. Also need to go back to the
notebooks to see how these ideas have proliferated over the
past 8 years. Since the MANIFESTO FOR THE POST REALITY, I
have been creating these forms + ideas prolifically but they
have been colliding with different objectives + goals +
aspirations, but now it is time to AGGREGATE! The concepts
into a single, unified work of art.
1408. 10.13.18: The Third Space Network is an artistic
construction. It models the idea of an artists’ broadcast
network but in actuality it is a sculptural project, a social
construction driven by my own performance interaction with
others via the Network… This by no means negates its purpose
nor constrains its reach + quality, rather it provides for
maximum flexibility as a platform for live performance. Of
course, anything is possible, but what I will NOT DO IS
become an organizer, worse yet, an administrator, a
bureaucrat of my own creation. NO! It is a new kind of
proposition to advance the project as a TOTAL WORK OF ART!
And I must be in TOTAL COMMAND OF ITS PERFORMANCE or else
there is absolutely no reason for the whole thing to exist.
PERIOD!
1409. 10.15.18.1: reportage – The Intimacy of Maximalist Writing):
And so… amidst the Chaos, I write within its turbulence, like
a calm with the STORM… finding solace in this primordial
writing space, around which are the resonances + ground up
fragmentation + particles of the MEDIA FLOW. That Flow never
ceases, ALWAYS ON, IN THE EVER-PRESENT-PRESENT OF RIGHT NOW.
BUT INSIDE OF THE TORRENT I keep on writing in the sweeping
granulation of it all. The Chaos swirls all around oblivious
to everything in its path. But I must SAY: I really don’t
care one bit because this writing space is clearly like a
dream, I become hypnotized. I become mesmerized, I take
flight in the awesome sweep of the particalization of digital
material colliding and smashing itself into tiny fragments
that can only be measured in milliseconds and sample rates,
the digital measurements of a once invisible world that
surfaces in this rendering…
10.15.18.2: reportage – The Intimacy of Maximalist Writing):
I find DUE DILIGENCE in the various approaches to writing.
Writing not just as an exercise in the documentation of
private thoughts, but writing as a process of live
broadcasted performance between “me” and “you”… whoever,
wherever you are. I don’t know, but no matter, what really
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counts is the ACT. The ACT of writing about writing in the
moment of WRITING.
1410. 10.15.18: Raw hope of humanity rising: the italicized
typography says it all and everything emanates from there. A
twinge of sadness, hope, wonder, though fleeting, is the
starting point for something that is intended to move the
world, however small + delicate, it is that small ray of hope
illuminating the darkness, a ray of hope that takes form in
the broadcast.
1411. 10.15.18: Work through the site as a writing expedition.
1412. 10.15.18: The importance of the Videofreex appears more than
ever their invention of a new kind of CULTURE JAMMING.
CULTURE JAMMING, that is essentially what the studio, 3SN,
TPRS, etc., are all aiming for! Directly, squarely @
undermining, redirecting, jamming the Internet to HOA the
media control that generates the cultural narrative. 3SN
defines its own narrative apart from the mainstream. So
VIDEOFREEX, ANT FARM, MERRY PRANKSTERS, KESEY, RADICAL
SOFTWARE, WIPE-CYCLE, KITCHEN, VASULKAS, GENE, KIT + SHERRIE,
ET ALL.. ALL CULTURE JAMMERS PAR EXCELLENCE out to infiltrate
the mass media with a NEW VISION!
[The daily Work_FLOW]
1413. 10.15.18: EVERY DAY MUST BE A DAY DEVOTED TO PURE ANARCHY.
1414. 10.15.18: AND FROM NOW ON I BUILD A PERFORMANCE EACH DAY TO
PUSH THE PROJECT FORWARD.
1415. 10.16.18: The PUREST + THE SATURATED / MAXIMALIST are
superimposed in both the first and third space all at once +
all over. The MOST intimate of gestures and perhaps the most
basic, fundamental form of communication, that is writing,
are here combined together as a single entity, reverberating
out into the ether.
1416. 10.16.18: Here @ the Writing Desk in the Bunker I commit
myself to this act of writing, solo communication that
consists of ink on paper, and yet, @ the same time, is a live
transmission out into the most far reaching corners of the
planet.
1417. 10.16.18: Whether or not anyone is watching this, nonetheless
the DATA pours out into a FLOW of Electrons to a Server in
the Cloud of the Ethereal CDN, and then through all the
various takes + switches + wires + cables to PERHAPS a lonely
desktop or two who might have just accidentally stumbled upon
this transmission.
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1418. 10.16.18: But no matter, it is the act of a symbolic gesture
that has POWER, however inert, is conceptually a FORCE that
comes from my pen and like some miracle, spins around the
planet who knows how many times.
1419. 10.16.18: And so I keep on going, this act of writing, so
calming and reassuring, and strangely knowing one is not
really alone EVER in the third space. Well, one is alone,
most likely, but you don’t really FEEL ALONE when the Camera
is capturing every single stroke of the pen and then
transmitting it OUT there, somewhere, who knows WHERE,
somewhere, who cares, all that matters is that there is some
new force propelling the action of the pen + words.
1420. 10.16.18: THE EPHEMERALITY OF PAPER. BLEEDS RIGHT THRU TO THE
OTHER SIDE.
1421. 10.16.18: And so… Amdidst the chaos, I write within its
turbulence, like a CALM WITHIN THE STORM finding solace in
this primordial writing space, around which are the
resonances + ground up fragmentation + particles of the MEDIA
FLOW. THAT FLOW NEVER CEASES, ALWAYS ON IN THE EVER-PRESENTPRESENT OF RIGHT NOW. BUT INSIDE OF THE TORRENT I keep on
writing in the weeping granulation of it all. The Chaos
swirls all around, oblivious to everything in its path. But I
must SAY: I really don’t care one bit because this writing
space clearly like a dream, I become hypnotized. I become
mesmerized, I take flight in the awesome sweep of
particulization of digital material colliding and smashing
ITSELF into time, tiny fragments that can only be measured in
milliseconds and sample rates, the digital measurements of a
once invisible world that surfaces in this rendering…
1422. 10.16.18: I find due diligence in the various approaches to
writing. Writing not just as an exercise in the documentation
of private thoughts, but writing as a process of live,
broadcasted performance between me and “you” whowever,
wherever you are. I don’t know, but no matter, what really
counts is the ACT. The ACT of writing, about writing in the
moment of WRITING.
1423. 10.16.18: “For the time being we concentrate our force on
temporary power surges, avoiding all entanglements with
permanent solutions.” – Hakim Bey, Temporary Autonomous Zone
1424. 10.16.18: This is the argument for 3SN as a “power surge,” an
uprising, a temporary force in the aesthetic firmament,
rather than its own institution, bureaucracy, stulted by
structure before it even gets off the ground.
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1425. 10.16.18: Connect – Situated @ the margins, the aesthetic
edge of the political turmoil. For the next two weeks connect
the broadcast to prevailing TRUMPological states of humanity
sinking.
1426. 10.16.18: [Coagulations] “These nomads chart their courses by
strange stars, which might be luminous clusters of data in
cyberspace, or perhaps hallucinations. Lay down a map-of-theland; our truth, set a map of political change; over that, a
map of the Net, especially the counter-Net with its emphasis
on clandestine information – glow and logistics – and
finally, overall, the 1;1 map of the creative imagination,
aesthetics, values. The resultant grid comes to life,
animated by unexpected eddies and surges of energy,
coagulations of light, secret tunnels, surprises.” – Hakim
Bey, Temporary Autonomous Zone
1427. 10.16.18: A poetic vision of the TAz, it’s impermanence, it’s
force, it’s ability to act without regard for real order
logistics, that is in essence: raw hope of humanity rising.
1428. 10.16.18: The Post Reality Show is @ the locus of autonomy,
freedom, escape, madness, truth, it is a program for all
things subversive + contrarian + hopeful in its own
ironically twisted way. It is also the media force on
steroids.
1429. 10.16.18: “Thus the Web, in order to produce situations
conducive to the TAZ, will parasitize the Net- but we can
also conceive of this strategy as an attempt to build toward
the construction of an alternative and autonomous Net, “free”
and no longer parasitic, which will serve as the basis for a
“new society emerging from the shell of the old.” The
counter-Net and the TAZ can be considered, practically
speaking, as ends in themselves – but theoretically they can
also be viewed as forms of struggle toward a different
reality.” – Hakim Bey, Temporary Autonomous Zone, pg. 79
1430. 10.16.18: “forms of struggle toward a different reality,”
that is precisely the intent of The Post Reality Show.
1431. 10.16.18: “That led me to think that the problem was too much
information. The population was being inundated with
conflicting versions of increasingly complex events. People
were giving up on understanding anything. The glut of
information was dulling awareness, not aiding it. Overload.
It encouraged passivity, not involvement.” Four Arguments for
the Elimination of Television, Jerry Mander, pg. 23
1432. 10.16.18: “living within artificial, reconstructed, arbitrary
environments that are strictly the products of human
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conception, we have no way to be sure that we know what is
true and what is not. We have lost context and perspective.
What we know is what other humans tell us.” Four Arguments
for the Elimination of Television, Jerry Mander
1433. 10.16.18: “Therefore, whoever controls the processes of recreating effectively redefines reality for everyone else, and
creates the entire world of human experience, our field of
knowledge. We become subject to them. The confinement of our
experience becomes the basis of their control of us.: Four
Arguments for the Elimination of Television, Jerry Mander
1434. 10.16.18: “The role of the media in all this
the validity of the arbitrary world in which
role of television is to project that world,
our heads, all of us at the same time.” Four
the Elimination of Television, Jerry Mander

is to confirm
we live. The
via images, into
Arguments for

1435. 10.17.18.1 (reportage – TRUMP Owns our Minds): TRUMP is fully
in control of our heads. He is masterminding our reality. He
is inside every one of us, like a virus that has penetrated
deep into our consciousness, our souls. How has he done this?
Simple. He owns the Media, and in turn, he owns our minds.
TRUMP is the master of the Media Universe. He manipulates the
chorus of pundits like so many puppets. No matter whether
they love him or hate him. This makes NO difference to TRUMP.
It is all about capturing and maintaining our undivided
attention. Because every second they are talking about TRUMP,
is another second he is burrowing his way into the recesses
of our mental space. Even this post is yet another powerless
reaction to XTreme TRUMPology – seductive, addictive,
hypnotizing – you just can’t turn your gaze away. XTreme
TRUMPology is a spectacular, burning wreck right down the
middle of the information superhighway, which we are all
colliding into simultaneously in one massive, fatal inferno.
10.17.18.2 (reportage – TRUMP Owns our Minds): And
furthermore, as the coup de grace, TRUMP now embraces
postmodernism as his own personal weapon of mass destruction.
For him, there is no distinction between true and false, real
and fake, fact and fiction. He embraces it all! He has
deconstructed the finely honed intricacies of logic and
reason and stirred them into a murky soup of the post real.
He has stripped the flow of information of its context and
perspective. ALL OF IT cleverly reduced to pure hyperbole
through the constant and ceaselessly endless barrage of
expertly crafted lies. TRUMP has interrupted our ability to
discern the truth, to even listen to the rationale, let alone
process reason, through the chaotic chatter, chatter, chatter
of his machinations. He has an iron grip on the subject
matter of our collective conversation, which is always,
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ALWAYS, about HIM. Every single scandal, lie, insult,
revelation that we naively bring to light and believe will
finally BRING HIM DOWN, alas, only serves to further
strengthen his Grip on the Media. TRUMP has brilliantly
removed the very oxygen from ANYTHING else that might be of
importance in the world.
10.17.18.3 (reportage – TRUMP Owns our Minds): And so, we are
all complicit in this demonic force. All of us, but
particularly the Media, who amplify his cravings and
reinforce his innate desire and insatiable megalomania to be
in TOTAL control of the world’s consciousness. No small feat.
But TRUMP honed his skills on thirty years of tabloid
manipulation and reality television: fine-tuning his total
command of celebrity culture. Now TRUMP is the Celebrity from
Hell, he is a one-man, 24/7 reality television circus
spectacle in which a single Tweet can reverberate and explode
instantaneously in the global Mediasphere. It is entirely
possible he can’t be stopped. There is no cure for this
disease. There is no defense system powerful enough to
withstand this kind of madness. There is no argument with
TRUMP when there is no logic. There is no law great enough to
overpower his anarchic lawlessness. And there is no democracy
resilient enough to withstand his destruction of the
Jeffersonian Dream.
10.17.18.4 (reportage – TRUMP Owns our Minds): There is only
you and me, perhaps, garnering the strength and determination
to tune him out. To turn OFF the Media. [or to TRANSFORM the
Media] Create our OWN autonomous Mediasphere. That is the
only way to topple him and take back control. Are we ready?
1436. 10.18.18: “Without concrete reality, which is to say, contact
with their planetary roots, they are adrift in their minds:
insane. All information has become believable and not
believable at the same time. It has become arbitrary. There
is no way to separate the real from the not real.” Four
Arguments for the Elimination of Television, Jerry Mander,
pg. 91
1437. 10.18.18: This inability to differentiate between that which
is real and that which is not, was precisely the premise of
the return from the Underworld of America, back to the
Underground Studio Bunker. With new insight into the
inhibitions, the confusion, the blurring of reality, I turned
my gaze to the so-called “real world” of politics,
entertainment, celebrity culture, et al… which years later
manifested so ever acutely as Xtreme TRUMPology, a disease,
or better yet viral assault on humanity, to use these very
techniques of post real distortion for political and personal
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gain. A technique of conquest, or what TRUMP refers to as
“winning,” which is more aptly described as “deceiving.”
1438. 10.18.18: The question becomes whether or not to pick up on
that narrative as a thread from the WORK. Maybe the missing
thread? The return from the Underworld, eyes wide open, never
to really return to REALITY. THE POST REAL.
1439. 10.18.18: “A really efficient totalitarian state would be one
in which the all-powerful executive of political bosses and
their army of managers control a population of slaves who do
not have to be coerced, because they love their servitude. To
make them love it is the task assigned.” Aldus Huxley, Brave
New World (from Jerry Manders, pg. 95)
1440. 10.18.18: WHAT IF: The Third Space Network were another
medial space, like the Underworld, with other world
peroperties that allow one to see + enter into the “reality
distortion field.” And 3SN is an extension of the STUDIO +
ITS PROCESSES. [THIS IS PRECISELY THE IDEA OF TPRS]
1441. 10.18.18: “As technology has evolved, step by step, it has
placed boundaries between human being and their connections
with larger, nonhuman realities. As live acquired ever more
technological wrapping, human experience and understanding
were confined and altered. In Solaris, these changes happen
in a non-specific order over time, until people’s minds and
living patterns are so disconnected that there is no way of
knowing reality from fantasy. At such point, there is no
choice but to accept leadership however arbitrary. Four
Arguments for the Elimination of Television, Jerry Mander
1442. 10.18.18: TRUMP has emerged in our networked culture as a
demon of the third space, essentially fastening his grip
around the BELIEVABLES, those who succumb to his fantasy
reality. He has permanently suspended their disbelief.
1443. 10.19.18.1 (reportage – We Live Inside the Manifestations of
Human Minds): “We live inside the manifestations of human
minds. Like the child seeking outside connection, we find
only the projections of other humans. We can’t know the
natural from the artificial, since the processes that would
reveal that are nowhere visible.” – Jerry Mander, . Four
Arguments for the Elimination of Television
10.19.18.2 (reportage – We Live Inside the Manifestations of
Human Minds): “We are cut off, floating in space, living
within a nationwide sense-deprivation tank. We see a
stimulus, a light, and we cling to it. It becomes everything.
It causes images in our brain. We call this experience, but
we can’t tell if it is our experience or something else. It
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is in our heads, but we didn’t create it. We don’t know if it
is real or it isn’t.” – Jerry Mander, . Four Arguments for
the Elimination of Television
10.19.18.3 (reportage – We Live Inside the Manifestations of
Human Minds): The flattened hierarchy of broadcasting now
means that everyone can participate: the multitudinous
generation and redirection of information, where once media
came from a few centralized sources. Now we are all swirling
and drowning in the soup, in which everybody is a
participant, a broadcaster, a creator of content. Does this
mean we are any closer to the truth? Are we now living in the
McLuhanesque utopian dream of the global village, everyone
connected, everyone informed? Quite the contrary, if we
follow Mander’s prediction, we are deeper in chaos and
confusion brought about by a bottomless reservoir of
opinions, perspectives, prognostications, memes, and emojis:
the brain is overwhelmed and nothing is real.
10.19.18.4 (reportage – We Live Inside the Manifestations of
Human Minds): “We can’t stop the broadcasts. We accept
whatever comes. One vision is equal to the next. One thought
is as good as the next. All information merges. All
experience merges. We take everything on faith. One
explanation is the same as the next one. Contradictions do
not exist. We have lost control of our minds.” – Jerry
Mander, . Four Arguments for the Elimination of Television
10.19.18.5 (reportage – We Live Inside the Manifestations of
Human Minds): We find ourselves floating adrift in the
ethereal waves of digital information. We have become
saturated in the non-stop torrent of data, which fills our
heads and dampens the critical need to turn it off. TURN IT
OFF? We can’t. The media is who we are, what we have become,
key to our desires and aspirations. It is what binds us all
together. Yes, perhaps we do live in a global village, but
this is a village largely bound and related by profiles and
status updates. Media has become what Mander calls the
“influencing machine,” an external force that continuously
reshapes our internal existence and redefines our human
connection to one another. WE are the high-flying Ghosts in
the Machine.
10.19.18.6 (reportage – We Live Inside the Manifestations of
Human Minds): “We are all lost in space. Our world exists
only in memory. Everything is arbitrary. Media is the guru
speaking reality. We have merged with the influencing
machine. We are astronauts. – Paraphrased from Jerry
Mander’s Four Arguments for the Elimination of Television.
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1444. 10.19.18: In the ever-present-present of the FLOW, there is
MEDIA-ON-TAP, an ever-evolving-developing-enveloping-stream
collection of BROADCAST recordings from the BUNKER. REALLY,
there is no post-production, rather, rocordings are generated
in the Bunker, then CUT and transcoded, but NOT further
edited. This is a different kind of compositional process…
modular, accumulative, changeable, malleable.
1445. 10.19.18: What if, my Life in the Bunker were a made-for-tv
Show, a reality Show, THE POST REALITY SHOW. SUCH THAT EACH
PART OF THE PROCESS ARE ALL SEGMENTS IN THE SHOW. STUDIO
PROCESS AS A SHOW, OPEN SOURCE STUDIO AS A SHOW. [that is
what I am doing in the Work_Flow.]
1446. 10.19.18: “The Schizophrenic, says Tausk, does not learn to
make this distinction (inner mind projections) and cannot
tell which images emanate from inside the mind and which are
connected to experiences in the world. At this point, all
experience, whether internally generated or the result of an
interacxtion with the world, is equal. Projections of the
mind take on the same quality as direct experience of the
world. One’s experience of the world becomes unreliable, as
do one’s thought processes. Both become floating, unrooted.
All are equally internal and equally external. Four Arguments
for the Elimination of Television, Jerry Mander
1447. 10.19.18: “At this point, Tausk suggests, the patient will
create an “influencing machine” fantasy as a physical
manifestation of the confusion. Capable of implanting images
which are in the form of rays, capable of implanting alien
realities outside of one’s own experiences, capable of
changing one’s feelings, this machine “causes” the patenient
to fall into utter confusion about what is real and what is
not, what is internal and what is external.” Four Arguments
for the Elimination of Television, Jerry Mander, pg. 110
1448. 10.19.18: But this confusion between internal + external
worlds is embraced by the Artist. Hence, Dante’s journey into
the Underworld. The artist dares to challenge + confront the
confusion, chaos, THE MACHINE fantasy, rather constructs it,
models it, as material in the artistic creation. The
cynicism, neurosis, darkness, is a space the artist seeks as
an exploratory process to UNDERSTAND the manifestations of
the mind, of morality, of fear, and evil in the world.
1449. 10.19.18: THE POST REALITY SHOW IS A MANIFESTION OF THIS
(INSPIRED) CONFUSION, HALLUCINATION, THAT TAKES PLACE IN THE
STUDIO, broadcasted via the Third Space Network.
1450. 10.19.18: My INFLUENCING MACHINE is the studio setup and its
transmission via the Third Space Network.
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1451. 10.19.18: “In any event, there is not question that
television [Internet] does what the schizophrenic fantasy
says it does. It places in our minds images of realities
which are outside of our experience [Otherworld]. The
pictures come in the form of rays from a box [pixels from a
computer]. They cause changes in feelling and, as we will
see, utter confusion as to what is real and what is not. All
reality becomes ethereal, existing only in our minds.” Four
Arguments for the Elimination of Television, Jerry Mander,
pg. 111
1452. 10.20.18.1 (reportage - Living in the Future Present): I live
and work in the Future Present. The Bunker is my refuge. It
is here I maintain a semblance of sanity in a world gone
awry. I open my Broadcast Journal and write for the world. Or
for my myself. No matter. Everything is open, public,
exposed. I live and breathe in front of the camera. My every
move is tracked and recorded. But no matter, none of this
will stop me from telling my story, a story that must be told
amidst the incessant noise that fills my brain each and every
day.
10.20.18.2 (reportage - Living in the Future Present): Since
there is no escape from this post reality, where nothing is
true nor false nor real nor virtual, I just ride the wave as
best I can. One thing is for sure, the Bunker, despite its
24/7 total exposure, continues to be my sanctuary, my escape
route, my vessel to other worlds. It is here I have access to
media more powerful than the cable networks. That is, my
notebook, my Broadcast Journal. Despite the electronic noise
that attempts to penetrate the delicate, analog, physical
pages of my journal, I continue to write, with a single mind,
to penetrate the noise, get inside of it, let it ring in my
brain, while I spill out my narrative, the dissection, the
analysis, the critique of living in the Future Present of the
Media Torrent.
10.20.18.3 (reportage - Living in the Future Present): I
consider myself some kind of Writer-Savant, tapping into the
chaos and confusion and dysfunction to stimulate thoughts
that might have been impossible to access otherwise. For me,
the noise has become an inducer and a stimulant. Refusing to
succumb to mind control, Writing is a means of release,
clarity, criticality: something I used to think I would find
in the world of academia. But that was all a Grand Illusion,
a decoy, some kind of numbing reassurance that life could be
sterilized and transformed into the perfect, clean Workflow.
I never bought it, I refused to be institutionalized by the
ivory tower. Time and time again, I attempted to escape that
madness, but now, my exit is a fait accompli. I have returned
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to the Bunker, once and for all, where once again I can think
and learn and immerse myself in worlds of my creation, worlds
that are not forced down my throat by ADMINISTRATORS.
10.20.18.4 (reportage - Living in the Future Present): Here
in the Underground Studio Bunker, I am a free agent. Just me
and my journal and an arsenal of technology all designed to
fight the good fight. REVOLUTION! Ah, what a quaint idea, but
now, here, pen on paper, book on desk, desk swimming in the
Media Torrent, cameras on, imaging flashing, sound
reverberating… I’ll tell my (post) REAL story of the Future
Present.
1453. 10.20.18: I want to embrace live interaction with people via
the network, as opposed to the fragmented, textural,
impersonal, removed nature of social media. LIVE, while not
face-to-face, immediate + continuous. I believe that Skype
can be used as such a medium, integrated within the BUNKER
MACHINE VIA THE WORMHOLES.
[I am typing this Work_Flow and it is therefore entering into the
Broadcast]
1454. 10.20.18: BROADCAST JOURNAL – Why should the journal be
private in the age of social media where privacy is no longer
relevant. Let everyone see everything I am thinking! Let the
journal ring loud + clear as a BROADCAST MEDIUM!!! Amidst the
chaos, I continue to write. Sometimes I can barely hear
myself thinking. THE BROADCAST NEVER STOPS. But I am
determined to go with the flow, I’ll ride the BROADCAST like
a TIGER, it lurches and GROWLS, attempting to throw me off
course!
1455. 10.20.18: But in the quiet of the writing process, I can
still find solace in the space of the journal, even though
the journal is a PUBLIC MEDIUM, in a world where NOTHING IS
PRIVATE. I’ll continue to write regardless, and some of my
thoughts will indeed be of a PRIVATE NATURE. But remember,
the BROADCAST NEVER STOPS, EVER. So I keep on writing amdist
this public storm of the MEDIA TORRENT. I will always remind
myself though I can barely think, that LIFE is too PRECIOUS
NOT TO KEEP ALLOWING MY THOUGHTS TO MOVE FORWARD. PERHAPS YOU
JUST FIND A WAY TO LET THE NOISE QUIET YOUR MIND. IS THAT
POSSIBLE?! Don’t know, but I don’t care whether I can think
straight or not doesn’t matter. Doesn’t matter at all. It’s
too LIBERATING, downright REVOLUTIONARY TO BE A WRITER-SAVANT
amidst the chaos… while the world churns and churns in its
media frenzy, I aggregate the NOISE as an exercise in CTL. I
EXORCIZE the noise by defeating it thru the writing process,
challenging the onslaught until I can feel some small sense
of… what? Escaping DEFEAT for another day.
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1456. 10.21.18: MY STORY OF THE FUTURE PRESENT, the POST REALITY
HISTORIES COMPRESSED INTO THE NOW, FORWARD + BACK IN ALL
DIRECTIONS. That is where the story goes…
1457. 10.21.18: WRITE THE MOST BEAUTIFUL, MESMERIZING TRANCE MUSIC
TO SIMULATE THE INDUCEMENT OF THE HYPNOSIS BROUGHT ABOUT BY
THE BROADCAST.
1458. 10.21.18: “I have described the way the retina collecxts
impressions emanating from dots. The picture is formed only
after it is well inside your brain. The image doesn’t exist
in the world, and so cannot be observed as you would observe
another person, or a car, or a fight. THE IMAGES PASS THROUGH
YOUR EYES IN A DEMATERIALIZED FORM, INVISIBLE. THEY ARE
RECONSTITUTED ONLY AFTER THEY ARE ALEADY INSIDE YOUR HEAD.
Four Arguments for the Elimination of Television, Jerry
Mander, pg. 201
1459. 10.21.18: The invisible granulation of frames coming at you
at 30fps or 60fps, makes no difference, they don’t coalesce
until they enter your brain and form in your senses.
1460. 10.21.19: “Television viewing may then qualify as a kind of
wakeful dreaming, except that it’s a stranger’s dreams from a
faraway place, though it plays against the screen of your
mind.” Four Arguments for the Elimination of Television,
Jerry Mander, pg. 201
1461. 10.21.19: “The images enter you are recorded in meaning
whether you think about them or not. They pour into you like
fluid into a container. YOU ARE THE CONTAINER. TELEVISION IS
THE POURER.” Four Arguments for the Elimination of
Television, Jerry Mander, pg. 204
1462. 10.21.19: “Like the Solaris astronauts, we cannot
differentiate between the present and the past, the concrete
and the imaginary. Like the schizophrenic, we cannot tell
which image is the product of our own minds, which
representative of a real world, and which has been put inside
us by a machine. Four Arguments for the Elimination of
Television, Jerry Mander, pg. 217
1463. 10.21.18: Only by exaggerating the media flow + its effects
is it possible to expose its impact on the human mind. It
just so happens that this form of EXPOSURE can be simulated,
activated, realized as artistic expression.
1464. 10.22.18: The whole world continues to slide down, down,
down, from its inability to speak the truth, and to
differentiate from right + wrong. That’s simple, and
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meanwhile these same rulers hold the powers of propaganda +
media to keep the people squarely under their thumb. Reason
no longer seems to be winning, anywhere.
1465. 10.22.18: WITHOUT THE HUMAN BIAS TOWARD BELIEF, THE MEDIA
COULD NOT EXIST.” Four Arguments for the Elimination of
Television, Jerry Mander, pg. 249
1466. 10.22.18: this could be said as “WITHOUT THE HUMAN BIAS
TOWARD THE SUSPENSION OF DIBELIEF, THE MEDIA COULD NOT
EXIST.” The very same device that enables drama, the most
effective narrative device, also enables deception,
propaganda, lying, cheating, and controlling the people. What
ushers us into the most ancient form of shared spectacle,
enabling worlds of the imagination to be born as artistic
expression, facilitates dark worlds of the imagination to
become the new reality by demagogues, who must the effects of
the suspension of disbelief: which becomes the most powerful
weapon of all, the ability to harness and control the reality
of the people for the express purpose of amassing wealth +
power. The primary tool for involving the suspension of
disbelief on a mass scale is the media.
1467. 10.22.18: “Our thinking processes can’t save us. To the
degree that we are thinking as we watch television, a minute
degree at most, the images pass right through anyway. They
enter our brains. They remain permanently. We can tell, for
sure which images are ours and which come from distant
places. Imagination and reality have merged. We have lost
control of our images. We have lost control of our minds.
Four Arguments for the Elimination of Television, Jerry
Mander, pg. 260
1468. 10.23.18: “Fascism excepts war to supply the artistic
gratification of a sense perception that has been changed by
technology. This is evidently the consummation of L’art pour
l’art.” Mankind, which in Homer’s time was an object for
contemplation of the Olympian Gods, now is a degree that it
can experience its own destruction as an aesthetic pleasure
of the first order.” Four Arguments for the Elimination of
Television, Jerry Mander
1469. 10.23.18: Apocalypse as aesthetic pleasure? The world caving
in as the greatest of all spectacles? This is why postapocalyptic films are so appealing: WE WANT TO WITNESS THE
END.
1470. 10.27.18: “The citizens of this new world (dis)order are
trapped inside their living rooms, roaming the thousand
channel universe and exercise the one freedom they still have
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left: to be the voyeurs of their own demise.” – Kyle Lasn,
Culture Jam
1471. 10.28.18: 3SN is not dystopic, on appearance, it is alluring,
beckoning. It is an artist channel with optimism + hope +
purpse + promise, on the surface, but underneath there is
trouble, turbulence, saturation, jolts, cracks in the psyche
[this is TPRS!!] The deeper you go, the deeper you get.
Deeper into the SEDUCTION + HYPNOSIS + PROMISES of the
BROADCAST.
1472. 10.28.18: LEAD THE VIEWER INTO THE SEDUCTION OF THE BROADCAST
+ THEN DEIVER THE CRITIQUE WHILE ITS MACHINATIONS ARE FULLY
AMPLIFIED + EXPOSED TO THEIR WIDE OPEN SENSES + AWARENESS.
1473. 10.29.18: Instead of watching TV all day and all night, I
Broadcast all day and all night. Instead of ingesting the
torrent, I regulate the torrent.
1474. 10.30.18: BEAUTIFUL, so I am producing an INTERNET TV SHOW as
a parody of such shows as Hardball, TRMS, Fox, CNN, etc., You
know, it’s been staring me right in the FACE!
1475. 10.30.18: When future dystopia collides with the present.
1476. 10.30.18: 2020: FUTURE PRESENT OF NOW
1477. 10.31.18: BELLY OF THE BEAST – ON LOCATION REPORTS
1478. 11.1.18: The only WAY TO COVER THE STORY… IS TO… big bold
STATEMENTS ON 3SN, THE POST REALITY SHOW… STAGE A REVOLUTION
IN YOUR BASEMENT! YOUR OFFICE! YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD!
1479. 11.1.18: Create ads + promos that incorporate the most
radical + revolutionary acts of media art history in relation
to the tv medium + broadcasting: Videofreex, Ant Farm, et al.
Injecting the social broadcasting research on the avant-garde
into the promotional propaganda of 3SN.
1480. 11.1.18: “SENTIMENT WITHOUT ACTION IS THE RUIN OF THE SOUL.”
– Edward Abbey, loc. 1576, Culture Jam, Kyle Lasn
1481. 11.1.18: I HAVE TRANSFORMED MY UNDERGROUND STUDIO BUNKER INTO
A NET TV STATION AND I AM BROADCASTING! THE REVOLUTION FOR
THE POST REALITY SHOW.
1482. 11.1.18: I CAN CATALYZE OTHER ARTISTS TO BROADCAST VIA THE
THIRD SPACE NETWORK. [????]
1483. 11.1.18: “The next revolution… will be… a guerilla
information war… on TV and in cyberspace… a dirty, no-holds-
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barred propaganda WAR… of alternative visions for the
future.” Loc 1640, Culture Jam, Kyle Lasn
1484. 11.1.18: MEME WARFARE, this is precisely the tactic of TRUMP:
Build the Wall, Lock Her Up, et al… but we can DO IT TOO,
Just as powerfully, even more, because we are fighting for
TRUTH not DISINFORMATION!
1485. 11.3.18: By altering the memetic slogans of the media, ie
“fair and balanced” into “unfair and unbalanced,” these memes
are shattered, transformed, changed in the minds of the next
person to pass the meme.
1486. 11.3.11: “Your living room is the factory… the product being
manufactured is you.” Culture Jam, Kyle Lason, loc. 1863
1487. 11.6.18: “3SN is a media reform movement to take back the
cultural power to which all citizens are entitled – to
reclaim our airwaves and the rest of our mental environment
so that we an start telling our own stories and learn how to
talk to each other again. – Remix from Culture Jam, loc 2486
1488. 11.6.18: DESKTOP FLANEUR – roaming the desktop, penetrating
the third space, infiltrating the third space, a derive of
the third space, a spectator of the third space.
1489. 11.7.18: Raw Hope of Humanity Rising: Democrats take the
House, but the plot thickens as TRUMP casts a new set of
villains… the saga continues…
1490. 11.7.18: “Low theory… a critical thought indifferent to the
institutional forms of the academy or the art world.” – The
Beach Beneath the Street, Mckenzie Wark, loc. 88
1491. 11.8.18: This is an opportunity to push the limits of TV
Hypnosis. The overall effect is one of over saturation,
inability to process too much information. All things begin
(+ end) with Media-on-Tap, it is the most compulsive,
indulgent, frenetic, and all-consuming of all the modes. It
is relentless, always-on, ever-changing, spectacularly insane
+ overwhelming. It will DRIVE YOU CRAZY. It will take over
your brain, it will NUMB YOUR SENSES. IT IS TV on steroids,
you will not enjoy this, but you will not be able to take
your eyes away. It will engage you in the most radical way.
It will sap your energy but it will also shoot you up with a
false adrenaline! This is what MEDIA IS DOING to us MADE
APPARENT. It may drive you to take a long walk in the woods,
or it may amplify your addiction for the screen. It can go
one way or the other or even BOTH WAYS! You may want to reip
your eyes out or you may drift off into never-never-land.
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Beware, you are losing control, Oh… you have already lost it.
STAY TUNED.
1492. 11.9.18: PERHAPS THE IDEA OF STROLLING COULD BE ADOPTED AS A
METHOD FOR DETOURNING THE NATION’S CAPITAL… AND EITHER
BROADCASTING AND/OR RECORDING THE STROLL AS MATERIAL FOR
MANIPULATION IN THE BUNKER. CAPTURE THE CAPITAL!
1493. 11.9.18: “All CULTURE IS DERIVATIVE.” Loc 692, The Beach
Beneath the Street, McKenzie Wark
1494. 11.9.18: “It’s error is to consider art only as a form of
contemplation. ART IS ACTION.” The Beach Beneath the Street,
McKenzie Wark
1495. 11.9.18: “The Situationist International was not a
collaboration between specialists, but the overcoming of
specialization in the name of a new kind of collective
activity.” The Beach Beneath the Street, McKenzie Wark
1496. 11.9.18: “The artists’ tack is to invent new techniques and
to utilize light, sound, movement and any invention
whatsoever which might influence ambience.” The Beach Beneath
the Street, McKenzie Wark
1497. 11.10.18: “At one and the same time the mass media have
unified and broadcast the everyday; they have disintegrated
it by integrating it with the ‘world’ current events in a way
which is both too real and utterly superficial.” – Henri
Lefebvre, The Beach Beneath the Street, McKenzie Wark
1498. 11.12.18: Now for the first time I have a compositional
method of controlling the Studio, at last it is possible to
line up the various feeds, layers, materials into a clear
polyphonic relationship.
1499. 11.12.18: I must connect the hypnosis of media with the
environmental crisis that is consuming the planet.
1500. 11.13.18.1 (reportage – Paradise Lost): It is time to rise
from the ashes, literally. Now or never.
11.13.18.2 (reportage – Paradise Lost): The forces of
destruction are all around us and coming from every
direction: environmental catastrophe, domestic terrorism,
political chaos, economic fragility, and a slowly loosening
grip on what is left of democracy. We are seeing an
apocalyptic wave of destruction burn before our very eyes,
madness exploding in the uncertainty of everything we have
ever known to be true. While Paradise is burning, the Media
enthralls us with 24/7 news cycles of disaster, intrigue and
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controversy, relentless hypnotic messaging that blurs fact
from propaganda, truth from fiction, tv drama from the news.
11.13.18.3 (reportage – Paradise Lost): XTREME TRUMPology has
penetrated us like a viral disease, infecting and poisoning
the body politic. As California burns in a living Hell we can
barely fathom, the horror of fabricated, self-inflicted drama
rears itself like an angry joke: imaginary lethal Caravans of
violent immigrants on the March, fear of rain, a sycophant
body builder directing the Department of Justice, a CNN
reporter molesting an intern, Democrats desecrating the
sacred act of voting, and on and on it goes. Paradise is Lost
and this is what consumes us in the everyday madness of Life
in America.
1501. 11.13.18: And so at last, the concept of the Composer of
Media truly comes alive, with the capability of controlling
an entire studio, and to BROADCAST a live feed in real-time.
This is a profound idea and one that I have been relentlessly
pursuing my entire career. The idea of Composing with Media,
where can I possibly take that @ the service of my ultimate
mission to put ART @ the Center of discourse + Social Change,
changing Consciousness, using Art where only Art can go, an
an agent of TRANSFORMATION. To make people feel, to move
them, to enrage them, to make them laugh or cry, to open
their eyes, to make them smile, FEEL THE IRONY, to experience
BEAUTY.
1502. 11.14.18: I want to devote my time + energy to creating a
FLOW of Opinion, down here in the Bunker about things that
MATTER. No matter if it seems like no one takes notice, I
will push forward nevertheless. If people are too busy or
pre-occupied to ENGAGE, then I will push even harder to speak
out.. and I will strive to build a COMPLETE + TOTAL
COMMUNICATIONS PLATFORM TO DO JUST THAT.
1503. 11.14.18. With the MAINSTREAM MEDIA ON THE FRITZ, 3SN + TPRS
can fill a gap, not unlike the DAILY SHOW, not afraid to
critique the media, parody the nonsense and amplify the
hypnotic effects of the BROADCAST for purposes of exposing
their contaminate properties.
1504. 11.14.18. FIELD REPORTS, Broadcasts in the Field, do they
need be Live? But this would be IDEAL for 2020, to ask
Friends + colleagues + wannabes to create in situ FIELD
REPORTS in their LOCATION, broadcast them into the studio +
then out… via Skype? 3SN Field Reporters.
1505. 11.17.18: IT’S A TV BROADCAST IN THE FORM OF A MUSICAL
COMPOSITION, OR PERHAPS A MUSICAL COMPOSITION IN THE FORM OF
A TV BROADCAST.
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[Composing with Media]
[VDMX Screenshot]
1506. 11.19.18.1 (reportage - Composing THE MEDIA): Here
composition in the previously musical sense become a means of
defiance against THE MEDIA’s narrative construction of
political and social events as they unfold, forced down our
collective throat in an increasingly manipulative media
landscape. Pundits of every persuasion relentlessly scream
their message, encapsulated in a delivery medium that is
saturated in graphics, scrolls, logos, sonic themes, and
persistent, argumentative, and coercive punditry. The sum
total of THE MEDIA narrative is a river of noise, a torrent,
which flows endlessly, cascading furiously through the
psychic space. As a response to this dire onrush that comes
at us in so many seductive and hypnotic flavors, I happily
apply the age-old compositional rules of rhythm, texture,
melody, polyphony, et al – not to a symphony or string
quartet or a piano sonata in so many movements – but rather
to a Total Reorganization of THE MEDIA Torrent.
11.19.18.2 (reportage - Composing THE MEDIA): The material of
THE MEDIA is gloriously rich and varied, full of constant
jolts and juxtapositions, a seething crush of interruptions
and abrasive motion, which steamrolls our ears and eyes with
such force, we no longer even notice the effects. And yet, by
subjecting THE MEDIA to my studio Work_FLOW, ALWAYS ON and
streaming through the conduit of a studio-mechanized Mediaon-Tap, certain things once invisible now come to Light. Once
our perception has been tweaked and adjusted by the filtered
mechanisms of the compositional process, we become acutely
aware of THE MEDIA tricks, the play on our consciousness, the
distortion of our senses, all precisely tuned to fool our
minds, while they eagerly embed a certain pre-determined bias
into our thinking: until, unaware, we find ourselves hosting
an opinion that subtly slipped right in through the
neurological back door.
11.19.18.3 (reportage - Composing THE MEDIA): What an immense
pleasure it is to use the fundamentals of compositional time
to reorganize the flow: as it happens! Yes, this is all realtime, in the ever-present present of Right Now! That’s where
it all gets very interesting, to grab hold of and release the
media-on-tap, in the rush of the moment, and to broadcast the
torrent right back out into mediascape from where it came:
all now under musical control.
1507. 11.19.18: Subjecting not just MEDIA to appropriation +
Manipulation under compositional control, but rather THE
MEDIA + its manipulations, hypnotics, coercion, bias, and
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seduction. Using the techniques of composition in terms of
rhythm, texture, melody, polyphony, movement, rapidity,
juxtaposition, interruption, dynamics, etc. to construct THE
MEDIA experience as critique + analysis.
1508. 11.19.18: Cable Network anchor show meets audio-visual
performance art, parodying the cable network news heavy dose
of steamrolling graphics, logos, laden with opinion bias.
1509. 11.19.18: I want to capture the ENERGY of the MEDIA. I am a
composer, not a performer, so the flow of the show is the
real performance not so much me, I am just an element of this
larger force of MEDIA.
1510. 11.20.18: Idea for a character: AN ALL-PURPOSE AUTHORITATIVE
ACADEMIC KNOW-IT-ALL.
1511. 11.20.18: The Post Reality Show is an opportunity to examine
the looseness of TRUTH, slippery, fluid, anything goes in the
age of the post real.
1512. 11.23.18: USE MEDIA ART + MUSICAL COMPOSITION TO TELL THE
TRUTH. Tear things up to tell the truth. Deconstruct to tell
the truth, overwhelm the senses to tell the truth, push the
envelope to tell the truth, saturate to tell the truth.
1513. 11.23.18: “That’s part of the challenge that keeps it
exciting – making yourself uncomfortable.” Jon Stewart, The
Daily Show: An Oral History as Told by Jon Stewart…
1514. 11.24.18: Achieve the HYPNOSIS of the Medium. Mesmerizing,
seduction of coupling the aural + optical senses.
1515. 11.27.18: I am preparing to tear down the BULLSHIT nature of
the art establishment as one of the GRAND THEMES OF TPRS. But
also as a MODUS OPERANDI for how I am diverting my work +
actions. The problem is that the ART ESTABLISHMENT is utterly
corrupt and ingrown, it caters to money + star status and
ignores in large part the richness of art that becomes deeper
political + social purposes.
1516. 11.28.18: “The great man of tomorrow in the way of art cannot
be seen, should not be seen, and should go underground.”
Marcel Duchamp, Tell Them I Said No, Martin Herbert, pg. 112
1517. 11.28.18: On Agnes Martin: “Circumstances led her to turn her
back on people, transferring from city to desert and for the
most part, living wholly alone. And she had to shift from the
collective sphere of facts – illusory to her, founded on
naught – into the annulled bays of her own head, so that
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emptiness might be returned coherent and convivial to
others.” Tell Them I Said No, Martin Herbert, pg. 20
1518. 12.4.18: Step back: focus on the Media-on-Tap, it is a faucet
that flows + flows + I open the tap to let the media run
through, all continuously + ever-present. The TAP is the gate
that opens up to let it through. CONTINUOUSLY RUNNING.
1519. 12.6.18: “To signify is to rework received meanings,” the
difference between the literal the metaphorical is thrus into
the foreground by an approach operates by implication,
indirect communication, imagistic rendering; rhythmic
delivery, and parody.” Tell Them I Said No, Martin Herbert
1520. 12.6.18: “THE ART COMMUNITY LOVES TO BE TICKLED.” Tell Them I
Said No, Martin Herbert
1521. 12.6.18: “SOMETHING ELSE TO RISE ABOVE AND TO ANALYZE, OVER +
OVER, IN ORDER TO PUT THE OPPOSITION TO CHECK.” Tell Them I
Said No, Martin Herbert
1522. 12.7.18: TPRS IS A PLATFORM FOR THE PERFORMANCE OF THE
BREAKDOWN OF THE REAL.
1523. 12.7.18: ENCOUNTERS WITH THE POST REAL – The platform for
engaging, dissecting, analyzing the impossible scenarios that
breach the real. How is this possible? Believe it or not!
This is the world we have descend into, the post-post modern
era: the post real era, where anything goes. Nothing is what
it seems, there is no anchor of truth, only “truthiness.”
[Memes + Media Viruses]
1524. 12.7.18: “Good strong memes can change minds, after behavior,
catalyze collective mindshifts and transform cultures. In our
information age, whoever makes the memes holds the power.”
Adbusters, Jan/Feb 2019
1525. 12.7.18: “WE CHANGE THE WAY INFORMATION FLOWS…” Adbusters,
Jan/Feb 2019
1526. 12.10.18: “People who lack political power but still seek to
influence the direction of our culture do so by infusing new
ideas into this ever-expanding data sphere.” Media Virus,
Douglas Rushkoff pg. 8
1527. 12.10.18: This datsphere is the existing infrastructure of
communications technologies at any given point in time.
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1528. 12.10.18: “These information ‘bombs’ spread through the
entire information net in a matter of seconds. Media Virus,
Douglas Rushkoff pg. 8
1529. 12.10.18: “If we to understand the dataspace as an extension
of a planetary ecosystem or even just the breeking ground for
new iddeas in our culture, then we must come to terms with
the fact that the media events provoking real social change
are more than just Trojan horses. They are media viruses.
Media Virus, Douglas Rushkoff pg. 9
1530. 12.10.18: As a virus of the virtual realm, I am “weaponized”
to launch “information bombs” from the BUNKER to infiltrate
the third space (datasphere) with missives of change,
transformation + media consciousness; de rigor in the age of
the post reality.
1531. 12.10.18: “It’s really a battle for command of the ell fought
between the cell’s own genetic programming (DNA) and the
virus’s invading code… the only intention of the virus, if it
can be said to have one, is to spread its own code as far and
wide as possible from cell to cell and from organism to
organism.” Media Virus, Douglas Rushkoff pg. 9
1532. 12.10.18: “But instead of traveling along an organic
circulatory system, a media virus travels through the
networks of the mediaspace. The “protein shell” of a media
virus might be an event, invention, technology, system of
thought, musical rift, visual image, scientific theory, sex
scandal, clothing style or even a pop song – as long as it
can catch our attention. Any one of these media virus shells
will search out the receptive nooks + crannies in popular
culture and stick on anywhere it is noticed. Once attacked,
the virus projects its more hidden agendas into the
datastream in the form of ideological code – not genes, but
as a conceptual equivalent we now call “memes.” Like real
genetic material, these memes infiltrate with one another –
even the way we perceive reality.” Media Virus, Douglas
Rushkoff pg. 10
1533. 12.10.18: THE NEED FOR A STRATEGY OR SYSTEM OF THE CREATIN OF
MEMES THAT INJECT CRITICAL AWARENESS OF TH EPROCESS OF MEDIA
INFILTRATION INTO OUR CONSCIOUSNESS. So the TEXTS are
AWARENESS INJECTIONS INTO THE MEDIA ECO-SYSTEM (DATASPHERE)
OR (THIRD SPACE) that enables the viewer to become a
receptacle for “INFORMATION BOMBS” THAT DETONATE + PLANT OR
STIMULATE “MEDIA CONSCIOUSNESS.
1534. 12.10.18: “TO UNDERSTAND MEDIA VIRUSES, WE MUST ALLOW
OURSELVES TO BECOME INFECTED.” Media Virus, Douglas Rushkoff
pg. 16
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1535. 12.10.18: “Rather than stunting our natural development by
amputating our limbs and number our senses, the media can
accelerate evolution.” Media Virus, Douglas Rushkoff pg. 12
1536. 12.11.18: “The Media become a natural world.” Media Virus,
Douglas Rushkoff pg. 33
1537. 12.11.18: “The dataspace is hungry. If an ingested idea
excites others, it will probably duplicate itself and spread
through the datasphere without any further effort on the part
of the individual who initiated it.” Media Virus, Douglas
Rushkoff pg. 35
1538. 12.11.18: “The concept of viruses developed naturally from
the effective exploitation of the properties of feedback +
iteration.” Media Virus, Douglas Rushkoff pg. 35
1539. 12.11.18: “Viruses open up issues for discussion rather than
giving up an excuse to ignore our ambivalence. They make our
conceptual world a more confusing, chaotic place. Anything is
possible. Media Virus, Douglas Rushkoff pg. 36
1540. 12.11.18: “The technique of oversimplification (public
relations) and distraction (advertising) is rendered obsolete
by the media virus (performance).” Media Virus, Douglas
Rushkoff pg. 36
1541. 12.11.18: “The shell of a well-constructed virus allows its
memes to spread before they can be marginalized into
obscurity.” Media Virus, Douglas Rushkoff pg. 36
1542. 12.11.18: “Viruses couch themselves in irony and appeal to
the objective sensibilities of their viewers.” Media Virus,
Douglas Rushkoff pg. 32
1543. 12.11.18: By exhibiting an amplification of discontinuity
that is consistent with actual media experience, this acts as
a ‘virus’ by emulating its host.
1544. 12.11.18: By emulating a cable news show, however the
amplification its functions as Rushkoff refer to as the shell
of the virus (or the soft bubble) in order to penetrate the
larger body politic, the mediasphere, the dataspace, the
third space. Though it seems the true marginalization is
created by the gatekeepers: Facebook, galleries, museums,
newspapers, etc., in an effort to spread virally into the
various spheres.
1545. 12.12.18: Construction of Memes that is the key to viral
infection, infiltration, distribution. Need to find the
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inroads, the onramps, the procedures, the strategies for
PLANTING MEMES INTO THE THIRD SPACE. They need to be
instantly digestible, ironic, manipulated, appropriated,
iconic targated at the mainstream of digital culture:
redirected, rebroadasted back into the churning reiver. I
will create a MEME FACTORY in the Bunker, and use Memes as
MISSIVES INTO THE THIRD SPACE DISCOURSE.
1546. 12.14.18: To go viral is to shift ideas from simplicity or
one-way modes of delivery into OPEN DEBATE, making them
PARTICIPATORY BY NATURE. VIRAL IS INHERENTLY PARTICIPATORY BY
NATURE OF OPENNESS, NOT A CLOSED SYSTEM OF RECEPTION =
INTERPRETATION.
1547. 12.14.18: EXPLODE ISSUES OUT OF SIMPLITY INTO OPEN DEBATE.”
Media Virus, Douglas Rushkoff pg. 52
1548. 12.14.18: “The datasphere rewards self-similarity and proves
again + again that the best way to INFECT the entire
datasphere is with MEDIA ABOUT MEDIA. Media Virus, Douglas
Rushkoff pg. 57
1549. 12.15.18: The creation of viral missives that are volatile +
connective requires great media savvy, such as TRUMP’s
powerful sloganing “Build the Wall” that was infected into
the body politic like a wildfire. The creation of these viral
entities + media, requires a clever understanding sometimes
instinctive understanding of what will resonate with the
public. Not necessarily intellectually smart, but always pop
culturally smart, lowest common denominator smart. The
question is how to outsmart the viral process by planting not
just candy into the system, but smart bombs that explode with
critical power.
1550. 12.16.18: Two themes rise to the surface: (1) Hypnosis (2)
Memes. Hypnosis – steeped in the effects of media +
television, the seduction of the fast-moving image,
electronic warmth, and the way I which the electronic image
lulls us into its steady state techniques of propaganda +
meaning. Memes – Kernels of content that glide virally
through the electronic space, reproducible, simplistic, share
fragments of cultural signifiers. The question becomes how do
hypnotic signals + memetic symbols alter the political
environment, in effect, ushering in authoritarian impuleses
delivered by demagogic tyrants. It is these tyrants who
effectively master the media, creating a situation in which
the media (not the reporters) is weaponized and thus truly
becomes the enemy of the people. TRUMP has reshaped the media
environment in in OWN IMAGE transforming it into a hypnotic,
memetic sequence of destructive missives aimed at the body
politic.
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1551. 12.16.18: DISINFORMATION CAMPAIGN 2020
1552. 12.17.18: “What James Comey calls the ‘ritual’ model defines
communication not as the act of importing information but as
the construction and representation of SHARED BELIEFS. It
highlights the SHAREDNES of values, symbols, and cultural
sensibilities that embody what people see as their
communities. According to this view, the ‘message’ in
communiation is not a unit who reach and effect one easily
traceable, but an ongoing process in which identities and
SENSES OF BELONGING are continually constructed.” Limor
Shifman, Memes in Digital Culture, pg. 60
1553. 12.17.18: Communication as ritual, voking shared beliefs or
perhaps just SHARED EXPERIENCE. TRUMP’s memetic propaganda is
designed to install a system of shared beliefs, ideology
until it manifests into a MOVEMENT. This form of ritual is
highly participatory, in fact it can be obsessively ritual
oriented, such as seen in dictators like Hitler, et al. But
not just fascists, but even in liberal ideology including
Obama or Bernie Sanders. Such powerful performers as John
Stewart, Steven Colbert, TRUMP, Hitler, all have the ability
to communicate in this ritual form, to draw the viewer into a
universe of shared values + beliefs. Is this by nature
PARTICIPATORY? Not so sure, but his how memes travel virally,
there is shared belief, there is the transfer of information
from one believer to another. When believers act on those
values, creating political signs that riff on MAKE AMERICA X
AGAIN, you have a collection of texts created by a collective
constellation of voices. “Lock Her Up” and then people riff
on that Meme, by creating related signs, wearing related
clothes, as seen at the 2016 RNC.
1554. 12.17.18: How can TPRS engage in memetic infiltration of the
dataspace? Introduce ideas, images, snds, video that when
transmitted are intended to go viral and then are redirected,
appropriated, distributed, remixed, reassembled as viral
memes.
1555. 12.17.18: “It is the proposition that what is actually being
replicated on YouTube is the practice of creating simple and
repetitive contents which can be easily replicated and
imitated by others. Thus, people are emulating not only
specific videos, but the cluster of textural traits
identified here as catalysts for imitation by others.
Transplanting this to the realm of ideas would suggest that
more than anything, these emetic videos spread the notion of
participatory culture itself; a culture based on the active
spread and re-creation of content by users. Limor Shifman,
Memes in Digital Culture, pg. 88
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1556. 12.17.18: Instead of relying on ‘receivers of the
transmission’ to propagate the broadcast as memes, I AM THE
RECEIVER OF THE TRANSMISSION engaging in imitation,
replication, sharing + redistribution THROUGH THE BROADCAST +
its derivative blog + social media FEEDS.
1557. 12.17.18: MEME MACHINE, not so much creating Memes but
capturing them and rebroadcasting them out from wherever they
ame! CAPTURING MEMES, particularly those political memes
manufactured by the RIGHT + its supporters of FAKE MEDIA +
INFO. As the host of a FAKE CHANNEL, I can seek out Memes
from the dark recesses of the RIGHT’S DARK WEB, and create
memetic constructions from Memes or Meme-rich material. I can
do this on the Unfair + Unbalanced segment by zeroing in on
the desktop, visiting nasty sites + social media pages,
CAPTURING THEM + REDISTRIBUTING. I do this as performance via
the LIVE BROADCAST + then document my findings on the TPRS
site, Reportage, Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr, Linked In, et.
1558. 12.17.18: Meme genres: “SOCIALLY RECOGNIZED TYPES OF
COMMUNICATIVE ACTION.” Limor Shifman, Memes in Digital
Culture, pg. 99
1559. 12.18.18: BRANDING EXERCISE = MEME CONSTRUCTION = SITUATIONAL
COMPOSITION.
1560. 12.18.18: The creation of “branding,” “sloganing,” in the
most audacious manner = COUNTERMEMES.
1561. 12.18.18: The 3SN interface is a flow of texts down the page
as quotations/hyperlinks/buttons. Flow on Flow. Historical
Snippets, Paradigm Shifts, Meta Concepts, Activism. Linking
to the various 3SN projects.
1562. 12.20.18: The idea is to keep the Bunker OPEN, even if it is
an illusion. The main goal here is the always on broadcast,
and because this is theatre, (the post reality) it is OK that
is the illusion of ALWAYS ON. The secret to ALWAYS ON, is to
NOT INTERRUPT the BROADCAST. Since it is impossible to be
Physically ALWAYS ON, I can be virtually ALWAYS ON, 24/¶ in
the third space does not require my constant presence, nor
does it require LIVE, it just means that the BROADCAST IS
ALWAYS ON, whether it be from the studio or the cloud.
[12.21.18: There are six key posts that must be placed into the
Work_FLOW. On Becoming an Artist Broadcaster) Listed here, they
were on 3SN move to TPRS]
1563. 12.22.18.1 (reportage – Impaled on the Artistifcally Design
Great Wall of America): The Wall, a symbolically explosive
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meme of all memes, goes back millennia as an insulating
barrier intended to secure, protect and divide. Whether it’s
the Great Wall of China, the City Walls of Paris, the Berlin
Wall, or even Pink Floyd’s demented Wall of the Mind, today,
each has become a remnant of conflict and division:
crumbling, decaying artifice of human separation.
12.22.18.2 (reportage – Impaled on the Artistifcally Design
Great Wall of America): TRUMP, like some tyrannical ruler of
an ancient Chinese dynasty, has staked his legacy utterly and
totally in the creation of his own epic Great Wall of
America. The TRUMP Wall, surpassing the hotels, golf courses
and casinos he has scattered around the globe, is intended to
be the Greatest of all Enduring Projects: an erect, majestic,
and mighty structure fit for a King. The TRUMP Wall would
stand looming at the border for all to see, to be feared and
revered, tall and reaching to the sky, a symbol of the
Greatness of America, like the monuments on the National Mall
or Mount Rushmore, even greater than Rushmore! In TRUMP’s
twisted mind, people would stand gazing up at the foot of the
Wall, breathless and secure in the mighty barrier that
protects us all from evil, menacing Latino gangs who would
infiltrate our Great White Nation.
12.22.18.3 (reportage – Impaled on the Artistifcally Design
Great Wall of America): We now see TRUMP ascend to heretofore
unimaginable heights of an XTreme TRUMPological frenzy fit
only for a Mad King on the brink of insanity. In the absolute
spin out of control, he has pulled all the stops, all the
levers, no holds-barred, from his throne at the White House,
issuing forth a torrent of Twitter missives composed with
rabid, propagandistic brilliance we could never have thought
possible! The Great Wall of America has now become an
aesthetically transformed Slat Fence, a kind of medieval
structure with pointed spears rising to the heavens, a
Beautiful Thing at the border for all the People to behold
and the Mexicans to fear:
1564. 12.24.18: You turn on the torrent of the media flow and what
comes pouring out is the endless chatter associated with
doomsday. The Mood is dark, abysmal, beyond the real. Nothing
is real, how could it be when there is no resemblance.
1565. 12.24.18.1 (reportage – An Ode to Madness on an Apocalyptic
Xmas Eve): Ho Ho Ho. On this Xmas Eve, just go ahead and turn
on the continuous Chatter Chatter Chatter of the Media and
see what comes pouring out – roaring from the Depths – dark,
abysmal, and beyond the jolly. It feels just like The End.
There is a surreal sense of the Yuletide in the air, a
wailing madness: not just the usual chaos, but something
pitched deeply awry.
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12.24.18.2 (reportage – An Ode to Madness on an Apocalyptic
Xmas Eve): It’s as though the constant chaos has melted into
a reverberating, droning mass of haunting lullabies with
nothing in particular to latch on to, nothing really to argue
with, nothing that truly stands out, it’s just all completely
Wrong. It’s as though the light of humanity has switched off,
impossible to restore, as we quietly go plunging in a massive
slide over the edge.
1566. 12.26.18: “Everything can happen. Everything is possible +
probable. Time and space do not exist. On a flimsy framework
of reality, the imagination spins, weaving new patterns.” –
August Strindberg, A Dream Play, quoted in Ingmar Bergman’s
Fanny + Alexander
1567. 12.27.18: “By maintain the seamless integrity of the Pee-Wee
Character, he became a true-to-life Max Headroom: HE WAS NOT
A HUMAN BEING, BUT A MEDIA ICON. HE ONLY EXISTED WHEN HE WAS
BEING BROADCASTED.” Media Virus, Douglas Rushkoff pg. 104
[The Broadcast Never Stops]
1568. 12.26.18.1 (reportage – The Broadcast Never Stops): …it flows
on & on & on & on. The work is continuous. The studio is
always (a)live: a reflection, perhaps a mirror of the nonstop nature of the Mediascape, that switched on electrical
current circulating through the multitude of devices &
network of thing of things: everything connected, wired,
coupled to our nervous system so that we carefully &
strategically avoid missing ANYthing. The Broadcast Never
Stops.
12.26.18.2 (reportage – The Broadcast Never Stops): And yes,
I have found a way, a reason, perhaps even a mission!, to
engage with the outgoing transmission of the space in my
everyday studio work_FLOW. I find it soothing (believe it or
not), even contemplative, to keep the cameras rolling.
Instead of only *Watching*, like Chauncey Gardener in Jerzy
Kosiński’s Being There, who pathetically could only live his
life vicariously through the continuous glare of the tv
image, I prefer to reverse my relationship to the screen and
experience the broadcast in the opposite direction.
12.26.18.3 (reportage – The Broadcast Never Stops): And so,
with cameras rolling, I carry out my studio actions, whether
I am present or not. In fact, since I am physically situated
more outside than inside the studio, the broadcast continues
on & on just fine without me. As such, it never stops. I
would go so far as to say the broadcast doesn’t really
require me: it is the studio, the mis-en-scene of artistic
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experimentation, which is a truly mind-expanding environment,
where my notebook sits wide open, peacefully, ready and
waiting for the next scratchings that signal whatever it is I
have to say at any given moment in time.
1569. 12.27.18: And so the BROADCAST NEVER STOPS IS ABOUT BEING
(A)LIVE. IT IS BEING IN FRONT OF THE CAMERA that creates the
essence of a life force, and this is PRECISELY THE MEDIA
CRISIS WE LIVE IN TODAY: TO FEEL (A)LIVE, WE MUST BE
BROADCASTING. TO PUT THIS OUT ON SOCIAL MEDIA IS TOTALLY
RELEVANT!
1570. 12.27.18: The Post Reality Show is a romp through the effects
of media digestion, hallucinatory, off-beat, out-of-control
seduction + hypnosis. Anything goes!
1571. 12.27.18: Watching the THE BROADAST NEVER STOPS, there is
something calming, soothing, I feel like it is an extension
of my BEING.
1572. 12.29.18: Third Space Network MUST BE a platform for speaking
out and it will! Not just a personal artistic descent into
the abyss. TPRS.
1573. 12.30.18: DISRUPTION. That is the main theme of the
BROADCAST.
1574. 1.1.19 (reportage – New Year’s Greetings from the Bunker):
Greetings from the Underground Studio Bunker at Third Space
Network (3SN) Headquarters in Washington, DC, where I would
like to wish you a Happy New Year: if in fact, that is at all
possible… In the dark, quiet, secure calm of the Bunker, on
this eerily ominous New Year’s Day, I am coming to you from
the Nation’s Capital while all is frozen in lockdown mode.
My New Year’s Message, my cris de coeur, is this: as we see
signs of new life emerging in Washington, we must hang onto,
or perhaps I should say, we must CLING TO the raw hope of
humanity rising. But as we dive head first into 2019 in an
avalanche of political & social chaos, hope unfortunately,
seems a quaint, distant memory in the non-stop, everencroaching 24/7 MEDIA TORRENT & XTREME TRUMPological
XCESS that continues to consume us each and every day.
Oh… if I could only catch up with this torrential Wave of
Information, I would at last be in the Now!!
In my relentless dissection of the ongoing MEDIA TORRENT,
which permeates and leaks into our Collective Brain &
circulates through our global Nervous System, I have
constructed a mechanized valve of sorts, a thing of
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terrifying compositional beauty I refer to as Media-on-Tap:
to drive home the always elusive conundrum that yes, we can,
we must! have the courage & fortitude to TURN IT OFF!
::: TURN HIM OFF!
After a few dizzying minutes or even hours of ingesting
Media-on-Tap, after gazing hypnotically at its seductive
amplification of the MEDIA FLOWS, you will be ready – I have
no doubt – you will be prepared I should say, to SCREAM OUT:
TAKE CONTROL! & turn off the Tap, switch off your screen,
walk out the door, take a walk, breathe the air, free your
mind, & CHANGE THE WORLD! (Yes, there is hope…)
So among your 2019 New Year’s resolutions I urge you to take
the age-old position of our venerable 1960s ancestral video
pioneers, who declared with undying hope in their own
secluded Bunkers, pirate TV Stations, and traveling Media
Buses that: we must disrupt the Broadcast and BECOME OUR OWN
MEDIA!
Cheers!!!
1575. 1.3.19: Make the Link between the effects of Media + its
content + the breakdown of our collective + individual
predilection for losing the distinction between that which is
true, that which is not, that which is real + that which is
not: THAT IS THE FOCUS, to write + create specifically around
this relationship, this symbiotic coupling between the
mediated construction + distortion of reality, and our
collective + individual grip, this leading to forms of
mediated propaganda + disinformation that corrupts + destroys
the political process, as well as the entire social bond that
holds the political system together. Media in all of its fire
is the greatest weapon of Mass Confusion. Take this critique
into The Post Reality show + 3SN Broadcasts + Reportage.
1576. 1.4.19: To live in the post reality is to live in an
imaginary one constructed of one’s false or delusional
perceptions. These delusional perceptions can be formed in
the consumption of mediation, where false realities run amok.
We enter into this false reality (post reality) like Alice in
Wonderland, roaming + navigating the imaginary space of
medial constructions of the “perfect life,” the “commodity
life,” the “healthy life,” the “cool life,” etc., etc. when
our perspective of reality is a construction of these
fabricated existences played out by actors, we are firmly
entrenched in the post reality, no longer able to see +
understand who one really is. At that point we seek out
corroborating media to reinforce our new found reality,
whether it be sports or fox news or reality tv or soap
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operas, etc., etc., It then becomes a feedback loop of the
post reality reinforcing movies to inhabit.
1577. 1.4.19: NETWORKED CONVERSATIONS as a stream-of-consciousness
rap session between willing participants to explore the
fluidity of spoken language as conversational art, something
like My Dinner with André…
1578. 1.5.19: The thrust of 20th Century art of mediation is the
immersion into the spectacle. That is what I can productively
work on in TPRS, creating repetitions, multiplications…
1579. 1.5.19: “To say of that is: that it is not, or of what is
not: that it is, is false.” Lee McIntyre, Post-Truth
1580. 1.5.19: As a result of excess consumption of Media and its
contents, we are unable to differentiate between that which
is, and that which is not: as we enter into the post reality
mindscape. (remix of the above)
1581. 1.5.19: Make the connection between the Media Landscape and
the rise of post-truth, into the distinction of individual +
collective realities.
1582. 1.5.19: Between the Wall + a hard place… I see the
dissolution of the System, I see the System imploding, you
can see it coming, I have never known, ever since the
McGovern – Nixon debacle, such a struggle between good +
evil.
1583. 1.9.19: “The ideal subject of totalitarian rule is not the
convinced Nazi or the convinced communist, but for people for
whom the distinction between fact and fiction - true and
false – no longer exist.” – Hannah Arendt, from Lee McIntyre,
Post-Truth
1584. 1.9.19.1 (reportage – The Great Wall of America): Last night
TRUMP appropriated the airwaves to stage the simulation of a
speech in the real Oval Office to broadcast the performance
of a faux crisis to those who have permanently suspended
disbelief. This implosion & confusion of the actual and the
manufactured is just one more episode in a reality show that
has no boundaries, while fake in its contents, is horrifying
real in its ramifications. This is a Show that oozes out from
the mediated spaces of the broadcast transmissions and social
media feeds into the physical world where real people suffer
real impact. This is the Show to end all Shows.
1.9.19.2 (reportage – The Great Wall of America): The Great
Wall of America is the perfect, seductive marketing metaphor
to invoke the deepest, darkest, most sinister fears about the
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Other. Like the birther movement, the Wall appeals to our
most tribal nature – separation, division, exclusion – all
designed to cleanse ethnic blood. Yes, the Wall is a form of
ethnic cleansing and the TRUMP humanitarian crisis at the
border a form of genocide.
1.9.19.3 (reportage – The Great Wall of America): But what is
most frightening of all, is that the Wall is a symbolic
simulacrum of divisiveness. The totality of a Great Wall of
America that stretches from coast to gulf, will never exist,
except as a meta-narrative to drive the racist yearnings of a
base that is dead set against people of color infiltrating
and tainting their White World.
1585. 1.11.19 (reportage – Wall of Mediation): You can think of the
Wall as concrete, steel, perhaps barbed wire, cyclone
fencing, or even a bale of hay: but in the XTreme
TRUMPological post reality of the non-stop 24/7 continuous
medial flow, the Wall that ultimately divides and disconnects
us is the Wall of Mediation.
While the Southern Border has metaphorically become a barrier
and the front lines of the War on immigration, the War on the
Other, and the War against an open society, meanwhile, what
remains of political dialogue almost exclusively takes place
behind barricades of media: that is, social media, broadcast
media, blogger media, and a dizzying, uncategorizable myriad
of media chat rooms, bulletin boards, and online forums.
In those rare instances when the Political Players are
together in The Room, those situational rooms of a bygone era
where expressive dialogue across the Party divide would take
place in the romance of the face-to-face process, this long
lost dialogic foundation of democracy has broken down to the
point of total deterioration.
Once they escape the socially and politically awkward
physical presence of one another, the Players are back in
front of microphones, smart phones, keyboards, and pundits,
tossing media grenades of sound bites and hardened talking
points at one other from the safety of their strategic
position behind the Wall of Mediation.
From the Grand Theatre of Operations ensconced in the battle
hardened turret of the Oval Office, the Master Gunner himself
aims a Tweet directly across the bow of his phone – from
behind the Great Wall of Mediation – the velocity of his
missives detonate the medial universe in a fiery explosion of
likes, redirects, and pundit feedback. This Big Bang, which
resonates throughout the 24/7 news cycle, showers the world’s
discourse with fragments of pixelated electronic shrapnel
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that rips and tears its way through our collective
consciousness.
That is the destructive dynamic of the (post) “real” Wall of
Mediation, which in essence, is far most divisive than any
physical barrier we could possibly imagine, a virtual
structure stretching far and wide and everywhere all at once.
The Wall of Mediation is omnipresent, pervasive, total: a
Wall that unites and divides The World Brain synchronously
and simultaneously.
Where once we dreamed of a utopian collective consciousness
amplified by an electronic nervous system strung by wires,
cables, and routers – today in the hands of subversive
hackers, demagogues, dueling TV pundits, and crackpot trolls
– the Utopic Network of the Global Village has sadly morphed
into a massive Wall of Mediational Containment, trapping
whatever intentions of openness, optimism, and hope the
Internet’s dreamers may have imagined.
Here is the crucial issue: the Wall of Mediation is largely
invisible to the unaided human eye. Unless we train and focus
the lens of our critical senses on this massive electronic
barrier, we will never expose the tactics of the malcontent
despots who order its construction.
[Manchurian Candidate]
1586. 1.14.19: Secret Agent TRUMP/Double Agent for the Russian
KGB/The Manchurian Candidate might be a better analogy for
how TRUMP is under a hypnotic supreme ctl; channeled through
the media. TRUMP is a sleeper agent, compromised, programmed,
manipulated @ the service of PUTIN.
1587. 1.14.19: The Circular text has no end, no beginning, thus
amplifying its hypnotic message.
1588. 1.15.19: ‘We have been consigned to a new plane of being
engendered by mediating presentations of fabulous quality and
inescapable ubiquity, a place where everything is addressed
to us, everything is for us, and nothing is beyond us
anymore.” Thomas de Zengotita, Mediated: how the Media Shapes
Your World and the Way You Live in it
1589. 1.16.19: “That when the original being of the real thing has
been fully mediated. It becomes representational, and that
means optimal. You can turn it off, or on. It’s up to you
again. The blob is sated. That thing-that-would-be-real has
been digested and incorporated. It no longer threatens to be
anything else. Thomas de Zengotita, Mediated: how the Media
Shapes Your World and the Way You Live in it, pg. 27
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1590. 1.16.19: REAL VS. OPTIONAL: EVERYTHING VIRTUALIZED AND
EVERYBODY MEDIATED.
1591. 1.16.19: “MEDIATED PEOPLE IN A WORLD OF EFFECTS ASPIRE TO
ELUDE ALL GENUINELY TRAGIC VISIONS OF THE HUMAN CONDITION.
Thomas de Zengotita, Mediated: how the Media Shapes Your
World and the Way You Live in it
1592. 1.16.19: THE WALL IS A MYTHIC CONSTRUCTION, arising from the
need to situate a physical phenomenon for all the world to
admire, not about the border or immigration or racism, these
are just hooks to build support, it is about an archaic
monumentality that no longer has a place in a contemporary
technological environment So desperate its intended
physicality, the WALL is a mythic idea, a colossal
construction project, ultimate branding, a stage set for
TRUMPian immortality. The WALL is a representational
phenomenon that people can visualize, they already see it,
even bigger than it could possible be, like a dream, it comes
from a representational state of mind that lives in the post
reality of mediation, it does not exist but it exists already
in the minds eye, through TRUMP’s broad scheme born out
through the media and its projections.
1593. 1.17.19: Need to get inside TRUMP’s head, there is a
seriously dysfunctional madman in there.
1594. 1.18.19.1 (reportage - The Complete and Total XTreme
TRUMPological Shutdown of the Mind): As the TRUMP SHOW
continues to embed its way into the consciousness of the
government, the Media, & the People, a Brave New SOMA lulls
us unwittingly into complete and total submission. It’s
called Shutdown.
1.18.19.2 (reportage - The Complete and Total XTreme
TRUMPological Shutdown of the Mind): This is a shutdown not
just of the government, but of the mind. You can only consume
the 24/7, always-on, serial drama for so long until a kind of
gentle sleep takes hold. With the incessant noise of punditry
dissolving into a granulated hypnotic drone, the impotent
chatter of lawmakers rendered as an endless loop of
repetition, now, all that is left of the forces of reason is
the dull roar of comatose.
1.18.19.3 (reportage - The Complete and Total XTreme
TRUMPological Shutdown of the Mind): It’s no wonder we’ve
reached this state of SOMA Shutdown narcosis: we’ve been
glued and fixated to the SHOW since Day 1, a continuously
unfolding, uncanny display of scandalous plot twists: from
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outright racism to Russian collusion to lurid sex scandals to
international money laundering & on & on & on.
1.18.19.4 (reportage - The Complete and Total XTreme
TRUMPological Shutdown of the Mind): Out of the constantly
churning drone of the daily news cycle, our senses have
dulled, contorted by incessant shocks of intrigue, to the
point that we the People find ourselves glazed over by the
sheer torrent of hyper-narrative excess: XTreme TRUMPology.
It’s not at all difficult to comprehend the current state of
Shutdown.
1.18.19.5 (reportage - The Complete and Total XTreme
TRUMPological Shutdown of the Mind): And it’s not just the
government that has ground to a halt, it’s the collective
consciousness of weary citizens who have simply and utterly
been rendered helpless by the onslaught of this grand
episodic display. The Master Showman of his epic post reality
medial construction is riding high on the pure seduction of
it all, now that he has us all firmly in tow, mesmerized by
the inevitability of the next outrage, the anticipation of
the upcoming & the unexpected, culminating in the sum effect
of shock and catharsis landing knockout media blows on all
parts of the body politic.
1.18.19.6 (reportage - The Complete and Total XTreme
TRUMPological Shutdown of the Mind): This phenomena perfectly
explains the cause of looping explanations and vacuous
reasoning emanating from the powers that be, held captive by
TRUMP’s daily injection of poisonous SOMA. The debilitating
drug populates the mind with a chaotic din of conflicting
soundbites and illogical assertions. One simply can’t think
any longer. TRUMP’s venomous mental projection, amplified by
the media’s addiction to his every utterance, has casts a
dark, omnipresent shadow over the psychic state of the nation
(and the world), as we now succumb to a blob-like state of
mental confusion. Shutdown.
1595. 1.18.19: Shutdown as a state of narcosis emanating from the
daily assault of the myriad plot twists + transmissions of
XTreme TRUMPological meta-narrative.
1596. 1.18.19: Next step is to convert this idea into a Media FLOW,
to not only describe this phenomenon, but to induce it, to
create a visceral shock + catharsis to the senses so that the
narcosis is amplified to the point of actual realization. Not
just as a literary intellectual idea, but as sensory
experience to be felt, observed, comprehended with all the
sense of the whole body.
1597. 1.18.19: The TRUMP campaign was THE BIGGEST INFOMERCIAL OF
ALL TIME.” – Danny Deutsch
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1598. 1.18.19: “TRUMP taking it to the streets + starting the TRUMP
REVOLUTIONARY MOVEMENT.” Holy Danny Deutsch!
1599. 1.20.19: Xtreme Punditry – MSNBC, CNN, FOX, simultaneous,
collapsed, unfair + unbalanced. A chaotic imprehensible,
mesmerizing + horrifying all at the same time.
1600. 1.22.19: The latest Media-on-Tap has the feel of an aleatoric
composition, floating in the indeterminacy of rotating
punditry. Absolutely beautiful, most beautiful work I have
done. If I could only have three cable boxes I could do this
live!
1601. 1.22.19: Equate the Manchurian Candidate with the Steele
Dossier to inject the idea of brainwashing into the political
turmoil of TRUMP, turning the candidate into a killer rogue
ticking time bomb set to detonate American democracy. Putin
saw in TRUMP the weakness + vulnerability of a narcissist
bent on celebrity, money, power + recognition. The perfect
victim of a plot to Kompromise + essentially CONTROL his
brain with Pavlovian precision.
1602. 1.22.19: “EXPERIMENT IN THE HYPNOTIC PRODUCTION OF CRIME.”
Richard Condon, The Manchurian Candidate, loc 705
1603. 1.22.19: “Conditioning was intensified repetition.” Richard
Condon, The Manchurian Candidate, loc 715
1604. 1.22.19: Media is a form of conditioning + brainwashing
through hypnosis, repetition, + seduction.
1605. 1.22.19: “The psychotic group known as paranoics had always
provided us with the great leaders of the world. Richard
Condon, The Manchurian Candidate, loc 729
1606. 1.22.19: TRUMP as a paranoid, narcissistic, neurotic, without
a moral center, was the perfect subject for conditioning as a
world leader.
1607. 1.22.19: “MEN WITH CANCER OF THE PSYCHE MAKE THE GREAT
ASSASSINS.” Richard Condon, The Manchurian Candidate, loc 740
1608. 1.22.19: The Manchurian Candidate is a study in moral
character, how the degrees of empathy at low capacity, poorly
developed created a lack of empathy for others + thus a low
understanding of their motives. This is in large is
conditioned by the parents: Raymond’s mother + TRUMP’s
father, and surrogate father Ray Cohn.
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1609. 1.22.19: “THIS WEAKNESS OF WILL IS COMPOUNDED BY HIS CONSTANT
NEED TO LEAN UPON SOMEONE ELSE’S WILL.” Richard Condon, The
Manchurian Candidate, loc 746
1610. 1.22.19: I like the idea, perhaps better than the Steele
dossier, which is that TRUMP’s conditioning (like Being
There) was carried out through the media, through reality
television, through tabloids + through real estate dealing.
1611. 1.22.19: What if an artist created a cable news network
designed to EXPOSE the conditioning mechanisms of the MEDIA!
1612. 1.22.19: “Posthypnotic amnesia into eternity… “ Richard
Condon, The Manchurian Candidate, loc 774
1613. 1.22.19: The TRUMP Deplorables have essentially been
conditioned to defend the assassin out of TOTAL loyalty, no
matter WHAT HE DOES. Because, these people do not even know
they have been conditioned.
1614. 1.22.19: By instilling a sense of being somewhat unreal, the
conditioned subject’s hazy view of reality creates the
sensation of the real. This is precisely what is done on
television to suspend disbelief, by creating a soft edge
around the real, where there is no longer any separation
between the real and what is not real.
1615. 1.23.19: “Consciousness of Guilt” Richard Condon, The
Manchurian Candidate, loc 1443
1616. 1.23.19: The nightmarish dreams that emerge from the
unconscious, are actual glimpses into the real, a temporary
escape from the post real. In ironic reversal, the daily life
is in effect a post real blur of conditioned consciousness,
whereas the unconscious mind is where reality is locked and
confined, only to be released in dreams. It is for this
reason that TRUMP NEVER SLEEPS, because it is only in those
moments he can recollect the actual, the real, in a brief
escape from his programmed reality. Thus, TRUMP is a prisoner
of the post reality.
1617. 1.23.19: TRUMP’s programmed mind responds to the RED LIGHT OF
THE MEDIA CAMERA, with Pavlovian accuracy, amplifying his
deep, innate desire for more attention, for connection, for
CONTROL. It becomes a feedback loop: the more he activates
the RED LIGHT with his base seductive ravings, his hypnotic
mantras, his demagoguery + xenophobia, the more the RED
lights remain active + in turn amplify his performance to an
even great frenzy. He must hold frequent rallies, news
briefs, and White House reality plays in order to satisfy
this impossible desire.
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1618. 1.23.19: And when he is not behind the camera, the secondary
programmed stimulation is when his name is repeated over +
over on television, for this effect, he must fire off Tweets,
which, always accurately ricochet off the cable news network,
activating a new cycle of 24/7 obsession over the name TRUMP.
No longer does his name just appear on Buildings, it is
continuously BROADCAST + REBROADCAST VIA THE CABLE NEWS
NETWORKS.
1619. 1.24.19: Media-on-Tap will continue to EXPAND + CONFLATE INTO
a FULL BLOCK COMPOSITION with evolving elements. What a joy
to see this ALEATORIC construction UNFOLDING before my very
eyes. It’s simply beautiful + horrifying to say the least.
TOTAL CONSUMPTION, media hypnosis, terrifyingly beautiful.
1.26.19.1 (reportage – Stoned & Confused): It happened
yesterday, when legendary Tricksmeister Roger Stone, who was
arrested for recklessly announcing and then lying about his
Wikileaks alerts to the Campaign, emerged from the Fort
Lauderdale Courthouse flashing a Make-America-Great-TrickyDicky-Victory-Sign, looking like a precocious contender in
the World Wide Wrestling contest.
1.26.19.2 (reportage – Stoned & Confused): Roger Stone has
entered the fray as a holographic black mirror, reflecting
and disorienting the already strange optics and underhanded
dealings of the Russia Story. Stone is a master of the art of
dark, menacing, political trickeries, and now, lo and behold,
the haunted ghost of the specter of Nixon has taken center
stage of the Show. The legendary Nixonian Tricksmeister now
leads us through an hallucinogenic corridor of voodoo theater
that once and for all collapses the great divide of
historical time & space.
1.26.19.3 (reportage – Stoned & Confused): We are reminded of
Stone’s extraordinary mememic skills, who since his Nixonian
years has gleefully and virally worn an emblematic tattoo
that scars and satirizes Stone’s oddly muscular backside.
1.26.19.4 (reportage – Stoned & Confused): Where do we go
from here? How low can we go as a nation and a culture? Have
we lost all sense of the real in the mediated haze of
TRUMPological XCess? Perhaps this episode is actually where
it gets interesting, the ultimate test of America, purged of
reality, a media circus, government paralyzed with intrigue
and dysfunction, swarming with political vermin. The mind
reels, confused, torn, spinning with dizzying vertigo:
Stoned.
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1620. 2.2.19: In counterpoint to the chaotic onrush of the media
onslaught of MAXIMUM CHAOS, a subliminal messaging scroll
delivers the cognitive confusion necessary to upend +
disorient the grain’s hopelessly futile ability to latch onto
the meaning of ANYTHING that flows through the tap.
[The Manchurian Candidate]
1621. 2.3.19: The Manchurian Candidate is controlled from within by
an outside force that has overtaken his mind, who will do the
bidding of whatever he is directed to do: kill, lie, cheat,
etc. all towards the end goal of bringing power + control to
the DIRECTOR. In both TRUMP + MC, the Director is safe in in
the Kremlin + Beijing?, the Communist Power Elite bent on
taking over the WEST through a surrogate monster who is
ideally situated within the American power structure. An army
of FBI agents is the only defense in decoding the
brainwashing infiltration of TRUMP/Raymond’s mind, neither of
whom have any consciousness whatsoever of the manipulation
entity that resides like a virus in their host brain. They
carry out the actions of the Director without any awareness
of what they are doing, leave them guild free of whatever
consequence of the result. This dangerous virus is not
detectable by the host, and a mysterious confusion to the
Agents. It is the perfect weapon of mass destruction as the
surrogate host penetrates the enemy like a ticking time bomb.
1622. 2.4.19: The trigger, the Queen of Diamonds, is the red lifht
of the LIVE television camera, when that light goes on, his
mind becomes an empty conduit for channeling the mission of
the Kremlin. What that light goes on, and he is BROADCASTING
LIVE, he is a human channel between the Kremlin + the people,
who are riveted, seduced by the unblinking eye of the
television, who cannot take their eyes away, so on both sides
of the red light of the live broadcast camera, the channel is
complete. You saw TRUMP + Putin standing in front of the red
glow of the BROADCAST, in which TRUP had been brought under
the spell of Putin, that spell froze the venomous tongue of
TRUMP, now only able to say sweet things about the man who
had hacked into American Democracy. This brainwashing effect,
then extends itself to the Republicans who are also under the
spell.
1623. 2.4.19: What is interesting is how trump seems unaware of his
actions, his lies, his deception, such that everyone around
him has to dance around the lies with their own twisted
stores. The Russians have set the stage, or set the table as
TRUMP says, for a massive propaganda campaign + assault on
American democracy, TRUMP doing the bidding by AWLWAYS SAYING
THE OPPOSITE OF WHAT IS REAL, ALWAYS BLURRING THE LINE
WHTWEEN WHAT IS REAL AND WHAT IS NOT, SETTING THE TABLE FOR
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THE POST REALITY: that is THE POST REALITY SHOW. My show has
been eclipsed by HIS SHOW.
1624. 2.4.19: Because TRUMP is the Master Showman + Manipulator of
the MEDIA + of the REALITY SHOW format, so he is the
idealized MANCHURIAN CANDIDATE for purposes of infiltration
into American democracy. He understands how to PLAY THE
MEDIA, because he is the ultimate victim of its seduction. So
all PUTIN had to do was use the RED LIHGT of the BROADCAST
CAMERA to bind him to his will by PAVING THE WAY TO THE
PRESIDENCY.
1625. 2.4.19: TRUMP – Upends American Democracy, weakens the WEST,
destroys relationships with Allies, tries to loosen
sanctions, all in support of PUTIN, PUTTING PUTIN IN THE
POWER SEAT of America, the West, the WORLD.
1626. 2.4.19: AND SO, IT IS MY JOB TO DISRUPT THIS FLOW, THIS
CHANNELING, THIS EXPSOURE TO THE BROADCST, through the
disruption + deconstruction of the BROADCAST, which explodes
its meaning, upends its message, anesthetizes it’s horror,
all in the service to the Third Space Network and its ALTAGENDA.
1627. 2.4.19: The Post Reality Show is about the dissolution of the
real, which is the weapon of PUTIN channeled through TRUMP.
TRUMP turned Putin’s post reality into THE SHOW.
1628. 2.4.19: The final denouement of American Democracy will take
place when TRUMP is re-elected in 2020, the country could not
survive another four years, so it is the mission of 3SN, to
disrupt, to use the RED LIGHT as the Soviet’s used the RED
CARD to strip away the message.
1629. 2.4.19: TRANCE OPERATIONS ON THE HYPNOTIC SIGNAL TO DEDUCE
ONCE + FOR ALL THE WAVES OF CONTAMINATION THAT INFILTRATES
OUR CONSCIOUSNESS + LEAKS THROUGH OUR COLLECTIVE NERVOUS
SYSTEM, THUS A COUNTER-INDUCEMENT PROVOKING AN OTHERWORLDLY
RESPONSE TO THE MEZMERIZING SEDUCTION OF THE BROADCAST.
1630. 2.4.19: The Ultimate Moment of the assassination as it
unfolds takes place in front and for the camera! Live
BROADCAST. So this is where the infiltration of the mind’s
ability to think for itself breaks down + reveals itself in
front of + for the camera.
[State of the Union]
1631. 2.5.19: Cycling through a series of Media-on-Tap presets to
rock + disturb + disrupt the HOLY BROADCAST of the State of
the Union.
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1632. 2.5.19: Need to put the thrust of the media propulsion into
perspective of a lunge towards insanity occupied by those who
inspect the contaminants into the body politic. It is clear I
have taken an ample does in order to amplify its properties,
to better understand its velocity + meaning. I think this
immersion ultimately reveals the dynamics of the media
torrent that otherwise would go more or less unnoticed. We
are all walking Raymonds so matter how we choose to mix our
media cocktail.
1633. 2.5.19: WE ARE ALL RAYMOND SHAW – seduced into some kind of
mental dream state by the various forms of media that come
our way one way or another. It’s just that TRUMP through his
fetish of the red light, is able to supercharge the media to
situate himself ALWAYS in front of and for the camera.
1634. 2.6.19.1 (reportage – The Great Memetic Pavlovian
Experiment): The XTreme TRUMPological post reality we find
ourselves in has reshaped congressional decorum, that once
hallowed ground for bi-partisan collective dialogue. Now, all
is a Show, not that the State of the Union hadn’t already
become a postured affair for parading guests with tear-jerk
narratives, but now, everyone finds themselves in the act:
particularly the masterful TRUMP killer herself, “Nancy,” who
just yesterday became even more infamous for her thunderous,
man-slapping, “Clap of Sarcasm” meme.
2.6.19.2 (reportage – The Great Memetic Pavlovian
Experiment): This is, of course, all in parcel with the TRUMP
Production, in which the master of the Show invites – perhaps
“tricks” is a better word – everyone around him into playing
a participatory role in his mad schemes. But the reality show
format of always-on suspended-disbelief performance art,
executed in front and for the camera, has turned every
movement, every slight of hand, every glance, into a memetic
made for tv ACTION EVENT, instantly and simultaneously, to be
replicated, duplicated, and reverberated through the
infinitely circulating network of the social media viral
brain.
1635. 2.6.19: BACK TO THE PLAN – The Post Reality Show is the cable
news format, except as a sprawling, segmented, episodic,
rhapsody on the MEDIA FLOW. The segments push the boundaries
of communication + parody; stream-of-consciousness op-eds,
assorted bunkered editorials; maximum chaotic interludes +
mashups; embedded manifestoes in the medial flow; bunker
shots surveillance style.
1636. 2.6.19: State of Dissolution – The State of the Nation is
Dissolving into a quagmire of fragmented memetic iconography
filtered + virally coursing through the State of the Union,
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memetic particles of Xtreme Showmanship + calculated gestural
nuance, in which even the People’s House is a stage set for
the theater of the absurd.
1637. 2.7.19: I now prepare a stream-of-consciousness excursion
into the land of automatic speaking, what comes out to delve
into new word-images and spoken-possibilities. EVERY GOOD
“NEWS” program needs a trip into the unconscious. This will
be an excellent exercise in overcoming the fear of performing
with my Voice, my body, my soul. Ambient audio-visual mixes
will propel into unknown territory, the mix functioning as a
provocation, a stimulant, a mind-expanding tool. And drugs?
1638. 2.7.19: “If the performance of one’s everyday life is the
most comprehensive manifestation of the mediated self’s
centrality… now the representational species have been
technologically multiplied.” Thomas de Zengotita, Mediated:
how the Media Shapes Your World and the Way You Live in it,
pg. 116
1639. 2.8.19: “Crisis or scandal, or, even better, both. Only
there’s crisis and scandal can politics compete with sports
and entertainment. Only then are politicians genuine
postmodern performers, being in the moment, packaged and
real. That’s why it’s only then we want to watch them. That’s
when politis becomes reality tv. Thomas de Zengotita,
Mediated: how the Media Shapes Your World and the Way You
Live in it
1640. 2.8.19: Has TRUMP inserted scandal into the SHOW on a daily
basis? Or is it just par with his approach? Certainly scandal
has been the leitmotif for keeping the SHOW moving forward
with TOTAL INERTIA.
1641. 2.8.19: TOTAL EXPANSIVE SPATIAL RESONANCE – to create a GRAND
AMBIENT MIX that is virtually infinite, which to embed myself
+ be immersed in an ever-expanding universe.
1642. 2.9.19: “THEY HAILDED MARGINAL INCREASES IN MULTIASKING
ABILITIES AS IF AN INDEFINITE POTENTIAL WERE BEING REVEALED,
AS IF THE MIND ITSELF WAS AS EXPANDABLE AS A MICROCHIP, AS IF
THEY REALLY EXPECTED THAT SOMEDAY PEOPLE WOULD BE ABLE TO PAY
ATTENTION TO EVERYTHING AT THE SAME TIME.” Thomas de
Zengotita, Mediated: how the Media Shapes Your World and the
Way You Live in it, pg. 201
1643. 2.13.19: The sheer magnitude of hatred + divisiveness over
the OTHER + the opposition to accept Latinos as Americans let
alone human is like the genocide of previous eras. It is in
fact Genocide to leave asylum seekers stranded at the border
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to live + die in misery. And these are the people stand for
the sanctity of LIFE? Only the sanctity of WHITE LIVES.
1644. 2.14.19: “A NEW AMERICA (TRUMP) is on the drawing boards for
the twenty-first Century. Various versions are being designed
and promoted, and the great assembly of flattered selves is
shopping again, shopping for a representation of the world
that will distract us most convincingly from the reality of
unrepresentable possibility.
As the hosen versions, whatever they turn out to be, take
hold of the way everything gets represented, and therefore,
eventually, of the way everything gets constituted, the
surreal atmosphere will dissipate and virtuality will fuse
with reality, again, to create a good-enough semblance of
normality.
Masses of people who found themselves and their world
projected into the existential nothing after 9/11, will find
relief from that state of suspense, and great industries will
be devoted to providing it, and profiting from that
provision. Thomas de Zengotita, Mediated: how the Media
Shapes Your World and the Way You Live in it, pg. 290
1645. 2.16.19.1 (reportage – Theater is a State of Constant
Emergency): Anyone who has worked in theater knows full well
that the performance environment is driven by a constant
injection of hyper-adrenaline & creative hysteria. This is
the active substance for those who thrive on conflict as a
constructed realm of the imaginary via the suspension of
disbelief. Conflict is the life blood of theater, without it,
there is nothing: no engagement, no story, no catharsis. To
keep the narrative boiling at peak fever, every aspect of the
production, from its conception to its performance, is driven
by the need for crisis as a state of constant emergency.
2.16.19.2 (reportage – Theater is a State of Constant
Emergency): And so we come to the TRUMP Show, the realitybending, all-encompassing Act of 24/7 always-on performance
art, which thrives on the constant invention of crisis to
keep the Media and all of the rest of us in a continuous mode
of breaking news alerts. Just when we thought we had reached
the upper threshold of madness brought on by governing
through simulation, the Wall, already the mother of all
simulacrums that would bring Baudrillard to his knees weeping
with joy and horror, has emerged as the ultimate, made-fortv, epic emergency that lo and behold is the idealized crisis
to propel the TRUMP show forward into new, riveting,
unconstitutional narrative territory.
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2.16.19.3 (reportage – Theater is a State of Constant
Emergency): Ultimately, yesterday’s “National Emergency” has
been deviously crafted to pump up the self-glorifying
narrative to Make TRUMP Great Again. You have to grudgingly
give TRUMP credit: Hollywood script writers would be hard
pressed to beat the sheer audacity and over the top
constitution-crushing lunacy of this TRUMPological “National
Emergency,” which has so brazenly deconstructed the
Administrative State through the age-old power of pure and
total theater conflict.
1646. 2.19.19: The Flow, the FLOW, the ambient flow of the mediaon-tap, a rich, massive, surging snd, the river of snd, that
keeps on flowing keeps on flowing. And then, to embed myself,
my voice, my presence into the FLOW, streaming my virtual
presence with the flow, using the flow to tap into the mighty
unconscious, to stream the streaming flow of consciousness
out into + joining the stream, ah yes, that is the ULTIMATE
JOINING + BEING ONE WITH THE FLOW.
1647. 2.22.19: Spoken Word with texts related to MEDIA, such as
McLuhan, TRUMP, etc., + my own words. KONTAKT.
1648. 2.24.19: MY END IS MY BEGINNING, THERE IS NO START/END POINT
THAT IS DELIBERATE. THERE MAY BE A BEGINNING BUT IT IS
INDETERMINATE IN ITS CONTINUITY.
1649. 2.27.19.1 (reportage – The Greatest Show on Earth for the
Post Reality): Today’s epic Kabuki dance for the ages
juxtaposes the “special relationship” of the TRUMP-Kim
bromance alongside Michael Cohen’s day of redemption on
Capital Hill. Just when you thought the dramatic action could
not get any hotter, the Greatest of all Shows is sizzling
with action in one continuous ’round the clock transglobal
performance that seems to turn in rotation with the Earth
itself.
2.27.19.2 (reportage – The Greatest Show on Earth for the
Post Reality): We could all just sit back and enjoy the sheer
madness of the Show if only it weren’t bringing us ever so
closely to the apocalyptic grand finale. This, my friends, is
total theater for the post reality: far, far, far beyond the
suspension of disbelief. When the public is so numbed down by
the always-on 24/7 torrent of this seductive flow of
spectacle and disinformation, in the post real haze of
twisted surreality, we can no longer see any separation
between that which is true and that which is not.
2.27.19.3 (reportage – The Greatest Show on Earth for the
Post Reality): We find ourselves situated, if not drowning,
in the maddening rush of the flow of deception. TRUMP in all
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of his XTreme TRUMPological glory has opened a tap that
gushes with a force and velocity that has no precedent. The
mind reels as we succumb to the myriad narrative threads of
scandal and intrigue – who knew what, when, where, how, and
why. This force is exacerbated by the pounding media spin of
endless analysis, to the point where all the characters and
their interactions, deception, lies, attacks, and pleas for
mercy become fused and coagulated into a murky soup of madefor-tv drama.
2.27.19.4 (reportage – The Greatest Show on Earth for the
Post Reality): If nothing else, we can clearly see the sheer
epic majesty of TRUMPian deception reverberating through the
Halls of Congress. We can see just how precisely TRUMP has
orchestrated the conflict: the illicit payoffs, high stakes
meetings with Russians, money laundering, racist attacks,
demonic campaign slogans (lock her up), angry mobs, and all
the rest, inciting a frenzy of emotion, conflict, and tribal
fury that charges forward like a brutal storm of the human
comedy.
1650. 2.27.19: The more people who follow TRUMP, the more they will
have to suffer the consequences.
1651. 2.27.19: The sheer majesty of deception, has created a
cauldron of turmoil that sucks all the players into the
Vortex of dramatic conflict. Everyone is drawn into the Act
with its intrigue, seduction, intoxication + intrigue. In the
swirling force of the vortex, the worst characteristics + the
best emerge: either vicious disdain or heartfelt pleases.
This is the force of dramatic conflict.
1652. 3.3.19 (reportage – TRUMP the Manchurian Candidate): “He
tells me that he didn’t know about it and I will take him at
his word.” – Donald TRUMP, Manchurian Candidate
1653. 3.3.19 (reportage – TRUMP the Manchurian Candidate): There
can be no other plausible explanation: TRUMP has been
brainwashed and is carrying out direct orders from dictators
and demagogues. Forget about collusion, it’s about confusion.
Never mind the theories of international espionage, backroom
deals, and secret channels: at the heart of the TRUMPological
bromances with Putin and Kim (and you can throw the Crown
Prince MBS in for good measure), there is a cued Pavlovian
response mechanism that is operating on TRUMP’s limited
mental capacities to reason.
1654. 3.3.19 (reportage – TRUMP the Manchurian Candidate): And what
is the cue we might ask… the queen of diamonds? No, not this
time around, rather, the trigger mechanism that has been
planted deep within TRUMP’s troubled psyche is activated by
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the Media, and more specifically, the red light of the live
television camera. We saw this ever so clearly during the
2016 campaign, when TRUMP would fix his gaze directly at the
press area, looking for the luminous, red signal indicating
his image was being broadcast live and in real-time to the
masses.
1655. 3.3.19 (reportage – TRUMP the Manchurian Candidate): Upon
landing his eyes on the ominous glow of the red beacon of the
television transmission, TRUMP involuntarily submits himself
to a force greater than any other in its ability to amplify
the narcissism of the human soul, to feed the addiction to
power, to gain control over mobs in the seductive glory of
collective hysteria. The red light is the cue, the trigger,
the mechanism that has so completely washed away TRUMP’s
ability to feel empathy, moral clarity, or compassion. It is
the omniscient presence of the Broadcast, the invasive
effects of the live television image to take control of the
human mind, that has brought him under the spell of
demagoguery.
1656. 3.3.19 (reportage – TRUMP the Manchurian Candidate): When
asked in the glow of the red light of the live television
camera to comment on the evil machinations of Putin, Kim and
MBS, it is always – eerily and horrifyingly – the same
answer: “He tells me that he didn’t know about it and I will
take him at his word.”
1657. 3.3.19 (reportage – TRUMP the Manchurian Candidate): If we
want to understand what is taking place in the forbidden
interior of TRUMP’s neurological condition, we need look no
further than the so-called “fake media.” Why are they fake in
his whitewashed mind? Is it because the Media challenges him,
contradicts him, fact-checks or sheds illumination on his
deception? No. It is because they are his ticket, his passage
into demagogic never-never land. They provide him entry into
the Grand Narrative of his surreal dreams of total fakery. It
is because they fuel the code he lives by, his raison d’etre,
his divine calling to be the richest, most talked about, most
celebrated, most adored, and ultimately, most powerful fake
human on the face of the earth.
1658. 3.3.19 (reportage – TRUMP the Manchurian Candidate): If we
want to understand what is taking place in the forbidden
interior of TRUMP’s neurological condition, we need look no
further than the so-called “fake media.” Why are they fake in
his whitewashed mind? Is it because the Media challenges him,
contradicts him, fact-checks or sheds illumination on his
deception? No. It is because they are his ticket, his passage
into demagogic never-never land. They provide him entry into
the Grand Narrative of his surreal dreams of total fakery. It
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is because they fuel the
his divine calling to be
celebrated, most adored,
human on the face of the

code he lives by, his raison d’etre,
the richest, most talked about, most
and ultimately, most powerful fake
earth.

1659. 3.3.19 (reportage – TRUMP the Manchurian Candidate): The
Media, and its always-on, continuous, ever-present Broadcast
transmission is the mechanism for brainwashing TRUMP as the
Manchurian Candidate. Together, they are symbiotically,
parasitically, a ticking time bomb deconstructing whatever
vestige of the real we still cling to for dear life.
1660. 3.4.19: It’s almost as though humanity is ever so gradually
drifting off into the voice, over the abyss, crazed +
confused, a mélange of chatter, a mixology of nonsense, a
horror of horror.
1661. 3.9.19: There is a need for a narrative thread, but now the
basic structure of music + video is in place, the flow should
move forward. Continuity, never-endingness is key to the
FLOW. The writing needs to reflect his. Don’t worry about
neat beginnings + endings, it’s all about the flow, the
drift, the constant motion, the nergy, the ambience.
1662. 3.9.19: Head straight to the Desk with a pense in hand. Write
in the notebook and then transfer + expand the language to
Work_Flow, ever expanding into image + snd + the motion until
the energy propels the narrative forward. Record the words to
the ambience of the distilled noise until the shape unfolds
into something otherworldly + out of this realm. Whatever
observations come to mind… rise to the surface of the FLOW,
like a bubbling stream of consciousness that drifts + drifts
+ drifts.
1663. 3.9.19: Who am I, where am I, where am I going, why am I
doing this, what is the purpose? I am an artist, working in
my underground studio bunker, fortified for artistic purpses,
delving into the subterranean depths of the Washington
political space, my very own room of Situational Comedy,
telling my story, immersing myself in the flow of the media
torrent.
1664. 3.9.19: Situate this narrative in the post reality show
Website, in order to use Reportage for worldly writings, TPRS
for otherworldly, a space for going way… outside. Or not.
Maybe I should post in Reportage a more experimental streamof-consciousness writing and then TPRS for more advanced
MEDIA WORK_FLOW. Yes. The day builds from pure notebook
writing to blogging to media production.
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1665. 3.9.19: It needs to be continuous, a daily narrative flow,
reacting to the situational complexities of the day,
apocalyptic ruminations, such as THE MACHINE STOPS, E.M.
Forster’s epic novel of deterioration of life on the surface
of the earth such that civilization needs to go underground
to survive where it creates an elaborate MACHINE to sustain
life. The MACHINE becomes a religious idol, worshipped by
those who depend on its mechanical function to live +
breathe, but ultimately, as technology is anything but
perfect, the MACHINE STOPS and humanity in its final throes
is doomed.
1666. 3.9.19: The Internet of Things is a Dystopic Idea.
1667. 3.10.19: Life beyond the cult of being professionally busy.
Life beyond the need to PROVE the meaning of one’s existence
by being in the spotlight. Life beyond fast lane intoxication
+ socially networked busy-bee-ness. Life just moving at the
speed of life, no faster, no slower, paying attention to the
important details of dreams + fantasy + people stripped of
ambition + artifice. Life at an even keel, drifting, STOPPING
to think + refresh belief in what matters most of all if that
is possible in this frenzied world of smart automation +
remote acess with all things.
1668. 3.14.19: Always the solution is to go continuous, to achieve
the flow, the always on, the torrent, the river.
1669. 3.17.19: In the demented solitude of the underground studio
bunker, that place for other-worldly ruminations and
alchemical media concoctions, the broadcast never stops.
1670. 3.18.19: Thinking about fragmentation. Fragmentation of
sound, into particles distributed far + wide, which takes us
on winged trajectories into unknown, unfamiliar reality
spaces: to contemplate, to dream, to dissect, to leave behind
all things familiar. I welcome these otherworldly excursions,
I embrace them, I take heed of them, I rock with them, I
laugh in the face of inevitable calamities with them I sail
into the great farewell. Mind expanding. Like drifting higher
+ higher + higher so that the laughably sad spectacle of the
human comedy comes into focus, looking down at the world of
strange, the world of bizarre.
1671. 3.23.19: At the heart of it all is the need for conflict,
conflict is at the center of DRAMA and in this case the
engagement of the Voter, as they say, theater is a state of
constant emergency. In order to make political gain, to
solidify the base, to gin up the emotions of the people,
there is the need for conflict, opposition, struggle, power,
where humanity loses out to the most base instincts.
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Appealing to our better angles is a more elusive ideal,
requiring vision, empathy, and compassion, qualities that are
lacking among those who see the lower path. For this reason,
demagogues take to the low road, the more visceral route, the
one that fires up the people who lack the broad perspective
for the common good. It is the difference between the
Republican proprietary thinking and Democratic idealism.
Capitalism vs. Socialism, openness vs. closed.
1672. 3.23.19: it is my aim to expose and address the conflict, to
emphasize and amplify its roots, how it is catalyzed by our
media culture, how we are hypnotized, seduced into submission
by the media torrent, the river of noise, the ever-present +
flow that surges continuously through our senses.
1673. 3.23.19: The weaponization of human conflict is TRUMP’s modus
operandi, in which the blood boils, the most vile forms of
hatred are aroused, creating a dramatic force that is all
powerful and unstoppable. This creates the breakdown of
civility, upends the political system, and elevates TRUMP’s
power. This is a form of pure chaos that is the exact
opposite of the inspiration of love + hope in the people.
However, this is what must happen in 2020 or else our sense
of what is good and whole may be permanently extinguished. We
must fight the good fight, rather than giving way to the
lowest, because you cannot beat TRUMP at his game. He is the
master of arousing the worst in us by instigating division,
polarization + hatred.
1674. 3.23.19: We must find a way to stay on course with what makes
humanity a positive force in the world, we must stay firm
what that courage of action, practice it in our everyday
lives, regardless of the political conditions.
1675. 3.29.19: HEADBOOK – (Meeting with Greg). Transfer of the
viewer from the third space of the phone to the third space
of the POD, winch the POD is a controlled environment works
like a super-app. One person, one POD, the Participant in the
first space. Remote viewer logged in on their computer or
phone, constitutes a second-tier and the Super-admin who
controls the third space environment, which unites the
physical + the remote viewers with Machine entities (i.e.
bots) administered by Headbook, Inc. Artist-Admins who
control the network. Human vs. machine in terms of who is
engaged with the Viewer. WE lock their phone forcing the
viewer to engage. To through a sequence of machine
interactions in order to retrieve your phone. Work makes a
loud sound. Set of Machine interactions, look at screen, put
on headphones. Third space chaos. Willingly giving up control
to be a member of Headbook. Go through initiation steps.
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Ascend through the tiers if you agree to participate and
follow all the machine instructions.
1676. 3.29.19: The idea of the Network as a social space that is
separate from the existing corporate social media. Radically
separate, a creative space, an artists’ space, a broadcast
space, a place to play + engage in the third space.
1677. 3.29.19: MEDIA INFILTRATION INTO THE HEAD OF THE BODY
POLITIC.
1678. 3.29.19: ARE YOU IN LOVE WITH YOUR PHONE? WHAT IS YOUR
RELATIONSHIP TO YOUR PHONE? WHAT DOES YOUR PHONE MEAN TO YOU?
1679. 4.4.19.1 (reportage – The Dilemma of Art Making for SuperParticipatory Phone Addiction): In the course of a two-day
mindstorm & new project strategizing – an adventure
undertaken with one of my oldest and most prized
collaborators Gregory Kuhn – we began to investigate
connections between addictive cell phone interaction and
participatory art.
4.4.19.2 (reportage – The Dilemma of Art Making for SuperParticipatory Phone Addiction): It is ironic that the same
instrument that provides instantaneous global access to
anyone, anywhere, anytime – at the same time – binds our
nervous system to the shiny smart object that fits so neatly
in the palm of our hand. This powerful object, which has many
more times the computing power of the fastest machines of
yesteryear, is like a ticking time bomb that seductively
threatens to engulf our brain power in the ubiquitous
tentacles of Social Media and the Internet of All Things.
4.4.19.3 (reportage – The Dilemma of Art Making for SuperParticipatory Phone Addiction): The “smarter” our homes,
cars, electronics & appliances become, the more we relinquish
our being to their authority, to ultimately succumb to the
seduction of digital engagement with our environment. Rather
than making life simpler or easier or even more efficient,
these “smart” conveniences tend to complicate our efforts to
carry out even the simplest of actions, whether it be music
listening, turning on a light switch, roasting a turkey, or
troubleshooting a sick automobile the way we did back in the
good old days before the invention of digital warning lights
that signal everything and nothing at all.
4.4.19.4 (reportage – The Dilemma of Art Making for SuperParticipatory Phone Addiction): Likewise, we find ourselves
flirting with the demise of actual human conversation, in
which our communications are increasingly mediated,
automated, and abbreviated. Real-time conversation is giving
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way to asynchronous, on-demand dialogue, resulting in
fragmented interactions, compressed commentary, and reductive
emojis that constrain expressiveness to a smiley face with
cool shades. The Millennials, in fact, have curtailed their
consumption of information to the instantaneous broadcast of
disjointed conversation that radiates their consciousness in
all directions to whomever might be listening at any given
moment.
4.4.19.5 (reportage – The Dilemma of Art Making for SuperParticipatory Phone Addiction): I ask: is it still possible
to believe in the Dream? The Dream of the Net, the Dream of
the promise of collective computing that drove the invention
of the personal computer, the Web, independent journalism,
blogging, and the promise of the global reach of the Network:
the telematic embrace of the heady tech boom 90s that
promised to deliver McLuhan’s rosy & spectacular vision of
the Global Village to everyone on the right side of the
digital divide.
4.4.19.6 (reportage – The Dilemma of Art Making for SuperParticipatory Phone Addiction): As Greg and I pondered this
dilemma, we questioned the means, techniques, and
possibilities of channeling this addictive condition into the
flow of participatory media art. Is it possible to trigger
some elusive form of mindful self-awareness by reprogramming
the dynamic of giving up one’s data to collective
interaction? Or must we lull the user even deeper into the
narcosis of networked stimulation until the exhaustion of the
unceasing media torrent breaks down their resistance.
1680. 4.5.19: SURVIVAL – that is what Ant Farm + the Guerilla Media
movement was all about / Radical Software too! + the Whole
Earth atalog, Videofrex, et al. SURVIVAL by finding an
alternate, underground path through the post World War, post
apocalyptic MEDSS, + the birth of the new medium of
television as an artistic form, and the technologies that
might threaten on the one hand, but offer a few future on the
other. 3SN is also about SURVIVAL, in the post reality, post
9/11, post social media, post Internet of ALL THINGS. So
perhaps TPRS is a survival guide, a handbook for 21st century
from the confines of the underground STUDIO BUNKER.
1681. 4.5.19: “But just as the consequences of disturbing natural
ecologies were ignored until we were surrounded by omnipollution; so too is a media ecology an alien sensibility to
the people who control change in America.” Guerilla
Television, Michael Shamberg
1682. 4.9.10: THE NARRATIVE and its ongoing FLOW, through the vast
terrain of the post reality political + social + mediated
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landscape of misfortune. From deep in the bunker the story is
told… Drive the NARRATIVE forward through the various feeds,
a multiplicity of feeds, an abundance of feeds, a torrent of
feeds, a river of MEDIA.
1683. 4.10.10.1 (reportage – Weapons that Change Consciousness):
“The use of the word ‘guerrilla’ is a bridge between an old
and a new consciousness.” – Michael Shamberg, Guerrilla
Television, 1971
4.10.10.2 (reportage – Weapons that Change Consciousness): In
Michael Shamberg’s epic manifesto on the emergence of radical
television in the late 1960s/early 1970s, you could just as
well replace ‘television’ with ‘networked media’ to chronicle
the ongoing struggle between the individual and the control
systems of technological power. The battle has been waging
for generations against the establishment media, whether it
be broadcast television or the corporate behemoths who today
rule our global telecommunications.
4.10.10.3 (reportage – Weapons that Change Consciousness): In
the era of Shamberg’s Guerrilla Television, it was the
portable video camera that empowered a new generation, a
“weapon of consciousness (to quote William Burroughs) that
could call the war game in question.” In 1971, the war game
was Vietnam, civil rights, the war on drugs, women’s lib, et
al. Today, the media weapon of choice has emerged as the
mobile phone and the ensuing war game is centered around the
control of networked information, cybersecurity,
surveillance, and illicit social media infiltration that has
impacted fragile democratic rights.
4.10.10.4 (reportage – Weapons that Change Consciousness):
And so the battle wages on, multi-generational guerrilla
media warfare fought among independent artists, journalists,
and other citizens, who have taken on the elitist and moneyed
centralization of media powers of authority. In Shamberg’s
treatise, which has the utopian, hyperbolic flavor of 60s
idealism and defiance, he talks about the prevailing
technopoly (to use Neil Postmans’ term), which he describes
as the machinations of “Media-America.”
4.10.10.5 (reportage – Weapons that Change Consciousness):
Both Postman and Shamberg explore the loss of control when
the elite powers define and shape the technology of the
culture through mass marketing, branding, sloganing, and
other forms of corporate propaganda. The techniques of techno
brain-washing easily wash over the populace, in terms of the
information we consume, how we digest it, and the way we are
seduced into participation by the media culture defined
through aggressive mass marketing. But within the media
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culture arise the renegades, thinkers, and troublemakers, who
recognize that they too can appropriate techniques of media
and propaganda for purposes of choice, freedom, and
collective agency.
4.10.10.6 (reportage – Weapons that Change Consciousness):
Nearly fifty years later, the use of guerrilla media to
challenge the technological corporate establishment is so
pervasive and complex, it would require a full length book to
describe the myriad of techniques, projects, and initiatives
that drive the artists, journalists, bloggers, educators,
environmentalists, and political activists to create tactical
apps, surveillance systems, networked public sculptures,
social media, streaming media, et al. The guerrilla media
practitioners of today are pursuing a counter media agenda
building on the work of previous generations to wage their
own battles against corporate media hegemony.
4.10.10.7 (reportage – Weapons that Change Consciousness): So
let this be a call to action! Take heed from the past,
frommedia histories, from those who have been fighting
against MediaAmerica since the beginning of electronic time.
Those of us whohave taken up the challenge are part of a long
lineage ofguerrilla media warriors, who simply, and
unequivocally, don’ttake no as an answer. The war can only be
won when it’s ultimate objective is to change consciousness.
1684. 4.10.19: RED ALTERT! The narrative takes on the form of a
SURVIVAL GUIDE. SURVIVAL IN THE POST REALITY, SURVIVAL IN THE
TECHNOLOGICAL FRENZY, SURVIVAL IN THE INTERNET OF ALL THINGS
SUCH THAT THERE IS NO ESCAPE.
1685. 4.10.19: It’s all a game, or perhaps you could say it’s all
about gaming the system. Every man for himself, when the
technological aspiration was to create a collective open
medium that’s about levelling the playing field through an
equal distribution of connectivity. NOT SO!
1686. 4.10.19: How do we survive when the dream has been co-opted?
How do we survive when our political system has been hijacked
by gamers. Politics is a high stakes game played by those
with the means + connections to compete. Now + then it allows
for participation from the sidelines, but eventually they too
are assimilated into the game.
1687. 4.10.19: “But kids who have never known a world without
television don’t make the value judgment that personal
contact is real and TV is unreal.” Guerilla Television,
Michael Shamberg
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1688. 4.10.19: Like dying + going to
eternal flow of the narrative,
post real ambience, oblique to
the conflict, trajectories far
disbelief.

(heaven) in the never ending
oblivion ensues amdist the
the mourmil suspended beyond
far far from the suspension of

1689. 4.10.19: Each + every spoken text each fragment of music,
each + every pundit diatribe, all becomes part + partcel of
the river of life, as I sit + observe, like Siddhartha, an
observer of the stream, hands folded, aborbing it all.
1690. 4.10.19: My every word generates a torrent of meaning +
purpose.
1691. 4.11.19: I’m tired of writing ABOUT the narrative + simply
want to plunge into it, head first, into the media torrent.
1692. 4.13.19: The stage is seet, in the post-real future present,
as we watch the world drifting into a reiver of turbulence,
where all systems are being gummed up in the social,
political, environmental financial, cultural, artistic,
technological et al. The world is mired in a cesspool of
dysfunction, where tyrants grab hold of the turmoil, work it,
milk it, whip it up further to their own advantage. How to
counter the rising dysfunction? How to challenge the machine
that drives it? The corporate/state/political/media machine
that shapes our reality.
1693. 4.13.19: One answer is to explode it! Grab hold of this world
sliding into the post real and shake it up. Go down to the
Bunker, from the Bunker, the world of my own creation, and
tell the story.
1694. 4.13.19: The post real post-apocalyptic narrative takes form
as a TV BROADCAST.
1695. 4.14.19.1 (reportage – To Grasp the Sheer Volume of Media
Excess): I ride steadily the torrent of saturated noise and
electronic debris, peering ahead into the vastness of the
vacuum the river creates in its path, observing from this
vantage point the utter strangeness and intoxicating
exhilaration of the rush opening up before me.
4.14.19.2 (reportage – To Grasp the Sheer Volume of Media
Excess): A wild glimpse of the future-present of Now!
Civilization: choking, lurching, thrusting its collective
mind into the quagmire of digitalized stimulation, a neverending, always on filtering and splintering that shapes the
evolving mediascape. This otherworldly mental region, a
stark, horrific beauty – haunting, seductive, compulsive – it
just simply takes your breath away…
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4.14.19.3 (reportage – To Grasp the Sheer Volume of Media
Excess): I continue my turbulent ride on the torrent wave,
embedded in the immensity of disinformation & messaging &
nonsensical meanderings, overwhelmed by the tributaries of
never-ending cycles of swirling intrigue, – that is the
effects of XTreme TRUMPology – a raw human excess that ebbs
and flows over and under the winding channel of the river of
noise, tainting everything and everyone in its inevitable
path of ruin, eroding whatever truth+reality may have
preceded the flow along the way.
4.14.19.4 (reportage – To Grasp the Sheer Volume of Media
Excess): The powerful excess of the media intake: hungry and
ravenous, an angry churning that cascades and infiltrates the
bunker, rendering me numb as I attempt to embrace and absorb
the contamination at high velocity. Futile. All futile… to
grasp the sheer volume of the excess.
4.14.19.5 (reportage – To Grasp the Sheer Volume of Media
Excess): Where is this river taking me? Is it even possible
to know? Somewhere far, far beyond the real, whatever sense
of normalcy I may have once contemplated, that’s for sure. Am
I doomed to slowly, gradually, sink to the bottom of this
excess down into an ever-deepening channel of frothy
electronic particles?
4.14.19.6 (reportage – To Grasp the Sheer Volume of Media
Excess): … to what end, to what dark, coagulated place are we
going?
1696. 4.15.19.1 (reportage – The Challenge to Scale up for
TRUMPological Times): “We must create at the same scale as we
can destroy.” – Kit Galloway & Sherrie Rabinowitz
4.15.19.2 (reportage – The Challenge to Scale up for
TRUMPological Times): Their call-to-action was a direct
challenge to artists to embrace the “emerging environment” of
satellite telecommunications by scaling their work to
confront the enormity of late 20th century global crises.
4.15.19.3 (reportage – The Challenge to Scale up for
TRUMPological Times): In light of the current XTreme
TRUMPological takedown of America, as deep trauma is breaking
down and crushing the resilience of social, environmental,
technological and political systems, the challenge today
couldn’t be more urgent: we must create, transform, and renew
at the same monumental scale as the forces of media
disinformation, governmental dysfunction, and the epic
destruction of the climate.
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4.15.19.4 (reportage – The Challenge to Scale up for
TRUMPological Times): One can only dream how the scaling up
of networked artistic action might take shape in the age of
TRUMP. We can take a cue from the Electronic Café that
Galloway & Rabinowitz devised in 1984 as a project of the Los
Angeles Olympic Arts Festival. More than twenty years before
corporate media platforms co-opted the Internet, the artists
established an alternative social network of cafés equipped
with homegrown telecommunications systems, connecting the
diverse ethnicity of neighborhoods across the city of Los
Angeles.
4.15.19.5 (reportage – The Challenge to Scale up for
TRUMPological Times): A few years later in the late 1980s,
Galloway & Rabinowitz scaled up to form the Electronic Café
International (ECI), based in their funky live-work space in
Santa Monica. It was here that they established the first
global social network, connecting affiliate Electronic Cafés
in San Francisco, New York City, Oakland, Santa Cruz, Santa
Fe, Chicago, Pittsburgh, Vancouver, Toronto, Paris, Berlin,
Japan, Seoul, Managua, Barcelona, and Budapest. Throughout
the 1990s, ECI staged networked happenings, performances,
exchanges, concerts, chats, and a host of uncategorizable
telecommunications events.
4.15.19.6 (reportage – The Challenge to Scale up for
TRUMPological Times): “Control of context is the control of
meaning, and without control of meaning there can be neither
freedom nor creativity. Unavoidably, then, artists who work
in telecommunications assume great ethical responsibility,
for these instruments represent our only hope of effectively
addressing the profound social and political challenges of
our time.” – Gene Youngblood, International Synergy Journal
#1, 1986
4.15.19.7 (reportage – The Challenge to Scale up for
TRUMPological Times): The social media landscape of today,
despite all the technological advances of the global network
and the instantaneous communications that travel anywhere and
everywhere, pales in comparison with the ambition and fierce
independence of the Electronic Café. Our interactions are
tracked and monitored by Big Data, who capture and monetize
every missive. Our politics is a shamble as social media
provides an ideal platform for the dissemination of
propaganda, misinformation, and the disruption of democratic
systems. Widespread smart phone addiction to the
instantaneity and ubiquity of real-time digital messaging
undermines authentic, personal face-to-face conversation and
social relations. And finally, the demagogic usurping of
social networks, transforms these media channels into
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broadcast mediums of mind control, threatening to contaminate
the very nature of what is truth of information.
4.15.19.8 (reportage – The Challenge to Scale up for
TRUMPological Times): So how do we take on the heroic
challenge today to scale up and confront the monstrous
effects of this complete and total breakdown of the world’s
systems? The McLuhanesque utopian promise of the global
village and the extensions of man now seem quaint,
antiquated, and utterly out of touch in retrospect.
Scientists are saying we have perhaps twenty years left
before the climate explodes into a fully blown, irreversible
environmental crisis. Are future generations doomed to live
in underground cities as depicted in E.M. Forster’s The
Machine Stops? Will American democracy come to a grinding
halt as the guard rails of the constitutional separation of
powers give way? And will the media and its always-on torrent
of mind-numbing information and propaganda finally crush our
withering grasp on reality?
4.15.19.9 (reportage – The Challenge to Scale up for
TRUMPological Times): In these dark days of XTreme
TRUMPology, what are we to do? If Kit and Sherrie could
successfully execute their historic concept of the Electronic
Café during the era of Reagan and pre-Web telecommunications,
surely it is possible to build new, robust, independent
people’s networks that can, as Gene Youngblood explains, form
the basis for autonomous reality communities: models for the
ethical, creative deployment of new technologies.
1697. 4.15.19: The TRUMPological Rolling Thunder Revue can only be
challenged by equal measure of creative imagination on the
scale as the threat itself. Whether this challenge takes form
as a political movement, or else…
1698. 4.17.19: Once it is over, it is over, and goes into the
CONTINUOUS FLOW, like rain that comes down and melds into the
river or ocean.
1699. 4.20.19: This is all heading to the SHOW. I dream of
transforming + breaking down the torrent into a thing of
beauty, deconstructing its toxic elements, decontaminating it
to render it purely aesthetic, removed from its origins, into
something to behold, to hold, to view, with open eyes + ears,
no longer ripping through our minds, like a virus burrowing
into our soul: now silky, rhythmic, lush, + stripped of all
original intent… isn’t that the role of the artist, to make
the world a more beautiful place, by inserting artistic
intent + purpose, intentionally into the media flow, to
immunize the body politic…
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1700. 4.21.19: “We’re Fucked.” With the arrival of the Mueller
Report, the COOPERATION, wittingly or unwittingly, between
TRUMP, the campaign, the Deplorables, the RUSSIAN INVASION,
IS THE EQUIVALENT TO HAVING LOST WWIII. We have lost, we have
been infiltrated, our democracy is ravaged, and hence, we are
changed as a people + and as a nation. WE ARE FUCKED.
1701. 4.21.19: Grab hold the Torrent, grab hold the times, seize
the moment, tune in to the motion, the turbulence, the
frenzy, all encircling + infiltrating my brain with so many
colors + fragmentations.
1702. 4.23.19: To burrow in + report on the present as though it
were a glimpse of a horrific future fiction, when I reality
it is NOW. That is the goal of the project, to show just how
we operate in a (post) reality that is a SLIDE, into an abyss
from which we seemingly have no control, picking it all
apart, exploding it, examining the forensic remains of the
media torrent blasted wide, wide open as the narrative of the
day.
1703. 4.23.19: I hear these hypnotic, always-on, continuous
changing pulsations in my head, firing off in my brain, the
incessant electronic noise exploding all around me, a force
to reckon and distill with the GREATEST of Pleasure, like an
atom BOMB releasing its charge with a certain ecstasy that
that races through the veins, and ends up through the neurons
to the cerebral cortex firing off a cacophony of colors and
shapes and unimaginable designs of joyous madness resounding
throughout my being.
1704. 4.23.19: Oh to be alive at this profoundly, cosmically
fragmented, digitally resplendent moment in time.
1705. 4.23.19: I am putting on my mask filters that provide
receptacles for peering into reality, a reality gone haywire,
out of kilter, unbalanced, teetering on the edge of its own
tumultuous equilibrium. These masks are tainted windows on a
mediated world, disconnected, untethered, broken, very
broken… And yet, without the undulating masks, it would be
invisible to the eye, and to the soul, the soul becoming
tired + withered, but NOT SO! I can see further than ever
before, I can see into things, through them, licking away at
the delicious shadows that permeate the motion, the constant
motion, pure energy. Thrilling.
1706. 4.24.19.1 (reportage – In the Aftermath of WWW III):
TRUMPologically speaking, the release of the Mueller Report
is an unrestrained (if not unredacted) accounting of the
excess of narcissistic compulsive behavior. Mueller once and
for all puts into stark relief the President’s monumental
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denial to acknowledge an ocean of intelligence that the
country he “leads” was under Russian attack. If you can only
imagine Roosevelt refusing to accept that the Japanese
invaded Pearl Harbor in an effort to protect the legitimacy
of his executive powers to defend America. Or perhaps George
W. Bush insisting that 9/11 was instigated by some fat kid
masterminding the operation from his bedroom in order to
avoid the perception that the President was not paying
attention to his own intelligence (which he wasn’t in fact…).
4.24.19.2 (reportage – In the Aftermath of WWW III): In
Mueller’s brilliant XTreme TRUMPological analysis, he
essentially lays out the case that TRUMP was far too unhinged
to ever defend America, that the President will always defend
himself, first, always, beyond the shadow of a doubt. In the
face of the greatest attack on American soil (or perhaps
cyberspace) since 9/11, TRUMP has been careening the walls of
the White House like an out-of-control pin ball machine:
flapping, denying, lying, explaining, and denouncing
everything and everyone in an all out effort to protect the
legitimacy of his election. The Mueller Report has cast a
very wide net, capturing every sordid decision, every
misdirected order, every whine and whimper: painting a vivid
portrait of TRUMP’s crazed, manic assault on the
investigative process of untangling the complex intricacies
of a brilliantly crafted Russian hack of the body politic of
America.
4.24.19.3 (reportage – In the Aftermath of WWW III): Most
importantly, the Mueller Report memorializes the totally
unconstrained madness of XTreme TRUMPological behavior, how
the President essentially handed victory to Putin on a
platter, beyond the Russian President’s wildest imagination,
enabling him to successfully upend, deconstruct, and
annihilate the Constitutional system we (sort of) believed
was indestructible. For those who haven’t read the report,
it’s a must read, the greatest tell-all scoop of the century
in an age of endlessly regurgitating punditry & reportage.
4.24.19.4 (reportage – In the Aftermath of WWW III): Mueller
lays the narrative out, succinctly and to the point: every
detail we already knew and many we didn’t, but with the
tightest corroborating evidence conceivable given the
mountain of material he has collected. Not only that, as he
explains in florid prose, he creates a roadmap as to how each
act of obstruction can be weighed and tested against the laws
and codes of criminal conduct, a level of research that is
staggering in its depth and attention to the facts. Not even
Bob Woodward (or Dragnet’s Sergeant Joe Friday) can compete
with that.
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4.24.19.5 (reportage – In the Aftermath of WWW III): The
Report is so thorough and compelling in its analysis, that it
doesn’t even matter one bit that he never came to a
conclusion, much to the chagrin of democrats and delight of
TRUMP. Exoneration? Hardly. Mueller weaves his tale of deceit
like a great storyteller who leaves the ending ambiguous,
without a clear finale, in order to engage and stretch the
imagination of the reader (and perhaps Congress). Sw we are
left in the aftermath of WWW III knowing just one thing for
certain: TRUMP First, America Last.
1707. 4.24.19: Today I enter, once again, into the FLOW, where I
execute my duties as an artist + research of the medial
space, that space in one way or another we all inhabit, but
perhaps not with such visceral immersion as I now entertain
in the depths of the bunker.
1708. 4.24.19: THE UNPREDICATABLITY, SPONTANEOUS SWIMMING THROUGH
THE STREAMING TORRENT, LIKE A FISH IN WATER, NATIVE TO THE
RIVER OF MEDIA.
1709. 4.25.19: In the Post Reality, all sense of truth, wisdom,
compassion, empathy have been annihilated for the purpose of
furthering the power center radiating around the self. That’s
a fact! I live + work in my underground studio bunker in
Washington, DC as an artist-reporter surveying the wasted
landscape of the Xtreme TRUMPological sourge. But it’s
greater than TRUMP or any one person, it is a fact of the
underlying human condition. Self-preservation, every man for
himself, fighting like a wild dog for a foothold in the
(post) reality of life as we have come to know it, or better
yet, perceive it.
1710. 4.25.19: Because I the post reality, we are blinded by our
mediated lens on the world. WE have constructed a human
universe so complex, so intricate, so precarious, that it
hangs in the balance of a functioning SYSTEM, the BRAIN, the
Nervous System that has been rewired for us, because they
thought it was simply not enough to be human, or the sheer
inescapable force of technological progress, yes, they had
dreams, dreams of a new world, but unfortunately it turned
into a BRAVE NEW WORLD, where once the visionaries thought
that technology would save humankind, bring people together
into the intimacy of the global village, a system for
augmenting human intelligence, we could be smart
collaborators with our machines. But alas, the machines have
won. The SYSTEM is no longer under our control. It can’t be
stopped or even slowed down. Our climate is imploding, the
speed of life has outstripped our capacity to live it. Our
obedience to smart technologies has rendered us as dumb
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slaves, seduced + broken down by our dependency on
technological performance we can no longer tame.
1711. 4.25.19: So here in the Bunker I have opened up the Media-onTap, I have constructed a MAGNIFICENT MACHINE OF MY OWN
CREATION, I have taken a massive does, perhaps a lethal
injection of the river of noise + its particles, through my
body, in order to write this treatise with a degree of
authenticity + truthfulness that would be impossible
otherwise.
1712. 4.29.19: The need to write a text on the day to use for the
spoken piece. Thus the alteration between the media-on-tap +
the spoken dialogue is like a series of rolling waves that
ebb + flow.
1713. 5.1.19.1 (reportage – As I Sink Even Deeper into the Hypnosis
of the Media Torrent): A thousand threads of pulsations +
fragmentation course through from the Machine. All around +
over + under, it seems to travel onwards and outwards. Sudden
bursts of pure mediated energy resounds from deep inside of
somewhere or nowhere from some unknown place in the ambient
space.
5.1.19.2 (reportage – As I Sink Even Deeper into the Hypnosis
of the Media Torrent): Ah, but it’s nice like this. Endlessly
stimulating, mysterious to No END. A constant Shock to the
system, fantastic colors of sound + medial fragments well up
and bathe, yes, they bathe all over me. Dreamlike. Seductive.
Always pleasurable without meaning or context, in fact, the
FLOW has been stripped bare of its original intent. WHAT
INTENT? Now, there is what seems to be NO INTENT, just energy
radiating from a source who knows where, or who cares where
or when or whatever.
5.1.19.3 (reportage – As I Sink Even Deeper into the Hypnosis
of the Media Torrent): As I sink even deeper into the
hypnosis of the Media Torrent, it occurs to me that this
drifting has a kind of power, pushback, reaction to the
mechanisms of CTL that attempt to keep us constrained +
tamed… but here in this ambient space I have created out of
the FLOW, it all seems – set free! –, spiraling into new
dimensions, free, yes free, always free, that is all that
matters in this little excursion I am taking through
the DRIFT.
1714. 5.2.3.1 (reportage – He is Eating Your Soul): Speaking rapidfire with no spot for others to jump into the conversation,
TRUMP makes everyone a co-conspirator to his preferred set of
facts, or delusions… building with his words a web of
alternative reality and busily wrapping it around all of us…
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and then you are lost. He has eaten your soul. – James Comey,
5/1/19, NY Times
5.2.3.2 (reportage – He is Eating Your Soul): TRUMP has been
analyzed, dissected, and deconstructed ad infinitum.
The XTreme TRUMPological phenomenon is gradually eating away
at our democracy, our way of life, our reality, or as James
Comey poignantly points out, “if you are within range of his
influence, he will eat your soul.” We must remind ourselves
that this corruptive power of persuasion is dissolving the
rational, ethical code we attempt to live by. For those who
have no resistance, TRUMP eventually beats you down and
destroys your grip on whatever it is that makes you human.
5.2.3.3 (reportage – He is Eating Your Soul): This is the
predicament we find ourselves as the TRUMPologists gravitate
into his orbit. Perhaps the most frightening manifestation of
this lethal power of influence is in the appropriation of
Attorney General William Barr. TRUMP has essentially reversed
the role of the Justice Department during his presidency: no
longer are they investigating his immoral and illegal
maneuvers, they now work for him, they have succumbed to his
will. This is precisely how Hitler and most other demagogues
have done it: they subvert and control the watchdogs that
oversee democratic systems. We now bear witness to the
unimaginable, the Attorney General, the most powerful cop in
the land, has become the President’s personal defense lawyer
and lap dog.
5.2.3.4 (reportage – He is Eating Your Soul): TRUMP has
essentially weaponized the Government and Social Media to
execute his bidding: to erode justice, to blur reality and
fiction, to inject Total Confusion into the body politic.
From the electorate to Congress to the Judiciary and then all
the way up to the Supreme Court, TRUMP is aligning his
soldiers through a powerful form of persuasion, as Comey
points out, “that has a way of revealing the character of
those around him.” It was there all along: the racism,
misogyny, hate, and violence, but now TRUMP’s political and
medial skills have hardened and taken monstrous shape through
his mastery of seduction and insatiable hunger for eating
away at the souls of the morally weak.
5.2.3.5 (reportage – He is Eating Your Soul): And so today
the witness stand at the House of Representatives was empty.
There was no hearing with the Attorney General. Why? Because
he simply refused to show up, defying the will of the People
with extraordinary arrogance. TRUMP has his man, and there
will be many more, those who will be used as pillars to
create a human wall around the President so he can continue
to exert his destructive mind control. And that is precisely
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what Comey was alluding to: by transforming weak politicians
and government officials into a fighting force of
protectionists, TRUMP is accomplishing precisely what Bannon
charted from the very beginning, the deconstruction of the
Administrative State.
1715. 5.3.19.1 (reportage – Beyond the Edge of the Real): Perhaps
this descent into a digitalized chaos, this immersion in the
Torrent, this need to bathe in electronic particles that
swirl around me, is my way of coping with the forces of
XTreme TRUMPological Xcess that casts a dark cloud over us
all.
5.3.19.2 (reportage – Beyond the Edge of the Real): I have
been experimenting for years in my underground bunker with
the alchemical properties of the TRANSMISSION. After my
adventure in the Underworld of America, some years ago, I
have never been quite the same, an impossible yearning had
come over me to take on the ills of the world. I have always
felt it’s my solemn duty as an artist to never give up, to
head into the challenge, to go deeply and sometimes
treacherously into those dark places of the human condition.
5.3.19.3 (reportage – Beyond the Edge of the Real): But the
darkness has never been quite so threatening as it is NOW.
Our grip on reality is at stake! We have entered, all of us,
wittingly or unwittingly, aware or not, into
the post reality. We have gone well beyond the edge of the
real into the heretofore unimaginable dissolution of
boundaries that lie between truth & fiction.
5.3.19.4 (reportage – Beyond the Edge of the Real): As an
artist of the third space, I am at home in this lost horizon
of the real, the endless vistas of fabrication and
alternative facts. Not that I find solace in this predicament
we find ourselves in, but I am ready and willing to descend,
to navigate the surreal, the bizarre, the horrifying, the
dangerous seduction of this nowhere place, a place without
definition, a made up world, far, far far from the world that
we knew, that is, the known world, the one we have left
behind. This is my story as I plunge headfirst into the
chaos, this abandoned reality, without constraint.
1716. 5.9.19: The only direction for 3SN is to gather together a
consortium of artist-reporters for the purpose of covering
the 2020 Election. We ARE THE MEDIA. [But I am afraid it will
have to be I AM THE MEDIA.]
1717. 5.9.19: THIS IS HOW YOU BUILD A VIRTUAL COMMUNITY. Out of the
Third Space Network. [I am dreaming… ]
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[RAW HOPE OF HUMANITY RISING]
1718. 5.9.19: 3SN can provide a space, an outlet for collective
agency, expression, creativity + artistic mediation. The feel
should be a MEDIA NETWORK, but artist-driven using the
technology of the Web. [Aggregation rather than
Participation] Artists who are already involved with
blogging, social media and artistic expression in times of
crisis.
1719. 5.17.19.1 (reportage – The Dark Ugly Side of America): It’s
as though a dark cloud has descended, a daily torrent of
dystopic news unfolding: from the undoing of Roe v Wade, to
the White House stonewalling of Congress, to new efforts to
weaponize foreign propaganda for the 2020 Election
Denouement. It never even seemed conceivable that the toxic
effects of XTreme TRUMPology would inject such madness in the
body politic, such that it would spread and infiltrate the
impressionable minds of politicians, judges, and media
zealots.
5.17.19.2 (reportage – The Dark Ugly Side of America): We are
living in the age of XTreme TRUMPology and what is most
frightening about this phenomenon is how it spreads as a
viral contagion that eats away any reason and logic contained
in the brain matter of the mad dog victim.
1720. 5.19.19: The moral rot + dissolution of the common good. It
gets back to the idea of the artist as a steward of moral
authority. A seer, a guide how their work illuminates the
social + political conditions. The core problem with TRUM is
that the adherence to the common good has been evaportating
for a long time, but TRUMP has taken it to the bottom, to the
point of BREAKING THE SYSTEM, by exploiting it to such a
degree for the benefit of the Right + then ultimately to
himself.
1721. 5.19.19: “OUR BEST CHANCE OF REVERSING WHATEVER-IT-TAKES
POLITICS IS THROUGH POLITICAL LEADERS LIKE JOHN MCCHAIN WHO
DAMAND THAT POLITICIANS ATTEND TO THE COMMON GOOD RATHER THAN
WIN BY UNDERMINING. AND WHO HELP EDUCATE THE PUBLIC ABOUT THE
IMPORTANCE OF DOING EXACTLY THIS. THIS IS THE ESSENCE OF
ARTISTIC LEADERSHIP.” – Robert Reich, The Common Good, pg 115
1722. 5.19.19: “IF THIS WAS OUR FAUSTIAN BARGAIN, THEN IT WAS OT
WORTH IT.” – Jeff Flake, The Common Good, Robert Reich, pg.
116
1723. 5.19.19: “CIVIC EDUCATION FOR ALL.” Robert Reich, The Common
Good, pg 173
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1724. 5.19.19: I have come to the GRAND CONCLUSION that I do not
want to collaborate with other artists. It gives me too much
ANXIETY, just thinking about it. I want to drill down on TPRS
and DELIVER with my own work.
1725. 5.20.19: Just as FOX had linked itself to patriotism and the
American flag as a symbol of being PRO AMERICA, PRO
PATRIOTISM, PRO REPUBLICAN, 3SN is the symbol of the MEDIA
GONE CRAZY, a system for everything that is TOXIC about the
MEDIA. By positioning 3SN on top of the PULSATING, HYPNOTIC,
REPETITIOUS, graphical backgrounds, this becomes clear. TPRS
is the show, the platform of content, but 3SN is the symbol
of the critique of MEDIA BIAS. Also 3SN is the frontier, the
next step of NETWORKED SPACE as a PLACE of freedom of
expression + challenge to the mainstream television media. WE
ARE THE MEDIA!. And we will challenge the BROADCAST + its
effects + its corporate ctl of the narrative.
1726. 5.20.19: 3SN needs to include information that critically
examines the MEDIA, blending the empowering nature of new
intermedia with the radial 1960s challenge to new video
media. Social broadcasting being an underlying element. Need
to carve out more critical space for 3SN, such that TPRS is
very specific in its format + place + context. Need to be
clear where one ends + the other begins. 3SN social media
fees are used to expand on MEDIA CRITIQUE, commenting on the
news, TRUMP, etc. + incorporating the CHALLENGE of course and
the distributed networked nature of the medium of 3SN.
1727. 5.20.19: 3SN has the POWER OF THE NETWORK to given even ONE
PERSON the ability to speak out, to BROADCAST, to reach the
viewer, to engage the viewer as active CITIZENS in the face
TOTAL DISINFORMATION of the right-wing Press.
1728. 5.20.19: 3SN as a super-participatory agent of the
dissemination of information regarding political action, BUT
WITH A TWIST, editorialized.
1729. 5.20.19: What what then is TPRS? It is the immersion in the
FLOW, the hypnotic effects put to service of the SHOW itself,
seated @ the desk from the bunker DELIVERING.
1730. 5.20.19: “AS TEA PARTIES SWEEP THE NATION ON TAX DAY, WE’RE
THERE WITH TOTAL FAIR-AND-BALANCED NETWORK COVERAGE LIVE.
WHAT IS THE FATE OF OUR NATION? WE REPORT, YOU DECIDE. The
Fox Effect: How Roger Ailes Turned a Network into a
Propaganda Machine, David Brock and Arti Rabin-Havt, pg. 111
1731. 5.20.19: This kind of hyperbole fits into 3SN + TPRS
perfectly, appropriate + redrawn for our own CAUSE in the AGE
OF XTREME TRUMPOLOGY.
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1732. 5.20.19: Hype ironic political messaging such as “save the
world” + the “common good” by inserting them into the
TRUMPological.
1733. 5.20.19 (reportage – The Most Dangerous Threat of all is the
Post Real): They will do anything, say anything, report
anything, lie about anything, turn everything upside down and
inside out to WIN. Fox News is to humanity and the common
good what carbon monoxide is to the air we breathe. But the
greatest threat of FOX is to our collective reality. They are
responsible, essentially, for ushering in why I refer to as
the post reality: our sacrosanct ability to differentiate
between that which is true and that which is not. For FOX
Nation, reality has collapsed on itself.
1734. 5.20.19 (reportage – The Most Dangerous Threat of all is the
Post Real): As documented in the FOX Effect by David Brock
and Ari Rabin-Havt, it all began when the mastermind of FOX,
Roger Ailes, had a dream (a nightmare for the rest of us). In
the 1990s of the Clinton years, he looked around at the
“liberal media” and said to himself: the media do not speak
for conservatives. Lo and behold, his dream came true. On
September 11th, Ailes had the opening he was lusting after:
to bring the FOX propaganda machine into the 21st century.
Following 9/11, his coterie of commentators, pundits, socalled analysts, and an assortment of big mouths rallied
America behind W. and his sordid adventures in the Middle
East. Along came a parade of fanatics masquerading as
journalists: Laura Ingraham, Anne Coulter, Glenn Beck, Bill
O’Reilly, Sean Hannity, and all the rest, who at Ailes’
direction, fired up the conservative base and began their
calculated assault on broadcast journalism as we knew it.
1735. 5.20.19.1 (reportage – The Most Dangerous Threat of all is
the Post Real): But if that weren’t enough, much to the
conservatives’ horror, Barack Obama – the first African
American President was elected. By this time, FOX had already
branded Obama as a socialist, a muslim, and a fake American.
Following the election in 2008, FOX dumped W. like a hot
potato, and brought the Tea Party to life as their weapon of
mass destruction. Yes, it was FOX that mobilized a few
conservative activists into a brutal force aimed directly at
Obama’s almost impossible challenge to pull the country out
of an economic abyss from which there seemed no return.
5.20.19.2 (reportage – The Most Dangerous Threat of all is
the Post Real): From the compost pile of the Tea Party, TRUMP
emerged as the standard bearer par excellence, given his
ideal credentials as a race baiting, hate mongering,
misogynist, reality tv star. FOX coverage helped usher TRUMP
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into the White House, essentially numbing the minds of enough
White working class “deplorables,” convincing them to ignore
the scandals, Russian hacks, and phony populism to swing the
election.
5.20.19.3 (reportage – The Most Dangerous Threat of all is
the Post Real): Twenty years after Roger Ailes invented FOX,
the network has been transformed into much more than a
broadcast channel. FOX is a lethal propaganda machine and the
ultimate power arbiter of the Republican Party. FOX has
essentially demolished the delicate checks and balance
between media and politics. Not that there aren’t plenty of
examples of media bias at all ends of the journalistic
spectrum, however, FOX doesn’t even hide its influence and
transactional political role with the far right. FOX is
America’s state television, no different than Russian
Television (RT), and no different than state controlled media
of any oppressive country around the world.
5.20.19.4 (reportage – The Most Dangerous Threat of all is
the Post Real): Roger Ailes has paved the way for the
demagogic rise to power we now see unfolding. There is no
longer any reality check for the conservatives, FOX has taken
control of their minds, they have masterminded the
dissolution of reason, they have blurred the distinction
between fact and fiction, and they have brought about the
most dangerous threat of all: the dark cloud of the post
real.
[The Host of the Show]
1736. 5.31.19: “… the importance of the person in the center, the
anchor, “in commend” of both the staff and the news. The
anchor plays the role of host. He or she welcomes us to the
newscast and welcomes us back from the different locations we
visit during the filmed reports.” – How to Watch TV News,
Neil Postman, Steve Powers
1737. 5.31.19: THE HOST OF THE POST REALITY SHOW SHOULD BE A GUIDE
THROUGH THE EXPERIENCE OF THE BROADAST. NAVIGATING THE
CURRENTS + FLOWS OF THE MEDIA TORRENT.
1738. 5.31.19: “Many features of the newscast help the anchor to
establish the impression of control. These are usually
equated with production values in broadcasting. They include
such things as graphics that tell the viewer what is being
shown, or maps and charts that suddenly appear on the screen
and disappear on cue, or the orderly procession from story to
story. They also include the absence of gaps, or dead time,
during the broadcast even the simple fact that the news
starts and ends a certain hour. These common features are
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thought of as purely technical matters, which a professional
crew handles as a matter of course. But they are also symbols
of a dominant theme of television news: the imposition of an
orderly world called “the news” upon the disorderly flow of
events. At the conclusion of some newscasts the anchor is
seen writing, perhaps signing her name, or on the news
script, signing off on the events of the day.” – How to Watch
TV News, Neil Postman, Steve Powers
1739. 5.31.19: BY TAKING THE SEGMENTS NOW ESTABLISHED A SHOW CAN BE
CONSTRUCTED IN ITS NAVIGATION + ORDERING.
1740. 6.2.19 (reportage – The Imposition of the Host on the
Disorderly Flow of Events): The so-called orderly world of
the news, its production, hosts, anchors, reporters and
pundits – the navigators and guides of The Spectacle – are an
attempt to impose a dampening on the disorderly flow of
events. In reality, the broadcast news is a sum totality of
punditry, graphical motion, breaking disasters, advertising
seduction, and compressed soundbites, which ultimately
becomes an incessant, disjunct noise, circulating and
reverberating in our nervous system whenever we choose to
open the tap.
1741. 6.2.19 (reportage – The Imposition of the Host on the
Disorderly Flow of Events): In our post real world where we
are losing the distinction between that which is true and
that which is not, the creators and fabricators of the news
sometimes attempt to get inside of this murky region of the
in-between in order to ferret out its confusion, albeit with
varying degrees of success. On the other hand, they too often
resort to deepening this blurriness with vast narratives of
misinformation (most notably Fox News and the alt-right, but
none are exempt), taking the hypnotized viewer on a wild
adventure into otherworldly deconstructions of logic and
reason. This, however, is no amusement park, it is the land
of the dark arts, the powers of the Broadcast, a form of
persuasion that is leading us into a public carnival of
horrors.
1742. 6.2.19 (reportage – The Imposition of the Host on the
Disorderly Flow of Events): So its with this sad predicament
in mind that I find myself challenging the media’s affront to
our very human survival: thus requiring the design of a new
kind of Broadcast and a new kind of Host. It’s here in the
underground studio bunker, my mis-en-scene, a media
laboratory for dissecting the never-ending FLOW of the
Broadcast, that I attempt a reorientation of the senses,
perhaps more to the point in the Rimbaudian sense, the
derangement of the senses, in order to probe, test, amplify
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and ultimately explode the dynamic of the hypnosis of media
culture in all its multi-sensory glory.
1743. 6.2.19 (reportage – The Imposition of the Host on the
Disorderly Flow of Events): I now find myself serving as a
surrogate guide through the torrent of information, like a
deep sea diver plummeting the depths of the mediated human
condition: taking the viewer on a chaotic ride through the
turbulence of breaking reportage as it unfolds. I like to
think of myself as a Virgil-like guide leading the viewer as
a Dantesque pilgrim through the Underworld of subliminal
monsters that reside in the currents of media debris looping
endlessly for all of eternity.
1744. 6.2.19 (reportage – The Imposition of the Host on the
Disorderly Flow of Events): Now that we have passed through
the Gates of the Election Precipice of 2018, giving us,
mercifully, another two years of life on Earth, I see off on
the political horizon, approaching from a not too great
distance, the Election Denouement of 2020: the Great Climax
that will reveal our destiny, perhaps a turning point for the
human species. This could very well be that moment in time
when we once and for all succumb to the devilish, serpentine
tentacles of XTreme TRUMPology, which has spun itself around
our collective throats thanks to the propaganda of FOX News:
yielding enough wailing souls to remake America into a
Kingdom of Hell.
1745. 6.2.19 (reportage – The Imposition of the Host on the
Disorderly Flow of Events): Thus, I find myself, in my
designated artistic role, as Host of The Post Reality Show, a
Host destined to burrow his way virally into the Main
Attraction of the Spectacle, an embedded Reporter of the
Disorder, operating from within its confusion a dredge to the
Depths of Disinformation, detonating its hallucinatory
effects – Deep Immersion! – a synesthetic collision of the
senses. Yes, I have become an irritating noise to some, an
aleatoric delight to others, and a total indulgence of the
artist process to all.
1746. 6.9.19: The (former) Capital of the Confederacy of HATE. What
is this darkness of the human spirit that rose up in the
Sothern States and despite defeat in the Civil War, and the
collapse of its capital here in Richmond, still survives
today. It is a dark sickness of hate + turmoil that thrives
in mankind’s worst instincts. And it is precisely these
instincts that TRUMP has manipulated to become the current
revival President of the Confederacy of Hate. Not since
Jefferson Davis stepped down in 1865, has anyone occupied
this office. And TRUMP is a died in the wool Northern Yankee!
However he has tapped into the soul of the Confederacy,
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beginning with Birtherism, when he successfully established
his base of racist Haters, many of whom hold the RED BADGE of
VITRIOL as descendants of the white supremacists of preemancipation. Yes, he has infiltrated this particular body
politic to win his way into office, moving the Confederate
White House from Richmond to Washington as the newly elected
President of the Confederate States. Not United by any
stretch of the imagination! TRUMP has perfectly aligned
himself with their values of anti-immigrant, anti-elitism,
anti-Northern, anti-liberalism, anti-enlightenment, anticommon good. Through his media antics of raucous rallies and
hateful vitriol, he has appealed to their pro-protectionism,
pro-White, pro-Christian, narrow field of human values, that
undermine every aspect of progressive thinking that has
slowly evolved since the Civil War emancipation. Now we
really back to where we were before Lincoln saved the Union
from this dark spirt of the American Soul. It is as though
the lineage of Republican Presidents takes us one step bank,
with each and every Administration, until TRUMP, who is
attempting to push as over the abyss: into a hateful place
where darkness prevails. This is the pendulum force of the
American narrative, teetering back and forth between darkness
and light. The question is whether or not this time the light
of humanity will be switched off once and for all, under the
control of the Confederate States of America, a Hellish
Richmond we thought would never again be brought back into
existence.
1747. 6.11.19.1 (reportage – The Shadow Government of the
Confederate States of America): Once upon a time, between
1861 and 1865 as a matter of fact, the United States had a
shadow government with its own President, White House, and
constitution. The Confederate States of America was ruled by
President Jefferson Davis, who plotted the Civil War from his
executive mansion in downtown Richmond, Virginia. In April of
1865, Richmond went down in flames, and the “other” President
(the real one), Abraham Lincoln, together with his troops,
descended on the Shadow Capital of America to lower the
curtain on this dark chapter in American history.
6.11.19.2 (reportage – The Shadow Government of the
Confederate States of America): But the Civil War has never
really ended. The darkness of human spirit that rose up in
the Southern states during the 1860s has never disappeared.
In 2016, the ghosted memories of the Richmond Capital was
transferred to the all-too-real Washington, DC: when in the
direct aftermath of the first African American President, the
44th President of the United States of America was succeeded
by TRUMP, the 2nd President of the Confederate States of
America.
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6.11.19.3 (reportage – The Shadow Government of the
Confederate States of America): The TRUMP presidency was
destined from the very beginning to gain power from the
remnants of the Confederacy. We know that TRUMP rose to power
riding on the Birther project, which threw gasoline on the
fire of racism and reignited the conflicts that led to
Abolitionism. Not since 1865 has a President dared recreate
the very premise of the Civil War, White Nationalism, and as
a result, reoccupy the Office of the Confederacy. But TRUMP
was elected by the same White rebellion, the same
disenfranchisement, the same anger, and the same hate.
6.11.19.4 (reportage – The Shadow Government of the
Confederate States of America): Many of the New Rebels are
direct descendants of the original Supremacists, fighting to
reenergize White domination. We saw the New Rebels marching
through Charlottesville, cheered on by their Confederate
President. We have seen countless acts of Hate crimes,
murder, and slaughter fanned by the same division and
conflict that brought America to war in the 1860s.
6.11.19.5 (reportage – The Shadow Government of the
Confederate States of America): From his perch in the
resurrected Shadow Confederate Government in Washington, the
concept of the so-called “Deep Administrative State” is a
direct attack on the legitimate one: a Civil War being
conducted from within the government itself. Where once the
Republican, alt-right, Tea-Party was a fringe movement eating
away at democratic civility, TRUMP’s detonation of the
political machine has furthered rebellious chaos, disorder,
and misinformation and its infiltration and transformation of
the system.
6.11.19.6 (reportage – The Shadow Government of the
Confederate States of America): We are now left with a
government emerging from the shadows that in many ways is
more dangerous than anything Jefferson Davis may have
dreamed. For rather than a country split in two, dueling it
out in the killing fields of Virginia and Pennsylvania, the
new Civil War is everywhere and ubiquitous. This War is being
fought not only in the annals of Washington, but in State
governments, the courts and in the streets, where the wheels
of democracy have come off the rails as regressive laws are
enacted like grenades thrown into the trenches.
6.11.19.7 (reportage – The Shadow Government of the
Confederate States of America): High atop his throne in the
White House, tweeting disinformation missiles here and there
in the fray, the President of the Confederacy activates the
pendulum of division further and further: creating a new
Hellish Richmond in Washington we never thought would return
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to existence. This is a war that no one will win so long as
there is no Abraham Lincoln to declare victory.
1748. 6.13.19 (reportage – Xtreme TRUMPological Dystopia): Just
when you think you have heard it all, seen it all, you can’t
even begin to imagine how this epic horror show could
possibly become any darker and more sinister: and yet, it
simply does. The XTreme TRUMPological reality show antics we
have come to know so well: angry temper tantrums agitated by
the press, gangster talk on the White House driveway, a staff
of Stepford Wives lying through their teeth, Republicans
cowering inside their underground holes beneath what used to
be the People’s House, misspelled Twitter missives exploding
somewhere off in the distance, all amidst a dazed electorate
too brain dead to comprehend just how far they have sunk into
this no-longer-metaphorical swamp.
1749. 6.13.19 (reportage – Xtreme TRUMPological Dystopia): This is
the state of things in the TRUMPological dystopic present, in
which, rising from the swamp, is a putrid fog that enshrouds
whatever sense of normalcy, reality and truth might have
preceded the TRUMP epoch. Not since George Orwell’s Nineteen
Eight Four and Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World have we
witnessed such vivid portraits of the chill of dystopia.
Never has the dystopic narrative been written with such
realistic terror. That is because, in essence, this is not a
novel, IT IS REAL. The only thing that is fake is the false
reality TRUMP has inserted into our minds. In other words, we
now reside in a post reality, in which all things are
untethered from the real. This is the new dystopian
nightmare, a story told in the form of a reality show,
happening in real time, unfolding before our very eyes in the
physical space of the world as we once knew it.
1750. 6.13.19 (reportage – Xtreme TRUMPological Dystopia): The
details of the lies and machinations no longer even matter.
It doesn’t matter one bit what TRUMP and his cohorts say or
do or wish for or denounce. With TRUMP at the master control,
he has sculpted his own universe of possibilities, where the
old rules no longer apply. TRUMP is the master sculptor of
his own creation, fashioning the world around him, and us,
according to his whim. He is performing our collective
reality using the media as his pleasure play thing in order
to excite the vibrations of the always-on transmission of the
24/7 media torrent. It doesn’t even matter whether or not we
pay attention to this noise. That’s because it is pervasive
and ubiquitous: it’s all around and everywhere at the same
time, no escape, in which the stink of his madness fouls the
air we breathe.
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1751. 6.13.19 (reportage – Xtreme TRUMPological Dystopia): And
perhaps, just perhaps, there is no getting rid of the
monster. The decay that is feasting away at the landscape of
America Life, could leave us so ravaged, so wasted, so burnt
to the core, that the presence of XTreme TRUMPology will
linger as a terrifying nightmare for generations to come.
Just when we’ve barely purged ourselves of Nixon, we find
ourselves in a much deeper cesspool of political
putrefaction. Everyday is an avalanche of deception that
corrodes the public consciousness, to the point where, even
the most stalwart of political operators (i.e. Nancy Pelosi)
are frozen, paralyzed in indecision, because any move they
make will only feed the monster, make him even more dangerous
and more permanent. When the systems of government are no
longer capable of defending itself against a viral cancer,
when there are no longer any methods to immunize against the
relentless attack, that is when the body politic simply gives
up the fight and goes softly into that good night.
1752. 6.13.19 (reportage – Xtreme TRUMPological Dystopia): So
where’s the hope? Where’s Obama? Where’s Superman or Batman
or Spiderman just when you need a superhero to save the day?
How in the world are we going to get out of this mess and
find salvation, if, and when, the TRUMPological epoch ever
comes to a grand denouement? Most dystopic novels don’t have
a nice ending, and I suspect, regretfully, that this one may
be no different.
1753. 6.14.19: The FLOW of MEDIA-ON-TAP + all of its constituent
elements are the essential building blocks of THE POST
REALITY SHOW. AND YET, they can BROACAST VIA 3SN. Remember,
TPRS IS A PRODUCTION OF 3SN. These constitutent elements are
crucial particularly now as they chart the development of the
PROJECT.
1754. 6.15.19: Media-on-Tap becomes a rich tapestry of seductions,
dazzle, razzle, and more + more rivers + torrents from the
faucet of the BROADCAst and its contamination.
1755. 6.16.19: I like the idea of a storyline in which the Artist
is contemplating a suicidal mission to rid America of TRUMP.
1756. 6.18.19: The Broadcast Never Stops – metaphorically speaking,
the artist is always working in front of the camera. Could
this be a photo essay, suggesting the unblinking eye of the
camera as a reflection of our obsession with being watched.
1757. 6.19.19: THE BROADCAST NEVER STOPS: the eternally unblinking
eye of the camera.
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1758. 6.20.19: Am sick + tired of battling with Live Media tools +
all the other crazy limitations + constraints + logistics.
1759. 6.20.19: With Skype + VDMX Create “realistic” cables new
interviews.
1760. 6.20.19: Go back to “Far Beyond the Suspension of Disbelief,”
less than three weeks before TRUMP announced his Presidency,
and you will see the foundation laid for this crushing
collapse of the real.
1761. 6.20.19: Need to simplify the LIVE BROADCAST no matter who is
watching, or not watching, because no matter how difficult +
problematic, the live still matters.
1762. 6.21.19: Rather than structured/scheduled broadcasts, there
are ALWAYS ON THINGS GOING ON IN THE BUNKER/ELECTION
HEADQUARTERS. TOO MUCH INFORMATION.
1763. 6.21.19: THE BROADCAST NEVER STOPS – relates to the BRAIN,
THE GRID, THE OPERATION. THE DATA FLOWS + ANALYSIS, TRACKING,
I/O, ET AL.
1764. 6.21.19: If the Live Broadcast is a part of the overall
Work_FLOW, then whether or not the viewer catches it, or its
archive, or not at all, is just one piece of the ARTISTIC
COMMITMENT TO THE OPEN SOURCE STUDIO PRACTICE.
1765. 6.21.19: SOMETIMES LIVE, SOMETIMES NOT, BUT ALWAYS ON… This
is the goal: SPONTANEITY IN THE MOMENT. NO SCHEDULING JUST A
COUNTDOWN.
1766. 6.21.19: IN DESKTOP FLANEUR, REBROADCASTING THE LIVE DRIFT as
a participatory exchange TRULY ACTIVATES the significance of
the LIVE TRANSMISSION.
1767. 6.22.19: I see as the final culmination of The Post Reality
Show, a chronicle of the Artistic Process in a mediated
culture. All of the content of the work finding its way into
book form. Because one of the great dangers of working
digitally, is that eventually, noe of this work will be
accessible, particularly the Web construction. What do you do
when that happens? It would be nice to have a version,
however condensed or abridged, that preserves the work in
some form.
1768. 6.21.19: IS BROADCASTING OF SOCIAL MEDIA LIKE FISHING, where
you throw out a hook hoping for a bite? That someone is on
their feed at the right time + takes the bait? Then you pull
them along for some amount of time while they are lured into
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the broadcast? The archived live broadcast is a RECORD of the
LIVE. IT’S TAGGED LIVE BFORE IT IS AN ARCHIVED RECORDING.
1769. 6.21.19: SO WHEN DOES IT EVER MAKE SENSE TO BROADCAST LIVE?:
(1) LIVE BROADASTING SOMETHING ELSE THAT IS LIVE. (2)
BROADCASTING LIVE INTERACTION BETWEEN PARTICIPANTS. (3)
AUTHENTICITY OF THE LIVE BROADCAST: IN THE MOMENT.
1770. 6.21.19: NOT LIVE BUT IT HAS IMMEDIACY
1771. 6.21.19: THE ARTIST CONFRONTING THE WORLD: LIVE FROM THE
UNDERGROUND STUDIO BUNKER
1772. 6.21.19: URGENCY OF THE LIVE IMMEDIACY, RIGHT NOW.
FUNDAMENTAL TO THE NARRATIVE BECAUSE ITS COMPELLING.
1773. 6.23.19: “As soon as fear, hatred, jealousy, and power
worship are involved, the sense of reality becomes unhinged.”
– The Ministry of Truth: The Biography of George Orwell’s
1984, Dorian Lynskey
1774. 6.23.19: “To mark the paper was the decisive act.” – George
Orwell, 1984
1775. 6.24.19: 3SN encompasses the networked space of my world.
1776. 6.25.19: The ASSAULT of detournement of the media must be
contextualized to have MEANING.
1777. 6.25.19: A torrent of outgoing feeds of disinformation across
multiple channels, a digital workshop, like TRUMP’s PROJECT
ALAMO.
1778. 6.25.19: FIGHTING DYSTOPIA WITH MORE DYSTOPIA.
1779. 6.25.19: Use Facebook to unleash a Torrent of CounterDisinformation in the medium of those who are contaminating
the Election Process.
1780. 6.25.19: Looking back to 11.26.16, 3SN is THE collection of
telematic projects, a networked space.
1781. 6.26.19: Simple Experiments in Social Broadcasting, using
Skype/NDI as the MEDIUM.
1782. 6.26.19: INJECT TRUMP’S SOCIAL MEDIA/TWITTER IMPULSES WITH
TPRS CONTENT.
1783. 6.26.19: TRANSLATE WORK_FLOW EPISDOES INTO FACEBOOK + TWITTER
MISSIVES INJECTED WITH MACHINE LANGUAGE. FAKE. INSANE.
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1784. 6.26.19: Memes as an essential component of the Social Media
FLOW.
1785. 6.27.19: Establish a Net Persona + use the social medium as a
creative space to FLESH OUT THE WORK_FLOW, an extension of
the work_Flow.
1786. 6.27.19: Social Media is the ideal way to prove a WINDOW into
the studio work_Flow, in/out: the desktop a media machine
generator of WRITING + IMAGERY + SND. (refer to 5.27.17: Net
Dynamic Environment)
1787. 6.27.19: I am a Reporter disseminating aesthetic reportage
into the third space.
1788. 6.27.19: The idea of TRUMP L’oeil is a blueprint for
challenging the disorder with the embrace of Xtreme
TRUMPology.
1789. 6.27.19: DO I FEEL A SIGN OF RELIEF TO PUT TOGETHER THE
NARRATIVE AS IT UNFOLDS AND NOT OBSSESS ABOUT GOING LIVE,
CONSTANTLY. BUT USING LIVE WHERE APPROPRIATE, KEEPING THE
WORK IN THE WEB SPACE, NEED TO CONTEMPLATE THIS.
1790. 6.28.19: Could it be that the live Camera is a spiritual
connection between the Interior + External Worlds, the studio
+ the space beyond, the first => second => third spaces.
1791. 6.28.19: Instead of LIVE FEED of VIDEO, A LIVE FEED OF IMAGES
from all the various studio flows. The Broadcast never stops.
1792. 6.28.19: BUNKER CAM: like entering in + signing a guest book.
Enter the BUNKER through the Door into the Cam feed.
1793. 6.28.19: Virtual BUNKER TOUR. The PLACE where the SHOW is
created. The mystery of the underground studio bunker, what
transpires in the artist’s lair…
1794. 6.28.19: THE AURA OF THE LIVE (from 7.12.18)
1795. 6.28.19: Superimpose the ever-present-present NOW of the
work_Flow (most current) over the ever-present-present NOW of
the BROADCAST (most current export frame). This ties together
these two feeds. Then all of this is dispersed, distributed
via Social Media.
1796. 6.28.19: SELF-AWARENESS OF BEING WATCHED.
1797. 6.28.19: I see the BROADCAST evolve in a much larger sense.
From the initial writing in the notebook (no technology!)
Various forms emerge in which the writing is expanded,
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visualized, auralized, further developed into streams +
channels of information that FORM THE BROADCAST. You can
think of a book, or a CD, or a performance, or a video, all
as a broadcast, a transmission of information. In the post
reality I live in the ever-present-present of NOW and that is
my performance, to live in the NOW, and to broadcast it
through a myriad of forms + channels + streams + threads, all
woven together into the GRAND NARRATIVE.
1798. 6.28.19: All roads lead back to the FEEDS.
1799. 6.28.19: ULTIMATELY THE BROADCAST IS A LIVING THING THAT
DREAMS ITS OWN DREAMS.
1800. 6.28.19: LIVING THE BROADCAST.
1801. 6.28.19: The Prosecution of TRUMP, Not Mueller, Not Congress:
Harris.
1802. 6.30.19: Open Source Studio: The Surveillance Feed, tagging
metadata to the FEED. The Surveillance Feed of the open
source studio of the bunker, constitutes the arrival point
after entering through the Door of Danger.
1803. 6.30.19: All actions must weave to the Narrative, which
begins with these marks, the WORK_FLOW and then goes form
there. Each + every snd, image, text, movement, idea as they
unfold are wedded to the WORK_FLOW. All readings, ideas,
cosmic alters, etc., are fuel for the WORK_FLOW, out of which
comes the work. This the best way to maintain the steady
flow, to stay on track, to be focused.
1804. 6.30.19: THE WORK_FLOW IS THE META-NARRATIVE, AND THE
BROADCAST IS ITS DISSEMINATION.
1805. 7.1.19: The ENTRANCE (virtual) to the BUNKER is the most
recent of the WORK_FLOW, like a projection, a canvas of the
work of the day, before being logged + archived. This way the
front end of the site new + current + in the ever-presentpresent of now for distribution to the FEEDS. It’s really
about integrating the work_Flow into life_Flow, a steady
stream of output or whatever I am thinking, feeling @ the
moment in time.
1806. 7.1.19: Nothing can stop the broadcast because the broadcast
is like life itself. To be Alive is to BROADCAST.
1807. 7.1.19: THE DANGER PAGE gives the viewer warning, a
disclaimer, that they are entering into an immersive, online
experience. THEY HAVE ENTERED THE FLOW.
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1808. 7.1.19: The Ultimate GHOSTED PRESENCE IS PURE SOUND IN THE
BOOTH.
1809. 7.2.19: Each day, lob an information bomb into the
datasphere, which explodes in its trajectory via the various
channels + feeds.
1810. 7.2.19: CREATE A THEATER OF DATASPACE PROPELLED BY MEMETIC +
VIRAL ACTIONS.
1811. 7.2.19: MEME FACTORY: THE CONSTRUCTION OF SHORT BYTE-SIZED
easily digestible memes created from high charged critically
hyperbolic rants from the SHOW. Spread these aphorisms widely
+ virally thru the datasphere.
1812. 7.3.19: The disjunct between the atrocities + inequalities
and racial injustice is staggering in the face of the FAUX
SALUTE to American tomorrow on the National Mall
1813. 7.3.19: TO DEEPLY PERSONALIZE THE EXTRAVAGENT JOURNEY DOWN
THE RIVER OF MEDIA.
1814. 7.3.19: The key to social media distribution is to format as
tight, memetic, aphoristic, byte-size chunks of information,
to be scattered in the winds of the datasphere via viral
super-participatory actions. A COLLECTIVE PROCESS.
1815. 7.5.19: On TRUMP’s 4th of July Speech: We don’t need a history
of events, we need a history of ideas. We need ideas. We need
more than great military power, we need the power of ideas.
Weed the power of human reason, not the cold logic of war. We
need humanity, and that is what was entirely missing in the
empty TRUMP doctrine (if you can call it that). The power of
love, not the threat of hate. The power of compassion, not
the childishness of bullying. How have we ended up this way?
Media. Media holds the reigns, it is the great amplifier,
media is the enabler of power, media asserts its command. All
follow!
1816. 7.5.19: Use strange juxtapositions of meaning + content to
explode the image of the TRUMPological. Develop this
technique in memetic social media missives.
1817. 7.5.19: “Although Arendt was more knowledgeable about Germany
and Orwell more interested in Russia, they come to many of
the same conclusions: totalitarianism was the unprecedented
intersection of ideology, bureaucracy, technology, and
terror. Arendt argued that totalitarianism aimed to actualize
a fantasy, and the gap between myth and reality could only be
closed by relentless deceit and unparalled cruelty.” – The
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Ministry of Truth: The Biography of George Orwell’s 1984,
Dorian Lynskey
1818. 7.5.19: “It is chiefly for the sake of this supersense, for
the sake of complete consistency, that it is necessary for
totalitarianism to destroy every trace of what we commonly
call human dignity… What totalitarian ideologies therefore
aim at is not the transformation of the outside world or the
revolutionizing transmutation of society, but the
transformation of human nature.” – The Ministry of Truth: The
Biography of George Orwell’s 1984, Dorian Lynskey
1819. 7.5.19: I am now living in the ever-present-present of Now.
1820. 7.6.19: I want to recall the mystical adventures in SE Asia,
and put more of the travels online.
1821. 7.6.19: “I'm thinking a lot about how we could lower the
threshold for music theater and opera and present it through
a web browser in an interactive way. I took a very small step
there with my song cycle "The Book of Sand." I wonder what we
could do if we could present a new art form digitally through
the internet that would make sense and wouldn't try to mimic
a live experience. We stream everything these days. There's
something to be said about an art form that's there all the
time and could be accessed through Chrome and not at the Met
Opera.” – Michael van der Aa, “Eight is a Breakthrough for
Virtual Reality in Classical Music” NY Times
1822. 7.6.19: Unlike Live Performance, Net Performance in the third
space is continuous, without beginning, middle, or end, a
‘world’ to explore and experience and interact with.
1823. 7.6.19: Speaking of doughnuts, Boris Johnson may well
become the British prime minister this month. The United
States and Britain would then be led by men with striking
similarities, and not just on the hair front: two charlatans
and narcissists with flimsy notions of the truth, utterly
unprincipled, given to racist slurs, skilled practitioners of
the politics of spectacle, manipulators of fear, nationalist
traffickers in an imaginary past of radiant greatness,
fabulists of reborn glory, with giant holes at their centers
where conscience and integrity went missing. So much for the
leadership of the free world! Roger Cohen, TRUMP, Johnson and
the Hole in the Doughnut, NY Times
1824. 7.6.19: “The world’s richest country, now full of poor and
broke ones, the world’s most powerful country, now full of
powerless and desperate ones. It’s a surreal, bleak, grim
independence day — tanks rolling down the streets in a juvenile
show of Freudian penis-envy power by a comedy dictator too
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unintelligent to grasp even that.” Four Questions to Ask
Yourself About American Collapse, Umair Haque
1825. 7.6.19 (reportage – The Great Dictator): TRUMP’s 4th of July
MILITARY SHOW on the National Mall was a futile attempt to
stand tall, proud + brave as the GREAT DICTATOR he wills
himself to be: it all turned out to be nothing more than a
pathetic and surreal Chaplinesque tragicomedy: the emperor
with no clothes, no ideas, and no brains. Surrounding himself
with heavily armored steel tanks, along with a cheering mob
of XTreme TRUMPologists who ate the whole thing up lock,
stock & barrel, TRUMP & CO. gave us nothing more than a
misinformed Junior High School American history lesson,
replete with enough inaccuracies to flunk an 8th grader. When
you are lacking the power of ideas, the power of reason, the
power of compassion, you just substitute massive tanks and
dramatic aerial flyovers as pure stagecraft. When you have no
aspirations to offer, when childish bullying is your go to
method of diplomacy, when you yourself faked your way out of
serving in the military, there is nothing like standing in
front of a 50-ton Abram tank to prove to yourself just how
all-powerful a demigod warrior you yearn to be.
1826. 7.6.19 (reportage – The Great Dictator): But TRUMP loves to
be the star of the SHOW, any SHOW, he just craves the
attention, the spectacle, the roar of the crowd, the
adulation, the idolatry, the sheer visceral intoxication of
commanding the ground and the air over the Nation’s Capital
and all of its historic symbology. Unfortunately, he didn’t
understand a word of what he was saying. He described George
Washington’s take over of the airports, as well as the War of
1812 fought at Fort McHenry, all taking place supposedly
during the Revolutionary War. Sadly, the National Mall is
hallowed ground of eternally significant proclamations of
soaring intellect and wisdom by such notables as Thomas
Jefferson, Martin Luther King, Franklin D. Roosevelt, and of
course Abraham Lincoln, who must have turned in his grave as
his Memorial presided over the SHOW. What a profound
embarrassment to have a two-bit comedic charlatan hosting his
very own made-for-tv 4th of July party replete with acrobatic
stunts by the Navy’s Blue Angels, all of which made most
people here in Washington cringe with horror as Independence
Day was appropriated by an egomaniac wannabe Dictator.
1827. 7.6.19 (reportage – The Great Dictator): In the end, TRUMP is
no more than a Petit Dictator, without the intelligence or
savvy or knowhow to become a true-blood totalitarian monarch.
But through his razor-honed reality tv instincts of casting
and production, he is able to project the transparent image
of a simplistic illusionary act as an all-controlling
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authoritarian to those who have permanently suspended their
disbelief.
1828.
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